
PART TWO 

The Fundamental Ontological Question of 
the Meaning of Being in General 

• 
The Basic Structures and 

Basic Ways of Being 

The discussion of the four theses in Part One was intended in each case to 
make an ontological problem accessible to us. This was to be done in such a 
way that the four groups of problems thus arising would show themselves to 
be intrinsically a unit, the problems constituting the whole of the basic 
problems of ontology. The following emerged as the four basic ontological 
problems;. first, the problem of the ontological difference, the distinction 
between being and beings; secondly, the problem of the basic articulation of 
bring. the essential content of a being and its mode of being: thirdly. the 
P~lem of the possible modifications of being and of the unity of the concept of 
bring in its ambiguity; fourthly, the problem of the truth-character of being. 
~ We shall assign the four chaptns of this second part each to one of these 
our basic problems. 





Chapter One 

The Problem of the 
Ontological Difference 

k is not without reason that the problem of the distinction between being in 
gmeral and beings occurs here in first place. For the purpose of the 
discussion of this difference is to make it possible first of all to get to see 
thematically and put into investigation, in a clear and methodically secure 
way, the like of being in distinction from beings. The possibility of ontol
ogy. of philosophy as a science, stands and falls with the possibility of a 
sufficiently clear accomplishment of this differentiation between being and 
beings and accordingly with the possibility of negotiating the passage from 
the ontical consideration ofbeings to the ontological thematization of being. 
!he discussions in this chapter will therefore claim our preponderant 
Interest. Being and its distinction from beings can be fixed only if we get a 
proper hold on the understanding of being as such. But to comprehend the 
understanding of being means first and foremost to understand that being 
to whose ontological constitution the understanding of being belongs. the 
Daseln. Exposition of the basic constitution of the Dasein. its existential 
COn.~t}~tion. is the task of the preparatory ontological analytic of the 
~~n s existential constitution. We call it the existential analytic of the 
the ln. I~ ~ust aim at bringing to light the ground of the basic structures of 

Dasem m their unity and wholeness. To be sure, in the first part we 
~~~()~ally gave individual pcmions of such an existential analytic, so far as 
the f>Osltlvely critical discussions provisionally required. But we have nei
~ r ':U.n through them in their systematic order nor given an express 
Onpo~ltlon of the Dasein's basic constitution. Before we discuss the basic 
~ological problem. the existential analytic of the Dasein needs to be 

eloped. This, however. is imJX>ssible within the present course, if we 
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wish to pose the basic ontological problem at all. Therefore, we ha 
choose an alternative and presuppose the essential result of the ~ .to 
analytic of the Dasein as a result already established. In my treatise on~ 
and Time, I set forth what the existential analytic encompassea i;'?l 
essential results. The outcome of the existential analytic. the exposition: 
the ontological constitution of the Dasein in its ground, is this: t~ ~ 
tion of the Dasein's being is gTotmded in tempoTality {Zeitlichkeit]. If 'IJe 
presuppose this result, it does not mean that we may permit ourselves to be 
satisfied just to hear the word "temporality." Without explicitly ~ 
here the proof that the Dasein's basic constitution is grounded in tem
porality, we must nevertheless attempt in some way to gain an unc:lerstaDd
ing of what temporality means. To this end we choose the following path. 
We shall take as ouT staTting point the common concept of time and learn to • 
how what is commonly known as time and was for a long time the only 
concept of time made into a problem in philosophy, itself,...,..,._ 
tempoTality. The point is to see that and how time in its common .._ 
belongs to and springs from temporality. By means of this re8ection we 
shall work our way toward the phenomenon of temporality itself IDd ita 
basic structure. What shall we gain by doing this? Nothing less than iruWrt 
into the original constitution of the Dasein's being. But then, if incW * 
undeTstanding of being belongs to the Dasein's existence, this understancfirl& C1DD 

mwt be based in tempoTality. The ontological condition of the possibility c("' 
undeTstanding of being is tempoTality itself. ThtTefOTe we mwt be ablr CO cull 
from it that by way of which we undeTstand the liheofbeing. Temporalilytabs 
over the enabling of the understanding of being and thus the enaNing c( dw 
thematic inttrpTetation of being and of its articulation and manifold WCI)IS; it 
thus makes ontology possible. From this arises a whole set of apecifil: 
problems related to temporality. We call this entire problematic that ri 
TempoTality (Tempcwalitiit]. The term ''Temporality" [Temporalitit} does 
not wholly coincide with the term "temporality" [Zeitlichkeit], despite tt:
fact that, in German, Temporalitat is merely the translation ofZeitlichkeit 
It means temporality insofar as temporality itself is made into _a theme ~ 
the condition of the possibility of the understanding of be.mg and that 
ontology as such. The term ''Temporality" is intended to indicate 
temporality, in existential analytic, represents the horizon from which~ 
understand being. What we are inquiring into in existential anal~c, ~ 
tence, proves to be temporality, which on its part constitutes the horizOtl or 
the understanding of being that belongs essentially to the ~asei_n. and to 

The main point is to sec being in its Temporal determ~nauon_ . I ill 
~nveil its problcmati~s. ~ut if being becomes phenom~nologtc~ly VIS~ 
1ts Temporal determmauon, we thereby put ourselves m a pos1tton to 5';-be 
the distinction between being and beings more clearly as well, and to fD' 
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nd of the ontological difference. This gives us the design for the first 
~;ter of Part Two. which is to deal with the problem of the ontological 

difference: 

§l9. Time and temporality 
§20. temporality [Zeitlichkeit] and Temporality [femporalitat/ 
§21. Temporality ffemporalitatJ and being 
§22. Being and beings 

§19. Time cmd tempordlity 

The aim now is to press forward through the common understanding of 
time toward temporality. in which the Dasein's ontological constitution is 
rooted and to which time as commonly understood belongs. The first step is 
to make certain of the common understanding of time. What do we mean 
by time in natural experience and understanding? Although we constantly 
reckon with time or take account of it without explicitly measuring it by the 
clock and are abandoned to it as to the most commonplace thing. whether 
ware lost in it or pressed by it-although time is as familiar to us as only 
something in our Dasein can be, nevertheless. it becomes strange and 
puzzling when we try to make it clear to ourselves even if only within the 
limits of everyday intelligibility. Augustine's remark about this fact is well 
known. Quid est enim "tempus"? Quis hoc facile breviterque explicaverit? 
Qui.s hoc ad verbum de illo proferendum vel cogitatione conprehenderit? 
Quid autem familiarius et notius in loquendo conmemoramus quam "tem
pus"? Et intellegimus utique, cum id loquimur, intellegimus etiam, cum alio 
lcquente id audimus. -Quid est ergo "tempus"? Si nemo ex me quaerat, 
lcio; si quaerenti explicare velim, nescio; fidenter tamen dico scire me. 
quod, si nihil praeteriret, non esset praeteritum tempus, et si nihil adveniret, 
; esset futurum tempus, et si nihil esset, non esset praesens tempus. 1 

hat then is time; who can explain it easily and briefly? Who has 
COm~rehended it in thought so as to speak of it? But what is there that we 
ll'lentlon in our discourse more familiar and better known than time? And 
:~always understand it whenever we speak of it, and we understand it too 
Ill en We hear someone else speak of it.-What then is time? If no one asks 
kn:V,~ut it, I know; if I am supposed to explain it to one who asks, I do not 
"'ould : et I o;,ay confidently that I know: if nothing were to pass away there 
to he no past time, and if nothing were coming there would be no time 
Si~o~~· and if nothing were to exist there would be no present time.'' 

P ICius the Ncoplatonist says: ti de depote estin ho chronos. erotetheis 

1 ·"-ug11't•nc. Crmfnstrmt!J, 11.14. 
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mogis an ho sophotatos apokrinaito;2 "as to what time may be, then to . 
question hardly the wisest would be able to find an anSWer." p thia 
evidence for the difficulty of apprehending and interpreting titne ia \lither 
ftuous. Every attempt we ourselves make to elucidate what we mean by~· 
in our natural understanding of it, every attempt to lay out unveiled and~ 
its purity what is to be understood by time, convinces us of this. At 6rat 111 

are without any orientation at all. We do not know where to look, wbtt:xe 'tie 
seek and find the like of time. But there is a way that begins to help ua out: 
this perplexity. The common understanding of time very early reacbed 
conceptual expression in philosophy. Accordingly, in the explicit CXlQcepta 
of time, we have at our disposal a ponrayal of the time phenomenoo. 1'hi. 
phenomenon need no longer give us the slip completely if we hold ao to 1 
conceptual characterization of it. However, even if time becomea IDOft 
manageable when we comprehend these time concepts, we should not be 
led by this gain to surrender all methodical foresight and aitidam. For, 
precisely if the time phenomenon is so hard to grasp, it remains dcdJdUI 
whether the interpretation of time that was laid down in the t:raditional time 
concept is thoroughly in keeping with the phenomenon oftime. And naif 
it were, still requiring discussion would be the question whether thia 
interpretation of time, although suitable. reaches the phenomenoo in ill 
original constitution or whether the common and genuine time coacept 
only expresses a configuring of time that is indeed peculiar to it but doel oat 
lay hold of it in its originality. 

Only if we impose these reservations on ourselves is there any surety thll 
we can draw something of use for the understanding of the time pha.ome
non from a critical discussion of the traditional time concept. Now to 
understand the fundamental-ontological considerations it is in~ 
that the time phenomenon should be brought to view in its ~ 
structure. Hence it would be altogether pointless if we simply took ~ rJ 
one or more definitions of time in order simply to take the opportunitY to 
offer our own definition. What we need first of all is a many-sided ~ta
tion toward the time phenomenon. following the clue of the traditional U: 
concepts. After that it becomes peninent to inquire in what way 
interpretations of time from which these concepts have sp~ng t~ 
took sight of the time phenomenon. how far they took into vtew the on thiS 
time phenomenon, and how we can achieve the return passage frolll 
time phenomenon first given to the original time. . nca1 

For the sake of a synoptic view we shall divide §19 into (a) histO 

------2_ S~mpliciu..,, In Aris~dis physirorum lilwos quattuor primes romrM'!t4M, ed Herflll"" 
Diel~ (Berlin: [G. Reimer(, 1882). p. 695, line 17 f 
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. tation regarding the traditional concept of time and a delineation of 
Ofle;ommon understanding of time that lies at the basis of this concept, and 
~the common understanding of time and the return to original time. 

a) Historical orientation regarding the traditional concept 
of time and a delineation of the common undentanding of 

time that lies at the basis of this concept 

If we look back historically and survey the various attempts to master 
time conceptually. it turns out that the ancients had already set forth the 
essentials that constitute the content of the traditional concept of time. The 
twO ancient interpretations of time which thereafter became standard
Augustine's, which has already been mentioned, and the first great treatise 
on time by Aristotle-are also by far the most extensive and truly thematic 
investigations of the time phenomenon itself. Augustine agrees with Aris
totle also on a series of essential determinations. 

Aristotle's treatise on time is to be found in his Physics, 4.10.217b29-
4.14.224•17. He gives essential supplementary material for his view of time 
in the early chapters of the Physics, book 8. There are also some important 
passages in De Anima, book 3. Among ancient conceptions of time, that of 
Plotinus also has a certain significance, peri aionos kai chTOnou (Enneads 3. 7), 
"'n the Aeon and on Time." Aeon is a peculiar form intermediate between 
eternity and time. The discussion of the aeon played a great role in the 
Middle Ages. Plotinus, however, gives us more of a theosophical sperola
~ about time than an interpretation adhering strictly to the phenomenon 
itself and forcing the phenomenon into conceptual form. A summary 
Plrticularly useful for orientation regarding the ancient concept of time is to 
be found in the appendix that Simplicius provides in his great commentary 
~Aristotelian physics. At the conclusion of the interpretation of book 4 
deal co-:nm~ntary provides an independent appendix in which Simplicius 

5 With time. l Among the Scholastics. Thomas Aquinas and Suarez dealt 
~~ specifically with the time concept. in close connection with the 
ti ~otehan conception. In modem philosophy the most important inves
~hons of time occur in Leibniz, Kant. and Hegel, and here, too, at 

F om, the I\ristotelian interpretation of time breaks through everywhere. 
tim tom the most recent period we may cite Bergson's investigations of the 
~Phenomenon. They are by far the most independent. He presented the 
~tlal results of his inquiries in his Essai sur les donnees immidiates de Ia 

ence f 1H88). These investigations were extended and set in a wider 

3(b 
ld' pp. 773-1100. 
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context in his major work, L'eooluhon creatrice (1907). As early 88 hia 4::-. 

treatise, Bergson makes the attempt to overcome the Aristotelian COlW:ept <qf, 

time and to show its one-sidedness. He tries to get beyond the of 
concept of time by distinguishing duree, duration, in contrast wit~ 
commonly understood, which he calls temps. In a more recent work,~ 
et sirnultaneite (2nd edition, 1923), Bergson provides a critical~ 
of Einstein's theory of relativity. Bergson's theory of duration itself grew 
of a direct critique of the Aristotelian concept of time. The interpretation': 
gives of time in the common sense rests on a misunderstanding of .1\ris. 
totle's way of understanding time. Accordingly, his counte~ to 
common time, namely duration. is also in this sense untenable. HedoaDat 
succeed by means of this concept in working his way through to the true 
phenomenon of time. Nevertheless, Bergson's investigations are valuable 
because they manifest a philosophical effort to surpass the traditb.al 
concept of time. 

We have already stressed that the essentials of what can first of allbellid 
about time within the common understanding of it were said in tbe tw 
ancient interpretations of time by Aristotle and Augustine. Of the two, 
Aristotle's investigations are conceptually more rigorous and stronger while 
Augustine sees some dimensions of the time phenomenon more origiDally. 
No attempt to get behind the riddle of time can permit itself to dispemee 
with coming to grips with Aristotle. For he expressed in clear coraptual 
form, for the first time and for a long time after, the common undaeund
ing of time, so that his view of time corresponds to the natural coocept rl 
time. Aristotle was the last of the great philosophers who had eyes to • 
and. what is still more decisive, the energy and tenacity to continue to Colee 
inquiry back to the phenomena and to the seen and to mistrust from tbe 
ground up all wild and windy speculations, no matter how close to the bllrt 
of common sense. , 

We must here deny ourselves a detailed interpretation of l\ri.ltOdt.• 
treatise as well as Augustine's. We shall select a few characteristic propou
tions in order to illustrate by them the traditional time concept. In su# 
mentation we shall draw several important thoughts from Leibniz. W~ 
discussions of time, like all of his essential ideas, are scattered aboUt an 
occasional writings. treatises. and letters. a 

To the clarification of the Aristotelian time concept we shall preface 
short account of the structure of the Aristotelian treatise on time. 

a) Outline of Aristotle's treatise on time 

The treatise contains five chapters (Physics, 4.10-14). The fi":t ~~~ 
(chap. 10). being first. defines the inquiry. which moves in two di~.,.....-
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'fh first question is: poteron ton onton estin e ton me onton;• does time 
~ng among beings or non-beings? Is it something that exists of itself or 
~ ii exist only in such a way that it is co-present in something that exists ) 
n<~q:>endently? How and where is time? The second question runs: tis he 
t h sis autou;-' what is the nature, the essence, of time? These two questions ) ~,t!' 
~ut time's mode of being and its essential nature receive proportionately 
unequal treatment. The first question is discussed in lesser detail; the 
positive answer is given only in the last chapter (14.223"16-2248 17). The 
remaining portions of the treatise are devoted to the investigation and 
djscussion of the second question, What is time? Chapter 10 not only 
defines both these problems but also discusses provisionally the difficulties 
implicit in them. and in connection with this it makes reference to previous 
attempts at a solution. Aristotle's custom is almost without exception to 
introduce his investigations in this form: historical orientation and discus-
sion of the difficulties, the aporiai. Aporia means: not getting through, 
being without passage. The problems are at first set in such a way that it 
appears as though no further passage can be made in these inquiries. The 
essential content of the problem is provisionally brought closer by this 
historical orientation and discussion of aporiai. 

With reference to the first question, whether time is something extant or 
is not rather a me on, the latter determination seems to suggest itself as the 
answer. How should time exist as a whole, an ousia, if the parts that go to 
make it up are non-existent and are so in different ways? Things past and 
things future belong to time. The former are no longer, the latter are not yet. 
Past and future have the character of a nullity. It is as though time, as Lotze 
once put it, has two arms which it stretches out in different directions of 
DOn-being. Past and future, by their very concepts, are exactly non-existent; 
at bottom it is only the present, the now, that is. But on the other hand, time 
~is not composed of a manifold of existent nows. For in every now there 
::~y this now, and the others are now either not yet or no longer. The now 

IS never the same and never a single one, but another. a not-the-same 
and not-one, a manifold. But selfsameness and unity are determinations 
~sarily belonging to something that exists in itself. If these determina
JOns themselves are lacking to perhaps the only moment of time of which it 

A;\l/'r::1" 1k Physrca IRos..~l. book 4. 10.217''31 [W 1>. R~,·:~o ~-dition. or ~ditions. of 
lrltro,t •' PitySlcs can be tract.od back, at the earliest. to 1936: Aristot~'s Physia, with 
tht~ 1 Ul11"" and comm<'l1tary (Oxford: Clarendon. 19361. Hci~ger could not ha\·e uM.'d 
to ~c.::·""'~ the data provided in the GTundprobl~~M text I not.- 4. page 3301 are insuftlcicnt 
~I ~km, 11.·hach cdataon 1~ mtcndro. Hetdegger could haw us..-d the cdttlons by lmma-

5 ll l""' tllerlm. IIH.l) or Charlc<i Prantl (uirr.~:ig: Teubner. 18791. See note .W below. I 
"' . 211•32. . 
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can be said that it is, the now, then time seems to belong wholly 
completely to not-being and the non-existent (me on). Aristotle ~ 
ally lets the question of the mode of being of time rest with this aporia while 
he goes on to discuss several traditional views relating to the mode of h..; __ 

as well as the essential nature of time. --~~ 
( One view identifies time with the motion of the universe. He tou 1..-'-

-~] r kinesis,6 the whole of all beings, which moves, is time itself. In a C:: 
sense this is still conceived mythically. But all mythology has its basis in 
specific experiences and is anything but pure fiction or invention. It C8nDot 
be accidental and arbitrary that in this mythical view time is identified 'llith 
the motion of the universe. A second view tends in the same direction but ia 

-~ ( more definite. It says that time is he sphaira aute. 7 Time here is equated 
with the heavenly sphere which, rotating in a circle, embraces~ 
and contains everything within itself. To understand this we must hrmR 10 
mind the ancient picture of the world, according to which the earth it a dilk 
floating in the ocean with the whole of the heavenly sphere SWl'OUDdiaJit. 
In this sphere other spheres are layered one above the other in wbicb tbe 
stars are fastened. The outermost heavenly sphere embraces everytbiasthlt 
really exists. It and its rotation are identified with time. Acx:ordiag 10 
Aristotle the basis for this interpretation is as follows: en te to chrono ..,a 

( estin kai en te tou holou sphaira;8 everything that is, is in time; but 
: everything that exists is also inside the revolving vault of heaven, which il 

the outermost limit of all beings. Time and the outermost heavenly spbele 
are identical. There is something of experience implicit in this inCelpl'ltl
tion too: time in connection with the rotation of the sky and time alao • tblt 
in which all beings exist. We say indeed that what is, is in time. Even if, IIY' 
Aristotle, we have to disregard these simple-minded analyses, nevertheless 
there is a legitimate appearance supporting the view that time is somethiDI 
like motion, kinesis tis. We speak of the Aux of time and say that dalr 
elapses. For kinesis Aristotle also says metabole. This is the mOlt geaeral 
concept of motion; literally it means the same as the German Umac:hlai· 8 

change or tum [sometimes sudden, into its opposite}. But by its natUfC 
motion is en auto to kinoumeno, in the moving thing itself or alwa~ 
exactly where the thing in motion, the kinoumenon or metaballon. i ~ 
Motion is always in the moving thing; it is not something that floats as 
were above the thing in motion; rather, the moving thing itself moves
Motion therefore is always where the moving thing is. But time. says ----6. Ibid .. 2ts·33. . wur~~Jrl 

7. Ibid .. 218"1. !'The sphere itself." Tran~ R. P Hardie and R K. Gaye. m T~ rJ dll 
Aristotle (Ross). vol. 2 . . -\II fu"her rcft•rcnccs to the tianlic and Gaye translatiDII 
Phynca are to thi~ volume in the Roo;s ...dation. I 

8. lhad .. l1~'6f 
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ristotlc. ho de. chronos homoios kai pantachou kai pa~ pasin, 9 is: on the 1) r 
l\ trarv. in a l1ke mannn both !WfYWhere and also ~de_.everything and 
~~to. everything .. In t~is way a disti~ion is ~ed th~t cont~ts time with 

tion- While mot1on 1s always only m the movmg thmg and 1s only where 
: rnoving ~hing .is, time is. eve~h~re (pantachou), ~ot ~n ~ne definite 

tace. and it 1s not m the movmg thmg 1tselfbut~)bes1de 1t, m some way 
~ose by it. ~lotion and time differ in how they belong to the moving thing 
and to that which is in time ~.which we ~I ~he intratemporal [das 
Jnnerzeitige}. Thus the first prov1s10nal detenmnauon that had suggested 
itself. that time itself might be a motion, collapses. Time itself is not 
motion. hoti men toinun ouk estin kinesis. 10 On the other hand, however, 
time also does not exist without motion. Thus the result can now be 
formulated: time is oute kinesis out' aneu kineseos;11 it is not itself indeed 
the motion of the moving thing but still it is not without motion. From this it 
follows that time is connected in some sense with motion; it is not kinesis 
but kineseos ti, som_ahing_a.!,_ dose to, motion, something in connection with 
the motion of the moving th.ing:"fhe problem of the question about the 
essential nature of time concentrates on the question: ti tes kineseos estin, 12 

what connected with motion is time? 
In this way the course of the investigation is outlined beforehand. In 

cMptn 11, the second chapter of the treatise on time, which is the central 
chapter of the whole treatise, Aristotle reaches the result, the answer to the 
~on what time is. We shall merely record the result here because later 
we shall want to pursue in more detail the inte_rpretation of the nature of 
time. He says: touto gar estin ho chronos; arithmos kineseos kata to\ 
proteron kai husteron;13 time is this, namely. something counted which ..) 
shows itself in and JOT regard to the before and after in motion or, in short, 
something counted in connection with motion as encountered in the hori
ZOn of earlier and later. Aristotle then shows more precisely what is already 
~nt ~n t~e experience of a motion and how time is encountered there 

ong W1th 1t. He makes clear to what extent and in what sense time is 
arithmos, a number. and how the basic phenomenon of time, to nun, the 
now, results. 

the This lead~ him. in the third chapter (chap. 12). to define in greater detail 
connccuon between motion and time and to show that not only is 

9 lbad . .21X'·J \ 
IIJ lhad .21M'• ix 

anJ 1(. lhad. 11 . .219" l. ["Keither mo\'t'nll'nt nor indcp<--ndent of movcm~-nt." Trans. Hardie 
'"'" I 12 . 

13 ~~·t11 .21 'i' 3 ('V..1hat ~'Xactly Jl has to do with movement.~ T ran•. Hardle and Gayc.] 
lfttr .. 't" .2J9'•1f. ["for t1me i_~ just thif\-numher nf motion in respect of before and 

· ran, llardie and Gaye.) 
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motion in time and measured by time but conversely, too, time is rnea ... _ . 
by motion. Thus there emerges the fundamental question What ~ 
mean to say that something is "in time"? We normally express liOinE!tJ...;_} 
being in time by the German adjective "zeitlich." English "tern~::'ll1 

for terminological purposes we use the expression "zeitlich" or "tern~ 
in a different sense and take as the specific designation for the ·~ . 
time" of a being the expression "lnnerzeitigkeit," "intratemporality." ~ 
thing is in time, it is intratemporal. Elucidation of the concept of intratezn. 
porality clarifies the characterization of time as number. Since rest is itself 
limiting case of motion, the relationship between time and rest also .:. 
comes clear with the determination of the relationship of time and motion. 
Likewise, the relation of time to the extratemporal [ Ausseruitigen], USUally 
called the timeless, is cleared up by reference to the concept of int~~tem
porality. 

The fourth chapter (chap. 13) inquires into the unity of tiN in f1w 
manifoldness of the sequence of the nows. Aristotle tries to show hae how the 
now. to nun, constitutes time's real holding-itself-together, its c:obenra, 
sunecheia, in Latin continuum. German Stetigkeit, English continuity. 'Ibe 
question is how the now holds time together within itself as a whole. AD the 
time-determinations are related to the now. In connection with tbeaplaa
tion of sunecheia Aristotle gives an interpretation of several time deter
minations: ede, forthwith. arti. just now. and also palai, before this time or 
once, and exaiphnes, all of a sudden. Forthwith, just, once, suddenly, lar 
on, formerly are determinations, all of which go back to the nun. Just is_.. 
looking backward from a now; immediately is seen forward, as it were. fiom 
a now. Aristotle does not grasp these determinations in their inner~ 
tions but merely gives examples of time-determinations without recoJDIZ" 
ing their systematic order. 

The fifth chapter (chap. 14) goes back to the determination ~ "" 
drawn into the definition of time. the proteron and husteron, theeariirrand 
later. It discusses the Telation of the earlier and later to the before and ~ 
Following these discussions the first problem is taken up agam: Whlrf tbt 
how is time? Aristotle defines this question more closely in boo~ 8 : tbt 
Physics, in which he brings time into connection with the rotau~n and• 
heavens and with the nous. Time is not bound up with a si~gle rnouon ·tiCJil 
definite place. In a certain way it is everywhere. And yet, s1n~ by~ Sdl 
it is something counted, it can exist only where a countmg exu;ts· and 
counting is an activity of the soul. Time is in a certain way everyw~ 
yet it is in each instance only in the soul. Here we once again run up ? 'J'hii 
a difficult problem. What does it mean to say that time is in the soul~ 
corresponds to the question discussed in connection with the fourth do~ 
what it means to say that truth is in the understanding. As long as we 
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an adequate concept of the soul or the understanding-of the 
nave. -it remains difficult to say what "time is in the soul'' means. 
~~-~g is gained by saying that time is subjective; at most, it would give 

~= t~ probkms put p~ecisely the wro~g way. . . . . 
The question now ariSes, How can different ent1t1es and different movmg 

things which are in ti~e be in or _at the sa~e time if they are diffeTent? How 
. the simultannty of d1fferent thmgs possible? We know that the question 
~t simultaneity o~. more prec~sely. the question of the ~ssibility of an 
. tersubjectivc estabhshment of simultaneous events constitutes one of the 
~ problems of relativity theory. The philosophical treatment of the 
problem of simultaneity. depends on ~o factors: (I~ de~e~~ation of the 
concept of intratemporahty, the quest1on how somethang u an tame at all, and 
(2) clarification of the question in what way and where time is or, more 
precisely. whether time in general is and can be said to be. 

Since time for Aristotle is something connected with motion and is 
JDtaSW'C(i by means of motion, the problem is to find the purest motion, 
which is the original measure of time. The first and pre-eminent measure of 
all motion is the rotation (kuklophoria) of the outermost heaven. This 
motion is a circular motion. Time is thus in a certain sense a circle. 

From this brief survey it already appears that Aristotle broached a series 
of central problems relating to time. and in fact not indiscriminately but in 
their essential concatenation. Nevertheless, it should be noted that many 
problems are just touched on by him and also that those with which he deals 
more circumstantially are by no means without need of further inquiry and 
DeW radical formulation as problems. Seen in their entirety, however, all the 
central problems of time which were thereafter discussed in the course of 
~ further development of philosophy are already marked out. It can be 
~ that. subsequent times did not get essentially beyond the stage of 
~tl.e s treatment of the problem-apart from a few exceptions in 

llgustlne and Kant, who nevertheless retain in principle the Aristotelian 
COncept of time. 

f3J Interpretative exposition of Aristotle's concept of time 

!)) Following 'this survey of Aristotle's essay on time we shall try to gain a 
the ore thorough understanding of it. In doing so. we shall not keep strictly to 
tiQntext hut. hy a free discussion and occasionally by carrying the interpreta
non somewhat further. we shall try to focus more clearly on the phenome
adc:l as Anstotle st.'es it. We start here from the definition of time already 
hus~ed: touto gar est in ho chronos. arithmos kincseos kata to proteron kai 

eron; H for time is just this, something counted in connection with 

••. lbld 
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motion that is encountered in the horizon of the earlier and later ( . 
encountered with regard to the before and after). At first it might~ 
that this definition of time makes the phenomenon inquired into Slid 
opaque than accessible. The first point in the definition implies that~ 
something we find before us in connection with motion, as ~ 11 

something that moves as a moving thing, oute kinesis out' aneu kineaec;: 
Let us take a simple example. A vertical rod moves on the blackboard~ 
left to right. We can also let it move in the manner of a rotation With the 
lower end as pivot. Time is something about the motion, showing ibelf to 
us in connection with a moving thing. If we imagine this rod to lllOV'e or to 
rotate then we can ask, Where is time here, if it is supposed to pertain totbt 
motion? It is certainly not a property of this rod, not anything corporai, DOt 

heavy. not colored, not hard, not anything that belongs to its ateaaiooiDd 
continuity (suneches) as such; it is not something. not a piece of the rod' a 
manifold of points, if we think of the rod as a line. Also, however, Aristotle 
does not in fact say that time is something connected with the moviDg tlairw 
as such but rather with its motion. But what is the motion of the rod? Weay 
"its change of place, the transition from one place to another-whether iD 
the sense of simple forward motion or continued motion from one poiDt tD 
the other." Time is supposed to be something relating to the motion md 
not to the moving thing. If we follow the continued movement of the rod. 
whether in the sense of rotation or the other motion, will we then find time 
belonging to this continued movement itself? Does it adhere to the modoo 
as such? If we stop the motion, we say that time continues. Tune P on 
while the motion ceases. Thus time is not motion, and the rod's modoD il 
not itself time. Aristotle also does not say that time is kinesis, but ~ 
ti. something close to, connected with motion. But how? The motion here• 
the transition of the rod from one place to the other. The moving thing. 11 

moving, is always present at some one place. Is time at these places or il it 
even these places themselves? Obviously not, for if the moving thinl ~ 
run through the places in its movement, these places are, as such •. 
existent as definite locations. But the time at which the rod was at U:,: 
that place has passed. The place remains, time goes by. W,here and ~ 
then. is time at, with, the motion? We say that during its mot1on the~ Is 
thing is always at a place at a time. The motion is in time, intTatern~urnt 
time then something like a container. into which motion is put? ~d 1 thd' 
is always to be met with in connection with motion. is this ~~tame~? But 
something that carries motion as such along with it like a snail1ts she~ of 
when the rod is resting we again ask where time is. Do we find not res' 
time in the thing qua resting? Or something? We say 'The rod was at 

-------15. Ibid., 219'1. l .. ~cathcr movement nor indl1"'"n<il•nt "Tran~. Hardie and Ga)C·l 
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rtain length of time or temporarily." Nevertheless, although we may 
for; c~ around the moving thing and the motion itself as change of place, 
100 ~l nc\•cr find time if we hold to what Aristotle says. 
~We must ourselves ~tort, nat~rall~ we shal~ not find it. A~stotle does 

·ust remark indefimtely that t1me 1s somethmg cormected w1th motion; 
not J • 1 · h k' ber ed . ead. he says more precise y: ant mos meseos-a num connect 
~motion or. as he formulates it in one place, ouk ara kinesis ho chronos 
~·he arithmon echei he kinesis; 16 time is not itself motion but exists so far 

motion has a number. Time is a number. This again is astonishing, for 
:umbers are just exactly that of which we say that they are tim~l-=s, 
extratemp:>ral. How then is time supposed to be a nuRJbed.-Batnere. as 
fujarotle expressly stresses, the expression "number" (arithmos) must be 
~tood in the sense of arithmoumenon. Time is number not in the 
sense of the number that numbers as such but of the number that is 
IIJIIIlbtred, counted! Time as number of motion is what is counted in connec
tion with motion. Let us try an experiment. What can I count about the 
motion of the rod? Obviously. since the motion is a change of place, I can 
count the individual locations occupied by the rod in transition from one to 
the other. But, if I add up these locations, the sum of them to all eternity will 
never give me time but only the whole stretch run through, a piece of space 
but not time. Now we are able to count and to determine by counting the 
speed of the rod in its transition from one place to the other. What is speed? 
If we take the physical concept of speed. s = dlt. then speed is the path 
traversed divided by the elapsed time. From this formula it can be seen 
externally that time is involved in speed, because motion requires time. But 
this does not yet explain what time itself is. We have not come a single step 
closer to time. What does it mean, then. to say that the rod has a certain 
~?Patently. among other things, it means that the rod is moving in 
tirne.Its motion runs its course in time. How puzzling it is that all motions 
~-use_ up-time and yet time doesn't diminish at all. Let us think of 
al particular motions in the time between ten and eleven o'clock. Think 
:· a~. a second instance, of 100,000 motions in the same time. All of them 
ta'J.e th•s same time. In the second instance, when many more of them are 
ti ll~g this time, docs the time itself diminish or does it remain quan· 
u:;vcly. equal to itself? Is the time that is taken by the motions thereby all 
N up! If not, then it manifestly does not depend on the motions. 
rn CVerthcless. it is supposed to be what is counted in connection with 
coot•on. It seems to be pure assertion on Aristotle's part that time is what is 
~nted in connection with motion. Even if we go so far as to mark the rod's 

nge of place by numbers, so that we provide each place with a number 

16. Ibid. Zt•JI•Jf. 
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and thus find something counted or enumerated directly at each Place. 
transition of the moving thing. we do not uncover time with this ~tbe 
do we? I take my watch out of my pocket and follow the change of p~ Or 
the second hand, and I read off one, two, three. four seconds or . or 
This little rod. hurrying on. shows me time, points to time for me, f~ 
reason we call it a pointer, a hand. I read off time from the motion of a rod. 
Where then is this time? Somewhere inside the works, perhaps, SO that if) 
put the watch into my pocket again I have time in my vest pocket? Naturally 
not, the answer will be. Yet we ask in return, Where then is time, since it. 
certainly undeniable that we read it from the watch? The watch, the~ 
tells me what time it is, so that I find time in some way present there. 

We see that in the end Aristotle is not so wrong when he saya that time ia 
what is counted in connection with motion. As evidence we do not need for 
it something as refined as a modem pocket watch. When a human beioc iD 
natural, everyday existence follows the course of the sun and aaya "'t ia 

~ noon," "It is evening," he is telling the time. Time now, suddenly, ia in the 
sun or in the sky and no longer in my vest pocket. But really, then, where il 
this prodigy at home? How does it happen that we should fiDd time 
wherever we follow a motion, that we find time somehow attached to the 
motion and yet do not find it present right at the place where tbe moviDs 
object is? What are we attending to, toward which horizon are w. loMDrg, 
when-to keep to a simple example-we say at sunset that evening is 
coming on and thus determine a time of day? Are we looking only toward 

---->'l the particular local horizon, toward the west, or does our encounter with the 
moving object, the sun here in its apparent motion. look toward a different 
horizon? 

The definition of time given by Aristotle is so ingenious that it also~ 
this horizon, within which we are supposed to find, along with what 15 

counted in connection with the motion, none other than time. AristCJde 
says: arithmos kineseos kata to proteron kai husteron. We translate~ as: 
time is something counted in connection with encountered motion with ,1 

view to the before and after, in the horizon of the earlier and later. Time 15 

not only what is counted about the motion. but it is counted there so far~ 
that motion stand-. in the prospect of the before and after when we folJoul 
as motion. The horizon sought for is that of the earlier and later. ProtetO" 
and husteron are translated as earlier and later. but also as before an~~ 
The first determination, the proteron and husteron taken as earber. 
later. seems to be impossible. "Earlier" and "later" are time-determina~a: 
Aristotle says. time is what is counted about the motion we encounter.ll\ iS 
hori7.on of time (of earlier and later). But this simply means that tune Y 
something met within the horizon of time. Time is counted time. If 1. saas 
that time is that pertaining to motion which shows itself when I follo\V lt 
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_ n in the horizon of its earlier and later. the definition of time seems to 
lflot10 rivial tautology: time is the earlier and later, thus time is time. Is it 
be a ~while to busy ourselves with a definition that bears on its brow. as it 
~rt the crudest sort of logical error? Nevertheless. we should not cling to 
~:ords. Certainly earlier and later are time phenomena. But the question 
thernains whether what they mean coincides with what is meant in the 
~ect of the definitory statement "time is time." Perhaps the second term 
"tifne" means something different and more original than what Aristotle 
means in the definition itself. Perhaps Aristotle's definition of time is not a 
tautology but merely betrays the inner coherence of the Aristotelian time 
phenomenon. that is. of time as commonly understood, with the original 
time which we are calling temporality. As Aristotle says in his interpreta· 
tiofl, time can be interpreted only if it is itself understood again by way of 
time. that is. by way of original time. Therefore, it is not necessary to 
tranSlate the proteron and husteron in Aristotle's definition of time by the 
iDdifferent before and after--even though that has its own specific and 
proper validity-so that their time character comes out less obviously. in 
order to avoid the appearance that Aristotle is defining time by going back 
to time. If the nature of time is in some measure understood, then Aris
totle's interpretation and definition of time must be so interpreted, in 
conformity with its initial approach, that in it what he takes to be time must 
be construed by way of time. 

Anyone who has once seen these interconnections must plainly demand) 
that in the definition of time the origin of time in the common sense, of time & we 
tlleoLtnter it immediately, should come to light from temporality. For its origin 
belongs to its essential nature and thus demands expression in the definition ~ 
of this nature. 

If we permit the earlier and later to remain in the definition of time. this 
~not _yet show how accurate the Aristotelian definition of time is. how 
ar~hat 1s counted in connection with motion is time. What is the meaning r _that which is counted in connection with motion encountered in the 
onzon of the earlier and later"? Time is supposed to be what is encoun
~red in a specifically directed counting of motion. The specific direction of 
~•on m counting is indicated by the kata to proteron kai husteron. What 
~means will be unveiled for us if we first of all take proteron and husteron 

as forl' and after and show by means of our interpretation what Aristotle ::;ns h:. this, so that the translation of proteron and husteron by earlier 
later Is justified. 

$o linw 1s supposed to be something counted about motion, and in fact 
h meth•ng counted that shows itself to us with respect to the proteron and 
e:st~ron. We must now clarify what this means and in what way we 

()(!nencc something like time with respect to the before and after. Time is 
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kineseos ti, something we encounter in connection with motion. Torn . 
in general, kinesis or metabole, there belongs kinoumenon kineitai: 1 ::: 
ing thing is moving. is in motion. The most general character of motion. 
metabole, a turn or change or better a transition from so~ 11 

something. 17 The simplest form of motion, and the one most f~ 
used by Aristotle in his analysis of motion, of transition, is p~ transitioft 
from one place (topos) to another, shift. change of place. This is the motion 
we are familiar with also as physical motion. In such motion the kinourne: 
non is the pheromenon, being carried forwarg from one place to the other. 
Another form of motion is, for example, aiJb9. becoming different in the 
sense that one quality changes to another, one particular color to another 
and here too there is an advance ek tinos eis ti, away from lOmething towcni 
something. But this "away from something toward something" does DOt ba'o't 
the sense of transition from one place to another. Change of colorcanoexur 
at the same place. It already becomes clear from this that th,is ~able 
structure of the ek tinos ~is ti, "away from something toward ~ 
belongs to motion. The comparison with alloiosis shows tha~M, 
from something toward something" need not necessarily be taken spatillly. 
We shaU call this structure of motion its dimension, taking the c:oacept ol 
dimension in a completely formal sense, in which spatial character is DOt 
essential. Dimension expresses a general notion of stretch; extension iD tbe 
sense of spatial dimension then represents a particular modifirMion ol 
stretch. In the case of the determination of ek tinos eis ti we should rid 
ourselves completely of the spatial idea, something that Aristotle did, toO. A 
completely formal sense of stretching out is intended in "from something to 
something." It is important to see this, because it was with reference to this 
determination that the Aristotelian concept of time was misunderstood ~ 
the modem period, especially by Bergson; from the outset he toOk this 
dimensional character of time in the sense of spatial extension in its 
reference to motion. 

The determination of the suneches, being-held-together-within-iuelf. .con
tinuum, continuity, also belongs to stretch. Aristotle caJls the dimenl~ 
character megethos. This determination megethos, extension or~ 
tude, also does not have a primarily spatial character, but that of s .. 
There is no break implied in the concept and essential nature of ~= 
something to something;" it is, instead, a stretching out that is closed ~-..,;ht 
itself. When we experience motion in a moving thing. we n~ .. , 

-----17. Cf. Phy~a. 3.1-3 and 5. [In book_ 5. M"<" parttcularly l24•ZI-224h<J and Wb35:-~ f latter begins: And ~ince C'\'CI)' chang<' 1sjrom somethm~ to somcthmg-as the WO to ,.y 
/ (mt.otaboll') indicate«. 1mplying somethm~ 'after' (rnt.'ta) somethmg else. that 15 of (o&JI 

somethmg earher and somethmg later-that wh1ch chang<'' must change 1n one 
w .. p." Trans. Hardie and Gaye I 
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·ence along with it suneches, continuity. and in this continuity itself ek 
~neis ti. dimension in the original sense, stretching out (extension). In 
tiOOS ase of change of place the extension is locaUy-spatial. Aristotle ex
~s this set of circumstances in reverse order when he says that akolou
p . to megethei he kinesis,'" motion follows (comes in the wake oO 
:ension (extension). This proposition should.be understood n~t ontically 
but ontologically. It does not mean that a motton proceeds onttcally from 
s;tretch or continuity, that dimension has motion consequent to it. To say 
that motion follows continuity or follows dimension means that by the very 
nature of motion as such dimensionality. and thus continuity, precedes it. 
Extension and continuity are already implicit in motion. They are earlier 
than motion in the sense of being a priori conditions of motion itself. Where 
there is motion, there megethos and suneches (sunecheia) are already 
thought along with it a priori. But this does not signify that motion is 
identica.l with extension (space) and continuity, which is clear already from 
the fact that not every motion is a change of place, a spatial motion, but 
nevertheless is determined by the ek tinos eis ti. Extension here has a 
broader sense than specifically spatial dimension. Motion follows con
tinuity, and continuity follows extendedness. Akolouthei expresses the 
found4tional a priori connection of motion with continuity and extendedness. 
Aristotle employs akolouthein in other investigations, too, in this ontologi
cal signification. So far as time is kineseos ti, something connected with 
motion, this means that in thinking time, motion or rest is always thought 
along with it. In Aristotelian language, time follows, is in successiop to, 
motion. Aristotle says directly{ ho chronos akolouthei te kinesei. 19 for 
~e of place the sequence is as follows: place-manifold-(space) exten
SIOn-continuity-motion-time. Viewed backward from time this 

._:.Ibid .. 219" 1_1. ("But what is mowd is moved from something to something. and all 
itude LS contmoous. Therefore the movemmt goes with the magnitu~. Because the 

~tuck i\ continuous. the movement too mu.o;,t be continiiOliS. and if the movement. then 
~lll'le. ~?r the time that ha.o;, passed is always thought to be in proportion to the 

19 '7"t Trans. Hardie and Gaye.) 
hotin. bld · 21'1'23. (A sense of the difficulty of reading this passage may be deriwd from 
~J hov.· two t~an.\lations deal with it. "But the 'now' corresponds to the body that is 
c.rned a1long. ~' tLme correspond.,. to the motion. For it i~ by means of the body that is 
~ "ong that we become aware of the 'before and after' in the motion, and if we regard 
~ a.~ <ountahle we get the now_" Tran~. Hardie and Gaye. "And as time follows the 
it is~ h: movement. so does the 'no~~..' of time follow the analogy of the moving body, since 
vtrt~ t f ;;m·mg body that we come to know the before-and-after in movemmt, and n is in 
~rna~ 1 l' c~nt.ablene!\.~ of its before-and-afters that the 'now' exists." A note gives an 
~tar:)~e .. tra~~Lation of the 1a.\l two word.o;._: "the :now' is the before and _after. qua 
Vola II... dIn .\r~\totle. Th~ Phyncs, trans. Phahp H. Wtcksteo:d and Franc1s M. Comford. 2 
39! :\IJ~ rm \\ alla.tm Heinemann; !\lew York: G. P Putnam\ Sons. 19291. vol. 1, pp. 3H9-
t~ t'(j· Urthcr referenn-s to the V....'icbt~-cd and Comford tran~lation of the Phynca are to 

lt~<>n. vol. I I 
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means: if time is something connected with motion, then the . 
connection is thought along with time. And this plainly does not ~ 
time is identical with any of the phenomena thus thought in ~that 
withit. ·~ 

Unless the ontological sense of akolouthein has been comp~ 
Aristotelian definition of time remains unintelligible. Or else def; ~ 
int~rpretations occur, ~o~ example that of ~rgso~, who said that ~ 
Anstotle understands 1t 1s space. He was m1sled mto adopting this ~ 
quate interpretation because he took continuity in the narrower senae of the 
extensional magnitude of space. Aristotle does not reduce time to space 
does he define it merely with the aid of space. as though some ..,.: 
determination entered into the definition of time. He only wanta to show 
that and how time is something connected with motion. To this eDd, 
however, it becomes necessary to recognize what is already experienced iD 
and with the experience of motion and how time becomes visible in what ia 
thus experienced. 

To see more precisely the sense in which time follows upon motion or 
motion's stretching out, we have to clarify even further for ouraeha the 
experience of motion. The thoughts of motion, continuity, extension-and 
in the case of change of place, place-are interwoven with the experience cl 
time. When we follow a motion, we encounter time in the process without 
expressly apprehending it or explicitly intending it. In the concrete experi
ence of motions we keep primarily to the moving thing, the pheromeooo: 
ho ten kinesin gnorizomen;-2° we see the motion in connection with the 
moving thing. To see motion purely as such is not easy: tode gar ti to 
pheromenon, he de kinesis ou;-21 the moving thing is always a this-here. a 
definite entity. while the motion itself does not have a specifically individu
alized character that would give it its own special stamp. The moving thinl 
is given for us in its individuation and thisness, but motion as ~ is: 
given in that way. In experiencing motion we keep to the moving thing. 
we thus see the motion with the moving thing but do not see it as such. 

Corresponding to the way we bring motion closer to ourselves by focus
ing on the moving thing is the way we experience continuity in the e&ernents 
constituting something continuous. a continuum, points in the ~int ::; 
ifold of a line. When we experience motion we focus on the movmg ~· 
and the particular place from which it makes its transition to another.P. tly 
In following a motion we experience it in the horizon of a c_onjol" the 
enc~untered series of locatio~s on a co~tinu~us ~at_h. We ~peraei!Ct od 
mot1on when we sec the particular movang thmg m 1ts trans1t1on frorn 

lO. lbid .. lJ9'•J7 
ll Ibid .. ltiJI·30. 

-----
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anotht'r. V•ic see how it goes from there to here, from a from-there 
place to here This calls for more precise determination. 
to 3 to· ld be said that change of place is a traversing of a continuous series 

lt1CO~ so that I can obtain the motion by taking together all the places 
ofp&CC"' rsed. onl' there and another there, and so on. But if we merely re-count 
ua~ di\•idual places. reckoning up together all the individual theres and 
the ltl we do not experience any motion. Only when we see the moving :::·in its changing over from there to here do we experience motion, 
uansition. We must not take the places as a pure juxtaposition of there and 
here· Instead we must take this there as "away from there" and this here as 
"wward here." hence not simply a there and then again another there, but 
"away from there" and "toward here." We must see the presented con
teXture of places, the point manifold, in the horizon of an "away from 
there-toward here." This is primarily what Aristotle's condition kata to 
proteron kai husteron means. The there is not arbitrary; the from-there is 
prior, antecedent. And the to-here or hither is likewise not an arbitrary here, . 
but for the present. as hither, it is posterior, subsequent. If we thus see the/ 
place manifold in the horizon of the "away from there-toward here" and 
traverse the individual places in this horizon in seeing the motion, the 
transition, then we retain the first traversed place as the away-from-there and 
arptd the next place as the toward-here. Retaining the prior and expecting 
the posterior. we see the transition as such. If. thus retentive of the prior and 
expectant of the posterior, we follow the transition as such, the individual 
places within the whole transition. which can stretch arbitrarily far, we no 
longer fix the individual places as individual points or as individual theres 
and heres arbitrarily paired. In order to grasp and formulate the peculiar 
retention of the prior and expectation of the posterior to come, we say: now 
!:;·formerly there, afterward there. Each there in the nexus of"away from 

e-toward here" is now-there, now-there, now-there. So far as we see the 
:int m~nifold in the horizon of the proteron and husteron, when following 

. movmg object we say at each time now-here, now-there. Only if we 
~;tly ad~ thi~.can we read off the time when we look at a watch or clock. 
r ~y now quite naturally and spontaneously when we look at the 
~Ieee It is not just a matter of course that we say "now," but in saying it 
" . ve alr('ady assigned time to the clock. It is not in the clock itself. but in 
.... Ying" .. 
Cl[ h now we assign it to the clock and the clock gives us the how-many 
t~ he now~ .'..!. \\'hat is counted when we count as we follow a transition in 
CQu onzon of the ek tinos cis ti. whether aloud or silently. is the nows. We 

nt a selJuence of nows or of thens and at-the-times. The then is the not-

~~~~~-"~r~nwnt IVorga~las at bottom the threefold t.-c;tatically honzonal structure of 
•I} fl'mporalaty (Zeathchkcat] iL'~igns the now to Itself. 
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yet-now or the now-not-yet; the at-the-time is the now-no-longer or the 
longer-now. The then and the at-the-time both have a now-character lb. 
now-reference. In one place Aristotle says quite concisely. without~ 
out the analysis in this detailed way-but without which his whole inteJ, 
pretation of time is unintelligible-to pheromeno akolouthei to nun,23 ~ 
now follows the moving thing. the object making the transition from one 
place to another; that is to say. the now is seen concomitantly in~ 
ing the motion. And to say that it is concomitantly seen means for hriatotlt, 
in the broader sense, that it is concomitantly counted. What is thus <:onoomi
tantly counted in following a motion, what is thus said, the nowa-thia is 
time. He d' arithmeton to proteron kai husteron, to nun est in. 24 lu CIOUilted, 

_the nows themselves count-they count the places. so far as the. 1ft 
· traversed as places of the motion. Time as arithmos phoras is the COUDted 

that counts. Aristotle's interpretation of time matches the phenomeoon 
extremely well when he says that time is something counted connected with 
motion so far as I see this motion in the horizon ek tinos eis ti, "fnxn 
something to something." 

In one place Aristotle says about proteron and husteron: to de procenm 
kai husteron en topo proton estin;25 it is first of all in place, in the cbmee 
and sequence of places. He is thinking of before and after here as still wholly 
without any time-determinateness. The Aristotelian definition of time can 
also be formulated at first in this way: time is what is counted in~ 
with motion which is experienced with respect to before and after. But what 
is thus counted is unveiled as the nows. The nows themselves, however, can 
be expressed and understood only in the horizon of earlier and later. The 
"with respect to the before and after" and the "in the horizon of the earlier 
and later" do not coincide; the second is the interpretation of the 6nt. • If 
we take the proteron and husteron provisionally as before and after, pre
vious and subsequent, the genesis of Aristotle's definition of time becol'l* 

, clearer. If we take it straight away as earlier and later. then the~= 
/' seems absurd at first, but this only indicates that a central problem II 

present in it: the question about the origin of the now itself. The first 
translation gives the literal conception, but the second already includes 1 

large element of interpretation. 
We intentionally translated the Aristotelian definition of time as ~: 

thing counted in connection with motion so far as this motion is seen JJ\ • 

horizon of earlier and later. We have already taken the proteron-husteron itl 

-----23 Ibid .. 219*'22: ~also 220"6 
24. Ibid. 219*>25. 
25. Ibid., 219' 1-4f. 
26. Cf. &in und ze;t, pp. 4l0 ff 
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rrower sense, which comes out clearly only when the before and after 
1 na·ve further interpretation. Primarily. proteron-husteron means for Aris
~: before and after in the sequence of places. It has a non-temporal sense. 
=t the experience of before and after intrinsically presupposes. in a certain 

y the experience of time. the earlier and later. Aristotle dealt with the 
wa t~ron and husteron in detail in book Delta of the Metaphysics 
~.1018b9f0. In the treatise on time he wavers in his conception of the 

roteron-husteron. Most often he takes it directly as earlier and later and not 
~much in the sense of before and after. He says of them that they have an 
apostaSis pros to nun.27 a distance from the now; in the then a now is 
concomitantly thought each time as not-yet-now. and similarly in the at-the
time the now concomitantly thought appears as the no-longer-now. The 
oow is the limit for what has gone by and what comes after. 

The nows which we count are themselves in time: they constitute time. 
The now has a peculiar double visage, which Aristotle expresses in this way: 
bi suneches te de ho chronos to nun, kai dieretai kata to nun. 28 Time is held \ 1 

together within itself by the now; time's specific continuity !s _rooted in the j 
now. But conjointly. with respect to the now, time is divided; .articulated 
into the no-longer-now, the earlier, and the not-yet-now, the later. It is only 
with respect to the now that we can conceive of the then and at-the-time, 
the later and the earlier. The now that we count in following a motion is in 
t«h instance a diffnent now. To de nun dia to kineisthai to pheromenon aiei 
beteron,29 on account of the transition of the moving thing the now is 
always another, an advance from one place to the other. In each now the ./ 
now is a different one, but still each different now is, as now, always now. 
'The ever different nows are, as diffnent, nevertheless always exactly the 
14me, namely. now. Aristotle summarizes the peculiar nature of the now 
and thus of time-when he interprets time purely by way of the now-in a 
11\anner so pregnant that it is possible only in Greek but hardly in German 
~English: to gar nun to auto ho pot' en, to d' einai auto heteron;30 the n~ 
15 the same with respect to what it always already was-that is, in each now 

ar:::hys~a, book 4, 14.Z23•5f.(Proteron gar kai hU$teron legomen kata ten pros t~ nun 
Tfinl. H!l"'; for we s.ay 'before" and 'after' with reftrence to the distance from the 'now."' 

2.8 · ard~e •nd Gaye.J 
div~h\·s~e~: _book 4, 11.220"5. ("'Time, then, also is both made continuous by the 'now' and 
~ lbat lt. rran~. Hardie and Gaye.J 
3(. id .2.2f .. 14 

~ .. :!nd .21'/•tof.("But every simultaneou.~ time is self-identic<~l; for the 'now' as a subject 
-..~I lity, but it accepts different attributes." The translator.~ note: "E.g .. if you come in 
~ t~ !(o <mt, I he time of your cornin~ in ism fact the hmc of my gotng out. though for it to 
\VICht'~ ~nd to. be the other are dif1erent thing:>." Trans. Hardie and Gaye. Compare the 
~re ~ anc.l. Cor~ford translatiOn: "But at any given moment time i5 the same every
di(f'~; ~the now Itself is 1dentical in its cs.wnce. but the relations into whtch it enter.~ 

11 ffcrl"nt connt.-x 1on~. "I 
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it is now; it~ essen.tia, its what: is alwa~s the same (tauto~~and llevert 
every now IS, by 1ts nature. d1fferent m each now. to d emai auto~ 
nowness, being-now, is always otherness, being-other (being-how or ; 
ness-existentia-heteron). To de nun esti men hos to auto, esti d' ~ 
to auto;31 the now is in a certain way always the same and in a certain ~ 
never the same. The now articulates and bounds time with l'eSpec:t to~y 
earlier and later. On the one hand it is indeed always the same, but then it~ 
never the same. So far as it is always at an other and is other (we may~ 
of the sequence of places), it is always something else. This constitutea ib 
always being-now, its otherhood. But what it always already was aa tbu 
which it is, namely. now-that is the same. 

We shall not next enter any further into the problem of the~ o( 

time itself starting from the now-manifold. Instead we ask: What is implied 
by Aristotle's interpreting time as something counted or as number? What 
in particular is he trying to make visible in stressing the numerical chuacter 
of time? What does the characterization of time as number entail for the 

( 
determination of the essential nature of what we call intratempcnlity? 
What does "in time" mean? How can the being of time be determined by way 
of the characterization of time as number? 

What is implied by Aristotle's assigning a numerical character to time? 
What does he see in time? Time is number a.<; that which is counted iD 
following the places traversed by the moving thing, that is, so fu 81 we 
follow in the motion the transition as such and in doing so say "naw. • 

But also it is not enough that we correlate the nows in juxtaposition to I 
point-manifold, so as to think of them as being at a standstill in a line. This 
talk of time as a sequence of nows should not be misunderstood and 
transferred to the spatial, thus leading us to speak of time as a line, a -:: 
of points. The now is something counted, but not in the counting of one 
the same point. Time is not a manifold of nows thrust together, because at 
each now every other now already no longer is and because, as we..., 
earlier, a curious stretching out on both sides into non-being belongs to 
time. The now is not correlated as a point to a fixed point and it~ 
belong to it in that way, because by its essential nature it is both beginllitiJ 
and end. In the now as such there is already present a reference to t~ 
longer and the not-yet. It has dimension within itself; it stretches out t 
a not-yet and a no-longer. The not-yet and no-longer are not ~ate.~ 
the now as foreign but belong to its very content. Because ?~thiS d1 as 
content the now has within itself the character of a trans~twn. ~ noW thll 
such is already in transit. It is not one point alongside another pomt 50 

-----31. Ibid .. ll<JI'llf. 
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ediation would be needed for the two. lt is intrinsically transition. 
50rne rn it has this peculiar stretching out within itself, we can conceive of 
aecausetch as being greater or less. The scope of the dimension of a now 
the.st~now in this hour, now in this second. Trus diversity of scope of 
~es~ion is possible only because the now is intrinsically dimensional. 
diJtlt is not thrust together and summed up out of nows, but the reverse: !!: reference to the now we can articulate the stretching out of time always 
only in specific ways. Correlation of the manifold of the nows-where the 
ft(1'll is taken as transition-with a point-manifold (line) has only a certain 
validity. if we take the points of the line themselves as forming beginning 
and end. as constituting the transition of the continuum, and not as pieces 
present alongside one another each for itself. A consequence of the impos- ~. 
sibility of correlating the nows with isolated point-pieces is that the now, on 
its part. is a continuum oftheflwcoftime-not a piece. That is why the nows / 
in the following of motion cannot ever fragment the motion into a collection 
t:i immobile parts; instead, what becomes accessible and the object of 
tNJught in the now is the transitional in its transition and the resting in its 
rat. And, conversely. this entails that the now is itself neither in motion nor 
at rest: it is not "'in time.·· 

The now-and that means time-is, says Aristotle, by its essential natUTe ', 
PlOt 4limit, because as transition and climens!o~ it is open on the sides of th) 
not-yet and the no-longer. The now is ~tfmit, ;n the sense of a closing, of 
the finished, of the no-further, only incidenttJUy with reference to something 
that ceases in a now and tJt a definite point of time. It is not the now tha 
cases as now; rather, the now as now is, by its essential nature. already the 
not-yet, already related as dimension to what is to come. whereas it can well 
be th_at a motion determined by the said now can cease in this now. With 
the atd of the now I can mark a limit, but the now as such does not have the 
tacter. of a limit so far as it is taken within the continuum of time itself._ 

now ts not limit, but number, not peras but arithmos. Aristotle explicitfy \, :;ra.sts time as arithmos with peras. The limits of something. he says. are) 
helot they arc only in one with the being they limit. The limit of something 
n ~s to the mode of being of the limited. This does not hold true for 
~ ~- !\Ju~bcr is not bound to what it numbers. Number can determine 
COn hmg \lllthout itself being dependent. for its part, on the intrinsic 
the ~nLmd mode of being of what is counted. I can say "ten horses." Here 
hors:n tndeed determines the horses, but ten has nothing of the character of 
Coun "and their mode of being. Ten is not a limit of horses as horses; for in 
is c~:g wi~h _it I can just as well. de~ermine ships. t~angles, o~ trees. ~hat 
Cr~k -~tt>nstlc about number lies m the fact that 1t determmes-m the 

S<:n~e also de-limits-something in such a way that it itself remains 
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independent of what it delimits. Time as number, as that which 
portrayed by us as the counted-counting. does not itself belong to the ~ 
that it counts. When Aristotle says that time is what is counted in~ 
with motion. what he wishes to stress is that. to be sure, we COunt 
determine motion as transition in terms of the now. but that for this rea: 
this counting counted, time. is bound neither to the intrinsic content nor tht 
mode of being of the moving thing nor to the motion as such. Nevertheleaa, l\ 
our counting as we follow a motion we encounter time as IOihething 
counted. With this a peculiar character of time is revealed, a character tbu 
was interpreted later by Kant in a special sense as form of intuition, 

Time is number and not limit, but as number it is at the same time able to 
measure that with reference to which it is number. Not only is timec:ountld, 
but as counted it can itself be something that counts in the 1e111e c1 1 
measure. Only because time is number in the sense of the counted DOW CID 

it become a mei'I.Stlral number. so that it itself can count in the lillie tl 
measuring. This distinction between the now as number in general ora 
is counted and as the counting counted, along with the delimitation citime 
as number in contrast with limit. is the essential content of the diflicuk 
place in Aristotle's essay on time, into which we shall enter only briefly. 
Aristotle says: to de nun dia to kineisthai to pheromenon aiei hecmm,.JI 
because the now is what is counted in a transition. it always differs with dill 
which is undergoing the transition. Hosth' ho chronos arithmos c:u:b boa 
tes autes stigmes;33 therefore, time is not number with reference to the 
same point as a point. that is, the now is not a point-element of continUOUS 
time, but as a transition, insofar as it is correlated with a point, with a pilct 
in the movement, it is already always beyond the point. As ~it 
looks backward and forward. It cannot be correlated with an isolated poil't 
as selfsame because it is beginning and end: hoti arche kai teleute, all' boa tJ 

eschata tes grammes mallon.J.4 Time is number in a manner of~ 

32. Ibid. 220"14. (The single passage. 220"14-20, to which notes 32-35 refer, ia""' 
produced here as a whole. See also the remark and translation addOO to note ~.;.~· 

"'The 'now' on the other hand, since the body carried is moving. is always OU" ~ 
~Hence time is not number in the seme in which there is 'number' of the sarne..,dllfll 

because it is beginning and end, but rather a.~ the ~t~emities of a line form a n~· ....idl ,. 
as the parts of the hoe do so, both for the reason gtvm (for we can U.'le the nu t:;;,'ill 
two. so that on that analogy time might stand still). and further because obviously the are pill" 
no part of time nor the section any part of the movement, ;my more than the pot.nts 
of the line-for it is two lin~.s that are parts of one line_" Tran~. Hardie and Gaye.) 

33.1bid .. 220"Hf. ~ 
34. Ibid. 220"15f. (The Gnmdprobltme's reference to the ROM edition of the tbt~ 

~hich wa~.published m 1936. runs into a sp«ific problem here. The Ross ~ext hi! 'fhul dt' 
gnmnws in this place. wh4.'1'eas other texts. ~uch a• that by Bekker, read autcs. ~~ 

Ross ~-dition\ translation (Hardie and Gaye) refeN to the extremities of a /tnt (gr...-
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. deterrnint.~ as transi~i~n the point's extrem~ outw~_on both sides of the 
11 hing. 1 his transition belongs to the pomt and IS Itself, as now, not a 
srret~f time. in the sense that this time would be composed of now-parts; 
part ad. each part has transitional character, that is, it is not strictly speaking 
.nst~ Therefore Aristotle says directly: ouden morion to nun tou chronou, 
• ~· he diairesis tes kineseos:·" the now is consequently not a part of time 
: is always time itself, and, because it is not a part, motion itself-since 

otion is measured by means of time-also is not cut into parts. Because 
~now i.<i transition, it is capable of making motion accessible as motion, in 
itS unbroken character of transition. That time is a limit in the sense that I 
say that motion ceases, stands still, in a now-this is a sumbebekos: it is 
only an attribute of the now, but it does not reach its essential nature. 

The now is what it is, he d' arithmei, so far as it counts, hence number. 
Time as now is not limit but transition, and as transition it is possible 
number. possible mensural number of motion. It measures a motion or a 
rest in such a way that a specific motion. a specific change and advance is 
fixed, for example, the advance from one stroke of a second to the next, with 
which mensural number then the entire movement is measured. Because 
the now is transition it always measures a from-to, it measures a how-long. a 
duration. Time as number fixes the limits of a specific movement. This 
delimited movement is intended for measuring the whole of the movement 
to be measured: metrei d' houtos ten kinesin to horisai tina kinesin he 
katametresei ten holen. 36 

Because time is arithmos, it is metron. The being measured of a moving 
thing with respect to its motion, this metreisthai, is nothing but to en 
chrono einai, 37 the motion's "being in time." According to Aristotle, "things 
are in time" means nothing but that they are measured by time on the basis 
of their transitional character. The intratemporality of things and events 
lrlUSt be distinguished from the way the nows, the earlier and later, are in 

~~\ tlt>1d~~r speaks of the point's ext~es-i.e .. the translation Heidt.-gger offer.~ is 
of _trary !:' th,. text quoted from Aristotle. But the question arises. funher, as to the meaning 
~·~tt"\ m "ta <•schata tes autes." Wicksteed and Comford ~Comford consulted Bekker. 
l'iOt 1 ·and ''.~h..r sources and commentaries; see vol. 1. pp. x-xi) read it as referring to a line. 
l'iOt • P<>mt • but rather as the two extremities of the same line." See also their explanatory 
tl!p~~ardmg the meaning of the entire passage. p. 392. note a. Perhaps Heidt>gger':s 

35 1"tlfl· on both ~id~"S of the stretching.' captures this linear impliciltlon.) 
. <•td 220-l<J 

the~ lhtd. ll.l2l~lf ['Time is a mea.o;urc uf motion and of being moved, and it measures 
Cllbit :t<orl h~· detennming a mot1on which wtll measure exactly the whole motion. as the 
liard o..-.. tt,c l~'llgth hy det..-rmining an amount which w1ll measure out the whole.h Trans. 

3 lt- .and (i.a)'c l . 
7 h>l(j. 221•-l. 
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time. Epei d' arithmos ho chronos, to men nun kai to proteron kai 
toiauta houtos en chrono hos en arithmo monas kai to peritton kai anion ho.a 
men gar tou arithmou ti, ta de tou chronou ti estin) · ta de Pl'igrnata he. (ta 
arithmo to chrono est in. Ei de touto, pericchetai hupo chronou hospe.. ( k: 
ta en arithmo hup' arithmou ) kai ta en topo hupo topou. 38 The ~ 
indeed in a certain sense themselves in time, so far as they constitute . Ire 
But motion and the moving thing are in time, not in the sense that~ 
belong to time itself, but in the way in which what is counted is in D\llllber 
The even and odd arc in the numbers themselves, but what is COUnted • · 
also, in a certain way, in the numbers that do the counting. As the CIOUDted ~ 
in number, so motion is in time. That which is in time, the moving~ 
periechetai hup' arithmou, 39 is embraced by the counting number. T'ID!e 
does not itself belong to motion but embraces it. The intratemporality fi 1 
being means its being embraced by time (now) as number (counted). The 

'- factor of the pericchesthai, being embraced, stresses that time does not itself 
belong among the beings which are in time. So far as we measure a beiag, 
either in motion or at rest. by time, we come back from the time that 
embraces and measures the moving thing to that which is to be measundlf 
we remain with the image of embrace. time is that which isfurtherotdside, a 
compared with movements and with all beings that move or are at rat. h 
embraces or lwlds around the moving and resting things. We may Mignale 
it by an expression whose beauty may be contested: time has the cbancter 
of a holdaround, since it holds beings-moving and resting-around. In a 
suitable sense we can call time, as this holder-around, a "container; pro
vided we do not take "container" in the literal sense of a receptacle like a 
glass or a box but retain simply the formal element of holding-around 

Given that time embraces beings, it is required that it should somehow 
be bef(Y(e beings, bef(Y(e things moving and at rest. encompassing them. Kant 
calls time the "wherein of an order." It is an embracing horizon within 
which things given can be ordered with respect to their succession. 

Due to its transitionary character, says Aristotle, time always m~ 
only the moving thing or else the moving thing in its limiting case. the thing 
at rest. Metresei d' ho chronos to kinoumenon kai to eremoun. he to men 

----- --- ---------. . and tbr 
38. Ibid .. 221•13-UI. (Cf.: "~ow taking ume as a number sc-o~le Ia) the. now (fcc 

'before' and s.uchlike exist m time as. the monad and the odd and even ex1~t m nurnbd_ bUl 
these latter pertain to number ju.~t in the same way in which the former pertain to~~ 
(b) events have their pliiCcs in time in a sen~ analogou.~ to that m wh1ch any numbe ~ 
of thing. exi~t in number (i.e .. in such and such a dcfimte number), and such thmgt ~ tbeif 
are tmbTaud in number h.e .. in time) a-~ things. that have lucal•ty are embraced Ill 
places." \\hckstccd and Comford, pp. 401-·1031 

39. Ibid. 
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non to de cremoun. 40 Time measures the moving and the resting. 
kinotlrnethc one is in motion and the other at rest. Time measures motion at 
s0f~~:g moving:~ tis.41 how.~reat the transiti~n is, that is. ~w ~ny 
tht here arc in a parttcular trans1t1on from somethmg to somethmg. Ttme 
fiOI&IS t res the moving thing ouch haplos estai metreton hupo chronou. he 
.neasu ti estin. all" he he kinesis autou pose;42 it measures it not simply as the 
~g being that it is; if a stone is in motion. time does not measure the 
:::Cas such with respect to its specific extension, but the stone insofar as it 
. moving. ~lotion is measured. and only motion is measurable, by time, 
~use time. in virtue of its transitionary character, always already means 
something in transition, changing or resting. So far as motion or rest can be 
measured by time. and to be measured by time means "to be in time," the 
moving or resting thing. and only it, is in time. For this reason we say that 
geometrical relationships and their contents are extratemporal, because 
they are not in motion and consequently also are not at rest. A triangle is not 
at rest because it does not move. It is beyond rest and motion, and therefore, 
in Aristotle's view, it is neither embraced nor embraceable by time. 

The interpretation of intratemporality also tells us what can be intratem· 
poral as well as. on the other hand, what is extratemporal. Thus it becomes 
ever more clear how time is something counted in connection with motion. 
Hama gar kineseos aisthanometha kai chronou;43 in respect of the moving 
thing we perceive time together with movement. Where motion is experi· 
enced time is unveiled. Kai gar ean e skotos kai meden dia tou somatos 
paschomen, kinesis de tis en te psuche ene, euthus hama dokei tis gegonenai 
bi chronos. _._. It is not necessary that we should experience motion in things 
presently at hand. Even when it is dark, when what is at hand is concealed 
~. ~ but when we are experiencing our own self. our own mental 
acttvt~tes, time is also always already given directly together with the 
Qpenence, euthus hama. For mental actions also come under the deter
mination of motion-motion taken broadly in the Aristotelian sense and 

'1114 40-lhtd., 221"16-18. ('"But time will me~sure what is m~vt.-d and what is at reM, the one 
4;no1~~· tht> other qua at re:>t." Tran_~- Hardie and Gaye.J 
4 . Uti •. l2J"J'J. fu! I~.UJ'•J!Jf. ["Hence what is moved will not be mea.o;urable by the time simply in so 
43 1ph '<jllilntaty. but in so far a..o; it~ motion has quantity." Trans. Hardie and Gaye.J 

f<:~~~ou,-1 ~~-'c?• hool< 4. ll.l19-.~f [The entire paos.sage to which not~-s 43-44 refer is the 
~not7~· :\nw we pcrceave movement and lame together. for even when il is dark and we 
~ ~hn~ oaH,--ct<'d through the hody. if any mo~·emcnt takes place in the mind we 31 once 
~~ t., ~~ ~~mt> llmt:' also has elapsed; and not only that but also. when some lime is 
~ I\ ~'''passed. some movement also along IA.'alh at M"CrrL~ to haw takt:'n place. Hence 
llloa<<ern ~at ·r mowmenl or something that belong-; to movemt>nt. Since tht>n it L~ not 

44 l~nlt. 11 muM be the other" Trans. Hardie and Ciaye.) 
· "" . 21'r4-h 
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not necessarily as local motion. The actions are not intrinsically . 
they pass over into one another, one changes into the other.~ but 
mental action we can stop and dwell on something. We may ~ l 
passage in De interpretatione: histesi he dianoia, 45 thinking stands still ~ 
something. The mind, too, has the character of a moving thing. Even ~ 
we are not experiencing something moving in the sense of some ~ 
presently at hand, nevertheless motion taken in the broadest sense, ~ 
time, is unveiled for us in experiencing our own self. 

However, this gives rise to a difficult problem. Poteron de me Olllei 
psuches eie an ho chronos e ou, -46 whether. if there is no soul, time does 
does not exist. Aristotle gives a more specific interpretation to this:~ 
tou gar ontos einai tou arithmesontos adunaton kai aritlunetoo ti einai, 
hoste delon hoti oud' arithrnos. Arithmos gar e to erithmemeaoo e to 
arithrneton. Ei de meden aJio pephuken arithmein e psuche bi J*l:hea 
nous. adunaton einai chronon psuches me ouses, all' e touto ho pote oo eatiG 
ho chronos, hoion ei endechetai kinesin einai aneu psuches. To de prolaoD 
kai husteron en kinesei estin chronos de taut' estin he arithmeta estilL 47 

Time is what is counted. If there is no soul then there is no mmting. 
nothing that counts, and if there is nothing that counts then there il DOtbina 
countable and nothing counted. If there is no soul then there il no time. 
Aristotle poses this as a question and at the same time stresses the other 
possibility, whether time perhaps is in itself in what it is, just as a motioD 
can also exist without a soul. But likewise he emphasizes that the befcxe and 
after, which is a constitutive determination of time, is in motion, and time 
itself is tauta, the before and after as counted. To be counted obviously 
belongs to the nature of time, so that if there is no counting there is DO timt. 
or the converse. Aristotle doesn't pursue this question any further: he 
merely touches on it, which leads to the question how time itself existi-

We see by the interpretation of "being in time" that time, IS the 
embracing, as that in which natural events occur, is. as it were, ~ 
objective than all objects. On the other hand, we see also that it exists~f 
the soul exists, It is more objective than all objectc; and simultaneouslY it : 
subjective, existing only if subjects exist. What then is time and how does ------45. Aristotle. Dt inu.prttatioPIL', u;~>zo. _J, it tbr 

46. Phys1ca, book 4. 14.223•2lf. [The t.'lltire pas..~age to which notes 46-47 n::~et (lirl1 
following; ''Whether if soul dJd not exist time would exiM or not. ~~a questl~ tha::~ br 
be asked; for if there cannot be some one to count t.h...re cannot be anything bed~- 111 
counted. so that evidently there cannot be number; for numbN 1s e1ther what has ~ 
what can be, counted. But if nothing but soul. or m soul reason. i:s qualified to ~·I-'~ I 
would not be time unless there were soul. but only that of which time is an attribuW• ~ 
rnovmtt"nl can exist without soul. and the before and after are attributes of movetfldl'· 
time is ttM.-se qua numerable" Tran~. Hardie and Gaye] 

41 Ibid .. U3•U-2<J. 
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. , Is it only subjectiv~, or ~s it o~ly objective, or is it neither the one nor 
6 15t. h r' from our earher d1scuss1ons we already know that the concepts 
the~ ~,'and "object" as they are nowadays employed are ontologically 
~stb~te and hence are inadequate, especially for defining the being that 
jpdefinrselves arc. the being that is meant by soul or subject. We point the 
we~ on about the being of time in the wrong direction from the beginning 
J'~e it on the alternative as to whether time belongs to the subject or 
cbV:C . i\n unending dialectic can be developed here without saying the 
:.hing about the matter, just ~s _long as it is not settl~ h~ the Dasein:s 
being itself is. whether perhaps 1t 1s such that the Dasem, masmuch as 1t 
existS- is further outside than any object and at the same time funher inside, 
more inward (more subjective), than any subject or soul (because tem
porality as transcendence is openness). We indicated earlier that the phe
nomenon of the world manifests something of the sort. Given that the 
[)asein exists, is in a world, everything extant that the Dasein encounters is 
necessarily intraworldly, held-around [con-tained] by the world. We shall 
* that in fact the phenomenon of time, taken in a more original sense, is 
irattmmnected with the concept of the world and thus with the structure of the 
Dcu:tin itself. But for the while we must leave untouched the difficulty as 
Aristotle records it. Time is the before and after insofar as they are counted. 
As counted it is not antecedently extant in itself. Time does not exist 
without soul. If time thus becomes dependent on the counting of numbers, 
it does not follow that it is something mental in the soul. Simultaneously it 
is en pa.nti, everywhere, en ge, on the eanh, en thalatte, in the ocean, en 
ourano, in the heaven.48 Time is everywhere and yet nowhere and, still. it is 
only in the soul. 
~t is essential for understanding the foregoing interpretation of 

4uistotle's concept of time lies in correctly understanding the concept of 
~louthein, to follow. It means an ontological connection of founding 
which subsists among time, motion, continuity. and dimension. From this :ncept of founding, of following in the sense of akolouthein, it cannot be 
~rred that Aristotle identifies time with space. But it surely does become 

that, m bringing time into immediate connection with motion in the 
:~ .')f local motion, he approaches the mode of measuring time in just the 
tlt Y 1~ 15 prescribed in the natural understanding of time and in the natural 
t:en:ncc of time itself. Of this Aristotle gives only one explicit interpreta
"We n. F rnm the mode of interconnection of the now-sequence with motion 
not saw tnat the now itself has transitionary character: as now it is always the 
g~Y~·now a~d the no-longer-now. Due to this transitionary character, it 

t e r>eculaarity of measuring motion as such, as metabole. Since each 

48 fhtd . l.Z.~·l7f. 
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now is not a pure point but is intrinsically transition, the now by . 
essential nature, is not a limit but a number. The numerical~ Ita 
now and of time in general is essential for the fundamental unde of~ 
of time because only from this does what we call intratemporality ~ 
intelligible. This means that every being is in time. Aristotle interp 
'being in time" as being measured by time. Time itself can be ltta 
only because on its part it is something counted and, as this counted~ 
can itself count again, count in the sense of measuring, of the ~~~ 
together of a specific so-many. 

At the same time the numerical character of time entails the ~ 
that it embraces or contains the beings that are in it, that with ref~ to 
objects it is in a certain way more objective than they are themselves. p10111 
this there arose the question about the being of time and its COnnecticn with 
the soul. The assignment of time to the soul, which occurs in Aristotle llld 
then in a much more emphatic sense in Augustine, so as always therafter to 
make itself conspicuous over and over again in the discuasioo ci the 
traditional concept of time, led to the problem how far time is objectiwaod 
how far subjective. We have seen that the question not only c:aDDOt be 
decided but cannot even be put in that way, since both theae concepti 
"object" and "subject" are questionable. We shall see why it can be llid 
neither that time is something objective in the sense that it belongs amoDI 
objects nor that it is something subjective, existent in the subject. It will tum 
out that this manner of putting the question is impossible but that both 
answers-time is objective and time is subjective-get their own right ina 
certain way from the original concept of temporality. We shall try now to 
determine this original concept of temporality more particularly by going 
back to it from time as understood in the common way. 

b) The common understanding of time and the return to 
original time 

Our interpretation of Aristotle's concept of time showed that ~ 
characterizes time primarily as a sequence of nows, where it should be n 
that the nows are not parts from which time is pieced together into a whole· 
The very way in which we translated Aristotle's definition of time-~ 
the way we interpreted it-was intended to indicate that, when he~ 11 
with reference to the earlier and later, he is defining it in terms of wne the 
that which is counted in connection with motion. We also st~~ that~ 
Aristotelian definition of time does not contain a tautology wlthmltse~;_tr. 
instead Aristotle speaks from the very constraint of the ~~tter .1 the 
Aristotle's definition of time is not in any respect a defimt1on JJl...:

academic sense. It characterizes time by defining how what we call~» .... 
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accessible. It is an access definition or access characteriz4tion. The 
~~finiendum is determined by the manner of the sole possible access 
~-~ ... ~counting perception of motion as motion is at the same time the 
to It· U,.. h . ed , tion of w at 1s count as ttme. 
pt~t :\ristotle presents as time corTesponds to the common prescientific 

tanding of time. By its own phenomenological content common time 
~back to an original time, temporality. This implies, however, that 
po~totle's definition of time is only the initial approach to the interpretation 
~me. The characteristic traits of time as commonly understood must 
themselves become intelligible by way of original time. If we set this task for 
ourselves it means that we have to make dear how the now qua now has 
trdftSitionary charactn; how time as now, then, and at-the-time embraces 
brings and as such an embrace of extant things is still more objective and 
more extant than everything else (intratemporality); how time is essentially 
~ and how it is pertinent to time that it is always unveiled. 

The common understanding of time manifests itself explicitly and pri
marily in the use of the clock. it being a matter of indifference here what 
perfection the clock has. We saw how we had to convince ourselves in 
looking at the employment of clocks that we encounter time as we count in 
following a movement. What this means more specifically, how it is 
possible. and what it implies for the concept of time-we did not ask about 
aU this. Also, neither Aristotle nor subsequent interpreters of time posed 
tbis question. What does it mean to speak of using a clock? We have made 
clear the Aristotelian interpretation of time in regard to the employment of 
c:locks but without ourselves offering a yet more exact interpretation of that 
employment. For his part Aristotle does not interpret the use of clocks, 
doesn't even mention it, but presupposes this natural mode of access to time t ~y of the clock. The common understanding of time comprehends only 

time that reveals itself in counting as a succession of nows. From this 
understanding of time there arises the concept of time as a sequence of 
:"· which has been more particularly defined as a unidirectional irrevers

sequence of nows one after the other. We shall retain this initial 
:z;oach to time in terms of clock usage and, by a more precise interpreta
ad of this comportment toward time and of the time thus experienced, 

vance toward what makes this time itself possible. 

Cl) The mode of being of clock usage. Now, then. and at-the
tim~ as self-expositions of the comportments of enpresenting. 

'W expecting. and retaining 

U.in hat doe~ it mean to read time from a clock? To "look at the clock"? In 
c:Jac~ ~clock. in reading time from it, we do indeed look at the clock but the 

Itself is not the object of our regard. We do not occupy ourselves. for 
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example, with our watch as such. as this particular instrument 
distinguish it, say, from a coin. But also a clock is not our object as it~ fll& ~ 
maker. He doesn't use it specifically as the equipment that it is. In 18 ?"Ita 
clock we do of course perceive the clock, but only and solely in ~ • 
allow ourselves to be brought by it to something that the clock itself. to 
but that it shows as a clock-time. But here too caution is advisable~~ 
point is to grasp the we of the clock in its original mode of bang. When 1 
clock to read the time, I am also not directed toward time as t~ proper;: 
of my vision. I make neither clock nor time the theme of my regard When I 
look at my watch I ask, for instance. how much time stiU remains for 
until the scheduled end of the lecture. I am not searching for time u &tQ ~ 
order to occupy myself with it; on the contrary, I am occupied in ~ ~ 
phenomenological exposition. I am concerned to bring it to a cJoee. Ia 
noting the time, I am trying to determine what time it is, how much time 
there is till nine o'clock, so as to finish this or that subject. In a&e:lel1aiDiugtbe 
time, I am trying to find out how much time there is till this tw tltdt point 10 
that I may see that I have enough time, so much time, in order to fiDieb the 
subject. I make inquiry of the clock with the aim of determining how much 
time I still have to do this or that. The time I am trying to determine is 
always "time to," time in twder to do this or that. time that I need for, time 
that I can permit myself in order to accomplish this or that, time that I must 
take for carrying through this or that. Looking at the clock roots in and 
springs out of a "taking time." If I am to take time then I must have il 
somewhere or other. In a certain sense we always have time. If often or for 
the most part we have no time, that is merely a privative mode of 011' 

original having of time. Time reading in clock usage is founded in a takiDI" 
time-for-oneself or, as we also say, taking time into account. The "count" iD 
the accounting here must be understood not in the sense of mere countiJI! 
but as "reckoning with time," "taking our reckoning in accordance with~ 
"making allowance for it." Reckoning with time in the form of measurilll 
time arises as a modification from the primary comportment toward time 11 

guiding oneself according to it. It is on the basis of this original co~ 
toward time that we arrive at the measuring of time, that we invent clocks il2 

order to shape our reckoning with time more economically with refe~= 
time. We are always already reckoning with time, taking it into~
before we look at a clock to measure the time. If we observe that e~:: 
we use a clock, in looking at it, there is present already a reckorung the 
time, then this means that time is already given to us before ~ ~ 
clock. Somehow it has already been unveiled for us; and it is for this. . rJ 
alone that we can return to time explicitly with the clock. The posl:; thl 
the clock's hand only determines the how much. But the how much 11 
so much of time understand" time originally as that with which I redtoP• 
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. order to The time that is always already given to us so far as we 
urne 1.0 • and take account of time has the character of "time in order to. . . " 
~~~without reflecting we look at a clock in everyday behavior, we 

sa\' "now." explicitly or not. But this now is not a naked, pure now 
aJwa~ the character of the "now it is time to . . , " "now there is still time 
bU\ ... "now I still have enough time until. "When we look at the 
~tlk-and say "now" we are not directed toward the now as such but toward 
; wherefore and whereto there is still time now: ~ .ar~ directed toward 
what occupies us, what presses hard upon us, what 1t 1s tlme for, what we 
want to have time for. When we say "now" we are never directed toward the 
rnw as toward a merely extant thing. The Dasein says "now" also when it is 
not expressly measuring time by the clock. When we simply feel that it is 
cold here it implies "now it is cold." It should be stressed once again that 
when we mean and express "now" we are not talking about some extant 
thing or other. Saying "now" has a different character from saying "this 
window." In the latter expression I intend thematically that window over 
there, the object itself. If in saying "now" we are not addressing ourselves to 
anything extant, then are we addressing ourselves to the being that we 
ourselves are? But surely I am not the now? Perhaps I am, though, in a 
cmai.n way. Saying "now" is not a speaking about something as an object, 
but it is surely a declaration about something. The Dasein, which always 
exists so that it takes time for itself, expresses itself. Taking time for itself, it 
utters itself in such a way that it is always saying time. When I say "now" I do 
not mean the now as such, but in my now-saying I am transient. I am in 
motion in the understanding of now and, in a strict sense. I am really with 
that wherero the time is and wherefore I determine the time. However, we say 
not only "now" but also "then" and "before." Time is constantly there in such 
i \!lay that in all our planning and precaution. in all our comportments and 
~the ~easures we take, we move in a silent discourse: now. not until, in 
orm~r t1mes, finally. at the time, before that, and so forth. 

\\ie now have to determine more precisely whence we actually take what 
~ m.~an. by the now without our making it into an object. When I say 
th· n th1s means that in this form of discourse I am expecting a particular 

JOg \l.'h1ch will come or happen on its own or I am expecting something I 
:relf Intend to do. I can only say "then" when I am expecting something, 
~0 far as the Dasein as existent is expectant. Such a being-expectant, an 
tha . tn~. ('X presses itself by means of the then. It utters itself in such a way 
t~ •t dcx-\ not l'Xpres.."ily mean itself but nevertheless displays its own self in 
Uncle expre!<>sion of the then. When I say "at the time" I am able to say it with 
~houl~tandi~~ only if I Tetain something bygone. It is not necessary that I 
11om expl.cltly recollect it but only that I should somehow retain it as 

ethmg bygone. The at-the-time is the self-expression of the Tetention of 
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something former, something erstwhile. A specific mode of ~ 
forgetting. This is not nothing; a very definite type of comportment of ia 
self toward the bygone is exhibited in it-a mode in which I close fnYW:Jf the 
from the bygone, in which it is veiled over for me. And finally, w~ fif 
say "now" I am comporting myself toward something extant or I 
precisely. toward so~ething presen~ whic~ is in my present. This~ 
ment toward somethmg present, th1s havmg-there of something Plelent, 
having which expresses itself in the now. we call the enprisenting {~ 
tigen] of something. 

These three determinations, already familiar to Aristotle, the now and the 
modifications of the at-the-time as no-longer-now and the then as DOt-Jet. 
now. are the self-exposition of comportments which we characterize aa expect. 
ing. retaining, and enpresenting. Inasmuch as each then is a not-yet-aow 
and each at-the-time a no-longer-now, there is an enpresenting implicit Ia 
every expecting and retaining. If I am expecting something, I always • it 
into a present. Similarly, if I am retaining something, I retain it for 1 

present, so that all expecting and retaining are enpresenting. This sbowatbr 
inner coherence not only of time as expressed but also of these c:omportwwnb 
in which time expresses itself. If time utters itself with these detamina
tions-now, at-the-time, then-and if further these determinations them
selves express an expecting, retaining, and enpresenting, then obviously 
what is brought out here is time in a I'J'IOTeoriginal sense. We shall havetouk 
how what confronts us in the unity of expecting, retaining, and enpraeat· 
ing can be validly asserted to be original time. This will be the case above .U 
if all the essential moments belonging to the now-its embracing chancter· 
its making possible of intratemporality, its transitionary character and~ 
of time's being counted or unveiled-can be made intelligible in their 
possibility and necessity by way of more original phenomena whose~ 
we shall come to know as temporality. And temporality in its tum provides 
the horizon for the understanding of being in general. . 

Time as Aristotle expounds it and as it is familiar to ordinary consciOUI' 
ness is a sequence of nows from the not-yet-now to the no-longer·~· • 
sequence of nows which is not arbitrary but whose intrinsic direction is froiD 
the future to the past. We also say that time passes. elapses. The sequence 
of nows is directed uniformly in accordance with this succession from~ 
to past and is not reversible. This sequence of nows is designated as infinitt· 
It is taken to be a universal law that time is infinite. . . . the 

The common understanding of time first manifests itself exphc1dy an~ 
use of the clock, in the measurement of time. However, we m.easure ,pel 
because we need and usc time, because we take time or let 1t pass. . 
explicitly regulate and make secure the way we use time by spec~ U: 
measurement. When we look at a clock, since time itself does not he an 
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e assi~n time to the clock. In looking at the clock we say "now." We 
c1oek; 5 giv;n explicit expression to time, which we determine in a merely 
have .0al way from the clock. This saying "now" and the uttering of a then 
numt!r~-the-time must have a specific origin. Where do we get the now 
Ol an ;hen we say "now"? Plainly we do not intend an object, an extant 
f~tn. instead. what we call the enpresenting of something. the present, 
wng~ itself in the now. In the at-the-time a retaining pronounces itself. 
::; in the then an expecting. Since each at-the-time is a "no-longer-now" 
and each then a "not-yet-now," there is always already an enpresenting. a 
~mitant understanding of th.e now, incorporated in ~e uttering ~f a 
then that arises from an expectmg. Each one of these tune-determma
bon5-now. then, at-the-time-is spoken from out of the unity of an 
enpmenting-expecting-retaining (or forgetting). What I expect to come 
next is spoken of in the "at once, forthwith." What I still retain or even have 
already forgotten is spoken of as the most recent in the 'just now." The just 
now stands with its modification in the horizon of the "earlier," which 
belongs to retaining and forgetting. The forthwith and the then stand in the 
llorizon of the "later-on," which belongs to expecting. All nows stand in the 
llorizun of the "today," the "present," that is the horizon of enpresenting. The 
time intended by means of the now, then, and at-the-time is the time with 
which the Dasein that takes time reckons. But where does it get the time it 
micms with and which it expresses in the now, then, and at-the-time? We 
shall still defer answering this question. But it is already clear that this 
answer is nothing but the elucidation by way of original time of the origin of 
the now, then (not-yet-now), and at-the-time (no-longer-now), of time as 
leqUence of nows (succession). 

~)The structural moments of expressed time: significance, 
datability, spannedness, publicness 

The question is, How must we define more precisely this enpresenting, 
~ing, and retaining which express themselves in the now, then, and at· 

tune? We can do thio; only if we are certain that we already see in its full 
structure what the Aristotelian interpretation of time knows as the now· 
~nee. However. this is not the case in the way Aristotle and the whole of 
del·s~qucnt tradition characterize time.lt is first of all necessary. then, to 
at-:~~ate more precisely the structure of expressed time, the now, then, and 

ne-t1me. 

the w,e hav(." already touched on one essential moment of the time read from 
OU~~k and thus in general of the time that we generally take or leave for 
!'tad f;l"s, but witho~t ~ssigning it.~~ the now as. a structu~. All ti~e we 
~ orn the clock 1s ume to t1me to do this or that, appropnate or 

PPtopriate time. The time we read from the clock is always the time 
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which has as its opposite the wrong time, as when we say that 
comes at the wrong time or is on time. We have already had this~ 
character of time in view in another context when we c~ 
concept of the world and saw that in it there is intended a whole of~ 
having the character of the in-order-to. We designated by the tenn" . . 
cance" this totality of relations of the in-order-to, for-the-sake-of, for~ 
purpose, to-that-end. Time as right and wrong time has the charact.r • 
signijicance, the character that characterizes the world as world in geDerU r 
is for this reason that we call the time with which we reckon, which we~ 
for ourselves, world-time. This does not mean that the time we read from tbt 
clock is something extant like intraworldly things. We know, of coune, that 
the world is not an extant entity. not nature, but that which fim maka 
possible the uncoveredness of nature. It is therefore also inappropriate, • 
frequently happens, to call this time nature-time or natural time. 'I'heR il 
no nature-time, since all time belongs essentially to the Dasein. But there il 
indeed a world-time. We give time the name of world-time because it baa 
the character of signijicance, which is overlooked in the Aristotelian defini. 
tion of time and everywhere in the traditional determination of time. 

A second factor along with the significance of time is its d.atdlrility. ED 
now is expressed in an enpresenting of something in unity with an expect
ing and retaining. When I say "now" I am always tacitly adding "now,""
such and such." When I say "then" I always mean "then, whm." When I say 
"at the time" I mean "at the time when." To every now there bdoop a 
"when"- now, when such and such. By the term "datability" we denote 
this relational structure of the now as now-when. of the at-the-time • at
the-time-when, and of the then as then-when. Every now dates itself~ 
"now, when such and such is occurring. happening, or in existence." Even if 
I can no longer determine exactly and unequivocally the when of an~-~ 
time-when, the at-the-time has this relation. Only because the relatton 
dating belongs essentially to the at-the-time, now, and then. can the date~ 
indefinite, hazy, and uncertain. The date itself does not need to be~ 
cal in the narrower sense. The calendar date is only one particular mode 
everyday dating. The indefiniteness of the date does not imply a shortcOnl" 
ing in datability as essential structure of the now, at-the-time, and:
These must belong to it in order for it to be able to be indefinite as a,, ,:d 
We say, for example, "at the time when the French were in Germany. . 
we speak of the "French time." The dating can be calendrically indet.errs:; 
nate but it is nevertheless determined by a particular historical ha~pe: the 
some other event. No matter how broad, certain. and uneqwv -
dating may be of a "now when," an "at-the-time when," and a "th~n ~hell-of 
the structural moment of datability belongs to the essential constitution 
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, at-the-time. and then. The "now when," "at-the-time when, and 
the 00\\·hen .. are related essentially to an entity that gives a date to the 
.. ~I:. The time that is co~monJ~ conc~ived as a sequence of nows must 
dattaken as this dating relatton. Thts relat1on should not be overlooked and 
be ressed· Nevertheless, the common conception of time as a sequence of 
sUPP is just as little aware of the moment o~ pre~lendrical datability as of 
:Sof significance. ~he ~o~mon conception th1nks of the nows a~ (~
floating. relationless. mtnns1cally. patched on to one another and mtrm
sicaiiY successive. In contrast to th1s we have to see that every now, every at
the-time. and every then is datable by its very structure, always already 
related to something, and in its expression is more or less definitely dated 
from something. The fact that the essential dating relation of the now, the 
no-longer-now. and the not-yet-now was overlooked in the traditional 
theories of time is further evidence of how far precisely what is taken for 
granted as self-evident lies from the concept. For what is more a matter of 
course than that by the now we mean "now. when this or that exists or is 
happening"? Why could time-structures as elemental as those of signifi
cance and datability remain hidden from the traditional time concept? Why 
did it overlook them and why did it have to overlook them? We shall learn 
bow to understand this from the structure of temporality itself. 

In expecting, the Dasein says "then," in enpresenting "now," in retaining 
Mat-the-time." Each then is uttered as a not-yet in the understanding of a 
now, in an enpresenting. In the expectant expression of the then a "till then" 
is always understood from the standpoint of a now. In each then the 
understanding of a now-till-then is tacitly but conjointly involved. The 
stretch from now till then is articulated by means of the then itself. The 
relation "from now till then" is not first established as supplementary 
~ a now and a then but is already present in the expectant enpresent· 
mg expressed in the then. It lies just as much in the now as in the not-yet 
~ t~~n. which is related to a now. When I say "then" as starting from a 
;::w·. I always already mean a definite meanwhile until then. What we call 
the ahon, the during, the. ~nduring of tin:'e.lies in this ~~anwhile. Once agai.n 
det $tructure of datab1hty that has JUSt been exhib1ted belongs to this 
ill ~rrnm~tio~. as to a time character: meanwhile, that is. "while this or that 
di Jr>enan~. This meanwhile can itself be more exactly determined and Ill; ed agam b~· particular "from then to thens" which articulate the Ill an~;. htle. Lastmg or enduring is especially accessible in the articulated 
wf;anwhtle or during. What becomes accessible is that what is meant by the 
t~ now till then," time, stretches out. We call what is thus articulated in 
lied characters of the meanwhile. the during. and the till-then. the span-

Pitss of time. By the meanwhile and the during we mean a span of time. 
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This is the feature that Aristotle rightly assigns to the now when he 
that it has a certain transitionary character. Time is intrinsically IDII .. ~ 
and stretched. Every now, then, and at-the-time not only has, each..--....:q 
but is spanned and stretched within itself: "now. during the lecture~! date 
during the recess." No now and no time-moment can be ~ 
Every time-moment is spanned intrinsically, the span's breadth h.:.._ 
variable. It varies, among other things, with what in each case ~d: 
now. 

But significance, datability, and spannedness (stretchedness) do not COJn. 
prise the full structure ofthe now, at-the-time, and then. Thefinalchuacter 
of time in the sense of calculated and expressed time we call the ,..,__of 
time. Whether publicly announced or not, the now is expressed. When we 
say "now" we mean "now, when this thing or event is happening.• The 
dated now has a certain stretchedness. As we express the dated and lpiDIIId 
now in our being with one another each one of us understands the othen. 
When any one of us says "now," we all understand this now, even thoup 
each of us perhaps dates this now by starting from a different thingoreveat 
"now, when the professor is speaking," "now, when the students are wrX• 
ing," or "now, in the morning," "now. toward the end of the semester." To 
understand the expressed now as a now we do not at all have to agree in our 
dating of it. The expressed now is intelligible to everyone in our being with 
one another. Although each one of us utters his own now, it is nevertheless 
the now for everyone. The accessibility of the now for everyone. withod 
prejudice to the diverse datings, characterizes time as public. The now is 
accessible to everyone and thus belongs to no one. On account of dis 
character of time a peculiar objectivity is as..o;igned to it. The naw beloDP 
neither to me nor to anyone else, but it is somehow there. There is timlo 
time is given, it is extant, without our being able to say how and where it is. 

We also lose time, just as immediately as we constantly take time for 
ourselves. We leave time for ourselves with something, and in fact in such~ 
way that while we do so the time is not there. As we lose time, we give it 
away. But losing time is a particularly carefree leaving time for oneself.# 
way in which we have time in the oblivious passing of our lives. . 

We have pointed to a series of characters of the time that Aristotle haS; 
view when he defines it as counted. The time that we take for ourselves 
that we express in the now, then, and at-the-time has the structutal::; 
ments of significance, datability, stretchedness, and publicness-. The table• 
with which we reckon. in the broader sense of reckoning, 1_s da the 
spanned, public. and has the character of significance, belongm~.~~ ... to 
world itself. But how do these structural moments belong essentU~P1 
time? How are these structures themselves possible? 
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'Y) Expressed time and its origination in existential 
temporality. The ecstatic and horizonal character of temporality 
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1 . only if we keep in view the full structure of the now-sequence in these 
~s that we can inquire concretely: Where does that time originate 
..vtuch we know first of aU an~ w~ich wr: kno"': solelyl Can _these structural 

ments of time. and thus tune 1tself just as at expresses atself, be under
rnoood by means of what is expressed in the now, then, and at-the-time, by 
$t ans of enpresenting, expecting, and retaining? When we are expecting 
~ particular happening, we comport ourselves in our Dasein always in :me particular way toward our own most peculiar ability to be. Even if 
what we are expecting may be some event, some occurrence, still our own 
[)asein is always conjointly expected in the expecting of the occurrence 
itself. The Dasein understands itself by way of its own most peculiar 
capecity to be, of which it is expectant. In thus comporting toward its own 
most peculiar capacity to be, it is ahead of itself Expecting a possibility, I 
come from this possibility toward that which I myself am. The Dasein, 
expecting its ability to be. wrnes toward itself In this coming-toward-itself, 
expectant of a possibility, the Dasein is futural in an original sense. This 
aming-toward-oneself from one's most peculiar possibility, a coming
toward which is implicit in the Dasein's existence and of which all expecting 
is a specific mode, is the primary concept of the future. This existential 
concept of the future is the presupposition for the common concept of the 
future in the sense of the not-yet-now. 

Retaining or forgetting something, the Dasein always comports itself 
somehow toward what it itself already has been. It is only-as it always 
factically is-in such a way that it has in each instance alTeady been the being 
that it is. In comporting ourselves toward an entity as bygone, we retain it in 
a tertain way or we forget it. In retaining and forgetting. the Dasein is itself 
~omitantly retained. It concomitantly retains its own self in what it 
. eady has been. That which the Dasein has already been in each instance. 
~past as} having-been-ness {Gewesenheit} belongs concomitantly to its 

re. Thts having-been-ness, understood primarily, precisely does not 
:c~ that the Dasein no longer in fact is: just the contrary, the Dasein is 
by L'>ely in fact what it was. That which we are as having been has not gone 
~ P~~sed away, in the sense in which we say that we could shuffle off our 
by t lh• a garment. The Oasein can as little get rid of its {past as} 
Weg~nencss as escape its death. In every sense and in every case everything 
"'a ~e been is an essential determination of our existence. Even if in some 
rn:. · I/ \ome manipulations. I may be able to keep my bygoneness far from 

se · nevertheless. forgetting. repressing, suppres.<;ing are modes in 
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which I myself am my own having-been-ness. The Dasein, in h..; __ 

necessarily always has been. It can be as having been only as long aa it~~ 
And it is precisely when the Dasein no longer is, that it also no longer~ 
been. It has been only so long as it is. This entails that {pastness in the 
of] having-been-ness belongs to the Dasein's existence. From the v~ 
of the moment of the future, as previously characterized, this means that 
since the Dasein always comports itself more or less explicitly toward 
specific capacity-to-be of its own self, since the Dasein always c:orne:. 
toward-itself from out of a possibility of itself, it therewith also alway. 
conu?S-back-to what it has been. Having-been-ness, the past in the exiltentiaJ 
sense, belongs with equal originality to the future in the original(~) 
sense. In one with the future and the present, {the past as] having~ 
first makes existence possible. 

The l"esent in the existential sense is not the same as presence or • 
ex.tantness. The Dasein, in existing, is always dwelling with extant beinp. 
beings that are at hand. It has such beings in its present. Only as ellplaeat· 
ing is the Dasein futural and past [as having-been] in the particular-., 
As expecting a possibility the Dasein is always in such a way that il 
comports itself enpresentingly toward something at hand and keeps this 
extant entity as something present in its, the Dasein's, own present. Attm
dant upon this is the fact that we are most frequently lost in this present and 
it appears as though future and past as bygoneness or, more preciaely. the 
past as having-been-ness, were blacked out, as though the Dasein were II 
every moment always leaping into the present. This is an illusion that in its 
tum has its own causes and requires an explanation which, however, WI 

shall forgo in this context. What alone is important here is to see more~ 
less that we are talking about future, past [having-been-ness] and present ll 
a more original (existential) sense and are employing these three~ 
tions in a signification that lies in advance of common time. The original unitY 
of the future, past, and present which we have portrayed is the p~ 
of original time, which we call temporality. Temporality tempqralizes i~ 
the ever current unity of future, past [having-been-ness], and present. . 
we denominate in this way must be distinguished from then, at-~~: 
and now. The latter time-determinations are what they are only by onginll 
ing in temporality, as temporality expresses itself Expecting. the~ 
retaining, the past. and enpresenting. the present-all of th~ exa. 
themselves by means of the now, then, and at-the-time. In expressiOg .' rJ 
temporality temporalizes the only time that the common understandini 
time is aware of. pi" 

/ The essence of the future lies in coming-toward-oneself; that ~f t~~ 
/ {having-been-ness} lies in going-back-to; and that of the present 10 StU!~..:i. 
I with, dwelling-with, that is, being-with. These characters of the toward, filii'"" 
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ith reveal the basi~ constitution_ of_tem~ral~ty. As ~termin~ by this 
~ back-to. and w1th. temporahty as outside Itself. T1me is earned away 
t . . ·itself as future, past, and present. As future, the Dasein is carried 
'l{lthanto its past [has-been} capacity-to-be; as past {having-been}, it is carried 
IPJ)(JY to its having-been-ness; and as enpresenting, it is carried away to some 
::being or beings. Temporality as unity of future, past, and present does 
pOt ~rry the Dasein a~~y just a~ ti~es and occasi~nally; inste_ad, as tem-

l:llity, it is itself the ongmal outside-Itself, the ekstaukon. For this character 
~::arrying-away we employ the expression the ecstatic chaTacter of time. 
Time is not carried away merely on occasion in a supplementary and 
accidental way; rather, future is carried away intrinsically as toward-it is 
ecstatic- The same holds for past and present. We therefore call future, 
past. and present the three ecstases of temporality; they belong together 
intrinsically with co-equal originality. 

It is important to see this ecstatic character of time in more precise detaiL 
This interconnection can be brought to view in the concrete conscious 
ralization of all sorts of phenomena, but only if the guiding clue is 
available. The term "ecstatic" has nothing to do with ecstatic states of mind 
and the like. The common Greek expression ekstatikon means stepping
outside-self. It is affiliated with the term "existence." It is with this ecstatic 
character that we interpret existence, which, viewed ontologically. is the 
originaJ unity of being-outside-self that comes-toward-self, comes-back-to
self, and enpresents. In its ecstatic character, temporality is the condition of 
the constitution of the Dasein's being. 

Within itself. original time is outside itself; that is the nature of its 
tetnporalizing. It is this outside-itself itself. That is to say. it is not some
thing that might first be extant as a thing and thereafter outside itself, so 
~t it would be leaving itself behind itself. Instead, within its own self. 
llltrin~ically, it is nothing but the outside-itself pure and simple. As this 
etsta~IC character is distinctive of temporality, each ecstasis, which tem
pora)IZes only in temporalizing unity with the others, contains within its 
OWn ~ture a carrying-away toward something in a formaJ sense. Every such 
rernotlo~ is intrinsically open. A peculiar openness, which is given with the 
::de-Itself. belongs to ecstasis. That toward which each ecstasis is intrin
the Y open m a specific way we call the ho-rizon of the ecstasis. The horizon is 
CQ ope,.. expanse toward which remotion as such is outside itself. The 
f>a3('mg-off opens up this horizon and keeps it open . . 1\s ecstatic unity of future, 
le ' and present. temporality has a horizon determined by the ecstases. 
~rainy. a\ the or~~inal. unity.~f futur~: past, an~ present, is ~tatic~lly
'4-ith th a/ mtnnsi~ally ... Honzo~al means character~ by a honzon ~1ven 
Poss·bl e '-'CMasas Itself. Ecstatac-honzonal temporahty makes ontolog1cally 

1 e not only the constitution of the Dasein's being. but also the 
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temporalizing of the only time of which the common understanl'l;~
time is aware and which we designate generally as the irreversible;;,!.~ 
ofnows. ~ 

We shall not now enter into further detail regarding the~ 
between the phenomenon of intentiorudity and that of ecstatic-~ 
temporality. Intentionality-being directed toward something and the. . 
mate connection of intentio and intentum present in it-which ia C::: 
monly spoken of in phenomenology as the ultimate primal p~ 
has the condition of its possibility in temporality and temporality' a «:::latit: 
horizonal character. The Dasein is intentional only because it is deteraur..d 
essentially by temporality. The Dasein' s essential determination by which il 
intrinsically tTanscends is likewise connected with the ecstatic-horboo.J 
character. How these two characters, intentionality and transcendence, are 
interconnected with temporality will become apparent to us. At the lime 
time we shall understand how ontology, by making being its theme, ila 
transcendental science. But first, since we did not expressly interpRt 1em
porality by way of the Dasein, we must make the phenomeoao mort 

familiar to ourselves. 

8) The derivation of the structural moments of now-time 
from ecstatic-horizonal temporality. The mode of being of 
falling as the reason for the covering up of original time 

The conception of time as a now-sequence is not aware of the derivalioD 
of this time from original time and overlooks all the essential features 
belonging to the now-sequence as such. As commonly understood. time is 
intrinsically a free-floating sequence of nows. It is simply there; ita given
ness must be acknowledged. Now that we have characterized temporality in 
a rough way, the question arises whether we can let the now-sequence arise 
out of original temporality, with explicit reference to the essential sUUC" 
tures-significance, datability, spannedness, and publicness. If time tern
poralizes itself as a now-sequence from out of the original temporality,~ 
these structures must become ontologically intelligible by way of the ~ 
horizonal constitution of temporality. What is more, if the temporality. ~ 
which time temporalizes itself as now-sequence constitutes the l)aseiO 1 

ontological constitution, and if the factical Dasein experiences and~ 
time first and primarily only as it is commonly understood. then we ~ 
also be able to explain by recourse to the Dasein's temporality why£ the 
Dasein knows time primarily only as now-sequence and. furt~er, ""'!.~ 
common understanding of time either overlooks or does not suttably w-
stand time's essential structural moments of significance, datability. ~ 
nedness, and publicness. If it is possible-if indeed it is even necessarr;"' 
show that what is commonly known as time springs from what we v,rhjCb 
characterized as temporality, then this justifies calling that from 
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n time derives by the name of original time. For the question could 
c:0111: asked why we still designate the unity of future, past, and present in 
~ ·gina! sense as time. Is it not something different? This question is 
this ";red in the negative as soon as it is seen that the now, the then, and the 
~time arc noth~ng ~ut temporality expressing itself. It is only for this 
~that the now 1s a hme character and that the then and the at-the--time 

are temporal. . . . . 
The question now 1s, How does tlme m the common sense root m 

temporality itself-how does time in the common sense derive from 
temPOrality or. more precisely, how does temporality itself temporalize the 
only time that the common understanding knows? Every now is by its 
nature a now-when. Because of this relation of datability, it is related to 
some being by reference to which it has its date. This character of being a 
now-when-this-or-that, the relation of datability, is possible only because ) 
the now is ecstatically open as a time-determination, having its source in 
temporality. The now belongs to a particular ecstasis. the present in the 
sense of the enpresenting of something. In the enpresenting of a being the 
mpresenting. intrinsically, is related ecstatically to something. In express· 
ing itself as ecstatically related, saying "now" in this self-expression and 
meaning by the now the present, this ecstatic-horizonal-and thus intrin
sically ecstatic-now is related to . .. ; each now, qua now, is "now, when 
this or that." The en presenting of a being lets that being be encountered in 
such a way that when, expressing itself, the enpresenting says "now," this 
now, because of the ecstatic character of enpresenting. must have the 
pre&ent-character "now, when this or that." Correspondingly, every at-the· 
time is an at-the--time--when and every then is a then-when. If I say "now" 
and express it in an enpresenting and as this enpresenting, then, because of 
the enpresenting of something. I encounter some being as that by reference 
to which the expressed now dates itself. Because we enunciate the now in 
~h case in and from an enpresenting of some being, the now that is thus 
;o~eed is it~lf structurally enpresenting. It has the relation of datability. the 
t~l datmg always differing in point of content. The now and every other 
:e-det~rmination has its dating relation from the ecstatic character of 
t\re poraluy Itself. The fact that the now is always a "now when this or that," 

ry at-the-time an "at-the-time when," and every then a "then when" 
~ 'ihows that time as temporality-as enpresenting, retaining. and 
'tlords lr.g-_already lets beings be encountered as uncovered. In other 
onJ h tJme m the common sense, the now as seen via this dating relation, is 

[ t e mdex of original temporality. 
tan very now and every time--determination is spanned within itself. has a 
irtdige that varies and does not first grow by means of a summation of 
brea~dual nows as dimensionless points. The now does not acquire a 

th and range by my collecting together a number of nows, but just the 
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reverse: each now already has this spannedness within itself in a . 
way. Even if I were to reduce the now to a millionth of a second it~ 
have a breadth, because it already has it by it'l very nature and neither ~ 
it by a summation nor loses it by a diminution. The now and every ~ 
determination has a spannedness intrinsically. And this, too, has it8 ~ 
the fact that the now is nothing but the "expression," the "speaking out,., Ill 
original temporality itself in its ecstatic character. Spannedness is~ 
concomitantly in every spoken now. because by means of the now and the 
other time-determinations an enpresenting expresses itself which temporu. 
izes it-.elf in ecstatic unity with expecting and retaining. A stretc:heclna. 
which enters into expressed time is already originally present in the eatuic 
character of temporality. Since every expecting has the character of~ 
toward-self and every retaining the character of back-to, even if in the mode 
of forgetting, and every coming-toward-self is intrinsically a back-to. tem
porality qua ecstatic is stretched out within its own self. !u the primary 
outside-itself, temporality is stretch itself. Stretch does not first rau1t fmm 
the fact that I shove the moments of time together but just the rewne: the 
character of the continuity and spannedness of time in the common 1e111e 

has its origin in the original stretch of temporality itself as ecstatic. 
The now and every other expressed time-determination is publicq _... 

sible to the understanding of each Dasein in the Daseins' being-with-one
another. This factor of the publicness of time is also rooted in the eatatil> 
horizonal character of temporality. Because temporality is intrinaically the 
outside-itself, it is as such already intrinsically disclosed and open for illelf 
along the directions of its three ecstases. Therefore each uttered. each 
expressed, now is immediately known as such to everyone. The now is not 
the sort of thing that only one or another of us could somehow find out: it is 
not something about which one of us might perhaps know but ~ 
might not; rather, in the Daseins' being-with-one-another itself, in their 
communal being-in-the-world, there is already present the unity of teiD" 
porality itself as open for itself. 

Because of its character of significance, we called the time ~f eve~ 
time-understanding world-time. We had already indicated earher that . 
Dasein's basic constitution is being-in-the-world and in fact being~; 
such a way that the existent Dasein is occupied in its existence w1th 
being, which means at the same time that it is occupied with its ~il:u; 
be-in-the-world. The Dasein is occupied with its own most ~liar . {or 

to be or, as we also say. the Oasein in each instance uses itself p~~)' the 
its own self. If it expresses itself a.<> enpresenting in the now. expecb~~t in 
then, and retaining in the at-the-time-if temporality expresses 1~ 
these time-determinations, then expressed time here is simult~~~~ ).o 
for which the Oasein uses itself. for the sake of which the Dasem Itself JS. 
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lit\·'s self-expression the expressed time is to be understood in the 
ternporar ~f the for-the-sake-of and the in-order-to. Expressed time has in 
~~e character of world-which can also be confirmed by means of still 
;utlft ;ore difficult connections into which we shall not at present enter. If 
othe~asein uses itself for itself, and the Dasein's temporality expresses itself 
~the now. then ex~ress~ time is ~!ways som~hin~ with which the ~ein 
~. If occupied. T1me IS always t1me as the nght t1me or the wrong ttme. 
151~e can see from the elucidation of the structural moments of signifi
cance. datability. s~nn~ess. and publicness th~t and how the b~ic 
c~etenninations of ttme a~ the c~~mon sense anse ~rom the ecstattc
borizonal unity of expectmg, retaarung, and enpresentmg. What we are 
c;«nmonlY familiar with as time originates with respect to its time character 
fiom ecstatic-horizonal temporality; therefore, that from which the deriva
tive time stems must be called time in a primary sense: the time that 
temporalizes itself and, as such. temporalizes world-time. If original time 
qua temporality makes possible the Dasein's ontological constitution, and 
this being, the Dasein, is in such a way that it temporalizes itself, then this 
being with the mode of being of existent Dasein must be called originally 
and fitly the temporal entity simply as such. It now becomes clear why we do 
not call a being like a stone temporal, even though it moves or is at rest in 
time. Its being is not determined by temporality. The Dasein, however, is 
not merely and not primarily intratemporal. occurring and extant in a 
world, but is intrinsically temporal in an original, fundamental way. Nev
ertheless, the Dasein is also in a certain way in time. for we can view it in a 
certain respect as an extant entity. 

Now that we have derived the characters of common time from original 
~porality and have thus demonstrated why we designate the origin as 
time with a greater legitimacy than that which originates from it, we must 
ask~ following questions. How does it happen that the common under
:::;mng o~ time knows time only as an irreversible sequence of nows; that 

~sent1al characters of that sequence-significance and datability
rernam concealed from it; and that the structural moments of spannedness 
~d publicness remain ultimately unintelligible to it; so that it conceives of 
aJIIl\e as a manifold of naked nows which have no further structure but are 
~ys merely nows, one following the other from future into past in an 
Wo ~~!.' <;uccession? The covering up of the specific structural moments of 
eo: .·time. the covering up of their origination in temporality. and the 
be· enng up of temporality itself-all have their ground in that mode of 
~ngdof tht• Dasein which we call falling. Without going into further detail 
alreard mg th1s phenomenon. we may portray it in terms of what we have 
Pti a Y touched on several times. We have seen that the Dasein is always 

lllanly oriented toward beings as extant things. so that it also determines 
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its own being by means of the mode of being of the extant. It also c:alla 
ego, the subject, a res, a substantia, a subjectum. What appears here .the 
theoretical field of developed ontology is a general determination ~ rn l 
Dasein itself. namely. that it has the tendency to understand itself prima.;~ 
by way of things and to derive the concept of being from the extanl~qJ 
common experience what happens is that beings are encountered in ~ 
Aristotle says that time is kineseos ti, something connected with motion. ~ 
this means that time is in a certain way. If the common unders_tanding o( 

time is aware of being only in the sense of extant being, being at hand, thea 
time, being publicly accessible along with motion, must necessarily be 
something extant. As the Dasein encounters time, time gets interpreted.ll.o 
as something somehow extant, particularly if it reveals itself as beiag m l 
certain connection precisely with extant nature. In some way or other time 
is concomitantly extant, whether in the objects or in the subject or every. 
where. The time that is known as the now and as a manifold and·~ 
of nows is an extant ~quence. The nows appear to be intratempola). They 
come and go like beings; like extant entities they perish, becoming DO Jcmg. 
extant. The common experience of beings has at its disposal DO other 
horizon for understanding being than that of extantness, being at hind. 
Matters like significance and datability remain a closed book for this way ri 
understanding being. Time becomes the intrinsically free-floating nmoff ri 
a sequence of nows. For the common conception of time this process il 
extant, just as space is. Starting from this view, it arrives at the opinion thal 
time is infinite, endless, whereas by its very nature temporality is finite, 
Since the common vision of time is directed solely toward the extant and the 
non-extant in the sense of the not-yet-extant and the no-longer-extant, the 
nows in their succession remain the sole thing that is relevant for it. Implidt 
in the Dasein's own mode of being is that it knows the sequence of~ 
only in this naked form of the nows of sequential juxtaposition. Only on this 
presupposition, too, is Aristotle's manner of inquiry possible w~n he~ 
whether time is something that is or whether it is a nonexJstent 
discusses this question with reference to past and future in the com~ 
sense of being-no-longer and being-not-yet. In this question about the~ 
of time, Aristotle understands being in the sense of extantness. If you 
being in this sense, then you have to say that the now which is no 1~ 
extant in the sense of the bygone now and the now which is not yet extant~ 
the sense of the now yet to come, are not-that is, are not extant. Seen Jtl 

this way, what is in time is only the now that is extant .in ~h. 0: 
Aristotle's aporia with reference to the being of time-w~1eh IS ~~ .. I to 
principal difficulty today-derives from the concept of bemg as eyu
being extant. 
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. from the same direction of thought in the common understanding of 
. It 15hat the universally familiar thesis that time is infinite originates. Each 

titfle :.as a transitionary character: each now is by its essential nature not-yet 
:; a-longer. In whatever now I may wish to stop, I stand in a not-yet or a 

l~ger. Each now at which I ~sh~ to posit ~ end, .purely in th~ught, 
::Ud be misunderstood as now if I w1shed to cut 1t off e&ther on the s1de of 
the past or on that of the future, because it points beyond itself. If the nature 
ri time is understood in this way, it follows that time must then be 
conceived as an endless sequence of nows. This endlessness is inferred 
purely deductively from the isolated concept of the now. And also, the 
inference to the endlessness of time, which has a legitimate sense within 
certain limits. is possible only if the now is taken in the sense of the clipped 
sequence of nows. It can be made clear-as was shown in Being and Time
that the endlessness of common time can enter the Dasein' s mind only 
because temporality itself, intrinsically. forgets its own essential finitude. 
Only because temporality in the authentic sense is finite is inauthentic time 
in the sense of common time infinite. The infinity of time is not a positive 
feature of time but a privation which characterizes a negative character of 
temporality. It is not possible to go into further detail here on the finitude of 
time, because it is connected with the difficuJt problem of death, and this is 
not the place to analyze death in that connection. 

We have stressed that the common understanding of time is not express
ly aware of the characters of the now, significance, datability. spannedness, 
and publicness. We must however qualify this statement at least to some 
degree, since the Aristotelian interpretation of time already shows that, 
e_ven if time is taken merely as the time we reckon with, certain characters of 
tune come to view. But they cannot be made an explicit problem as long as 
~common conception of time represents the sole guide to the interpreta· 
bon ~f time. Aristotle assigns transitionary character to the now; he defines 
the time in which we encounter beings as a number that embraces (holds
~nd) beings; time as counted is referred to a reckoning with it, in which it :U unveiled. The determinations of transition, holding-around, and un-

edness are the nearest characters in which time manifests itself as a 
~er.ce of nows. Looked at more closely. they point back to the moments 

T ave come to know in a different connection. 
he t · · ~ . rans1t1onary character belongs to each now because temporality. as 

co ~he unity, is stretched out within itself. The ecstatic connection of 
co rn~g·toward-itself (expecting). in which the Dasein at the same time 
an rne$ back to itself (retains itself). for the first time provides, in unity with 
no:npre<;enting, the condition of the possibility that expressed time, the 

' 1~ dtmcnsionally future and past, that each now stretches itself out as 
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such, within itself. with respect to the not-yet and the no-longe '1'1. 

transitionary character of each now is nothing but what we~· &Qt 

spannedness of time. a& the 
That time should hold-around beings. con-tain them. in such a-. that 

we recognize what it holds as intratemporal, is possible and y 
because of the character of time as world-time. Due to its ecstatic~ 
tem~rality is, as it were, further outside than any ~ible object which the 
Dasem can encounter as temporal. Because of thlS, any being that the 
Dasein encounters is already embraced by time from the very outlet 

Similarly. the essential countedness of time is rooted in the eatatic
horizonal constitution of temporality. Time's character as container 8Dd 11 
world-time, as well as its essential unveiledness. will emerge still more 
clearly in what follows. 

It should suffice that we now have an approximate view of time 11 
sequence of nows with respect to its derivation from temporality; we can 
thus recognize that the essential structure of temporality is the self~ 
ecstatic-horizonal unity of future, past. and present in the sense expl•iDed. 
Temporality [Zeitlichkeit} is the condition of the possibility of the coMitutioncf 
the Dasein's being. However, to this constitution there belongs understanding cf 
being, for the Dasein, as existent, comports itself toward beings which are 
not Daseins and beings which are. Accordingly. temporality must abo be tht 
condition of possibility of the understanding of being that belongs to the .DdtM 
How does temporality make such understanding of being possible? How is 
time as temporality the horizon for the explicit understanding of being • 
such, if being is supposed to be the theme of the science of ontology. or 
scientific philosophy? In its role as condition of possibility of the under
standing of being, both pre-ontological and ontological, we shall call tem
porality Temporality [Temporalitiit}. 

§20. tftnporality I Zeitlichkeit} and Temporality [T emportdital] 

What has to be shown is this: temporality is the condition of the possibility 
of all understanding of being; being is understood and conceptually comP"" 
hended by means of time. When temporality functions as such a condition; 
call it Temporality. The understanding of being. the developmen_t ~.J. 
understanding in ontology, and scientific philosophy are to be ex::::;. 
their Temporal possibility. What exactly is the meaning of th~ ·:u the 
ing of being" into whose Temporal possibility we are inqumng? By~ 
discussion of the four theses we have shown in different ways that and . 
something like an understanding of being belongs to the existent ~ 
We now stand before or. better, in the fact that we understand being 
nevertheless do not conceptually comprehend it. 
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a) Understanding as a basic determination of 
being-in-the-world 

275 

What is the difference between understanding and conceptual com-
rehension? What do "to u~rstand" a~d "understanding·: mean at a~l {as 

P nd as achievement]? It mtght be satd that understandmg {as achieve
act at Verstiindnis} is a type of cognition and. correspondingly, understand
~{~ act. Verstehen] is a specific type of cognitive comportment. Follow
: Dilthcy's precedent, the tendency today is to contrast understanding as 

Specific kind of knowing with a different kind of knowing. namely, 
:X,laining. W c shall not enter into this discussion of the relationship 
))e~Ween explanation and understanding, avoiding it above all because these 
discusSions suffer from a fundamental defect that makes them unfruitful. 
The defect is that there is lacking an adequate interpretation of what we 
understand in general by cognition, of which explanation and understand
ing are supposed to be "kinds." A whole typology of kinds of cognition can 
be enumerated and ordinary common sense can be impressed by this, but 
philosophically it is meaningless as long as it remains unclear what sort of 
knowing this understanding is supposed to be in distinction from the type 
of cognition represented by explanation. In whatever way we conceive of 
knowing, it is, qua that which embraces knowing and understanding in the 
ordinary conception of it, a comportment toward beings-if for the while we 
can disregard philosophical cognition as a relationship to being. But all 
practical-technical commerce with beings is also a comportment toward 
beings. And an understanding of being is also present in practical-technical 
~ponment toward beings so far as we have at all to do with beings as 
~mgs. In all comportment toward beings-whether it is specifically cogni
bve, which is most frequently called theoretical, or whether it is practical
~al-an understanding of being is already involved. For a being can 

. encountered by us as a being only in the light of the understanding of 
~g. If, however. an understanding of being always already lies at the basis 
0 all comportment of the Dasein toward beings, whether nature or history. 
"'~her theoretical, or practical, then plainly I cannot adequately define the 
:::~pt 0~ understandi~~ if, in trying to make the dcfin_ition. I look solely t_o 

_fie t~pes of cogmtave comportment toward bemgs. Thus what 1S 

~~~£Xi is to find a sufficiently original concept of understanding from 
tha al'mc not only all modes of cognition but every type of componment 
a f~ r~att>s to beings by inspection and circumspection can be conceived in rt m~ntal way. 
of be~here is present an {act of/ understanding in the {achieved] understanding 
Cons ang and this understanding of being is constitutive for the ontological 

tnutaon of the Oasein. it follows that the {act of/ understanding is an 
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original determination of the Dasein's existence, regardless of whethe, 
Dasein pursues science in the manner of explanation or of undem,. .. .:,.,tbe 
And what is more, in the end understanding is not at aU p,.:-~ 
cognition but-since existence is indeed more than mere cognit~ • 
usual spectator sense of knowledge and such knowledge p~ ~ 
tence-a basic determination of existence itself. This, in fact, ia bow'
have to take the concept of understanding. 'lrle 

Let us try to delineate this concept without as yet making ~ 
reference to the understanding involved in the understanding of being. 
How does understanding belong to the Dasein's existence as such, lpart 
from whether the Dasein does or does not practise psychology or biatoiy 11 
understanding? To exist is essentially, even if not only, to under'ltiDd. \Ve 
made some remarks earlier about the essential structure of existence. To the 
Dasein's existence there belongs being-in-the-world, and in fact in such 1 

way that this being-in-the-world is occupied with this being itself. It is 
occupied with this being; this entity, the Dasein, has its own being iD 1 

certain way under control. as it comports itself in this or that way toward ita 
capacity to be. as it has already decided in this or that way for or apiDit it 
'The Dasein is occupied with its own being" means more preclae:ly: it ia 
occupied with its own ability to be. As existent, the Dasein is free for specific 
possibilities of its own self. It is its own most peculiar able-to-be. Thae 
possibilities of itself are not empty logical possibilities lying outside ibelf, in 
which it can engage or from which it could keep aloof; instead they 1ft. • 

such, determinations of existence. If the Dasein is free for definite possibili
ties of itself, for its ability to be, then the Dasein is in this being.Jr«-for; it is 
these possibilities themselves. They au only as possibilities of the existeDl 
Dasein in whatever way the Dasein may comport toward them. The 
possibility is in every instance that of one's own most peculiar being. It is tbt 
possibility it is only if the Dasein becomes existent in it. To be one's OWD 

most peculiar ability to be, to take it over and keep oneself in the~~~ 
to understand oneself in one's own factual freedom, that is, to u~ ... 
oneself in the being of one's own most peculiar ability-to-be, is tM origirud 
existential concept of understanding. In German we say that someone ~ 
vorstehen something-literally, stand in front of or ahead of it. that "' 
stand at its head, administer, manage, preside over it. This is eq~valen~ 
saying that he versteht sich darauf. understands in the sense of be•~.~ 
or expert at it {has the know-how of it}. The meaning of the term . usage 
standing" [Verstehen/ as defined above is intended to go back to t~s 
in ordinary language. If understanding is a basic determination of exist_enc;e. 
it is as such the condition of possibility for all of the Da.'lein's ~ 
possible manners of comportment. It is the condition of possibility for • 
kind'l of comportment, not only practical but also cognitive. The exp~ 
tory and understanding sciences-if this classification is admitted as beiJIS 
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aU I itimate-are possible only because the Dasein, as existent, is itself 
at . ~sicalh· understanding entity. 
an w~~hall n~w a_ttempt to clarify the structure of the under.:tanding tha~ is 

·tutive of ex1stence. To understand means, more prec1sely, to proJect 
(.."01\Slf upon a possibility, in this projection to keep oneself at all times in a 
4ility. /\ can-be. a possibility as possibility. is there only in projection, in 
pos:;ecting oneself upon that can-be. If in contrast I merely reflect on some 
:;ptY possibilit·y· in~o which I could ~nter and, a~ i~ :-v~· just gab ~t ~t, 
then this possib1hty IS not there, prec1sely as posstbthty; mstead for me 1t lS, 

we might say. actual. The character of possibility becomes manifest and is :.rurest only in projection, so long as the possibility is held fast in the 
pro;ection. The phenomenon of projection contains two things. First, that 
upon which the Dasein projects itself is a can-be of its own self. The can-be is 
unveiled primarily in and through the projection, but in such a way that the 
pos5ibility upon which the Dasein projects itself is not itself apprehended 
objectively. Secondly. this projection upon something is always a projecting 
cf. ... If the Dasein projects itself upon a possibility, it is projecting itself in 
the sense that it is unveiling itself as this can-be, in this specific being. If the 
Daein projects itself upon a possibility and understands itself in that 
possibility. this understanding, this becoming manifest of the self, is not a 
self-contemplation in the sense that the ego would become the object of 
some cognition or other; rather, the projection is the way in which I am the 
possibility; it is the way in which I exist freely. The essential core of 
understanding as projection is the Dasein's understanding itself existentieUy 
in it. • Since projection unveils without making what is unveiled as such into 
an object of contemplation, there is present in all understanding an insight 
of the Dasein into itself. However, this insight is not a free-floating knowl
:!!..~ut itself. The knowledge of insight has genuine truth-character, 
----t~tely unveiling the existence of the Dasein which is supposed to be 
~veded by it. only if it has the primary character of self-understanding. 

nderstanding a<; the Dasein's self-projection is the Dasein's fundamental 
tncJ:de of happening. As we may also say. it is the authentic meaning of 
:_on. _It is_ by understanding that the Dasein's happening is character

-Its hlStoricality. Understanding is not a mode of cognition but the 

defi~~~~rrtl .. t'XI\tenta•ll"-thE' ~tandard t~an~lation in Being and Timt for existmziell~is 
tlli.,t~nc \ u ... Jt.!t_~er In the followmg way: Dasem always understands Itself m term., of ItS 
~ pr::-;:n l<'~m~ of a possabduy of itself: to be itself or not its.elf. Dasem has either chosen 
f!illticul· ; •htl<\ at~lf. or got 1ts.elf mto them. or grown up m them already. Only the 
~ ~r }d.,._·m decides its existence. whether it does so by taking hold or by neglecting. 
llrlder,1 "1 ~'>n of t•xi~tence never gets stra1ghtcncd out except through existing its.elf. The 
lit 4nd 'k'~ng of on~~lf which lead~ along this way~ c;~ll 'exi~tenti..-11.'" Trans Macquar
~ lllld' tn\on, &ing <2nd T•-· 'Th..- Ontical Priority of the Question of Being," p. 33 
It ia to th z ... t. P Ill. In short. the ex~,tenti..-11 is what h.appc.'ll~ or~, gi,·..-n in and by exi~ting. 

C! '-'Xtstt•ntt<~l as the ontical i~ to the ontological. 
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basic determination of existing. We aJso call it existentiell undentando.._ 
because in it existence, as the Dasein's happening in its history,~ 
izes itself. The Dasein becomes what it is in and through this unde 
ing; and it is always only that which it has chosen itself to be, that \V~ 
understands itself to be in the projection of its own most peculiar~ 
be. 

This must suffice as a sketch of the concept of understanding in . 
constitutive character for the Dasein's existence. The following task 0: 
arises: ( 1) by starting from temporality, to elucidate this underst4nding, Ut ib 
possibility, so far as it constitutes existence, and at the same time (2) to let it 
off from the understanding which we describe in the narrower sense • the 
understanding-of-being in general. The Dasein projects upon its P""i»i>i
ties the understanding belonging to existence. Because the Oasein ia ~ 
tially being-in-the-world, projection unveils in every instance a poeaibi)ityo( 
being-in-the-world. In its function of unveiling, understanding is not !elated 
to an isolated punctual ego but to factically existent being-able-to-be-iJMbe. 
world. This entails that along with understanding there is always ahead, 
projected a particular possible being with the others and a particul« passiWr 
being toward intraworldly beings. Because being-in-the-world belonp to the 
basic constitution of the Dasein, the existent Dasein is essentially~ 
others as being-among intraworldly beings. As being-in-the-world it is aever 
first merely being among things extant within the world, then subeequeDtly 
to uncover other human beings as also being among them. Instead. II 
being-in-the-world it is being-with others, apart from whether and bow 
others are factically there with it themselves. On the other hand. however. 
the Dasein is also not first merely being-with others, only then later to ruD 

up against intraworldly things in its being-with others; instead, being.with 
others means being-with other being-in-the-world-being-with-in-the
world. It is wrong to oppose to objects an isolated ego-subject, wi~ 
seeing in the Dasein the basic constitution of being-in-the-world; but it • 
equally wrong to suppose that the problem is seen in principle and~ 
made toward answering it if the solipsism of the isolated ego is replaced by 1 

solipsism en deux in the 1-thou relationship. As a relationship~ 
Dasein and Dasein this has its possibility only on the basis o~~i~-in~ 
world. Put otherwise. being-in-the-world is with equal ongmahty 
being-with and being-among. Quite different from this is the proble:;: 
how at each time the correlative Dasein of the thou is relevant f?r . ·dull 
the individual. factically ontical-existentiell possibilities of the mdivl 
Dasein. But these are questions of concrete anthropology.' 

chiP- f. 
1. As to 111hat the a prion of this pre-<.uf'PO"ition i~. d. &m und Zril, div. 1. 

('"Being-in-the-world a.' heing-with ..Jnd heing-one's-~lf. The They.' "'I 
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If-understanding there is understood the being-in-the-world with 
~ h~pecific possibilities of being-with others and of dealing with intra

.,.~ , beings arc traced out. In self-understanding as being-able-to-be-in

.,..0 w:rld. u;orld is understood with equal originality. Because by its concept 
the- tanding is free self-understanding by way of an apprehended pos
~; of one's o~ fa~ical ~in~-in-the-_world. it has the int_rinsic po~:ility of shifting m vanous direct1ons. Th1s means that the fact1cal Dasem 

understand itself primarily via intraworldly beings which it encounters. f" can Jet its existence be determined primarily not by itself but by things 
~ circumstances and by the others. It is the understanding that we call 
jnaUt.htntic understanding. which we described earlier and which now be
comes clarified by the fundamental concept of understanding. "Inauthentic" 
does not mean here that it is not an actual understanding; it denotes an 
understanding in which the existent Dasein does not understand itself 
primarily by that apprehended possibility of itself which is most peculiarly 
its own. Or again. projection can be accomplished primarily from the 
freedom of our own most peculiar Dasein and back into it, as authentic 
understanding. These free possibilities involved in understanding itself are 
DOt to be pursued here any further. 

b) Existentiell undemanding, undemanding of being, 
projection of being 

We may keep in mind, then, that understanding, as the projection which 
has been portrayed. is a basic determination of the Dasein's existence. It 
relates to the Dasein itself. hence to a being, and is therefore an ontical 
understanding. Because it is related to existence, we call it existentiell 
~andi~g. But since in this existentiell understanding the Dasein, as a 

g, IS proJected upon its ability-to-be. being in the sense of existence is 
~t~ in it. An understanding of the being of existence in general is 
the. osed In eve~ existentiell understanding. Now the Dasein is being-in
otherworld ~nd. m equal originality with its facticity. a world is disclosed and 
co Dasems are disclosed with it and intraworldly beings are encountered; 
i~~g ns;:-1\l~ntly. the Dasein understands, in equal originality with its understand
bri 0 exiStence, the existence of other Daseins and the being of intTaworldly 
of ~s. :\t first. however, the understanding of the being of the Dasein and 
and . 1ng~ l'Xtant is not divided and articulated into specific modes of being 
~~t Is not comprehended as such. Existence, being extant or at hand, being 
~~ bemg, the f~llow-Dasein of others-these are not conceptually compre
iFJdtffi each m Its own sense of being. but instead they are understood 
the eremly i'l an understanding of being that makes possible and guides both 

expenence of nature and the self-apprehension of the history of being-
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with-one-another. In existentiell understanding, in which factical h..; __ . 

the-world becomes visible and transparent, there is always already ~u'l·tn. 
an understanding of being which relates not only to the Dasein ~~ 
also to all beings which are unveiled fundamentally with being.~ 
world. In it thne is present an understanding which, as projection, not 
understands beings by way of being but, since being itself is understooct, ~ 
also in some way projected being as such. 

In our analysis of the structure of ontical understanding we came aero.. 
stratification of projections present in it itself and making it P<*ible. n: 
projections are, as it were, inserted in front of one another. "Stratificatioo"· 
admittedly a tricky image. We shall see that there can benotalkof~ 
interlacing stratification of projections in which one determines the others. 
In existent~ll undemanding one's own Dasein is first experienced as lOme
thing that is, a being. and in that process being is understood. If we say tbu 
being is understood in the existentiell understanding of the Daaein and ihwe 
note that understanding is a projecting, then in the unc:lmtandinc rj,.. 
there is present a further projection: being is understood only as, on ita own 
part, it is projected upon something. What it is projected upon remaiDaatfint 
obscure. It can then be said that this projection, the understandingafbeq 
in experiencing beings, is on its own part, as understanding. projected upon 
something which at first is still in question. We understand a being only • 
we project it upon being. In the process, being itself must be understood ina 
certain way; being must in its tum be projected upon something. We shal 
not now touch on the question that arises here, whether this recursion from 
one projection to the next does not open up a progressus in .infinitum. N. 
present we are in search only of the connection between the ~ tf' 
being, the understanding of being, and the projection upon ... whiclt in its tunt 
is present in the understanding of being. It is enough that we see the distjnctioll 
between the existentiell understanding of Dasein as a being and the under
standing of being, which qua understanding of being must itself, in Cl)tlfat
mity with its character as projection, project being upon something. At~ 
we can understand only indirectly that upon which being, if and when it 11 

understood, must be disclosed. But we may not flinch from it, so long as._ 
take seriously the facticity of our own existence and our bei":g-wi~ 
Dasein and see that and how we understand world, the mtra Y 
existence, and co-existent Dasein in its being. If Dasein harbors the~ 
standing of being within itself, and if temporality makes possible the ~ 
in its ontological constitution, then temporality must also be t~e ~ndof~ 
the possibility of the understanding of being and hence of the pro]tC!wn . i5 
upon time. The question is whether time is indeed that upon wh1ch be~ 
itself projected-whether time is that by way of which we understand 
like of being. 
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order to ward off a fatal misunderst~ndi~g. we need a bri~f-~gression. 
In _ is to give a fundamental clanficat10n of the posstbthty of the 

our at:nding of being in general. With regard to the Dasein's comport
onders award beings. our interpretation of the understanding of being in 
rnent \has presented only a necessary but not a sufficient condition. For I 
gene;mport toward beings only if those ~ings ~ them~~ves be encoun
~ in the brightness of the understanding of bemg. Thts ts the necessary 
con<fition- In terms of fundamental ontology it can also be expressed by 

ing that all understanding is essentially related to an affective self
~ng which belongs to understanding itself. 2 To be affectively self
finding is the formal structure of what we call mood, passion, affect, and the 
like. which are constitutive for all comportment toward beings, although 
they do not by themselves alone make such comportment possible but 
always only in one with understanding, which gives its light to each mood, 
each passion. each affect. Being itself, if indeed we understand it, must 
somehow or other be projected upon something. This does not mean that in 
this projection being must be objectively apprehended or interpreted and 
defined, conceptually comprehended, as something objectively ap
prehended. Being is projected upon something from which it becomes 
Uftderstandable. but in an unobjective way. It is understood as yet pre
amceptua.lly. without a logos; we therefore call it the pre-ontological under
Jtdrldirtg of being. Pre-ontological understanding of being is a kind of under
standing of being. It coincides so little with the ontical experience of beings 
that ontical experience necessarily presupposes a pre-ontological under
standing of being as an essential condition. The experience of beings does 
not have any explicit ontology as a constituent, but, on the other hand, the 
understanding of being in general in the pre-conceptual sense is certainly 
the condition of possibility that being should be objectified, thematized at 
~ It is in the obj~ific~tion of being as such t~t the basi~ act consti~tive 
~tology as a sc1ence 1s performed. The essential feature m every sctence, 

PMosophy included, is that it constitutes itself in the objectification of 
::hing _already in some way unveiled. antecedently given. What is given 
~ a be1ng that lies present before us. but it can also be being itself in the 
~ological u~derstanding of being. The way in which being is given is 
~- entally d1fferent from the way beings are given. but both can 
are JO]ybecome objects. They can become objects. however. only if they 
~n~elied in ~orne way befOTe the objectification and JOT it. On the other 
awn . 1,/omethmg becomes an object. and in fact just as it offers itself in its 
~in~ · th1s objectification does not signify a subjective apprehension and 

erpretatlon of what is laid hold of as object. The basic act of objec-

~-Cf" 
->e"~n und Zril, §l'J ff. 
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tification. whether of being or of beings-and regardless of the fuM __ 
tal diversity in the two cases-has the function of explicitly proj~~ 
is antecedently given upon that on which it has already been pr~~ 
pre-scientific experience or understanding. If being is to become ~ 
tified-if the understanding of being is to be possible as a sc:ienc:e . 
sense of ontology-if there is to be philosophy at all. then that upon:!: 
the understanding of being. qua understanding, has already ~ 
tually projected being must become unveiled in an explicit pro.iection. 

We confront the task not only of going forth and back from a being to ita 
being but, if we are inquiring into the condition of possibility of the 
understanding of being as such, of inquiring even beyond being as to t1aat 1lpaft 

which being itself, as being, is projected. This seems to be a curious enterpn.e, 
to inquire beyond being; perhaps it has arisen from the fatal ernbarraalr.eat 
that the problems have emanated from philosophy; it is apparently merely 
the despairing attempt of philosophy to assert itself as over against the~ 
called facts. 

At the beginning of this course we stressed that the more func:tamentaO, 
the simplest problems of philosophy are posed. without any of the vanitiea 
of the allegedly more advanced modems and without the host of secoodary 
questions arbitrarily snatched up by the mania for criticism, the maR 

immediately will we stand by ourselves in direct communication withactull 
philosophizing. We have seen from various angles that the question lbout 
being in general is indeed no longer explicitly raised but that it everywhat 
demands to be raised. If we pose the question again. then we undentanchl 
the same time that philosophy has not made any further progress with ill 
cardinal question than it had already in Plato and that in the end ill 
innermost longing is not so much to get on further with it, which would be 
to move further away from itself. as rather to come to itself. In Hegel. 
philosophy-that is, ancient philosophy-is in a certain sense~ 
through to its end. He was completely in the right when he run
expressed this consciousness. But there exists just as much the legitiJIIIU 
demand to start anew, to understand the finiteness of the Hegelian systedl 
and to see that Hegel himself has come to an end with philosophy ~ 
he moves in the circle of philosophical problems. This circlin~ ~ the~ 
forbids him to move back to the center of the circle and to reviSe 1t fro~ 
ground up. It is not necessary to seek another circle beyond the circle: (tofiS 
saw everything that is possible. But the question is whether he sa_w_ 1~ :,esr.l 
the radical center of philosophy. whether he exhausted all_the possibdit dO'l 
the beginning so as to !MlY that he is at the end. No extensive demons~ 
is needed to make clear how immediately. in our attempt to get_ ~ 
being to the light from which and in which it itself comes into the bngh~--HI 
of an understanding. we arc moving within one of Plato's fun~ 
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le s. There is no occasion here to delineate the Platonic order of 
prob_ ~n further detail. But a rough reference to it is necessary so that the 
~~ay be progressively di!.-pell~ ~~at our fundamental-o?tological_ pro~ 
vieW the question about the poss1b1hty of the understandmg of bemg m 
Jtrn. 1. is simply an accidental, eccentric, and trivial rumination. 
~the end of the sixth book of the Republic, in a context that cannot 

y us in further detail here. Plato gives a division of the different realms 
~ings. with particuJar regard to the possible modes of access to them. He 
~hes the two realms of the horaton and the noeton, things visible to 
the eyes and things thinkable. The visible is that which is unveiled by sense, 
the thinkable that which understanding or reason perceives. For seeing with 
the eyes there is required not only eyes and not only the being that is seen 
but a third, phos. light, or, more precisely, the sun, helios. The eye can 
unveil only in the light. All unveiling requires an antecedent illumining. 
The eye must be helioeides. Goethe translates this by "sonnenhaft" {like, of 
the type of. the sun]. The eye sees only in the light of something. Corre
spondingly. all non-sensible cognition-all the sciences and in particular all 
philosophical knowledge-can unveil being only if it has being's specific 
illumination-if the noeisthai also gains its own specific phos, its light. 
What sunlight is for sensuous vision the idea tou agathou, the idea of the 
good. is for scientific thinking, and in particular for philosophical knowl
edge. At first this sounds obscure and unintelligible; how should the idea of 
the good have a function for knowledge corresponding to that which the 
lisht of the sun has for sense perception? As sensible cognition is helioeides, 
SO correspondingly all gignoskein. all cognition, is agathoeides, determined 
by the idea of the agathon. We have no expression for "determined by the 
good" which would correspond to the expression "sunlike." But the corre· 
'POndence goes even further: Ton helion tois horomenois ou monon oimai 
: tou horasthai dunamin parcchein pheseis, alia kai ten genesin kai auxen 
furn.i trophen. ou genesin auton onta.:~ "You will. I believe. also say, the sun 

shes to the seen not only the possibility of being seen, but gives to the 
~·as beings, also becoming. growth, and nurture, without itself[the sun) 
pi~. a becoming." This extended determination is correspondingly ap
to . '0 knowledge. Plato says: Kai tois gignoskomenois toinun me monon 
~-•gnoske~thai phanai hupo tou agathou pareinai. alia kai to einai te kai ten 
epe~an hup ekcinou autois proseinai, ouk ousias ontos tou agathou, all' eti 
ll'LUs e1~'4 tcs ousias presbcia kai dunamci hupercchontos." "So then you 

t a so !.ay that the known not only receives its being known from a good. 

lf\.3, Pl;,lo I 8 . 
'-IJQQrd· ( 'l IJriJ<'t r, Republic, 6.509''.2·"4. [Politria, in Plawnu apt-ra, ed. John Bum<'t. vol. 4 

•. n... , • arcndon l•res~. 18991.1 
'Ul(J ' 5(1'/•f>-hiU. 
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but also it has from thence that it is and what it is, in such a way indeed 
the good is not itself the being-how and being-what, but even tl_'-t 
being in dignity and power." That which illuminates the know~ 
beings (positive science) and the knowledge of being (philosophical~ 
edge) as unveiling lies even beyond being. Only if we stand in this ligm do 
we cognize beings and understand being. The understanding of being . 
rooted in the projection of an epekeina tes ousias. Plato thus cornea ~ 
something that he describes as "outstripping being." This has the funciloo 
of light. of illumination, for all unveiling of beings or, in this case, ilhunin.. 
tion for the understanding of being itself. 

The basic condition for the knowledge of beings as weU as for the 
understanding of being is: standing in an illuminating light. Or, toexpn.it 
without an image: something upon which, in understanding, we haw: 
projected that which is to be understood. Understanding must itlel( ..... 
how see, as unveiled, that upon which it projects. The basic facta of the 
antecedent illumination for all unveiling are so fundamental that it is always 
only with the possibility of being able to see into the light, to see in the liaht, 
that the corresponding possibility of knowing something as actual ilu
sured. We must not only understand actuality in order to be lble to 
experience something actual, but the understanding of actuality must on its 
side already have its illuminating beforehand. The understanding ofbeins 
already moves in a horizon that is everywhere illuminaud, giving luMinou 
brightness. It is not an accident that Plato, or Socrates in the dialogue. 
explains the context to Glaucon by a simile. The fact that Plato reac:ha for a 
simile when he comes to the extreme boundary of philosophical inquiry, the 
beginning and end of philosophy. is no accident. And the content oftbe 
simile especially. is not accidental. It is the simile of the cave, whida ~ 
interprets at the beginning of the seventh book of the IUpub&. ~ 1 

existence. living on the disk of earth arched over by the sky, is like a life an 
the cave. All vision needs light, although the light is not itself seeD: n; 
Dasein's coming into the light means its attainment of the unders~. 
truth in general. The understanding of truth is the condition of~ 
for scope and access to the actual. We must here relinquish the idea 
interpreting in all its dimensions this inexhaustible simile. )ldds 

Plato describes a cave in which humans have their hands. feet, and . 1 
fettered, with their eyes turned to the cave's wall. Behind th~ tJ,ete ;itS 
small exit from the cave, through which light falls into the cave m back~ 
inhabitants. so that their own shadows necessarily fall on the wall abe-d 
opposite them. Fettered and bound firmly so that they can only l~k theSflo 
of them, they see only their own shadows on ~he wall. ~hind. till 
between them and the light, there is a path w1th a part1Uon, like . 
partitions puppeteers have. On this path other humans, behind the pr1" 
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rry past all sorts of implements such as are used in everyday life. 
oners· :jects throw their own shadows and are visible as moving objects on 
~ positc wall. The prisoners discuss among themselves what they see tbt: wall. What they see there is for them the world. actual beings. 
ol'l one of the prisoners is released, so that he can tum around and look 
~ light. and even move out of the cave and walk toward the light 
~ If- he will first be dazzled and will only slowly become accustomed to the :;.t 'and see the things t~t st~d outside the cave in the light. Let us now 
~e that. with the sun m his eyes, he returns to the cave and converses 
once again with those who are sitting in the cave. The cave dwellers will take 
him to be mad; they would like to kill him because he wants to persuade 
them that the objects they see and have deemed to be real throughout their 
lives are only shadows. Plato wants to show by this that the condition for the 
poaibUity of recognizing something as a shadow in distinction from the real 
does not consist in my seeing an enormous quantity of given things. If the 
cave dwellers were to see more clearly for all eternity only what they now 
111e on the wall. they would never gain the insight that it is only shadows. 
The basic condition for the possibility of understanding the actual as actual 
is to look into the sun, so that the eye of knowledge should become sunlike. 
Ordinary common sense, in the cave ofits know-it-all. wiseacre pretensions, 
is narrow-minded: it has to be extricated from this cave. For it, what it is 
released to is. as Hegel says, die verkehrte Welt-the inverted, topsy-turvy 
world. We, too, with this apparently quite abstract question about the 
conditions of the possibility of the understanding of being, want to do 
nothing but bring ourselves out of the cave into the light, but in all sobriety 
IDd in the complete disenchantment of purely objective inquiry. 

What we are in search of is the epekeina tes ousias. For Plato this 
epekeina is the condition of possibility for all knowledge. Plato says, first, 
:: t~ agat~on or the idea agathou is en to gnosto teleutaia he tou agathou 
and .ka.i mog1s ~orasthai;~ in knowledge or in the knowable and intelligible, 

In generalm the whole sphere of that which is in any way accessible to 
Us, ~ idea of the good is that which lies at the end, toward which all 
COgn.atJon runs back or, conversely, from which it begins. The agathon is 
~ horasthai. hardly to be seen. Secondly. Plato says of the agathon: en 

donoeto aute kuria aletheian kai noun paraschomene.6 It is that which has 
lllm,o . h k thus ~n m t c nowable and renders knowledge and truth possible. It 

blquir ~mes ~lear how the epekeina tes ousias is that which has to be 
epek ~ after. 1f mdeed being is to be the object for knowledge. How the 

etna must be defined. what the "beyond" means, what the idea of the 

~· lh.d 7 51 '}t1j ( 
·lb•d. 517•.\ f. 
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good signifies in Plato and in what way the idea of the good is that w&..:_, 

supposed to render knowledge and truth possible-all this is in •q ia 
respects obscure. We shall not enter here into the difficulties of PI~ 
interpretation nor into the demonstration of the connection of u.; ~ 
the good with what we discussed earlier regarding the ancient~ 
ing of being. its derivation from production. It appears as though OUrthe.i. 
that ancient philosophy interprets being in the horizon of production in the 
broadest sense would have no connection at all with what Plato note. 
condition of possibility of the understanding of being. Our inlerJ>retaticn: 
ancient ontology and its guiding clue seems to be arbitrary. What c:ould the 
idea of the good have to do with production? Without entering further iato 
this matter, we offer only the hint that the idea agathou is nothiag but die 
demiourgos, the producer pure and simple. This lets us see already bowdle 
idea agathou is connected with poiein, praxis, techne in the broadat lllllt. 

c) The temporal interpretation of existentieU 
undentanding, both authentic and inauthentic 

The question about the possibility of the understanding of being nma 
into something that transcends being, a "beyond." As to what makes under
standing of being possible, we shall find it without an image only ifwefinl 
ask: What makes understanding possible as such? One essential momenl of 
understanding is projection: understanding itself belongs to the basic coo
stitution of the Dasein. We shall inquire further into this phenomenon and 
its possibility, and to this end we may also recall something noted earlier
Understanding belongs to the basic constitution of the Dasein; but thr 
Dasein is rooted in temporality. How is temporality the conditioD r! 
possibility for understanding in general? How is projection grountlMJ 11 

temporality? In what way is temporality the condition of possibility_for ~ 
understanding of being? Do we in fact understand the being of~ r:J 
means of time? We shall attempt. first of all, a temporal interpreta~ 
understanding. taking understanding as ontical, existentiell un~ 
and not yet as understanding of being. We shall then inquire .further# 
our existent comportment toward beings, toward the extant m the back 
sense, is grounded as understanding in temporality, and how. f~. ten' 
beyond that, the understanding of being that belongs to ~LS ex;: tbt 
comportment toward beings is conditioned on its part by tune. . 
possibility and structure of the distinction between being and ~ 
grounded in temporality? Must the ontological difference be interp-'
Temporally? ~ 

How is existentiell understanding determined by temporality? W~ t:J 
earlier that temporality is the equally original ecstatic-horizonal 
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ast. and present. Understanding is a basic determination of exis· 
(utllre'lnd resoluteness is our name for authentic existence, the existence of 
rencePasein in which the Dasein is itself in and from its own most peculiar 
the ib"litv. a possibility that has been seized on and chosen by the Dasein 
~ ~~luteness has its own peculiar temporality. Let us try to demon· 
1 • it briefly now. though only in a specific respect. which however is 
strate inly very essentiaL If authentic existence. resoluteness, is grounded in a 
~mode of temporality, then a specific present belongs to resolute-

Present, as ccstatic-horizonal phenomenon, implies enpresenting of. 
nessin resoluteness the Dasein understands itself from its own most peculiar 
~-be- Understanding is primarily futural, for it comes toward itself from 
ils chosen possibility of itself. In coming-toward-itself the Dasein has also 
aJtady taken itself over as the being that it in each case already has been. In 
JeSOiuteness, that is, in self-understanding via its own most peculiar can
be-in this coming-toward-itself from its own most peculiar possibility. the 
[)uein comes back to that which it is and takes itself over as the being that it 
iL In coming bock to itself, it brings itself with everything that it is INJck 
acdin into its own most peculiar chosen can-be. The temporal mode in 
which it is as and what it was we call [bringing-back-again, that is,J repeti
tion. Repetition is a peculiar mode in which the Dasein was, has been. 
Resoluteness temporalizes itself as repetitive coming-back-toward-itself 
from a chosen possibility to which the Dasein, coming-toward-itself. has run 
out in front of itself /preceded itself}. In the ecstatic unity of repetitive self
prec:.tclenu, in this past and future, there lies a specific present. Whereas the 
a!presenting of something for the most part and chiefty dwells with things, 
sets entangled in its own self. lets itself be drawn along by things so as to be 
merged with what it is enpresenting-whereas enpresenting for the most 
~runs away from itself. loses itself within itself, so that the past becomes 
1 orgetting and the future an expecting of what is just coming on-the 
Pltsent that belongs to resoluteness is held in the specific future (self
~ncel and past (repetition) of resoluteness. The present that is held in 
re:so Uteness and springs from it we call the instant. Since we intend by this 
~e a mode of the present-the phenomenon indicated by it has ecstatic-
110 Tll.Qnal character-this means that the instant is an enpresenting of 
llpo~h:ng_ pre~nt which, as belonging to resol~e, discloses the sit~ation 
~ \\ hlch resoluteness has resolved. In the mstant as an ecstasts the 
det tent Dasem is carried away. as resolved, into the current factically 
lct;rrn~ed possibilities, circumstances, contingencies of the situation of its ans::· he mstant /the Augenblick, the twinkling of an eye} is that which, 
stitut!, from_ resoluteness, has an eye first of all and solely for what con
the D .t~e Slluat1?n ~faction. It is the mode of resol~te existe~ce ~n which 

Cl.setn, as bemg-m-the-world. holds and keeps 1ts world m v1ew. But 
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because the Dasein, as being-in-the-world, is at the same time he· . 
other Daseins, authentically existent being-with-one-another must 't""ith 
termine itself primarily by way of the individual's resoluteness. 0n1 de. 
and in its resolute individuation is the Dasein authentically free arJ ~ 
for the thou. Being-with-one-another is not a tenacious intrusion of:" 
upon the thou, derived from their common coocealed helplessness;~ 
existence as together and with one another is founded on the . 
individuation of the individual, determined by enpresenting in the::: 
the instant. Individuation does not mean clinging obstinately to one' a~ 
private wishes but being free for the factical possibilities of currem ex-. 
tence. 

From what has been said one thing should become dear, that the instant 
belongs to the Dasein's original and authentic temporality and repn:;a111 
the primary and authentic mode of the present as enpresenting. We beard 
earlier that enpresenting expresses itself in the now, that the now aa time in 
which beings are encountered arises from original temporality. Since the 
now always arises from the present, this means that the now originates 
from. comes from, the instant. It is for this reason that the phenomeoooo( 
the instant cannot be understood from the now, as Kierkegaard tria to do. 
To be sure, he understands the instant quite well in its real contents, but he 
does not succeed in expounding the specific temporality of the insla& 
Instead, he identifies the instant with the now of time in the common~~~~~t. 
Starting from here he constructs the paradoxical relationships oftheaowiD 
eternity. But the phenomenon of the instant cannot be understood from tbt 
now even if we take the now in its full structure. The only thing that can be 
shown is that the now most expeditiously manifests its full atniCtUif 
precisely where the Dasein as resolute enpresenting expresses itself by 
means of the now. The instant is a primal phenomenon of original tern" 

porality, whereas the now is merely a phenomenon of deri~ ~ 
Aristotle already saw the phenomenon of the instant, the k;uros, ar:.. 
defined it in the sixth book of his Nichomachean Ethics; but, again. he . il 
in such a way that he failed to bring the specific time character of the ltaifOI 
into connection with what he otherwise knows as time (nun). ~ 

The present pertinent to the Dasein's temporality does not . as 
have the character of the instant. The Dasein does not constantlY ~liar 
re~lute but is usually irresol~te, do~ ~ff to itse~f in its own ~ost Pffi~to 
ab1hty to be, and not determmed pnmanly from 1ts most pecuh.ar ab tYpal 
be in the way it projects its possibilities. The Dasein 's temporal•tY c:foe5 }\k"" 
constantly temporalize itself from that temporality's authentic future· doe~ 
crtheless, this inconstancy of existence, its being generally irresolut~ It 
not mean that in its existence t~e irreso.lute Dasein at t_im~ lacks a~ 
only means that temporality Itself. w1th respect to 1ts d1fferent 
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ialiY the fut~re. is ~hange~le: Irresolute exist~ is so littl~ a non
~ence that it 1s prec1sely ~his Irresoluteness wh1ch charactenzes the 
eld5 rda. actuality of the Dasem. 
f\'t~a~ we are trying to expound existent comportment in the everyday 

toward the beings most proximately given, we must tum our view 
sense evervday. inauthentic, irresolute existence and ask what the character 
~the t-emporality _of inauthentic se_lf~~n~standing, of the Dasein's .i~ 
solute projection of Itself upon posstbthtles. We know that the Dasem 1s 

being-in-the-world: fac~ically. existing as s~h, it is bein~·among intra· 
rldly beings and bemg-wtth-other Dasems. The Dasem understands :U at first and usually from things. The others, the fellow humans, are 

also there with the Dasein even when they are not to be found there in 
iJpme(iiately tangible proximity. In the way they are there with the Dasein 
they are also jointly understood with it via things. Let us recall Rilke's 
dacription in which he shows how the inhabitants of the demolished house, 
thole fellow humans. are encountered with its wall. The fellow humans 
with whom we have to do daily are also there, even without any explicit 
tsistentiell relation of one Dasein to others. Keeping all of this in mind, we 
may now tum our exploratory regard solely to understanding comportment 
foulard things handy and things extant. 

We understand ourselves by way of things. in the sense of the self
understanding of everyday Dasein. To understand ourselves from the 
things with which we are occupied means to project our own ability to be 
upon such features of the business of our everyday occupation as the 
feasible, urgent, indispensable, expedient. The Dasein understands itself 
from the ability to be that is determined by the success and failure, the 
feasibility and unfeasibility. of its commerce with things. The Dasein thus 
COines toward itself from out of the things. It expects its own can-be as the 
~of a being which relies on what things give or what they refuse. It is 
111 ough the Dascin's can-be were projected by the things, by the Dasein's 
CIOinrnerce with them, and not primarily by the Dasein itself from its own 
::::: JlCCuliar. ~If, which nevertheless exists, just as it is, always as dealing 
~htngs. I his inauthentic self-understanding by way of things has. 
iraQ h · the character of coming-toward-itself. of the future. but this is 
the ~ntu: future; we characteri7.e it as expecting [Gewartigen]. Only because 
the th semIs expectant of its can-be in the sense described. as coming from 
a.tlt . 10~" It attends to and cares for-only because of this expecting can it 
f:x~te ·await something from the things or wait for the way they run off. 
thin t~ng must already beforehand have unveiled a sphere from which someant: can I~ awaited. Expecting is thus not a subspecies of waiting for or 
~hng but just the reverse: waiting for, anticipating. is grounded in an 

lOg, a looking-forward-to. When in our commerce with things we 
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lose ourselves in and with them, we are expectant of our can-be in the 
is determined via the feasibility and unfeasibility of the things With '-'ly• 
we are concerned. We do not expressly come back to ourse1vea ~ 
authentic projection upon our own most peculiar can-be. This implies 111 In 
same time that we do not repeat the being we have been, we do 'lWlt lit.._ 
ourselves over in our facticity. What we are-and what we have "-a~ 
always contained in this-lies in some way behind us.jorgot;Un. £-:.._ • 

our own can-be to come from things. we have forgotten the r~-n;:: 
in its having-been. This forgetting is not the absence and failuretoappe.of 
a recollection, so that in the place of a recollection there would be nothing. It 
is, rather, a peculiar positively ecstatic mode of temporality. The ec:ataaiao( 
forgetting something has the character of disengagement from one's me. 
peculiar having-been-ness, and indeed in such a way that the d~ 
from closes off that from which it disengages. Forgetting, incloeingofFtht 
past-and this is the peculiar feature of that ecstasis-cloeea itaelf oft' far 
itself. The characteristic of forgetting is that it forgets itself. It is implicit in 
the ecstatic nature of forgetting that it not only forgets the forgoum but 
forgets the forgetting itself. This is why to the common pre-~ 
ical understanding it appears as though forgetting is nothing at all. Fcqat
tenness is an elementary mode of temporality in which we aTe primarily ad 
for the most part our own having-been. But this shows that the put. iD the 
sense of having-been-ness, must not be defined in terms of the axmnon 
concept of the bygone. The bygone is that of which we say that it no longer 
is. Having-been-ness, however, is a mode of being, the detenninationcitbr 
way in which the Dasein is as existent. A thing that is not temporal. wbolr 
being is not determined by means of temporality, but merely occurs witbill 
time, can never have-been, because it does not exist. Only what is intrift
sically futural can have-been; things. at best, are over and done ~ 
Understanding oneself by way of feasible and directly encountered thingS 
involves a self-forgetting. The possibility of retaining something which~ 
was just now expecting rest'> only on the basis of the original forg~ 
that belongs to the factical Dasein. To this retaining related_ to t.hing'S ~ 
corresponds again a non-retaining. a forgetting in the derivatwe _.nst~ 
becomes clear from this that recollection is possible only on the~~ pOl 

because of the original forgottenness that belongs to the Dasetn easibk· 
conversely. Because the Dasein is expectant of itself by way of the f~ 
that with which it is dealing at the moment is in its present. Se~ 'fhe 
standing, in equal originality with future and past, is an enpresenhn~ dll 
enpresenting of the inauthentic understanding that pred~mina~es ~be 
Dasein will occupy us more particularly in the sequel. Negatavely. tt rn dlt 
said that the present of inauthentic understanding doe~ not ha~ dlt 
character of the instant, because the temporalizing of thas mode 
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tis determined by way of the inauthentic future. Accordingly. inaut
~nundcrstanding has the character of forgetful-enpresenting-expectance. 
bef1l1C 

d) The temporality of the understanding of functionality 
and its totality (world) 

This temporal characterization of inauthentic understanding has clarified 
only one possibility of the Dasein's existentiell (ontical) understanding as 
the existent being. We require. however. a clarification of the understand
ing of being which is always already implicit in the existentiell understand
ing of beings. But we do not wish to explain the understanding of being in 
regard to existentiell understanding. whether authentic or inauthentic, but 
rather with a view to the Dasein's existent comportment toward the things it 
encounters in its immediate neighborhood. We shall try to clo.rib the 
llftderstanding of being which relates to beings which are not of the nature of 
l>dsein. It is the understanding of the being of those beings we encounter 
nearest to us with which we deal irresolutely. beings which are also there 
when we are not occupied with them. We are taking this direction of 
interpretation not because it is easier but because we shall thus gain an 
original understanding of the problems we discussed earlier, all of which are 
ontologically oriented toward beings as extant. 

Let us once more take note of the whole context of the problem and the 
direction of our inquiry. What we are seeking is the condition of the possilnlity 
cf that understanding-of-being which understands beings of the type of the handy 
~the at-hand. Beings of these kinds are encountered as we deal with them 
~OUr everyday concerns. This commerce with the beings we most imme· 
:ately e~ter is, as existent comportment of the Dasein toward beings. 
~ ~n the basic constitution of existence, in being-in-the-world. The 

gs Wtth which we are occupied are therefore encountered as intra· 
YJo~ldly beings. Since the Dasein is being-in-the-world and the basic consti
tution of the Dasein lies in temporality, commerce with intraworldly beings is 
CU~d in a specific temporality of being-in-the-world. The structure of 
betng·m-thl.'-world is unitary but it is also organized. Our object here must 
.,.hit~ understand via temporality the organized totality of this structure. 
iS sc ;eans. however. that we must interpret the phenomenon of being-in 
l'huc and the phenomenon of the world in their temporal constitution. 
~~·Ilea~ us to the connection between temporality and transcendence, 
1'1\an'fi •n~-m-thc-world is the phenomenon in which it becomes originally 
this; est how the Dasein by its very nature is 'beyond itself." Starting from 
~:.tin ranscendence. we comprehend the possibility of the understanding of 
~:.tin g th~t _is implicit in and illuminates our commerce with intraworldly 

gl>. 1 hts then leads to the question of the interrelation..'> of the under-
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standing of being. transcendence, and temporality. And from that })oint 
shall attempt to portray temporality as horizon of the understant~;_ "'e 
being. That is. we shall attempt the definition of the concept~~ a( 

~~ ~ 
In returning now to inquire about the condition of the PClSsibiiity 

understanding being-an understanding that belongs to our ~ 
with the beings we encounter-we shall ask first about the ~ 
possibility of being-in-the-world in geneTal, which is based on temporality, h t! 
only from the temporality of being-in-the-world that we shall ~ 
how being-in-the-world is already, as such. understanding of being. The 
being most nearly encountered. that with which we have to do, haa the 
ontological constitution of equipment. This entity is not merely atiDt but, 
in conformity with its equipmental character. belongs to an~ 
contextuTe within which it has its specific equipmental functioQ. wbi:b 
primarily constitutes its being. Equipment. taken in this ontological--. 
is not only equipment for writing or sewing; it includes everythiugwemae 
use of domestically or in public life. In this broad ontological sense .... 
streets, street lamps are also items of equipment. We call the whole ol all 
these beings the handy {das Zuhandene]. What is essential in this CODDeCtioo 
is not whether or not the handy is in nearest proximity. whether it iac:be:r 
hy than purely extant, at-hand things, but only that it is handy in and for 
daily use or that, looked at conversely. in its factical being-in-the-world the 
Dasein is well practiced in a specific way in handling this being. in such a 
way that it understands this being as something of its own making. In the 
use of equipment the Dasein is also always already well practiced in~ 
with others, and here it is completely indifferent whether another DueiD • 
or is not factually present. 

Equipment is encountered always within an equipmental con~ 
Each single piece of equipment carries this contexture along with it, adl';l 
this equipment only with regard to that contexture. The specific tlrisnal ~ 
piece of equipment, its individuation, if we take the word in a camp 
formal sense. is not determined primarily by space and time in the:= 
that it appears in a determinate space- and time-position. Instead. . 
determines a piece of equipment as an individual is in each ins~; 
equipmental character and equipmental contexture. What then JS tt , 
constitutes the specific equipmental character of a piece of equi.pmd"· 
Equipmental character is constituted by what we call Bewandtnas, [;. 
tionality. The being of something we use. for instance, a hamm~r ~r a 1'bif 
is characterized by a specific way of being put to use. of funcuo~· ~ 
entity is "in order to hammer," "in order to make leaving. e~~enng. IP 
closing possible." Equipment is "in order to." This proposttton haS tll1" 
ontological and not merely an ontical meaning; a being is not what and 
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_ . for example, a hammer, and then in addition something "with which 
it 15h rnmt·r. Rather, what and how it is as this entity. its whatness and 
co :as. is constituted by this in-order-to as such, by its functionality. A 
~ of the nature of equipment is thus encountered as the being that it is in 
~1fif and when we understand beforehand the following: functionality. 
:C.ionality relations, functionality totality. In dealing with equipment we 

usc it as equipment only if we have already beforehand projected this 
:,. upon functi~na~ity relatio~. This ant~dent ~ders~anding of func
nonality. this projectmg Of equ1pment onto ItS functlonahty character, we 
calllttting-function. This expression, too, has its ontological sense suited to 
the present context of discourse. In hammering we let the hammer function 
with something. The wheTein of our letting-function is that for which the 
equipment is destined as such: the for-which characterizes this specific 
equipment as what and how it is. We are expectant of the for-which in using 
the equipment. 'To let function in something" means expectance of a for
which. Letting-function, as letting-function-in, is always at the same time a 
"'ttting-function with something." That with which there is functionality is 
in each case determined via the for-which. Expecting the for-which. we 
Rtdin the with-which in our view; keeping it in view, we first understand the 
equipment as equipment in its specific functionality relation. Letting
fUnction, that is, the understanding of the functionality which makes possi
ble an equipmental use at all, is a retentive expectance, in which the 
ecppment is enpresented as this specific equipment. In expectant-retentive 
eDpresenting, the equipment comes into play, becomes present, enters into 
~present [Gegen-wartj. The expecting of the for-which is not a contempla
tion of an end and much less the awaiting of a result. Expectance does not at 
aU have the character of an ontical apprehension; nor is retention of the 
whe~ith a contemplative dwelling with something. This becomes clear if 
'1\'e bnng to conscious realization unconstructively an immediate employ
lnent 0~ equipment. When I am completely engrossed in dealing with 
:;::thmg and make use of some equipment in this activity, I am just not 
as 1. ed toward the equipment as such, say. toward the tool. And I am just 
thel~le d~rected toward the work itself. Instead, in my occupation I move in 
equ· Unt.:t10nahty relations as such. In understanding them I dwell with the 
the 1P~ental contexture that is handy. I stand neither with the one nor with 
rn~t- er but move in the in-order-to. It is for this reason that we proceed in 
bet 10 d··aling with things-we do not merely approach them as they lie 

oreu-h h . .. equ· s ut avl' commerce w1th them as they exh1b1t themselves as 
ing ~f~l'nt 1_n an _equipmental contexture. Letting-function, as understand
the li h unnumahty. is that projection which first of all gives to the Dasein terel t 10 whose luminosity things of the nature of equipment are encoun-
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Letting-function, as understanding of functionality, has a temporal . 
tion. But it itself points back to a still more original temporality. Only ::::' 
have apprehended the more original temporalizing are we able to SUrvey"':' 
what way the understanding of the being of beings-here either of IQ 

equipmental character and handineJS of handy equipment or of the th;~ 
hood of extant things and the at-handneJS of the at-hand-is made~ 
by time and thus becomes transparent. 

We shall not yet presently pursue this temporality but instead aak IIIOrt 
precisely what the basic condition is for our apprehending an ~tal 
contexture as equipmental contexture. First of all. we have seen only . 
general what the presupposition is for an instrumental usage: ~ 
ing of functionality. But all equipment is as equipment within an equipmen. 
tal contexture. This contexture is not a supplementary product ~ IOIIIe 
extant equipment; rather, an individual piece of equipment, asiadividull,ia 
handy and extant only within an equipmental contexture. The undent.nd. 
ing of equipmental contexture as contexture precedes every individual• 
of equipment. With the analysis of the understanding of an equipmealal 
contexture in the totality of its functionality, we come across the analysis ci 
the phenomenon that we pointed to earlier, the concept and phenommoo 
of the world. Since the world is a structural moment of being-iJl.the..wodd 
and being-in-the-world is the ontological constitution of the Dasein, the 
analysis of the world brings us at the same time to an understanding rJ 
being-in-the-world itself and of its possibility by way of time. Interpretation 
of the possibility of being-in-the-world on the basis of temporality is already 
intrinsically interpretation of the possibility of an understanding ofbeing in 
which, with equal originality. we understand the being of the Dalein. the 
being of fellow-Daseins or of the others, and the being of the ~t ~ 
handy entities always encountered in a disclosed world. Trua kind ua 

understanding of being is, nevertheless, indifferent, unarticula~ at ~J 
is for the most part-for reasons lying in the Dasein itself--ana
toward those beings in which the Dasein has first and for the most ~ ~ 
itself. extant beings, for which reason also the ontological interpretatl~ 
being at the beginning of philosophy, in antiquity, develops i~ orien~ 
toward the extant. This interpretation of being becomes philosop rand 
inadequate as soon as it widens out universally and attempts to unders 
existence also along the lines of this concept of being, whereas the pro
cedure should be exactly the reverse. 

e) Being-in-the-world, transcendence, and temporality. The 
horizonal schemata of ecstatic temporality 

We must now formulate in a more fundamental way what we~ 
in reference to existentiell understanding. authentic as well as inautheJld" 
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ust focus more closely on the concept of the Dasein's tTanscendence in 
~to see the connection of the Dasein's transcendence with the under-

ding of being. from which aJone we can then carry our inquiry back to 
stJflternporality of the understanding of being as such. 
the functionality is understood in commerce with the beings we encounter 
. closest proximity-equipment. Everything for which and in which there 
~ 1-"ing-function with something, is what it is within an in-order-to. The 
JS a "'•· - de d lations of the in-or r-to, but also those of the purpose-free an purpose-
::SS. root either ultimately or initially in the for-the-sake-of-which. They are 
understood only if the Dasein understands something of the nature of the 
for-the-sake-of-itself. As existent, the Dasein understands something of the 
nature of a "for-the-sake-of-itself," because its own being is determined by 
this: that. as existent, the Dasein is occupied in its own being with its ability 
to be. Only so far as the for-the-sake-of a can-be is understood can some
thing like an in-order-to (a relation of functionality) be unveiled. That all 
functional relations are grounded ontologically in a for-the-sake-of in no 
ny decides whether, ontically, all beings are as beings for the sake of the 
t.man Dasein. The ontological rooting of the ontological structures of 
brings and of their possible intelligibility in the for-the-sake-of-which is still 
extraneous to the ontical assertion that nature was created or exists for the 
purpose of the human Dasein. The ontical assertion about the purposive
ness of the actual world is not posited in the ontological rooting just 
mentioned. In fact, the latter is presented primarily precisely in order to 
make evident how the understanding of the being of an entity which is and 
can be in itself. even without the Dasein existing. is possible only on the 
basis of the ontological rooting of functionality relations in the for-the-sake
~which_. Only on the basis of the clarified ontological interconnections of 

~ible ways of understanding being, and thus also of functionality 
~tions .. with the for-the-sake-of is it at all decidable whether the question 
tal an ontJcal teleology of the universe of beings has a legitimate philosophi-

!le~se or whether it doesn't rather represent an invasion by common 
:.:;: Into the problems of philosophy. That the ontological structure of in
abour-to relations is grounded in a for-the-sake-of-which implies nothing 
Dase~ whet he~ the ontical relations between beings. between nature and the 

s· m. exhlhJt a purposive contexture. 
tan-~e the Dasein exists as a being which is occupied in its being with its 
Oil th · It has already understood the like of the "for the sake of itself." Only 
tive .e bas1s of this understanding is existence possible. The Dasein must 
sign~~~ own can-be to itself to be understood. It gives itself the task of 
ever;~~g how things stand with its can-be. The whole of these relations, 
~- In~ that belongs to the structure of the totality with which the 

In can in any way give itself something to be understood, to signify to 
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itself its ability to be, we call significance [Bedeutsamkeit}. This . 
structure of what we call world in the strictly ontological sense. 18 the 

We saw earlier that the Dasein understands itself first and for the 
part via things: in unity with that, the co-existence of other Dasein. ~ 
understood. Understanding of the can-be of the Dasein as being-with • 
is already implicit in functionality relations. The Dasein is, as such,:::: 
tially open for the ca.existence of other Daseins. Factical Dasein ia, 
plicitly or not, for-the-sake.of being-able-ta.be-with-one-another. 1'bia ~ 
possible, however, only because the Dasein is determined as such &o.n ~ 
very outset by being-with others. When we say that the Dasein exists for the 
sake of itself, this is an ontological determination of existence. This~ 
tial proposition doesn't as yet prejudge anything about existentieU ~ 
ties. The proposition "The Dasein exists essentially for the sake of illelf" 
does not assert ontically that the factual purpose of the factical Daaein ia to 
care exclusively and primarily for itself and to use others as instrumeab 
toward this end. Such a factual-ontical interpretation is possible only co the 
basis of the ontological constitution of the Dasein, that it is in general for. 
the-sake-of its own self. Only because it is this can it be with other Dueias 
and only on the same condition can another Dasein, which in tum il 
occupied with its own being. enter into an essential existentieU relatioo to 
one that is other than itself. 

The basic constitution of the Dasein is being-in-the-world This now 
means more precisely that in its existence the Dasein is occupied Ulitlt. 
about, being-able-ta.be-in-the-world. It has in every instance already pro
jected itself upon that. Thus in the Dasein's existence there is implicit 
something like an antecedent understanding of world, significance. Earlier we 
gave a provisional definition of the concept of world and showed there that 
the world is not the sum of all extant beings. not the universe of natUfll 
things-that the world is not at all anything extant or handy. The~ 
of world is not a determination of the intra worldly being as a being wJUc:h ~ 
extant in itself. World is a determination of the Dasein's being. 'fhis_ 11 

expressed from the outset when we say that Dasein exists as beint'~ 
the-world. The world belongs to the Dasein's existential constitution.~ 
is not extant but world exists. Only so long as Dasein is, is existent. is rJ 
given. Since in understanding WOTld the relations of the in.arder·to~ 
functionality and being-for-the-sake.of are understood, it is ~cor-
self-understanding, and self-understanding is Dasein-understanding. tbe 
tained in this. again, there is the understanding ofbeing-with.others ~tiel
understanding of being able to be-among and dwell-among extant etttl 10 
The Dasein is not at first merely a being-with others so as thereupon 
emerge from this being-with-one-another into an objective world. t~ ~ 
out to things. This approach would he just as unsuu:essful as sub~ 
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. lisn'l· which starts ~rst with a subj~. which then in ~me ~anner 
ide& r an object for Itself. T 0 start With an 1-thou relatiOnship as a 
511~ •:hip of two subjects would entail that at first there are two subjects, 
reJatiOsimply as two, which then provide a relation to others. Rather, just as 
take;;asein is originally being with others, so it is originally being with the 
~y and the extant. Similarly, the Dasein is just as little at first merely a 
a,velling among things so as then occasionally to discover among these 
things beings with its own kind of being; instead, as the being which is 
oe:cupied with itself. the Dasein is with equal originality being-with others 
IJ1I(l being-among intraworldly beings. The world, within which these latter 
beings are encountered, is-because every Dasein is of its own self existent 
being-with others-always already world which the one shares with the 
others- Only because the Dasein is antecedently constituted as being-in-the
world can one Dasein existentielly communicate something factically to 
another: but this factical existentiell communication does not first constitute 
the possibility that one Dasein has a single world with another Dasein. The 
different modes of factical being-with-one-another constitute in each case 
only the factical possibilities of the range and genuineness of disclosure of 
the world and the different factical possibilities of intersubjective confirma
tion of what is uncovered and of intersubjective foundation of the unanimity 
of world-understanding and the factical possibilities of the provision and 
guidance of existentiell possibilities of the individual. But it is again not an 
accident that we elucidate for ourselves what world means in an ontological 
sense chiefly in terms of intraworldly beings. to which there belong not only 
the handy and the extant but also, for a naive understanding, the Dasein of 
others. Fellow humans are certainly also extant; they join in constituting the 
world. For this common concept of the world it is sufficient to point to the 
:encept of the cosmos. for instance, in Paul. Cosmos here means not only 
hum whole of plants, animals, and earth, but primarily the Dasein of the 

an being in the sense of God-forsaken man in his association with 
earth, stars, animals, and plants. 
On! ~orld cxists~that is, it is-only ifDasein exists, only if there is Dasein. 
u d} •f World IS there, if Dasein exists as being-in-the-world, is there 
\V:r~rstanding of bei_ng, and only if this understanding exists are. intra
Dase ly hemgs unveiled as extant and handy. World-understandmg as 
in hln-understanding is self-understanding. Self and world belong together 
~~ ~ smgle entity, the Dasein. Self and world are not two beings, like 
det ect. and object. or like I and thou, but self and world are the basic 
the~trntnation of the Dasein itself in the unity of the structure of being-in
can ':""orld. Only because the "subject" is determined by being-in-the-world 
Self It bttome, as this self. a thou for another. Only because lam an existent 

arn I a possible thou for another as self. The basic condition for the 
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( 

possibility of the selfs being a possible thou in being-with others ia h..._. 
on the circumstance that the Dasein as the self that it is, is such that 't -:ea 
as being-in-the-world. For "thou" means "you who are with me in a 1 ~ 
If the I-thou relationship represents a distinctive existence relationship~ 

· cannot be recognized existentially, hence philosophically, as long as it.' 
asked what existence in general means. But being-in-the-world~ not 
existence. That the being which exists in this way is occupied in ita~ 
with its ability to be-this selfhood is the ontological presupposition fortht 
selflessness in which every Dasein comports itself toward the other in the 
existent 1-thou relationship. Self and world belong together in the unity of 
the basic constitution of the Dasein, the unity of being-in-the-world. n.. 
the condition of possibility for understanding the other Dasein and -:. 
worldly beings in particular. The possibility of understanding the bema of 
intraworldly beings, as well as the possibility of understanding the D.em 
itself, is possible only on the basis of being-in-the-world. 

We now ask, How is the whole of this structure, of being-in-tbe-"Midd, 
founded in temporality? Being-in-the-world belongs to the basic coaatitutioD 
of the being that is in each case mine, that at each time I mySidf am. Self and 
world belong together; they belong to the unity of the constitution of the 
Dasein and, with equal originality, they determine the "subject." In other 
words, the being that we ourselves in each case are, the Dasein, is the 
t:ransandent. 

What has so far been said will become clearer by means of the exposition 
of the concept of tTansandence. T ranscendere signifies literally to step~. 
pass over, go through, and occasionally also to surpass. We define the 
philosophical concept of transcendence following the pattern of the~ 
meaning of the word and not so much with regard to traditional phibopbt
cal usage, which besides is quite ambiguous and indefinite. It is from the 
ontological concept of transcendence properly understood that an under
standing can first of all be gained of what Kant was seeking, at ~ 
when transcendence moved for him into the center of philosop~ 4 
so much so that he called his philosophy transcendental philosophy. . 
delineating the transcendence concept. we have to keep in vi~ ~ ~ 
structures already exhibited of the constitution of the Dasein s beinl· 
order to avoid making the first fundamental considerations ~oo heavy. ':i 
have purposely disregarded the full development of the bas1c st~ 
care. Consequently, the following exposition of the transcendence conceP' 
is not adequate, but it suffices for what we chiefly need here. . the 

In the popular philosophical sense of the word. the transcenden~ 15 used 
being that lies_ beyond, the otherworldly being. Frequently ~he term~
to designate God. In theory of knowledge the transcendent IS unders thit 
what lies beyond the subject's sphere. things in themselv~. objects. In 
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he transcendent is that which lies outside the subject. It is, then, that \ 
~ht steps beyond or has aJn;ad~ stepped bey?nd the bo_undaries of the 
.-hi. t-as if it had ever been 1ns1de them-as af the Dasem steps beyond 
~~1nJy when it comports itself toward a thing. The thing doesn't at aJl 
~d and is not at all the transcendent in the sense of that which has 
~beyond. Even less is it the transcendent in the genuine sense of the 
..,ord The overstepping as such, or that whose mode of being must be 
~ precisely by this overstepping. properly understood, is the Dasein. 
We have more than once seen that in its experience of beings and par
ticUlarlY in dealing with handy equipment the Dasein always already under
stand'; functionality-that the Dasein returns to beings of that sort only 
&om its antecedent understanding of functionality contexture, significance, 
worfd. Beings must stand in the light of understood functionality if we are 
to encounter handy equipment. Equipment and the handy confront us in 
the horizon of an understood world; they are encountered always as intra
worldly beings. World is understood beforehand when objects encounter 
us. It was for this reason we said that the world is in a certain sense further 
outside than all objects, that it is more objective than all objects but, 
nevertheless. does not have the mode of being of objects. The mode of 
being of the world is not the extantness of objects; instead, the world exists. 
The world-still in the orientation of the common transcendence con
cept-is the truly transcendent, that which is still further beyond than 
objects, and at the same time this beyond is, as an existent, a basic 
determination of being-in-the-world, of the Dasein. If the world is the 
transcendent, then what is truly tTanscendent is the Dasein. With this we first 
lrrive at the genuine ontological sense of tTanscendence, which also ties in with 
the basic sense of the term from the common standpoint. Transcendere 
means to step over; the transcendens, the transcendent, is that which 
Ollrrsteps as such and not that toward which I step over. The world is 
~ndent because, belonging to the structure of being-in-the-world, it 
~Jtutes stepping-over-to as such. The Dasein itself oversteps in its 
:;g and thus is exactly not the immanent. The transcending beings are not 
.. ~~Jec~.s--:-thmgs can never transcend or be transcendent; rather. it is the 
~ects -m the proper ontological sense of the Dasein-which tran
ofbe· · step through and step over themselves. Only a being with the mode 
Prec·ang ot the Da..,ein transcends. in such a way in fact that transcendence is 
ca.ll~ely what essentially characterizes its being. Exactly that which is 
Ph lmman~nce in theory of knowledge in a complete inversion of the 
and ~~m~nal facts, the sphere of the subject. is intrinsically and primarily 
the. a one the transcendent. Because the Dasein is constituted by being-in-
beta 1.1/orld. It is a being which in its being is out beyond itself. The epekeina 

ng~ to the Dasein's own most peculiar structure of being. This transcen-

I 

r~ 
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ding does not only and not primarily mean a self-relating of a sub.Ject 
object: rather, transcendence means to undentand oneself from a I.Oorfd. ~~~~ 
Dasein is as such out beyond itself. Only a being to whose ontnl....:~ 
constitution transcendence belongs has the possibility of being an~~ 
a self. Transcendence is even the presupposition for the Dasein's having the 
character of a self. The selfhood of the Dasein is founded on its tTa~ 
and the Dascin is not first an ego-self which then oversteps so~ 
other. The "toward-itself" and the "out-from-itself" are implicit in ~ 
concept of selfhood. What exists as a self can do so only as a transcendent 
being. This selfhood, founded on transcendence, the possible toward-ibtlf 
and out-from-itself, is the presupposition for the way the Daaein ~ 
has various possibilities of being its own and oflosing itself. But it iaalsotbe 
presupposition for the Dasein's being-with others in the sense of the }-eel£ 
with the thou-self. The Dasein does not exist at first in some mysterioua 
way so as then to accomplish the step beyond itself to othen or to extat 
things. Existence, instead, always already means to step beyond or, bea.er, 
having stepped beyond. 

The Dasein is the transcendent being. Objects and things ue never 
transcendent. The original natUTe of transcendence makes itself rnanifat ill tile 
basic constitution of being-in-the-world. The transcendence, the over-md-out
beyond of the Dasein makes it possible for the Dasein to comport itldf to 
beings. whether to extant things, to others, or to itself. as beings. TI'IDICeD
dence is unveiled to the Dasein itself. even if not qua transcendeoce. It 
makes possible coming back to beings. so that the antecedent ~ 
ing of being is founded on transcendence. The being we call the DueiD il • 
such open for. Openness belongs to its being. The Dasein is its :0.. ill 
here-there, in which it is here for itself and in which others aretherewithit. 
and it is at this Da that the handy and the extant are met with. 

leibniz called mental-psychical substances monads, or, more prec:iadY• 
he interpreted all substances in general as monads (unities). With~ 
to the monad., he pronounced the well-known proposition that the 
have no windows, do not look outside themselves. do not look out ~ 
inside their own capsules. The monads have no windows because~ thl! 
none. They need none, have no need to look outside the inter1or of. 
capsule. because that which they have within themselves as their~ 
suffices for them. Each monad is represcntationa~. as . such. ~:,=haitY· 
degrees of wakefulness. In each monad, in conformity w1th tts ~of all 
there is represented the universe of all the other monads, the totahtyof the 
beings. Each monad already represents in its interior the w~le e(J
world. The individual monads differ according to the level of the1r ~ rJ 
ness in regard to the clarity in which the whole of the world, the_ uruvert'self. 
the remaining monads. is accessible to it as purely drawn from 1ts own 
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h rnonad. each subst~, is intrinsically representation: it represents to 

~ f the universe of.all bemgs.. . . . . 
jtStl What the Lcibmz1an propos1t1on about the monads bemg w1thout wm-

basically means can truly be made clear only by way of the basic 
~itution of the Dasein which we have developed-being-in-the-world. 
consransccndcnce. As a monad, the Dasein needs no window in order first of 
~\o took out toward something_ outsi~e. it:~elf, not because, as Leibniz 
tJUnks. all beings are already access1ble w1thm 1ts capsule, so that the monad 
can quite well be closed off and encapsulated within itself. but because the 
monad. the Dasein. in its own being (transcendence) is already outside, 
among other beings. and this implies always with its own self. The Dasein is 
not at all in a capsule. Due to the original transcendence, a window would be 
superfluous for the Dasein. In his monadological interpretation of sub
srance. Leibniz doubtless had a genuine phenomenon in view in the win
dowlessness of the monads. It was only his orientation to the traditional 
concept of substance that prevented him from conceiving of the original 
ground of the windowlessness and thus from truly interpreting the phe
nomenon he saw. He was not able to see that the monad. because it is 
essentially representational, mirroring a world, is transcendence and not a 
substantival extant entity, a windowless capsule. Transcendence is not 
instituted by an object coming together with a subject, or a thou with an I. 
but the Dascin itself, as "being-a-subject," transcends. The Dasein as such is 
being-toward-itself. being-with others, and being-among entities handy and 
extant. In the structural moments of toward-itself, with-others, and among
tht-extant there is implicit throughout the character of overstepping, of 
~ndence. We call the unity of these relations the Dasein's being-in, 
~ the sense that the Dasein possesses an original familiarity with itself, 
:'t~ ~thers. and with entities handy and extant. This familiarity is as such 
Jillllll~arity in a world. 
has Being-in is essentially being-in-the-world. This becomes clear from what 
the already been said. As selfhood, the Dasein is for the sake of itself This is 
~ngmal mode in which it is toward-itself. However. it is itself. the 
b in, only as being among handy entities, entities which it understands 
t~ ~ay of an in-order-to contexture. The in-order-to relations are rooted in 
~or:the-sakc-of. The unity of this whole of relations belonging to the 

1-f~ns bem~-i~ is ~he world. Be.ing-in is ~ing-in-the-world. . 
\li'h ; 1 ~ th1s bemg-m-the-world 1tself poss1ble as a whole? More prec1scly, 
\li'o~d ~)('.., tra~sccndence ground the primary structure of being-in-the
shall ~~ .~uch~ In wha~ is the Dasein's transcendence itself groun~ed? We 
.iust gl\t: tht• answer w1th regard to the two structural moments wh1ch have 
'nd ~n considered separ.ttely but intrinsically belong together. "being-in" 

World. Being-in as toward-itself. as for-the-sake-of itself. is possible 
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only on the basis of the futuu, because this structural moment of tift!e . 
intrinsically ecstatic. The ecstatic characteT of time makes possibk the~ 
specific ooerstepping character, tTanscendence, and thus also the • 
Then-and with this we come to the most central determination~ 
world and of temporality-the ccstases of temporality (future, Plat. the 
present) are not simply removals to ., not removals as it were to: 
nothing. Rather, as removals to and thus because of the ecstatic charac. 
ter of each of them, they each have a horizon which is Prescribed by the 
mode of the removal, the carrying-away, the mode of the future, Pllt.IDd 

'-present, and which belongs to the ecstasis itself. Each ecstasis, as remov.l 
to has at the same time within itself and belonging to it a pre. 
delineation of the formal structure of the wheTeto of the Temoval, We call tbia 
whitheT of the ecstasis the horizon or. more precisely. the horizondl~cf 
the ecstasis. Each ecstasis has within itself a completely determinate~ 
which modifies itself in coordination with the manner in which~ 
temporalizes itself, the manner in which the ecstases modify them.ehea. 
just as the ecstases intrinsically constitute the unity of temporality, 10 iD 
each case there corresponds to the ecstatic unity of temporality such a U11itJ 

( of its horizonal schemata. The tTanscendence of being-in-the-world isp...w 
in its specific wnoleness pn the original ecstatic-horizonal unity of~ 
If transcendence makes possible the understanding of being and ifbuafto 
dence is founded on the ecstatic-horizonal constitution of temporality, then 

j __ t~mporality is the condition of the possibility of the understanding ofbeizlt. 

§21. Temporality [T emporalitiit J arul bftng 

The task now is to comprehend how, on the basis of the tempor~ 
gyounds the Dasein's tTanscendence, the Dasein's Temporality rnaka . 
the understanding of being. The most original temporalizing oft~ 
as such is Temporality. In connection with it we have always 
oriented our considerations toward the question of th~ possib~ty. of~ 
specific understanding of being. namely, the understandmg of being 1" hoff 

sense of extantness in its broadest signification. We have shown. further froCtl 
commerce with beings is grounded, as commerce, in temporality. But . 
this we have only partly inferred that this commerce is also unde~ 
of being and is possible. precisely as such. on the basis of tempor~bty· tJ 
must now be shown explicitly how the und.ersta~ding of the ha~~ 
handy equipment is as such a world-understanding, and how this~ 
undeTstanding. as the Dasein's transcendence, is rooted in the ecstatic· . tJ 
constitution of the Dasein's temporality. Understanding of the hanruness 
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handy has already projected such being upon time. Roughly speaking. use 
urtin'lC is made in _the unde~tandin~ of being,. witho~t. pre-philosophical 
~ non-philosophical Dasem knowmg about 1t exphc1tly. Nevertheless. 
thts intcrconnectio_n_ be~~ bein~ and time _is not t_otally hidden fr~m the 
l)asein but is familiar tO It 10 an l!'terp~tatiOn Which .. tO be sure, lS Ve~ 

ch misunderstood and very miSleading. In a certam way, the Dasem 
~rstands that the interpretation of being is connected in some form or 
other with time. Pre-philosophical as well as philosophical knowledge 
customarily distinguishes beings in respect of their mode of being with 
regard to time. Ancient philosophy defines as the being that is in the most 
primary and truest sense, the aei on, the ever-being, and distinguishes it 
from the changeable, which only sometimes is, sometitnes is not. In ordi
nary discourse. a being of this latter kind is called a temporal being. 
"Temporal" means here "running its course in time." From this delineation 
(/ everlasting and temporal beings. the characterization then goes on to 
define the timeless and the supratemporal. "Timeless" refers to the mode of 
being of numbers. of pure space determinations, whereas the supratemporal 
is the eternal in the sense of aetemitas as distinguished from sempitemitas. 
In these distinctions of the various types of being with regard to time, time 
is taken in the common sense as intratemporality. It cannot be an accident 
that, when they characterize being, both pre-philosophical and philosophi
cal understanding are already oriented toward time. On the other hand, we 
saw that when Kant tries to conceive being as such and defines it as position, 
he manifestly makes no use of time in the common sense. But it does not 
foUow from this that he made no use of temporality in the original sense of 
Temporality. without an understanding of being. without himself being in 
the clear about the condition of possibility of his ontological propositions. 

We shall attempt a Temporal interpretation of the being of those extant 
entities in our nearest neighborhood, handiness; and we shall show in an 
exemplary way with regard to transcendence how the understanding of 
~10~ is possible Temporally. By this means it is proved that the function of 
time Is to make possible the understanding of being. In connection with this 
~~hall return to the first thesis, that of Kant, and will try to establish on the 
~s of our results so far the degree to which our critique of Kant was valid 

an In what way it must be fundamentally supplemented in its positive part. 

a) The Temporal interpretation of being as being handy. 
Praesens as horizonal schema of the ecstasis of enpresenting 

~t us rl·call the t~mporality of our dealings with equipment which was 
ihed earl1er. Th1s commerce as such makes an equipmental contexture 
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primarily and suitably accessible. t\ trivial example. If we observe a shoe. 
maker's shop, we can indeed identify all sorts of extant things on hand. 
which entities are there and how these entities are handy, in line With tt!: 
inherent character, is unveiled for us only in dealing appropriately . 
equipment such as tools, leather, and shoes. Only one who understanda ~ 
able to uncover by himself this environing world of the shoemaker' a. w," 
can of course receive instruction about the use of the equipment and.~ 
procedures involved; and on the basis of the understanding thus gained 1Ut 

are put in a position, as we say, to reproduce in thought the facticaJ 
commerce with these things. But it is only in the tiniest spheres of tbe 
beings with which we are acquainted that we are so well versed as to have 11 
our command the specific way of dealing with equipment which \IDiCovlen 
this equipment as such. The entire range of intraworldly beings acx:eesi:lle 
to us at any time is not suitably accessible to us in an equally original way. 
There are many things we merely know something about but do not bow 
how to manage with them. They confront us as beings, to be ~.but a 
unfamiliar beings. Many beings, including even those already UDCOWJed, 
have the character of unfamiliarity. This character is positively diatinctiveof 
beings as they first confront us. We cannot go into this in more c:lecail. 
especially since this privative mode of uncoveredness of the extant can be 
comprehended ontologically only from the structure of primary familiarity. 
Basically, therefore, we must keep in mind the point that the usual approach 
in theory of knowledge, according to which a manifold of arbitrarily OCDII"' 

ring things or objects is supposed to be homogeneously given to us, does not 
do justice to the primary facts and consequently makes the investigative 
approach of theory of knowledge artificial from the very start. OrigiDal 
familiarity with beings lies in dealing with them appropriately. This com
merce constitutes itself with respect to its temporality in a retm~ 
tant enpre:senting of the equipmental contexture as such. It is first of alllettinf" 
function, as the antecedent understanding of functionality, which lets 1 

being be understood as the being that it is. so that it is understood by 
looking to its being. To the being of this being there belong its inheJelll 
content, the specific whatness, and a way of being. The whatness of the 
beings confronting us every day is defined by their equipmental c~· 
The way a being with this essential character, equipment, is, we call bei1"{ 
handy or handiness, which we distinguish from being extant. at hand . 1 

particular piece of equipment is not handy in the immediately envitO.ung 
world, not near enough to be handled, then this "not-handy" is in no waY 
equivalent to mere non-being. Perhaps the equipment in question ~ ~ 
carried off or mislaid; we say that we cannot lay our hands on Jt, tl t 

unavailable. The unavailable is only a mode of the handy. When we sa~~ 
something has hecome unavailable. we do not normally mean that It 
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. lv been annihilated. Of course, something can be unavailable in such a 
sarnPthat it no longer is at all, that it has been annihilated. But the question 
waY arises as to what this annihilation means, whether it can be equated 
the~ not-being and nothing. In any event, we see again that even in a rough 
\\'It lysis a multiplicity of intrinsically founded levels of being are manifested 
~in the being of things and of equipment alone. How the understanding 
; equipment traces back to the understanding of functionality, significance, 

d world. and hence to the ecstatic-horizonal constitution of the Dasein, 
~already been roughly shown. We are now interested solely in the mode 
d being of equipment, its handinas, with regard to its Temporal possibility, 
that is, with regard to how we understand handiness as such in temporal 

termS· 
From the reference to the possible modification of the being of the handy 

in becoming unavailable, we can infer that handiness and unavailability are \ 
specific variations of a single basic phenomenon, which we may characterize 
formally as presence and absence and in general as p1'aesens. If handiness or 
the being of this being has a praesensial meaning, then this would signify that 
this mode of being is understood Temporally. that is to say, understood 
from the temporalizing of temporality in the sense of the ecstatic-horizonal 
unity described earlier. Here, in the dimension of the interpretation of being 
via time, we are purposely making use of Latinate expressions for all the 
determinations of time, in order to keep them distinct in the terminology 
itself from the time-determinations of temporality in the previously de-
scribed sense. What does praesens mean with regard to time and temporality in \ t:1 
gtneral? If we were to answer that it is the moment of the present, that I 
would be saying very little. The question remains why we do not say "the 
p!'esent" instead of "praesens." If nevertheless we employ this term, this 
new usage must correspond to a new meaning. If the difference in names is 
to be justified the two phenomena. the present and praesens, should not 
mean the same thing. But is praesens perhaps identical with the phenome-
~ of the pr~nt which we came to know as the now. the nun, toward 
~ ich. the co~mon interpretation of time is oriented when it says that time 
~. Jrrev~rstble sequence of nows? But praesens and now. too, are not 
the tical. For the now is a character of intratemporality, of the handy and 
Poss~xtant, whereas praesens is supposed to constitute the condition of 
\U ·a~lht}: of ~nderstanding handines..o; as such. Everything handy is, to be 
at r~ lrliLme. intratemporal; we can say of it that the handy "is now," "was 
1.. .1 ~ tunl", or "will then be" available. When we describe the handy as 
ue1n · ha j .Lntratemporal. we arc already presupposing that we understand the 
ne:' } ~s handy. understanding this being in the mode of being of handi
bec s. 1 his antecedent understanding of the handiness of the handy should 

orne po~sihle precisely through praesens. The now as a determination of 
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time qua intratemporality cannot therefore take over the Tempora]. 
pretation of the being of beings. here of handiness. In all now~ 
tion, in all common time-determination of the handy. if indeed the hand . 
already understood, time is employed in a more original sense. This y • 
that the common characterization of the being of beings in regard to~ 
temporal, timeless, supratemporal-is untenable for us. It is not an 
tological but an ontical interpretation. in which time itself is taken :-
be. • 

mg. 
Praesens is a more original phenomenon than the now. The instant ia 

more original than the now for the reason that the instant is a mode of the 
pre-sent, of the enpresenting of something. which can express itselfwitbtbe 
saying of "now." We thus come back again to the present and the queatioQ 

(arises anew, Is praesens after all identical with present? In no way. We 
distinguished the present, the enpresenting of .. , as one of the fCStG1a If 
temporality. The name "praesens" itself already indicates that we do llllt 
mean by it an ecstatic phenomenon as we do with present and futwe, lliDJ 
rate not the ecstatic phenomenon of temporality with regard to ita ecMatic 
structure. Nevertheless, there exists a amnect1on between present and prdalaiS 
which is not accidental. We have pointed to the fact that the ecstues ri 
temporality are not simply removals to . in which the direction of the 
removal goes as it were to the nothing or is as yet indeterminate. Instead. 
each ecstasis as such has a horizon that is determined by it and that first ri 
all completes that ecstasis' own structure. Enpresenting, whether autheotic 
in the sense of the instant or inauthentic. projects that which it ,.,...,., 
that which can possibly confront us in and for a present, upon aomethinl 
like praesens. The ecstasis of the present is as such the condition of pol" 
sibility of a specific "beyond itself," of transcendence, !~__p~ 
pr~. As the condition of possibility of the "beyond itse , ec;st.-

. -c,( the present has within itself a schematic pre-designation of the "'""'out 
there this "beyond itself' is. That which lies beyond the ecstasis as such, due 
to the character of removal and as determined by that character, or. rno~ 
precisely, that which determines the whither of the "beyond itself'. as. ~ueU
general. is praesens as horizon. The present projects itself w1thin 1 
ecstatically upon praesens. Praesens is not identical with present, ~· as 
basic determination of the horizonal schema of this ecstasis, it joins in cons:;: 
ing the complete time-structure of the present. Corresponding re . 
apply to the other two ecstases, future and past (repetition. forgettiPi• 
retaining). 

In order not to confuse unduly our vision of the phenomena of te~· 
porality. which moreover are themselves so hard to grasp, we shall restri" 
ourselves to the explication of the present and its ecstatic horizon, .Pra::: 
Enpresenting is the ccstasis in the temporalizing of temporality . • 
understand<~ itself as such u on raescns. As removal to ... , the present 11 
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. g-opt'n for entities confronting us, which are thus understood antecedently 
be'~-praesens. Everything that ~ ~ncountered in the enpresenting is under
~~~ as a presencing entity,[!'\_nwesendes}-that is, it is understood upon 
st reseoce-on the basis of the horizon, praesens, already removed in the 
~sis. If handiness and unavailability signify something like presence and 
abseflce-praesens modified and modifiable thus and so-the being of the 
beings encountered within the world is projected praesensially, which 
,neans. fundamentally. Temporally. Accordingly, we understand being from 
tilt original Jwrizonal schema of the ecstases of temporality. The schemata of 
the ecstases cannot be structurally detached from them, but the orientation 
ri understanding can certainly be turned primarily toward the schema as 
such. The temporality which is thus primarily carried away to the horizonal 
schemata of temporality as conditions of the possibility of the understand
ing of being. constitutes the content of the general concept ofT emporality. 
(T]emporality is temporality with regard to the unity of the horizonal schemata \ 
belonging to it, in our case the present with regard to praesens. In each_) 
instance the inner Temporal interconnections of the horizonal schemata of 
time vary also according to the mode of temporalizing of temporality, 
which always temporalizes itself in the unity of its ecstases in such a way 
that the precedence of one ecstasis always modifies the others along with it. 

In its ecstatic-horizonal unity temporality is the basic condition of the 
possibility of the epekeina, the transcendence constitutive of the Dasein 
itself. Temporality is itself the basic condition of the possibility of all 
understanding that is founded on transcendence and whose essential struc
ture lies in projection. Looking backward, we can say that temporality is, 
intrinsically, original self-projection simply as such, so that wherever and 
whenever understanding exists-we are here disregarding the other mo
ments of the Dasein-this understanding is possible only in temporality's 
self-projection. Temporality exists-ist da-as unveiled, because it makes 
P<>ssihle the "Da" and its unveiledness in general. 

lf. temporality is self-projection simply as such, as the condition of the 
P<>ssibility of all projecting. then this implies that temporality is in some 
~ already concomit~ntly unveiled in all factual .projecti?n-that some
lind re and somehow time breaks through. even tf only m the common 
int .erstanding or misunderstanding of it. Wherever a Da. a here-there, is 
Po:s•cally unveiled, temporality manifests itself. However hidden tem
bttl •tv may be. and above all with regard to its Temporality. and however 
Jain ef the base in explicitly knows about it, however distant it has hitherto 
0\lt ~om all thematic apprehension. its temporalizing holds sway through
bas· t e Dascm in a way even more elemental than the light of day as the 
'4-hi\ condition of everyday circumspective seeing with our eyes, toward 
~ We do not turn when engaged in everyday commerce with things. 

Use the ec'itatic-horizonal unity of temporality is intrinsically self-
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projection pure and simple, becau.'ie as ecstatic it makes possible all~ 
ing upon . and represents, together with the horizon belonging to • 
ecstasis, the condition of possibility of an upon-which, an out-toward....,~ 
in general. it can no longer be asked upon what the schemata can on their 
part be projected, and so on in infinitum. The series, mentioned earlier 
projections as it were inserted one before the other-understanding' : 
beings, projection upon being, understanding of being. projection \lpon 

I time-has its end at the horizon of the ecstatic unity of temporality, '.M 
cannot establish this here in a more primordial way; to do that we~ 
have to go into the problem of the finiteness of time. At this horizon each 
ecstasis of time, hence temporality itself. has its end. But this end is nothiag 
but the beginning and starting point for the possibility of all Projecting. If 
anyone wished to protest that the description of that to which the ecMalia• 
such is carried away, the description of this as horizon. is after aU oa1y ID 

interpretation once more of the whither in general to which an 8Citllia 
points, then the answer would be as follows. The concept "horizon• in the 
common sense presupposes exactly what we are calling the ecstatic horizoa.. 
There would be nothing like a horizon for us if there were not ecatllic 
openness for and a schematic determination of that openness, say, in 
the sense of praesens. The same holds for the concept of the schema. 
- Fundamentally it must be noted that if we define temporality 11 tbe 
original constitution of the Dasein and thus as the origin of the possibi1ity rl 

(the understanding of being, then Temporality as origin is necessarilyricblr 
\_,and more pregnant than anything that may arise from it. This IDIIra 

manifest a peculiar circumstance, which is relevant throughout the whole 
dimension of philosophy. namely. that within the ontological sphere the 
possible is higher than everything actual. All origination and all genesis ill 
the field of the ontological is not growth and unfolding but degenerltiODo 
since everything arising arises, that is, in a certain way runs away, removes 
itself from the superior force of the source. A being can be uncovered as 1 

being of the ontological type of the handy. it can be encountered ~ ""' 
commerce with it as the being which it is and how it is in itself, only if and 
when this uncovering and commerce with it are illuminated by a P~ 
somehow understood. This praesens is the horizonal schema of~~ 
which determines primarily the temporalizing of the temporaltty ~ tJ 
dealings with the handy. We did indeed show that the temporality . 
dealing with equipment is a retentive-expectant enpresent~ng. The,::: 
of the present is the controlling ecstasis in the temporality of CO ruuneJY• 
with the handy. It is for this reason that the being of the handy-
handiness-is understood primarily by way of praesens. to 

The result of our considerations thus far. which were intended to se~ 
exhibit the Temporality of being. can be summarii".ed in a single sent 
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handiness of the handy, the being of this kind of beings, is understood as 
fht ns. a praesens which, as non-conceptually understandable, is already 
praeJ_t/£d in the self-projection of temporality, by means of whose temporalizing 
"~ing like existent commerce with entities handy and extant fat hand} 
~mtes possible. 

Handiness formally implies praesens, presence {Anwesenheit}, but a 
esens of a peculiar sort. The primarily praesensial schema belonging to 

:diness as to a specific. mode of be.ing requires ~ more ~articular deter
mination with regard to tts praesens1al content. SulCe, w1thout complete 
mastery of the phenomenological method and above all without security of 
procedure in this problem area, the understanding of the Temporal inter
pretation continually runs into difficulties, let us try to procure indirectly at 
least an idea of how a wealth of complex structures is implicit in the content 
ci the praesens belonging to handiness. 

Everything positive becomes particularly clear when seen from the side 
ci the privative. We cannot now pursue the reasons why that is so. 
Incidentally speaking, they lie equally in the nature of temporality and in 
that of the negation rooted in it. If the positive becomes particularly clarified 
by way of the privative. then for our problem this means that the Temporal 
interpretation of handiness in its sense of being must be more clearly 
attainable in orientation toward non-handiness. To understand this charac
terization of handiness from the direction of non-handiness, we must take 
note that the beings we encounter in everyday commerce have in a preemi
nent way the character of unobtrusiveness. We do not always and continually 
have explicit perception of the things surrounding us in a familiar environ
ment, certainly not in such a way that we would be aware of them expressly 
as ~dy. It is precisely because an explicit awareness and assurance of their 
~mg at hand does not occur that we have them around us in a peculiar way, 
JUst as they are in themselves. In the indifferent imperturbability of our 
CUstomary commerce with them, they become accessible precisely with 
rtgard to their unobtrusive presence. The presupposition for the possible 
~n•m~ty of our dealing with things is. among others, the uninterrupted 
~ hty of that commerce. It must not be held up in its progress. At the basis 
a t Is ~nd1sturhed imperturbability of our commerce with things, there lies 
~uhar temporality which makes it possible to take a handy equipmental 
~:extur(· •n such a way that we lose ourselves in it. The temporality of 
wha•ng With eyuipmcnt is primarily an cnpresenting. But. according to 
tio t wa~ previously said. there belongs to it a specific praesensial constitu
of ~:f th.l' hori~n of the present, on the basis of which the specific presence 
bee e handy, m distinction, say. from what is merely at hand, extant. 
ab~me~ antecedently intelligible. The undisturbed character of imperturb-

cornmerce with the handy becomes visible as such if we contrast it with 
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the disturbed quality of the commerce, and indeed a ~ 
proceeds from the being itself with which we are dealing. fh.t 

Equipmental contexture has the characteristic that the individual . 
of equipment are correlated among themselves with each other, not~ 
general with reference to the inherent character of each but also in ..J."' 
way that each piece of equipment has the place belonging to it. Thepf4ceoJ 1 

piece of equipment within an equipmental contexture is always ~ 
with regard to the handy quality of the handy thing prescribed and~ 
by the functionality totality. If a habitual procedure gets intenuptedbytb.t 
with which it is occupied, then the activity halts, and in fact in 1\Eh a !lay 
that the procedure does not simply break off but, as held up, rnenlydwtJi. 
explicitly upon that with which it has to do. The most severe case in wbic:h 1 
habitual occupation of any sort can be interrupted and brought to a Wt 
occurs when some equipment pertinent to the equipmental COl\text\ft is 
missing. Being missing means the unavailability of something otherwi.t 
handy, its un-handiness. The question is, How can something missing &I 
upon our attention? How can we become aware of something unavalllble? 
How is the uncovering of a missing thing possible? Is there any 101t fi 
access to the unavailable and non-handy? Is there a mode of exhibition fi 
what is not handy? Obviously, for we also say "I see some that aze not here.• 
What is the mode of access to the unavailable? The peculiar way in which 
the unavailable is uncovered in a specific mode is misslng it. How is this kind 
of comportment ontologically possible? What is the temporality cl mi11inJ 
something? Taken formally, missing is the counter-comportment tojindirt&. 
The finding of something, however, is a species of enpresenting something. 
and consequently not-finding is a not-enpresenting. Is missing then a not· 
enpresenting, a not-letting something be encountered. an absence aDd 
omission of an enpresenting? Is that how the matter really stands? ~ 
missing be a not-letting-encounter, although we have already said that~ 15 

the access to the unavailable as '>uch? Missing is so little a not-enpresentill_l 
that its nature lies precisely in a specific mode of enpresenting. Missing 11 

not a not-finding of something. If we do not meet with something. this: 
meeting doesn't always have to be a mis.'iing it. This is expr~ by met 
circumstance that in such cases we can subsequently say "The t~mg not ~ 
with-I can also miss it." Missing is the not-finding of somet.hmg we 11:' is 
been expecting as needed. In reference to our dealing with equ1pment ~ 1 

the same as saying: what we need in use of the equipment itself. Onl~ 
circumspective letting-function, in which we understand the .encou_n 9/f 
entity by way of its functionality. its in-order-to relations-m w~Y 
expect a for-what and enpresent what is useful in bringing it about . , 
there can we find that something is missing. Missing is a not-enpresenW! 
not in the sense of a remaining away of the present, but rather an 1 
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ting as a specific mode of the present in unity with an expecting and 
<g of something available. Consequently, to missing, as a specific 
rttal" senting. there corresponds not no horizon at all, but a specially modified 
~n of th~ presen~, of p1'aesens. To the ecsta~is of the unenpresenting t~t 
makes missing possible there belongs. the h~nzonal schema of ab~. Th1s 
modification of praesens to absens, m wh1ch praesens preserves 1tself as 
modified· cannot be interpreted more precisely without entering upon a 
c}J.ar3Cterization of this modification in general, that is, upon modification 
of praesens as not, as negative, and clarifying it in its interconnectedness 
vnth time. If circumspective letting-function were not from the very outset 
an expectance, and if this expectance did not temporaliz.e itself, as an 
t(Sta.Sis, in ecstatic unity with an enpresenting, hence if a pertinent hori
zonal schema were not antecedently unveiled in this ecstatic unity, if the 
l)pein were not a temporal Dasein in the original sense of time, then the 
l)pein could never find that something is missing. In other words, there 
would be lacking the possibility of an essential factor of commerce with and 
orientation within the intraworldly. 

Conversely. the possibility of being surprised by a newly emerging thing 
which does not appear beforehand in the customary context is grounded in 
this, that the expectant enpresenting of the handy is unexpectant of some
thing else which stands in a possible functionality connection with what is at 
first handy. Missing, however. is also not just the uncovering of the non
handy but an explicit enpresenting of what is precisely already and at least 
still handy. The absensial modification, precisely. of the praesens belonging 
to the enpresenting of commerce {with the handy}, the praesens being given 
with the missing. is what makes the handy become conspicuous. With this a 
fundamental but difficult problem lays claim to our attention. When we 
formally call the ab-sensial a negation of the praesensial, may it not be, 
~ly. that a negative moment is constituting itself in the structure of the 

lllgofthe handy. that is, primarily in handiness? In fundamental terms, to 
~t .extent is a negative, a not, involved in Temporality in general and, 
:;Jotntly, in temporality? We may even inquire to what extent time itself is 
~ndition of possibility of nullity in general. Because the modification of 
to ns Into absens, of presence into absence-a modification belonging 
ecs temporality (to the ecstasis of the present as well as to the other 
~'ie<i l-has the character of negativity, of the not, of not-presencing. the 
COns~on ~nses as to where in general the root of _this not lies. Closer 
nuu· erat&on shows that the not and also the essential nature of the not, 
thatlty: hkewise can be interpreted only by way of the nature of time and 
~ It ;s only by starting from this that the possibility of modification-for 
the ll'lp e, the modification of presence into absence-can be explained. In 

end. Hegel is on the track of a fundamental truth when he says that 
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being and nothing are identical, that is. belong together. Of COurte 
more radical question is, What makes such a most original bel ·.tbt 
together at all possible? ~ 

We are not well enough prepared to penetrate into this obscure region 
will suffice if it becomes clear how only by going back to tern~·lt 
Temporality. to the horizon of the ecstases, can light be shed an~ 
interpretation of being-and in the first place the specific rnode of~ 
handiness and extantness. 

We may summarize by unfolding backward the foregoing exposition of 
Temporality. The handiness of the handy is determined by way of 
praesens. Praesens belongs as horizonal schema to a present, which -:. 
poralizes itself as an ecstasis in the unity of a temporality which, in the-=
before us, makes possible commerce with the handy. To this~ 
to beings there belongs an understanding of being, because the tempocaliz. 
ing of the ecstases-here that of the present-has intrinsically ~ 
itself upon their {the ecstases'J horizon (praesens). The possibility ci the 
understanding of being lies in the circumstance that in making commerce 
with beings possible as the present, as ecstasis, the present has the horizoo 
of praesens. Temporality in general is ecstatic-horizonal self-projectiaD 
simply as such, on the basis of which the Dasein 's transcendence is~ 
Rooted in this transcendence is the Dasein's basic constitution, being-in
the-world. or care, which in tum makes intentionality possible. 

The Dasein, however-as we have said over and over-is the being fD 

whose existence the understanding of being belongs. A sufficiently original 
interpretation of the Dasein's basic constitution in general, the expoeitionof 
temporality as such, must furnish the basis for clearing up by means of 
temporality-or more precisely by means of the horizonal schema of 
temporality, Temporality-the possibility of understanding being. If, tbesl. 
philosophical investigation from the beginning of antiquity-we rr:'Y 
think, for example, of Parmenides: to gar auto noein estin te kai einai.,:::: 
and thinking are the same; or of Heraclitus: being is the logos--o 
itself toward reason, soul. mind. spirit, consciousness, self-co~ 
subjectivity, this is not an accident and has so little to do with world-~ 
that, instead, the admittedly still hidden basic content of the prob~ 
ontology as such pressed and directed scientific inquiry. The tr~n~ 011 
the "subject"-not always uniformly unequivocal and clear-IS . (or 
the fact that philosophical inquiry somehow understood that the baslS frolll 
every substantial philosophical problem could and had to be procured red~ 
an adequate elucidation of the "subject." For our part we have .-i!M! 

positively that an adequate elucidation of the Dasein, achieved b~~ 
back to temporality, can alone prepare the ground for meaningfully pu•~-
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uestion about the possible understanding of being in general. Conse
tht qtlv. in the first part of our critical discussion of the basic ontological 
~le~s we pointed positively to the way the trend of inquiry aims at the 
!:";,bject. h?w it unc?nsciously demands a preparatory ontological inter
pretation of the Dase1n. 

b) The Kantian interpretation of being and the problematic 
of Temporality [T emporalitit J 

Following this exposition of the being of the extant in general in the 
broadest sense with regard to praesens, we may now return briefly to the 
J(Julti4n thesis and our critique of it, so as to give this critique a more original 
foundation by the results achieved in the meantime. There will thus emerge 
mexplicit confrontation between the Kantian intnpf'etation of being and the 
Temporal problematic which has been developed. Kant's thesis asserts some
thing negative and something positive. Negatively. being is not a real 
predicate; positively. being equals position, existence (extantness) equals 
absolute position. Our criticism had to do with the positive content of the 
thesis. We did not criticize it by opposing to it a so-called different 
standpoint from which then to play off objections to it. Our aim in reverse 
was to go along with his thesis and his attempt at the interpretation of being 
mel to inquire, in this attendant examination, what further clarification the 
thesis, its content. in itself requires if it is to remain tenable as substantiated 
by the phenomenon itself. Being is position; extantness or, as Kant says. 
existence [Da.<;ein} is absolute position or perception. We first ran into a 
~eristic ambiguity in the expression "perception," according to which 
d ~s perceiving, perceived. and perceivedness. This ambiguity is not 
~idental but gives expression to a phenomenal fact. What we call percep
tion has an intrinsic structure that is so multiform-uniform that it makes 
PCllsible this ambiguity of designation in different respects. What is desig
~ted _by perception is a phenomenon whose structure is determined by 
:~tLonality. lnte~tional.it~. self-relation to something. seemed at first 
P\llzlto he somcthmg tnv1al. However. the phenomenon proved to be 
this In~ as soon a.o; we recognized clearly that a correct understanding of 
I'IOt structurt." has to be on its guard against two common errors which are 
ror.!t :Wt.>rcom~ .even in p~eno~e~ology (erroneous ~jectivizing. er
eJ!ta s ·llhJectiVJZmg). lntenuonahty 1s not an extant relat10n between an 
char nt subjt.'Ct and an extant object but is constitutive for the relational 
Cotn ileter of the subject's comportment as such. As the structure of subject
thenf>ortrncnt, it is not something immanent to the subject which would 

het'<l supplementation by a transcendence; instead. transcendence, and 
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hence intentionality, belongs to the nature of the entity that comJ)Orta. 
intentionally. Intentionality is neither something objective nor SOrnett.:...lttefr 
subjective in the traditional sense. --. 

In addition, we gained further essential insight regarding a factorb.L...._ 
ing essentially to intentionality. Not only do intentio and intenturn -b."'~:! 
to it but also each intentio has a directional sense, which must be in~ 
with reference to perception as follows. Extantness must be an~ 
understood if an extant entity is to be uncoverable as such; in the~ 
ness of the perceived there is already present an understanding c:l the 
extantness of the extant. 

And with regard to perceivedness, too. there was the puzzle which 
recurred in the fourth thesis: perceivedness is a mode of uncoverecfnealftd 
unveiledness, hence of truth. The perceivedness of the perceived ia 1 

determination of the perceived extant entity and yet it has the mode of 
being not of that entity but rather of the percipient Dasein. P~ il 
in a certain way objective, in a certain way subjective, and yet neither oflbe 
two. In our first consideration of intentionality we stressed that thequestioll 
how directive sense, the understanding of being. belongs to intentio, aad 
how intentio itself is possible as this necessary reference, is not oa1y 
unanswered in phenomenology but not even asked. This question will 
occupy us later. 

We have thus found the answers for the positive completion~ our 
earlier critique. When Kant says that being equals perception, then in view 
of the ambiguity of perception this cannot mean that being equals perceiY
ing; nor can it mean that being equals the perceived, the entity itself. lb 
also it cannot mean that being equals perceivedness, equals positednea- For 
perceivedness already presupposes an understanding of the being of the 
perceived entities. . 

We can now say that the unveiledness of an entity presupposes an illumilll" 
tion, an understanding of the being of the entity. The unveiledness of some
thing is intrinsically related to what is unveiled; in the perceivedness ~dj 
perceived entity its being is already concomitantly understood. The~ 
a being cannot be identified with the perceivedness of the perceived t 
saw with reference to the perceivedness of the perceived that on the ~ 
hand it is a determination of the perceived entity but on the ot~r ~ 
belongs to the perceiving-it is in a certain way objective and m a . it 
way subjective. But the separation of subject and object is inadequate• 
does not make possible any access to the unity of the pheno~en~n~ 

We know, however, that this self-direction toward somethmg. tn ~ 
ality, is possible only if the Da.-.ein as such is intrinsically transcendent. I~ 
be transcendent only if the Dasein's basic constitution is grounded~ 
inally in ecstatic-horizonal temporality. The whole of perception's inten 
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urt' of perceiving, perceived, and perceivedness-and that of every 
~ rnode of intentionality-is grounded in the ecstatic-horizonal consti
ot ·on of temporality. In perceiving, the Dasein, in accordance with its own 
tutl portrncntal sense, lets that toward which it is directed. the [intended} 
cO~)' be encountered in such a way that it understands this entity in its 
~tl ~ate character as an in-itself. This understanding is also present when 
~tion takes the form of illusion. In hallucination, too, the hallucinated 
[object} is underst~ in conform~ty with the ~irec~ional sense of the 
hallucination as an tllusory perceptwn, as somethmg mcarnately present. 
PercePtion. as intentional comportment having the directional sense men
tioned. is a distinctive mode of the enpresenting of something. The ecst4sis 
D/ the present is the foundation for the specifically intention4l tTanscendence of 
tltt perception of extant entities. To an ecstasis as such, to the carrying away, 
there belongs a horizonal schema-as, for instance, praesens is the hori
zonal schema for the present. An understanding of being can already be 
present in intentional perception because the temporalizing of the ecstasis 
as such, enpresenting as such, understands in its own horizon, thus by way 
of praesens, that which it enpresents, understanding it as something present 
(Anwesendes]. Put otherwise, a directional sense can be present in the 
intentionality of perception only if perception's direction understands itself 
by way of the horizon of the temporal mode that makes possible perceiving 
as such: the horizon of praesens. When Kant says, therefore, that exis
tence-that is, for us. extantness, being on or at hand-is perception, this 
thesis is extremely rough and misleading; all the same it points to the 
correct direction of the problem. On our interpretation, "being is percep
tion" now means: being is an intentional comportment of a peculiar sort, 
namely. enpresenting; it is an ecstasis in the unity of temporality with a 
~a of its own. praesens. "Being equals perception," when interpreted in 
~nat phenomenological terms, means: being equals presence, praesens. 

t. the same time. it thus turns out that Kant interprets being and being
exastent exactly as ancient philosophy does. for which that which is is the 
hupokeimenon, which has the character of ousia. In Aristotle's time ousia in 
~everyday. pre-philosophical sense is still equivalent to property, estate, 
G t as a philosophical term it signifies presence. Of course. like Kant. the 
thr~ks had hardly the least knowledge that they were interpreting being in 
tie sen~l' of the extant in its extantness. its mere being at hand, by way of 
be~e. or from what original context they had drawn this interpretation of 
na, 11~· ln!>tead. they followed the immediate propensity of the existent 
in ~~n. ,which. in its everyday mode of being. u~derstan~'l be~ngs ~rst of all 
l'e stnsc of the extant and understand<> the bemg ofbemgs man mchoate 
by lllporal manner. Reference to the fact that the Greeks understood being 

Way of the present. by means of praesens. is a confirmation not to be 
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overestimated for our interpretation of the possibility of under.b...a, 
being by time: but it nevertheless does not establish it basically.~ 
testimony that in our own interpretation of being we are attern;!_• 
nothing other than the repetition of the problems of ancient phil~~ 
order to radicalize them in this repetition by their own selves. Ill 

We can continue to clarify the Temporal content of Kant's thesis that~ 
equals perception by a brief explication of its negative content, ~ 
which being is not a real predicate, does not belong to the res or real~ 
content of the being. Being, existence, is for Kant, rather, a logic4l Pf'edic:ati 
He says once in a posthumously published manuscript on metaphysic.: 
"Accordingly. all concepts are predicates; however. they signify~ 
things or their position: the former is a real predicate, the latter mer.ty a 
logical predicate."1 In Temporal language. this means that a beingc11uo 
doubt be found as extant in an enpresenting, but this enpresentiug i1111f 
does not let the being of the extant entity be encountered as sucb.lmd Jlt, 
what is meant by "the being of that which an enpresenting leta be eDCIIJUD. 
tered" becomes intelligible, precisely. only in one with the enprelellliua fi 
something extant and is already antecedently intelligible in that enpresent· 
ing. What Kant calls a "logical predicate" can only be understood iD ao 
enpresenting if praesens belongs to the enpresenting's ecstatic projectioo; 
and only from this as its source can that predicate be drawn for a predica
tion. Kant says: "Anyone who denies existence [the extantness of a beinsl 
removes the thing with all its predicates. Existence [extantness] can iDdeed 
be a logical predicate but never a real predicate of a thing. "2 To deny tbr 
existence, extantness, of a being. to assert non-existence, means to say" Ail 
not extant." Kant calls this denial of extant ness removing the being with all 
its predicates. Conversely then-it could be said in supplernentatioo-thr 
assertion "A exists" is not a removing. not a removere but an ~ 
Admovere, however, means "to draw near." "to bring or place near," "to~ 
encounter," an enpresenting of a being as such. The addition "as sudl 
means: the entity taken in its own self. not with regard to any rel.a~..:~ 
another and not with regard to relations subsisting within its essen-
content. but the entity in itself. not relatively but ~olutely i~. its ~wn-! 
Kant therefore defines existence as absolute posttton. Pos1t10n. ~ to and 
interpreted here again as we interpreted perception: not the postt~ is 
not the posited and also not positedness: instead. being is that w_hichoWfl 
already understood in positing as the letting-stand of somet~mg.on Its~ 
self; it is what is already understood in positing as a spectfic mten 

----1. Academv edition. vol 17 (vol. 4 of div 3), No 44H7. p. :~7 llmmanuel J(Jido 
G~amrndte S.:hrifttn (Jk•rlin and l'<•w York: W de (;ru}1cr. 190Zll 

l. Ibid. 
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portnwnt according to its directional sense: the thing's being-stood
corn .its-own-self with all its predicates, the self-determined presence of a 
~n Onlv through Temporal interpretation does Kant"s assertion that 
th~~· cquais position, so striking at first, acquire a realizable sense, which 
~ Neo-Kantians have. ~undamenta~ly misunderst~. Kant obviously did 

t intend his proposition that bemg equals pos1t1on to mean that the 
~ject would first create the thing and bring it into being out of its own self: 
iJlStead. he surely understood the equivalence of being and position in the 
way we have int.crpreted.h~m. without having the possibility of bringing this 
understanding mto exphc1t conceptual form, because he lacked the means 
for an original interpretation. Being as a so-called logical predicate already 
lies latently at the basis of everything real. It is precisely because Kant bases 
the problem of being on the proposition, in a genuinely Greek way (logos), 
that he must of necessity fail to recognize the essential differences and 
therefore {the essential] interrelations. Real and logical predication differ 
not only by the content of the predicates but primarily by the understanding 
that receives expression through the corresponding assertion as the inter
pretation of what is understood. In Kant the phenomenologically decisive 
thing remains obscure, namely, that in asserting existence, extantness. some 
being is indeed always intended, but the understanding does not look to that 
entity as such in order to derive being from it as an existent predicate. The 
glance of understanding in the assertion of being looks toward something 
else, which, however. is already understood precisely in commerce with 
beings and in access to them. Expressed in Temporal language, the enpre
aenting of something has, as such, a reference to beings; but this means that 
as ecstasis it lets that for which it is open be encountered in the light of its 
OWn-the enpresenting's-horizon, which thus is itself assertible in the 
~esenting of something. If we stay within the assertion of the being of an 
existent entity. "A is," but existence {in the sense of extantnessJ is not a real 
;!::nnination of the existent. there remains to us the possibility of turning 
~ from the real reference to the subject. However. this is not the case, 

. use bemg means praesens and praesens constitutes precisely the ec
~t•c hori7.on which the Da..'lein, as temporal already understands, and in 
~ndcrstand-; in the ecstasis, in the removal, and therefore not at all in 
as 1 lion on the subject. In reference to the Kantian interpretation of being 
cal'~lcal pred1cate, it therefore becomes doubtful whether the term "logi
C() 1" v.,lid here. But the reason why Kant calls being a logical predicate is 
it ~n;tl"<l with his ontological. that is, transcendental. mode of inquiry. and 
,.eeah sUs to a fundamental confrontation with this type of inquiry. which 
Re 5 all (hscu.<;s in the context of the interpretation of the Critique of Pure 
be~" nl.'xt semester. With reference to the Temporal interpretation of the 

tng of the extant by means of praesens, in comparison with the Kantian 
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interpretation of being as position, it should have become clear how 
phenomenological interpretation affords the possibility of Opening only a 
positive understanding of the Kantian problems and his solutions of.:!...._ a 
which means putting the Kantian problem on a phenomenal basis. w;;;;
not yet discussed the question of how far the manner of co~ ~ 
investigations hitherto has been phenomenological and what "p~ 
logical" means here. This will be dealt with in connection with the Cllpoai.. 
tions of the following paragraph. 

§22. Being and beings. 
The ontological difference 

a) temporality [ZeitlichkeitJ, Temporality 
[Temporalitit}, and ontological difference 

As ecstatic-horizonal unity of temporalizing, temporality is the conditioo d 
possibility of transcendence and thus also the condition of possibility ol the 
intentionality that is founded in transcendence. Because of its eaatic 
character, temporality makes possible the being of a being which at a aelf 
deals existently with others and, as thus existent, deals with beings u bandy 
or as extant. Temporality makes possible the Dasein's comportment • a 
comportment toward beings, whether toward itself, toward othen, or 
toward the handy or the extant. Because of the unity of the horizon~~ 
schemata that belongs to its ecstatic unity, temporality makes poaiJiethe 
understanding of being. so that it is only in the light of this understandinlof 
being that the Dasein can comport itself toward its own self, toward otbcn 
as beings, and toward the extant as beings. Because temporality c:onstitUMI 
the basic constitution of the being we call the Dasein, to which entity: 
understanding of being belongs as determination of its existenCe. . 
because time constitutes the original self-projection pure and simple, beillll 
is already always unveiled-hence beings are either disclosed or uncover
ed-in every factical Dasein, since it exists. The pertinent horizonal ~ 
mata are projected with and in the temporalizing of the ecstases-this .11 

intrinsically involved in the nature of removal to .-and in such a way. Jtl 
fact, that the ecstatically, hence intentionally. structured campo~ 
toward something always understand this something as a being. ~nee~ 
being. But it is not necessary that comportment toward a be•~· _,;ch 

though it understands the being of that being. must explicitly d.ist~ 
this understood being of the being from the being toward which it~~, 
itself. and it is still less necessary that this distinction between bemg beiJIS 
being should be comprehended conceptually at all. On the contratY• 
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. If is even treated at first like a being and explained by means of 
:erminations of beings, as at the beginning of ancient philosophy. When 
r~tes answers the question What is that which is? by saying "Water," he is 
here explaining beings by means of a being, something that is, although at 
bottom he is seeking to determine what that which is, is as a being. In the 

estion he therefore understands something like being, but in the answer 
: interprets being as a being. This type of interpretation of being then 
remains customary in ancient philosophy for a long time afterward, even 
after the essential advances made by Plato and Aristotle in formulating the 
problems. and at bottom this interpretation has remained the usual one in 
philosophy right down to the present day. 

In the question as to what that which is, is as something that is-what a 
being is as a being-being is treated like a being. Nevertheless, although 
unsuitably interpreted. it is still made a problem. Somehow the Dasein 
knows about something like being. Since it exists, the Dasein understands 
being and comports itself toward beings. The distinction between being and 
beings is there fist da], latent in the Dasein and its existence, even if not in 
explicit awareness. The distinction is there, ist da {i.e. exists}; that is to say. it 
has the mode of being of the Dasein: it belongs to existence. Existence 
means, as it were. "to be in the performance of this distinction." Only a soul 
that can make this distinction has the aptitude, going beyond the animal's 
soul, to become the soul of a human being. The distinction between being and 
beings is temporalized in the temporalizing of temporality. Only because this 
distinction is always already temporali.zing itself on the basis of temporality 
and conjointly with temporality and is thus somehow projected, and thus 
~veiled, can it be known expressly and explicitly and, as known, be 
tnterrogatcd and, a-; interrogated, investigated and. as investigated, concep
tually comprehended. The distinction between being and beings is pre
~ically there, without an explicit concept of being. latent in the Dasein's 
~ce. As such it can become an explicitly understood difference. On the 
~15 of temporality there belongs to the Dasein's existence the immediate 
ltnJty of the understanding of being and comportment toward beings. Only 
bec.;u.~e this distinction belongs to existence can the distinction become 
~Phclt in different ways. Becau.'>e when this distinction between being and 
belllg!; heC'omcs explicit the terms distinguished contrast with each other, 
~~g thl•rcby becomes a possible theme for conceptual comprehension 
"'~.;<;). For this reason we call the distinction between being and beings. 
DifJ; lt~J<; .'arril-d o~t. explicitly._ the ontological difference {die ontologische 
tot _en~}. fh1s exphcu accomplishment and the development of the on
~('glcal difference is therefore also, since it is founded on the Oao;ein's 
D l!;tence · not arhitran; and incidental but a basic componment of the 

a.o;e,n in which ontology. that is, philosophy. constitutes itself as a science. 
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To comprehend the possibility and character of this constituting of~ 
phy as science in the Dasein's existence, a few prefatory retnarka 
necessary about the concept of science in general. In connection With ~ 
we s~al.l try to sh~w that phil~~~hy ~ a ~ienc~ is no arbi~rary wbint of tbia 
Dasem s but that 1to; free possib1hty. Its ex1stenuell necess1ty, is fourw.ied. the 
the Dasein's essential nature. on 

b) temporality [Zeitlichkeit} and the objectification of beinp 
(positive science) and of being (philosophy) 

The concept of philosophy, as well as that of the non-philosophicdlll:intaa, 
can be expounded only by way of a properly understood concept «the 
Dasein. It is only by this exposition that a clear foundation can be p,. far 
what we asserted dogmatically at the beginning of these lectures when we 
differentiated philosophy as a science from the formation of a wodcMin, 
on the one hand and from the positive sciences on the other. Sciace ila 
kind of cognition. Cognition has the basic character of unveiliog. We 
characterized the unveiledness of something as truth. &ience is a kiDd ci 
cognizing for the sake of unveiledness as such. Truth is a determination (1 
warranty or responsibility) of the Dasein, that is, a free and freely lliled 
possibility of its existence. Science, as a specific type of cognition far the 
sake of unveiledness, is a possibility of existing in the sense of a task that can 
be freely taken up and freely worked out. Science is cognizing for the llkeci 
unveiledness as such. What is to be unveiled should become mmifat. 
solely in view of its own self, in whatever its pure essential character .ad 
specific mode of being may be. What is to be unveiled is the sole court tl 
appeal of its determinability, of the concepts that are suitable for mterpret· 
ing it. As a specific type of cognition thus described, science CQDititulll 
itself essentially on the basis of what is in each instance already in ~-J 
given. What is already unveiled pre-scientifically can become an ~. 
scientific investigation. A scientific investigation constitutes itself in the obJIC" 
tification of what has somehow alTeady been unveiled befOTehand. . w/ull 

What does this mean? The objectification will differ depen~ on J 
and how something is given. Now we see that with the factic~ eXISt~ 
the Dasein beings are always already unveiled or given; and m theeiJed 01 
standing of being that goes with them. being is also already unv . . 
given. Beings and being are unveiled. though still without_diffe~nua~ 
nevertheless with equal originality. Moreover. with the fact~eal eXISt~ ,.e 
the Dasein two essential fundamental possibilities of objecti~tiOD and a 
posited, both of which-since being is always the being of a bemg. 
being as a being always is-are intrinsically related to each other ~ 
of their fundamental diversity. Because the carrying out of the dis 
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~n being and beings is always already proceeding in the Dasein's 
ralit~·. temporality is the root and the ground for both the possibility and, 

tel11~1y u-nderstood, the factical neussity of the objectification of the given 
P~ and the given being. The given beings are to be met with directly in the 
:ical Oasein in the direction in which its existentiell comportment tends. 
Beings are given in the distinctive sense that it is exactly they which lie in 

·r:w in a primary way for the Dasein and its existence. Beings are just 
:rnplv present there: that which is is the positum {what is laid down there], 
and ~deed it is present not only as nature in the broadest sense but also as 
])asein itself. The positive sciences constitute themselves in the objectifica
tion of beings where the objectification holds itself in the direction of the 
tell(iency of everyday direct apprehension. 

Being is indeed also already unveiled in the understanding of being; 
nevertheless. the Dasein as existent does not comport itself toward being as 
such directly. not even to its own being as such in the sense that it might 
perhaps understand its being ontologically: but since the Dasein is occupied 
with its own ability-to-be, this can-be is understood primarily as the can-be 
fi the being that in each case I myself am. Being is, to be sure, also familiar 
and consequently in some manner given, but it is not to be met with in the 
direction of tendency of everyday-factical existence as comportment toward 
beings. The objectification of that which is, in which the positive sciences 
variously constitute themselves in conformity with the intrinsic content and 
mode ofbeing of the specific region of being, has its center in the projection, 
in each case, of the ontological constitution of the beings which are to 
become objects. This projection of the ontological constitution of a region 
~beings, which is the essential nature of the objectification that is founda
~ for the positive sciences, is nevertheless not an ontological investiga
tion of the being of the beings in question, but still has the character of pre
ontological awareness, into which, to be sure, an already available knowl
~e of ontological determinations of the relevant beings can enter and 
~lly always does enter. It was thus that modem natural science con
Sb~ted itself in the objectification of nature by way of a mathematical 
~ection of nature. In this projection the basic determinations were ex
ttr lted which he long to nature in general. although their ontological charac
~a." not realized. Galileo, who accomplished this primary step, devei
Conc thJs projection from and in a knowledge about basic ontological 
fro ept~ of nature like motion. space. time, matter. which he took over 
....... rn.ancJcnt philosophy or from Scholasticism, without meTely taking them 
...... "r In th' · the b· Is spec1fic form. We cannot here enter further into the problems of 
the 0 ~ectJficatJOn that is constitutive for the positive sciences in the sense of 
the Pro~cction of the constitution of being. We need only keep in mind that 

110sihw sciences of beings, too, precisely in what first of all gives them 
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their validity. relate necessarily if only pYt-ontologically to the being ojft.a.._ 
This, however, does not mean that they already explicitly encroath-·"'Cl 
the domain of ontology. ~ 

Our question aims at the objectification of being as such, at the 
essential possibility of objectification, in which philosophy is ~ 
constitute itself as science. to 

Being is familiar in the Dasein' s factical existence-whether scientific 
pre-scientific-but the factical Dasein is disoriented with reference to?' 
Beings are not only familiar but present, right on hand. The o..! 
comports itself directly only to beings. for which the understandingofbemg 
is controlling. Fundamentally the objectification of being is always I'OIIille, 
since being is in some way unveiled. But the direction of the~ 
projection of being as such is too doubtful, indefinite. and insecwe to ptber 
it as an object expressly from this projection. After our earlier diac:uaaio.., 
no further allusions are needed to make dear that at first and for a loag time 
original temporality, not to say Temporality. and hence that upon which we 
have projected being in order to make being the object of Temporal 
interpretation, remains hidden. But it is not only temporality that is ClOD

cealed although something like time always announces itself; even IDOft 

well-known phenomena, like that of transcendence, the phenomeoa rl 
world and being-in-the-world, are covered over. Nevertheless, they m DOt 

completely hidden. for the Dasein knows about something like eao ad 
other. The concealment of transcen<k>nce is not a total unawareneu 1M. 
what is much more fateful. a misunderstanding. a faulty interpmatioo. 
Faulty interpretations, misunderstandings, put much more stubborn obsta
cles in the way of authentic cognition than a total ignorance. However. d.
faulty interpretations of transcendence, of the basic relationship fi the 
Dasein to beings and to itself. are no mere defects of thought or.~ 
They have their reason and their necessity in the Dasein's own~ 
existence. In the end, these faulty interpretations mwt be made. so that the 
Dasein may reach the path to the true phenomena by correcting ~ 
Without our knowing where the faulty interpretation lies, we can~~ 
persuaded that there is also a faulty interpretation concealed Within It 
Temporal interpretation of being as such, and again no arbit~ O~·
would run counter to the sense of philosophizing and of every sc1e~ ~ 
were not willing to understand that a fundamental untruth d~ells With bell' 
is actually seen and genuinely interpreted. The history of ph1losophy and 
witness how, with regard to the horizon essentially necessary for them Ja,c 
to the assurance of that horizon. all ontological interpretations ar_e m~tbr 
a groping about than an inquiry clear in its method. Even the basiC~ e/11 
constitution of ontology, of philosophy, the objectification of be![• tbi' 
projection of being upon the horizon of its understandability, and prec Y 
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. act. is delivered up to uncertainty and stands continually in danger of 
~tcg reversed, because this objectification of being must necessarily move 
btLI'IproJective direction that runs counter to everyday comportment toward 
~gs. fur this reason th~ projection ~fbe~ng itself necessarily becomes an 

ucal projection, or else It takes the direct1on toward thought, com pre hen
on n soul. mind, spirit, subject, without understanding the necessity of an 
SIO ginally preparatory ontological disposition of precisely these areas. in 
~her word". the necessity of being serious about its work. For it is said that 
subject and consciousness must not be reified, must not be treated as a 
purely extant thing; this has been heard for a long time at every philosophi
cal street-comer; but now even this is no longer heard. 

Our account of the ontological interpretation of the handy in its handi
ness showed that we project being upon praesens, hence upon Temporality. 
Because Temporal projection makes possible an objectification of being and 
assures conceptualizability. and thereby constitutes ontology in general as a 
science. we call this science in distinction from the positive sciences the 
TCIIIporal science. All of its interpretations are developed by following the 
guidance of an adequately presented temporality in the sense of Tem
porality. All the propositions of ontology are Temporal propositions. Their 
truths unveil structures and possibilities of being in the light of T em
porality. All ontological propositions have the character of Temporal truth, 
writas temporalis. 

By our analysis of being-in-the-world, we showed that transcendence 
belongs to the Dasein's ontological constitution. The Dasein is itself the 
transcendent. It oversteps itself-it surpasses itself in transcendence. Tran
scendence first of all makes possible existence in the sense of comporting 
oneself to oneself as a being, to others as beings, and to beings in the sense 
o( either the handy or the extant. Thus transcendence Olh such, in the sense 
~our interpretation, is the first condition of possibility of the understand
~ of being, the first and nearest upon which an ontology has to project 
being. The objectification of being can first be accomplished in regard to 
~scendence. The science of being thus constituted we call the science that 
~lures and interprets in the light of transcendence properly understood: 
~endental science. To be sure. this concept of transcendental science 
Po$ .. not comcide directly with the Kantian; but we are certainly in a 
the •~on to explicate by means of the more original concept of transcendence 
Phil ant.lan 1dea of the transcendental and of philosophy as transcendental 

wsopny in their basic tendencies. 
tern e showed. however, that transcendence, on its pan. is rooted in 
ll-Q porahty <md thus in Temporality. Hence time is the primary horizon of 
It i~endental science, of ontology, or. in short, it is the transcendental horizon. 

or th1s rea.'>on that the title of the first pan of the investigation of Being 
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and Time reads "The interpretation of Dasein in terms of temporality 
the explication of time as the transcendental horizon for the CJUestion .~ 
being." Ontology is at bottom Temporal science: therefore phil~ 
understood in the proper sense and not taken straightway in a~ 
sense, is transcendental philosophy-but not conversely. 

c) Temporality fT emporalitit] and a priori of being. 
The phenomenological method of ontology 

Because they are assertions about being in the light of time p!'Oped 
understood. all ontological propositions are Temporal propositions. & ~ 
only because ontological propositions are Temporal propositions that they 
can and must be a priori propositions. It is only because ontolou il 1 
Temporal science that something like the a priori appeus in it. A priori 
means "from the earlier" or "the earlier." "Earlier" is patently a -
determination. If we have been observant, it must have occurred to us that iD 
our explications we employed no word more frequently than the expaaiuu 
"already." It "already antecedently" lies at the ground: "it must always 
already be understood beforehand": where beings are encountered. beiDg 
has "already beforehand" been projected. In using all of these temporal. 
really Temporal, terms we have in mind something that the tradition Iince 
Plato calls the a priori, even if it may not use the very term itself. In the 
preface to his Metaphysische Anfangsgriinde der Naturwi.ssensclusft {Mda
physical principles of natural science}, Kant says: "Now to cognize~ 
thing a priori means to cognize it from its mere possibility."1 cOn.equently. 
a priori means that which makes beings as beings possible in tuMt and,_ 
they are. But why is this possibility or, more precisely, this deterJninarllal 
possibility labeled by the term "earlier"? Obviously not because we~ 
nize it earlier than beings. For what we experience first and foremost • 
beings. that which is: we recognize being only later or maybe even not 1~ aU. 
This time-determination "earlier" cannot refer to the temporal ~rder gt: 
by the common concept of time in the sense of intratemporahty. ~ the 
other hand, it cannot be denied that a time-determination is present 1J\ the 
concept of the a priori, the earlier. But, because it is not seen hoW 
interpretation of being necessarily occurs in the horizon of time, the ~ 
has to be made to explain away the time-determination by me~. ~f the 

-priori. Some go so far as to say that the a priori-the essent1aht1es-'....J, 
determination of beings in their being-is extratemporal. supratern~ 
timeless. That which docs the enabling. the possibilities are characte 

----I. Kant. w .... ~ (Cas.\irer). vol. 4. p. 372. 
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, time-determination, the earlier, because in this a priori nothing of time 
b} 3 post.>d to be present, hence Iucus a non lucendo? Believe it if you wish. 
iS sdn the other hand, it is also characteristic of the state of philosophical 
. in' todaY and has been for a long time that, while there has been 
~;ive controversy about whether or not the a priori can be known, it has 
~ er occurred to the protagonists to ask first what could really have been 
nev ant by the fact that a time-determination turns up here and why it must 
roern up at all. To be sure, as long as we orient ourselves toward the common 
:ncept of time we are at an impasse, and negatively it is no less than 
consistent to deny dogmatically that the a priori has anything to do with 
tiJne. However. time in the sense commonly understood, which is our topic 
here. is indeed only one derivative, even if legitimate, of the original time, 
00 which the Dasein's ontological constitution is based. It is only by means of 
tltt Temporality of the understanding of being that it can be explaind why t.M 
ontological determinations of being have the charactc of apriority. We shall 
.uempt to sketch this briefly. so far as it permits of being done along 
general lines. 

We have seen that all comportment toward beings already understands 
being, and not just incidentally: being must necessarily be understood 
precursorily (pre-cedently). The possibility of comportment toward beings 
demands a precursory understanding of being, and the possibility of the 
understanding of being demands in its tum a precursory projection upon 
time. But where is the final stage of this demand for ever further precursory 
conditions? It is temporality itself as the basic constitution of the Dasein. 
Temporality, due to its horizonal-ecstatic nature, makes possible at once the 
understanding of being and comportment toward beings; therefore, that 
Yihich does the enabling as well as the enablings themselves, that is, the 
~ibilities in the Kantian sense, are "temporal." that is to say, Temporal, 
~ ~~ir specific interconnection. Because the original determinant of pos::ty, the origin of possibility itself. is time, time temporalizes itself as the 

lutely earliest. Time is earlier than any possible earlier of whatever sort, 
:ause it is the basic condition for an earlier as such. And because time as 

hsource of all enablings (possibilities) is the earliest, all possibilities as 
~ 10 their possibility-making function have the character of the earlier. 
the t 15 to say. they are a priori. But, from the fact that time is the earliest in 
fou sense of being the possibility of every earlier and of every a priori 
be ndattrmal ordering, it does not follow that time is ontically the first 
~~g; nor does it follow that time is forever and eternal, quite apart from 

Wrnpropriety of calling time a being at all. 
Part e haw heard that the Da<~ein dwells daily and first and for the most 
in thsolely with beings. even though it must already have understood being 

at very process and in order to accomplish it. However. because the 
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Dasein spends itself on and loses itself in that which is, in beings, both . 
itself, the Dasein, and in the sort of beings that it itself is not, the ~ 
knows nothing about its having ~t!"eil~_ u~~!:Stood bei'(! FacticaU 
existent Dasein has forgotten this prius. Accordingly. if ing, wbicl ~ 
already always been understood "earlier," is to become an express ~ 
then the objectification of this prius, which was forgotten, must have the 
character of a coming back to what was already once and already earlier 
understood. Plato, the discoverer of the a priori, also saw this charac:ter of 
the objectification of being when he characterized it as anamnesis, ~ 
tion. We shall furnish only some brief evidence for this from one of the 
main dialogues for these contexts, the Phaedrus. 

Ou gar he ge mepote idousa ten aletheian eis tode hexei to schema. Dei 
gar anthropon sunienai kat' eidos legomenon, ek pollon ion aiathaeoo eia 
hen logismo sunairoumenon · touto d'estin anamnesis ekeinon ha pot' tideD 
hemon he psuche sumporeutheisa thea kai huperidousa ha nun einai pha. 
men, kai anakupsasa eis to on ontos. Dio de dikaios mone pteroutai be tou 
philosophou dianoia · pros gar ekeinois aei estin mneme kata dunamia. p101 
hoisper theos on theios estin. 2 

For a soul which has never seen the truth, which does not understand the 
truth in general as such, can never take on the human form; for man. in 
conformity with his mode of being, must understand by addressing that 
which is in regard to its essence, its being, in such a way that starting from 
the multiplicity of perceived [beings] he draws it back to a single concept 
This conceptual cognition of beings in their being is a recoUection of what 
our soul saw previously, that is, precursorily-what it saw when following 
God and thus taking no notice of what we now. in everyday existenCe. call 
that which is. and in this disregard raising up its head above beings towud 
the true being, toward being itself. Therefore, it is just that the thinking tl 
the philosopher alone is truly fitted with wings, for this thinking, as far 11 

possible, always stays with the things in which God, abiding, is for~..:! 
reason divine. Plato points above all to the Phaedo for the corres~,_..J 
interpretation of learning and knowing in general and the foundatJOO . 
learning in recollection: hoti hemin he mathesis ouk allo ti e anamnes" 
tugchanei ousa;3 learning itself is nothing but recollection. The ascent; 
being from the depths of beings. by means of conceptual thought of 
e~ence, hao; the characte_r of the recollection of som~thing already~ 
v1ously seen. Expressed w1thout the myth of the soul. th1s means t~.t firSt 
has the character of the prius which the human being. wh~ is fa~~{ the 
and foremost merely with beings. hao; forgotten. The hberat1on O 

-----l. Plato (Burnet I. Pluudrw, . .N</•5-'6. [In P/atoois apc"Ja, t>d John Burnet. vol. 2.1 
3. Plato (Burnell, Phtlftlo, 7J.:r5 f. [In P/ataru.s Opc"Ja • • -.1 John Uurnt't. \'ol. l.J 
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red cave dwellers from the cave and their turning around to the light is 
fett~ing but a drawing oneself back from this oblivion to the recollection of 
:;: pri~s. in which there lies enclosed the enabling of understanding being 

itself. 
Bv means of this reference we have made known the connection of 

:pdmtv with Temporality merely in its basic features. All a priori T em-
a ral__:_all philosophical-concept formation is fundamentally opposed to 
~~ of the positive sciences. To recognize this adequately. further penetra
tion is required into the mystery of apriority and the method of cognition of 
the a priori. The center of development of ontological inquiry in general lies 
in the exposition of the Dasein's temporality, specifically in regard to its 
Temporal function. Here we must in all sobriety understand clearly th3tl 
temporality is in no way something that is to be beheld in some superabun- 1 

dant and enigmatic intuition; it discloses itself only in conceptual labor of a 
specific sort. But also it is not merely hypothetically supposed at th!J 
beginning without our having some vision of it itself. We can follow it quite 
well in the basic features of its constitution, unveil the possibilities of its 
temporalization and its modifications, but only in going back from the 
factually concrete nature of the Dasein's existence, and this means in and 
from orientation to that being [SeiendenJ which is unveiled along with the 
Dasein itself and is encountered for the Dasein. 

Surveying the whole we note that in the Dasein's existence there is an 
essentially twofold possibility of objectification of the given. Factually. the 
possibility of two basic types of science is initially established with the 
Dasein's existence: objectification of beings as positive science; objectifica
tion of being as Temporal or transcendental science, ontology, philosophy. 
There exists no comportment to beings that would not understand being. 
No understanding of being is possible that would not root in a comport
ment toward beings. Understanding of being and comportment to beings 
do not come together only afterward and by chance; always already latently 
~nt in the Dasein's existence, they unfold as summoned from the 
=atic·horizonal constitution of temporality and as made possible by it in 

r belongmg together. As long as this original belonging together of 
~-lllP<>rtment toward beings and understanding of being is not conceived 
da rneans of temporality. philosophical inquiry remains exposed to a double 
~ger. to which it has succumbed over and over again in its history until 
V.Oi h. Enher everything ontical is dissolved into the ontological (Hegel), 

011:0~'n msi~ht in~o the ground of possibil~ty of onto!~ itself; o~ else the 
Und ogicai_Js dented altogether and explamed away ont1cally. w1thout an 
~~a/tstandmg of the ontological presuppositions which every ontical expla
vad~n already harbors as such within itself. This double uncertainty per-

Ing the whole of the philosophical tradition until the present time. on 
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the side of the ontological as well as that of the ontical, thi$ lack 
radically founded understanding of the problem, also has over and of I 
again either impeded the assurance and development of the rnetboct OVer 
ontology. of scientific philosophy, or prematurely distorted any~ 
approaches that were actually achieved. 

As a method however, the method of ontology is nothing but the 
of the steps involved in the approach to being as such and the elabos:::: 
its structures. We call this method of ontology phenomenology, In~ 
precise language, phenomenological investigation is explicit effott applied 
to the method of ontology. However. such endeavors, their IIUCtaa or 
failure, depend primarily, in accordance with our discussion, on bow far 
phenomenology has assured for itself the object of philosophy-bow f.r, in 
correspondence with its own principle, it is unbiased enough in the flee of 
what the things themselves demand. We cannot now enter any further into 
the essential and fundamental constituent parts of this method. In fact. we 
have applied it constantly. What we would have to do would be menlyto 
go over the course already pursued, but now with explicit reflectb:. em it 
But what is most essential is first of all to have traversed the whole pith 
once. so as, for one thing, to learn to wonder scientifically about the mystery 
of things and, for another, to banish all illusions, which settle down and nat 
with particular stubbornness precisely in philosophy. 

There is no such thing as the one phenomenology, and if there could be 
such a thing it would never become anything like a philosophical technique 
For implicit in the essential nature of all genuine method as a path wward 
the disclosure of objects is the tendency to order itself always toWUd that 
which it itself discloses. When a method is genuine and provides acoe:a to 

the objects, it is precisely then that the progress made by following it and 
the growing originality of the disclosure will cause the very method that~ 
used to become necessarily obsolete. The only thing that is truly ~.ID 
science and in philosophy is the genuine questioning and stNgle vnth 
things which is at the service of this questioning. . 

In this struggle, however, and even without useless polemics, the conflicl 
is carried on with what today more than ever before threatens phil~ 
from all the precincts of intellectual life: the formation_ of wor~d-~ 
magic. and the positive sciences that have forgotten the1r own liJnit:S· 
Kant's time the forces mentioned first-the formation of wo~ld:~ 
magic, myth-were called philosophy of feeling, Geftihlsphil~ 
What Kant, the first and last scientific philosopher in the gr~d style ..,ell 
Plato and Aristotle, had to say against the philosophy of feehng ~ 
close these lectures. If our course itself never attained it, Kant's tbe 
may nevertheless summon us to sobriety and real work. We quote frolll 
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rt cs..<,iiy 'Von einem neuerdings erhobenen vomehmen Ton in der 
:.losophic" {On a genteel tone recently sounded in philosophy] (1796). 
~~ here comes to speak of Plato and distinguishes between Plato the 

.<femic and Plato-as he says-the "letter-writer." "Plato the academic, 
:refore. though not of his own fault (for he employed his intellectual 
. tuitions only backward for the purpose of elucidating the possibility of a 
:nthetic cognition a priori, not forward in order to expand it by those Ideas 
which were legible in the divine understanding), became the father of all 
enthusiasm in philosophy. But I would not wish to confuse Plato the 
)etterwritcr (recently translated into German) with the academic."4 Kant 
quotes one passage from Plato's seventh epistle, which he adduces as 
evidence for Plato himself as an enthusiast. 

Who does not see here the mystagoge. who gushes not merely for himself 
but is at the same time a clubbist and in speaking to his adepts in contrast 
with the people (meaning all the uninitiated) really puts on dirs with his 
aUeged philosophy! May I be permitted to cite a few modem examples of this 
elegance. In modem mystical-Platonic language we read. "All human philos
ophy can only depict the dawn; of the sun we can only haw a presentiment." 
But really. no one can haw a presentiment of a sun if he hasn't already seen 
one; for it could very well be that on our globe day regularly followed night 
(as in the Mosaic story of creation) without anyone ever being able to see a 
sun. because of the constantly overcast sky. and all our usual business could 
still follow its proper course according to this alternation (of days and 
stasonsl. Nevertheless, in such circumstances a true philosopher would 
indeed not sunnise a sun (for that's not his thing), but perhaps he could still 
~libtra~ about whether this phenomenon might not be explained by 
USUming an hypothesis of such a celestial body. and he might thus by good 
luck hit on the right answer. To gaze into the sun (the suprasensible) without 
becoming blind may not be possible, but to see it adequately in reflection (in 
the reason that illuminates the soul morally) and even in a practical respect, 
~the older Plato did. is quite feasible: in contrast with which the Neoplato
nL~ts "certainly give us merely a stage sun," because they wish to deceive us 
by feeling (presentiments. surmises). that is, merely by the subjective. which 
~ves no concept at all of the object, so as to put us off with the illusion of a 
. nowlcdgl' of the objective. which borders on rapturou.<~ gush. The platoniz
~~~i ptlllowpher of feeling is inexhaustible in such ~gurative expressio~, 

ch are suppoSt.'<i to make th1s surm1s10g mtelhg1ble: for example. to 
~PPr<,<~ch ~o closely to the go<kles5 W~o;dom that the rustle of her robe can be 
eard" hut also in commending the art of this sham-Plato. "although he 

cannot lift the veil of Isis, nevertheles.o; to make it so thin that one can surmise 

i Kdrll. :\cademy ~-dillon IC..sammC'ItC' &:hrifkrl}, vol. K. p. 3CJ8. 
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the Goddess behind it." How thin we are not told; presumably, however 
so thick that you can make anything you like out of the aPPIU'ition; : 
otheJWise it would be a seeing which indeed should be avoided.-' 

Kant concludes the essay: "For the rest, 'if,' without taking this PI'Oposal 
comparison, as Fontenelle said on another occasion, 'Mr. N. still insist. ,.a 
believing in the oracle, no one can prevent him.' "6 011 

-------5. Ibid., pp. 398-399. 
6. Ibid., p. 406. 



EDITOR•s EPILOGUE 

'fhis book reproduces the text of the course of lectures given under the 
same title during the summer semester of 1927 at the University of Mar-

bufg/Lahn. H 'd 'ded th hand · Th · Mr. Fritz ea egger proVl e wntten prototype. e typewnt-
ten copy and the manuscript were collated by the editor. The passages not 
yet deciphered by Mr. Fritz Heidegger-above all, the insertions and mar
ginal notes on the right side of the manuscript pag~d to be carried 
over so as to fill out the text. The completed copy was then additionally 
compared with a transcription of the lectures by Simon Moser (Karlsruhe), 
1 student of Heidegger's at that time. In doing so it became evident that we 
were dealing here with a set of shorthand notes whose accuracy was very 
good, which the notetaker had transcribed by typewriter. Mter its comple
tion Heidegger read over this transcription several times and furnished it 
here and there with marginalia. 

The text printed here was composed under Heidegger's direction by 
putting together the manuscript and the transcript following the guidelines 
given by him. The handwritten manuscript contains the text of the lectures, 
worked out, occasionally also consisting of captionlike references, and di
vided into parts, chapters, and paragraphs. Nevertheless, during the actual 
lecturing Heidegger departed from the manuscript to the extent of often 
giving to the thought a revised formulation or expounding more broadly 
and with greater differentiation a thought that had been recorded in an 
~reviated form. Similarly, while and after making the written copy, he 
~ on the pages of the manuscript insertions specified on the right 
Side and marginalia that had been formulated more fully in the oral lecture. 
:.nsformations, deviations, and expansions that arose in the course of the 

hvery of the lectures were recorded in the stenographic transcript and 
could be worked into the manuscript for publication. 
A~ong tht! materials taken over from the transcript there are also the 

recapitulations at the beginning of each two-hour lecture. Where they were 
~ot concerned with mere repetitions but with summaries in a modified 
I orrnul.ation and with supplementary observations, they were fitted into the 
ectur•· s course of thought. 

b . All items taken over from the transcript were investigated for authenticity 
c> te~tlng their style. Occasional errors of hearing could be corrected by 
orn~ari~on with the handwritten copy. 

ad Still, the relationship of the transcript to the manuscript would be in
equatcly characterized if it were not mentioned that numerous remarks 
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contained in the manuscript were omitted during the oral deliv~ 10 .L. __ 

in this regard the transcript must yield to the manuscript. ' """Il 

In preparing the manuscript for publication, the editor endeavorect 
intertwine transcript and manuscript so that no thought either set dovtn !0 
writing or conceived during the lectures has been lost. Ill 

The text of the lectures was reviewed for publication. Expletiva and 
repetitions peculiar to oral style were removed. Nevertheless, the aim 
mained to retain the lecture style. An ampler division of the often ~ 
lengthy paragraphs seemed useful, so as to make possible a dift'ereotiated 
survey of the contents. 

Explanations by Heidegger inside quotations and their tranaJatioDa lit 
set in square brackets. 

The course of lectures puts into practice the central theme of the third 
division of part 1 of Being and Tame: the answer to the funda""'D'D). 
ontological question governing the analytic of Dasein, namely, the CJieltioa 
of the meaning of being in general, by reference to "time" as the hadzm fi 
all understanding of being. As the structure of the course shows, the "Tem. 
porality ofbeing" is laid bare not by resuming immediately wheretheleCIDDd 
division of Being and Tame concluded, but by a new, historically oriented 
approach (Part One of the lectures). This lets us see that and a tbe 
treatment of the question of being and of the analytic of Dasein pertliDiDi 
to it arises from a more original appropriation of the Western traditioD. fi 
the orientation of its metaphysical-ontological inquiry, and not actually from 
motives germane to existential philosophy or the phenomenology of eofto 

sciousness. Although of the three parts originally conceived in the •QutliDe 
of the Course" the limited number of lecture hours permitted only a dewl
opment of Part One and the first chapter of Part Two, the many antic:ip'd
of the later chapters provide an insight into those parts that were DDt de; 
veloped. Anyhow, for the discussion of the theme of "Tame and SeiDl• 
chapter 1 of Part Two is decisive_ The text here published~~!: 
facilitate in its unfinished form an understanding of the systemaUC B'uu;, 
plan of the question of being as it showed itself for Heidegger froiD 
standpoint of his path of thought at that time. At the same time, the~ 
contains the first public communication of the "ontological difference· bit 

I owe cordial thanks to Mr_ Wilhelm von Herrmann, Lie. ~eo!·· for tht 
aid in the laborious task of collation as well as for his helpful dictaUon of f' 
manuscript for publication and his aid in reading the proofs. My.~ 
funher to Mr. Murray Miles, Cand. Phil., and Mr. Hartmut Tietjen, 
Phil., for their careful and conscientious help with the proofs. 

friedrich- Wilhelm von Herr--



Translator's Appendix 
A Note on the Da and the Dasein 

The three most common German words for existence are: das Dasein, das 
Vorhandensein (die Vorhandenheit), and die Existenz. Most writers use 
them more or less interchangeably although there are semantic differences 
among them. As Heidegger explains in §7, Kant uses either Dasein or 
fxistenz whether he is talking about the existence of God, of human beings, 
or of non-human things of nature. The Scholastics used existentia for similar 
purposes. Heidegger believes that there is a clliference of fundamental sig
nificance between the mode of being of human beings and that of natural 
things qua natural-leaving aside questions of theology. He therefore co
opts both Dasein and Existenz for human beings and leaves Vorhandensein 
(and Vorhandenheit, its equivalent) for non-human beings. 

In §7 it is too early to explain the difference between human and non
human being: the course itself has to make clear the distinction and the 
reasons for it. The thinking behind the distinction had already been set 
forth in Being and Time. Two paragraphs from that work are presented in 
this Appendix. 

lu indicated in §7, Dasein is to be the name for the being, das Seiende, 
":hich each human being is. It falls on the "beings" side of the ontological 
di&'erence. Existenz (existence, in translation) is then to designate the mode 
or way of being, the Seinsart or Seinsweise, of this entity; hence this term 
~Is on the 'being" side, the Sein-side, of the ontological difference. Existenz 
11 the way or mode of being of the Dasein; the Dasein is by existing. For 
:e rnost part Heidegger uses the entire form "das Dasein" rather than the 
o~ened quasi-generalized (and at the same time namelike) form "Dasein," 

and In the translation th.is usage is followed, so that we speak for the most 
~ 0ot •. as in the original translation of Being and Time, of Dasein, but of 
~ as~m. This usage helps to keep in mind the point that the Dasein is 
it h a ~m but a Seiendes, not a sort of being but a being, though of course 
£ ... ·as •ts own specific mode or way of being, its own Sein, which is named 

"'lStenz. 

\'iv~ the same time, the German word "Dasein" connotes, sometimes more 
thi 1 ~~nd explicitly than at other times, the being, Sein, which belongs to tht Ing, Seienden. Its being-that is, its Existenz-is, among other 

ngs, precisely Da-sein, literally, to-be-da. And this "da" of the Dasein is 
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extremely important for Heidegger's thinking. For it registers a fun.t.. __ 
ontological role of the human being as the Dasein. . --·~ 

The human being is, as it were, the mediator between being and h..; __ 

the one who holds open the difference between them. Of all the~·· 
know, Heidegger believed, the human being alone has the required Sci
verstiindnis, understanding-of-being. The understanding-of-being ia a ;: 
condition for any human comportment toward beings, and aU 
comportment toward beings is carried out in the light of (in the c1..:; 
opened up by) our understanding of their being. Because we have under. 
standing-of-being prior to the encountering of beings (not to saypriortoan 
conceptualized science of being, or ontology), we are able to project~ 
as horizon upon which beings are understood as the beings they aze. (Whit 
this being-horizon is itself projected upon becomes a furtherqueati.oaiftfua.. 
damental ontology.) We are therefore able to project world; for world ia the 
context of significance that belongs to the special mode ofbeing labeled fimo. 
tionality. And within the world there can be not only functional eotitia 
entities that are handy, having the mode of being called handiness, ZuiiiiJd. 
enheit-but also beings that are released from all functionality-connect:iclm 
and are understood as merely there as such, extant, at-hand entities, wboae 
mode of being is Vorhandenheit, Vorhandensein: extantness, at-hancbwa, 
presence-at-hand. 

Now the essential precondition for being able to project world at aU, md 
therefore to let beings of the ontological character of the handy and the 
extant be and be encountered as such, is the capacity to open-up, let-be
uncovered, -disclosed, -unveiled. This is the obverse side of what, In tradi
tional phenomenology, has gone under the name of consciousnas. Ualell 
there is an openness, a clearing in which the distinction between beiDg aDCl 
beings can appear. so that beings can come forth and be encountered in their 
being and their being can function as horizon for them as these beiup, ~ 
can be no such phenomena at all as beings, being, and their mutual beiODJUII 
together. 

Heidegger does not deny the "independent being" of nature and of~ 
things. He is speaking about world and our being-in-the-world and ~ 11 

and can be unveiled in the context of being-in-the-world. He is ~ 
phenomenology. . . the 

The ability to open-up. let-be-unveiled as uncovered or disclosed 15 eral 
ability to exist as the Da. In German, the adverb "da" can mean 5~_..;.1 
things--here, there, where, when, then, at the time-in addition to s':;; 
functions it has a participial form, component of compounds. and.conJ:;., 
tion. In the constitution of the verb "dasein" and the correlauve nhd' 
"Dasein" the da suggests, first of all, the here or the there, the someW 
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definite location; dasein is to be here or to be there; Dasein is being-here 
as ~ing-there. There are also overtones of being at some more or less 
~nite time: b~ing-th~, bein~-when, being-at-the-time. These t~mp~ral 

nnotations fit u1to He1degger s usage, but the aspect first stressed m Bemg 
cond Time is the spatial one. Later, when the role of time and temporality, 
~ally Temporality, is comprehended as constitutive for the Dasein's 
being· the notion of the Da takes on a temporal sense which does not appear 
50 clearly at the beginning. (See, for instance, the connection between ec
stasis and openness, p. 267.) 

In this Appendix we are concentrating solely on the beginning. When 
nme and temporality become thematic-as in the latter part of Being and 
1imt and of Basic Problems-the temporal ovenones sound more distinctly 
and vi\•idly for the reader. 

As Heidegger explains in the passages to be cited from Being and Time, 
here and there are possible only in an essential disclosedness which lets 
spatiality be. Spatiality is itself disclosed as the being of the Da. Only given 
IAlCh disclosed spatiality can a world and its contents be "there" for the 
human being (though the world is not there in the same way as any entity 
within the world), and only so can the human being be "here" as this "'
bere" in its being-toward the beings that are "there." And the decisive point 
is that this Da or essential disclosedness-by which spatiality, a spatial 
world, and spatial interrelationships of entities within the world and of 
being-in-the-world (Dasein) toward such entities are all possible--is an 
essential aspect of the ontological constitution of the being which each 
human being is, and which is therefore called the Dasein. 

The ontological role of the human being qua Dasein, then, is just that: 
to be the Da, to be its Da, namely, to be the essential disclosedness by 
which the here and the there first become possible, or by which the spatiality 
of the world becomes possible within which beings can be distinguished 
from their being and understood by way of their being and so encountered 
~he beings they are, so that human comportment toward them as beings 

omes possible. 

1~: German for to be the Da is Da-sein. The entity. the being whose 
roe It 1s to be the (its) Da can therefore be called the Dasein. Here Heidegger 
~~a Sein-word, a being-word, to denominate a Seienden, to name certain 
r :ngs, those whose role it is to sustain this mode of being. The Dasein's 
0 e 1' to sustain Da-scin, and that is why it has this special ontological 

narne. 

n ~ ~nglish equivalent is quite possible, not being-here, nor being-there, 
0 or Clng-hcre-thcre. The reason is that the Dais not just a here or a there 
r a here-there, but rather is the essential disclosure by which here, there, 
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and here-there become possible. It is their source. In the translation 1 I..... 
occasionally used "here-there," but it could obviously be misleading and 'd:: 
reading should be corrected by this note. 

Because of the uniqueness of the signification to be attached to tbe 
"Dasein," I have followed the precedent of the original tranalaton of,::; 
and Ttme and retained it in German. It has, anyway, already beco.ne 
technical term in the philosophical language that now belongs to the~ 
American community. 

Here are the passages from Being and Ttme. They are from c:h.apte.. 5 
which is devoted to a thematic analysis ofbeing-in as such. (See our~ 
being, -in.) A large part of the exposition treats of the existential~ 
of the Da. 

( 1) 'J"he being which is essentially constituted by being-in-the-world u itlel( 
in ev~ case its "Da." In its familiar meaning the "Da" points to "here• lad 
"there: The '"here· of an ·r-here· is always understood via a haody •theft• ill 
the sense of a being-toward this ~there~ -a being-toward which is desflY«''I40 
directional-concernfuJ. The Dasein's existential spatiality, which cletermb.. 
for it its '1ocation" in such a form, is itself grounded on being-in-tbe-wodd. 
The there is a determination of something encountered within the IIJOricl. 
~Here" and "there" are possible only in a "Da: that is to say, only if theN ia 
a being which has disclosed spatiality as the being of the "Da. • This entity 
bears in its own most peculiar being the character of not being doeeckp 
{Unverschlossenheitj. The expression "Da" means this essential diiCJoeedn
{ErschlossenheitJ. By this disclosedness this entity (the Duein) is •c~a• for 
itself in one with the being-da of world. 

When we talk in an ontically figurative way of the lumen 114ttn'alc in man. 
we mean nothing but the existential-ontological structure of this entity, that 
it is in such a way as to be its Da. To say that it is "illuminated" me8DI that 
it is cleared in and of its own self a.s being·in-the-world, not by any other 
entity but instead in such a way that it itself is the clearing. It is only to an 
entity which is existentially cleared in this way that the extant becomeS ac
cessible in the light, hidden in the dark. The Dasein brings its Da with it (rocD 

the very beginning; lacking the Da it is not only factually not the entity wi~ 
this essential nature but is not this entity at all. The Da.sein iJ its disdosecfness. 

(2) The leading question of this chapter has been about the being of the ~
Its theme was the ontological constitution of the disclosedness ~ 
essentially to the Dasein. The being of this disclosedness is constitu~ 111 

affective self-finding {Befindlichkeit. ·state-of-mind" in the Macquarne ~ 
Robinson translation; see our Lexicon: affective self-finding/, understandini• 

1. Martin Heide-gg~. Stin 11nd Zeit, 8th ed. (Tiib.ingen: Max Niemey~. 195~ 
132-133; trans. John MAcquarrie md Edward Robin.wn. Sting and lillY (New York: 
and Row. 1962), p. 171. 
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and discourse. The everyday mode of being of disdosedness is characterized 
b)' chatter. curiosity, and ambiguity. These in turn exhibit the movement of 
falling. whose essential characteristics are temptation, tranquilizing. estrange
rnent. and entanglement. 

But with this analysis the whole of the existential constitution of the Oasein 
haS been laid bare in its chief features and the phenomenal basis has been 
gained for a "comprehensive" interpretation of the Dasein's being as care. z 
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,bilit) .. 1o-be tSeinkonnm; see ahernative translations: capacity-to-be; can-be), 270, 276, 278, 

119 • .289,.295 
~ t • .a,.bwesenheit), 305, 307, 310, 311 

~: modification of praesens, in missing something, 311. S. Latinate 

abtsohJte, 103 
absolut~m. Z22 
,bsmletum. 187 
access. 49. 109- t to. 317; a. to the unavailable, 310 
acodms. 91 
ICOdent. 85. 130, 143. 149 
action. 101. 127. 141-142; a. and feeling of respect, 137 -138; undentanding as •the 

authentic meaning of action," 277; the instant and the situation of a .• 1B7 
IICtUal. actuality, actualization (wirklich, Wirklichkeit. Verwirklichung). actualitas, 28. 29, 34. 

37.38,40. 43, 45ff .. 50,55,67-68. 71ff .. 78. 79. 82. 84,85,87-88,88-89.91ff.,94, 
95, 97ff. Hllff .. 107-108. 110, 111. 112. 117ff .. 120, 122, 123, 125. 128, 1.52, 179. 
189, 277, 284-285; being-actual, 109; actuality as ontological constitution of the actual. 
compared with humanity and the human. equity and the equitable, 138-139; actuality 
o( the actual, 1M, 113; actualization, 97-98. 104-105, 107; actuality understood with 
rd'erence lo actualization and being macted (ancient, medieval), 102ff.; understood as 
action inward upon subject and action of forces (modem). 104-105; traditional concepc. 
lOS 

IClU$, actum. agere, agens, 102-103 
ldditio exi~tentJU, 90; a. entis, 91 

addition, 33ff .. 39, 40-41. 45, 46-47, 97. S. theses: 1st thesis, Kantian 
&drnovere, 316 

~u.' Romanus (Giles of Rome. Egidio Colonna). 93, 103 
ilon. m Plotinus and medieval thought, 231 
itsthet~e beholding. 110 
~n.c.,, 303 
afect•on. 1-14. 149 

afectiVe -elf. finding, u formal structure of mood. pas.sion, alfect: its relation to understand
ltlg a~ necessary condition for the Dasein's comportments. 281. .8ft in Bring arwl nww: 
\lolte ''' mind. Befindlichkeit. sich befinden 

igreern.,nt. betwee-n idea$ and things 206-207 
~kolout~eln. to follow, 243; its ont~ogical meaning and Aristotl~"s U$C of it. 243-244; 
~~\\enttal for undentanding An&tode's concepc of time, its meaning, 255 

h~•a. aletheuein: al~theuein as function o( logO\ according to AriMotle (lo make manifest 
;\~r reveal), 215 8« truth 

"-•llltk•r ol :\phrodi\ias, 181 
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already. always already, antecedent, before, beforehand. earlier, in ldvance. p~ 
prior-pressions used with great frequency: "If ._ h.ve bee observant, it Inuit ...._ 
occurred to us tNt in our explications we have emplo)-ed no word more ~ ·-e 
the expression 'already.'" 324: some characteristic instances: 11, 13, 20, 70-71, 73, ~ 
162. 1M, 16.5, 171. 2Cl8, 211, 216, 26.5, 287, 293, 296-297. 300. 301. 304, 305--: 
309, 311, 314, 316. 319, 321, 325, 326-327: reckoning with time, "time is already~ 
to us before we use the clock." 258-2.59: encountered ~ings already ernlmced by lilllt 
from the outset, 274; antecedent givenness of something alrm:dy unmled, 281; ~~~~ 
illumination for understanding of~ing, 284; S, ~forehand; a priori 

analysis: phenomenological a .• 114, 11.5: phenomenological a. of Kant's ~a 
being. existence, 43ff.; Kant's phenomenological a. of respect, 133ff. 

analytic judgment, 203 
analytic of the Dasein, 16 
animal, animals, 165,297, 319; animals and the given, 190, 191; animals and ........ 191; 

animality, animalness, 129, 131. 143-144; rational animal, 96; "world" ol the ...... 
191 

annihilation, 305 
Anselm of Canterbury, 30-31, 37 
antecedent. S. already 
anthropocentrism, 224 

anthropology . .51-.52. 54-.5.5, 130,278 
antiquity, 22, 100ff'., 106. 117, 122. S, philosophy, ancient; ontology, ancimt: tbouaht. 

ancient; thought, traditional; tradition 

Anwnen, as meaning property, 109 
Anz.eichen (mark or symptom, Husser!), 185 

apophansis, apophantic, 209; a. as primary character of assertion, 209: "All the momea&l 

of assertion are determined by itsapoplklntic structure, w 209; its meaning, 209; a.IUUCIIft 

of understanding, as unveiling exhibiting of something. 216 
aporia, 233; aporiai regarding time. 233ff., '272 
appearance, 1.51, 207 -208 
apperception, 1'27, 129: original synthetic unity of a., 127, 128: its meaninJ in Kant. 127: 

uanscmdentala., 129. 131, 14.5 
apprehension, 21, 49, 112-113. 118, 127, 129. 142, 16.5, 244; order of a .. 106; ~ 

a., 133; ontical a., 293: thematic a., 307; See perception 
appropriate, appropriate!)' (adj .• adv.), a. or inappropriate time (significance). 261-262: 

"Original familiarity with beings lies in lkdlin& with thtm appropriately." 304 
;appropriate (v.), appropriation, 219; exhibitive appropriation of a being. 219 . 
a priori, 20, 24, .52ff., 70, 74, 128-129.19.5; a priori comportment;~] character of comportii'S-

61; a priori conditions of motion, 243; a priori of being, 324; its meaning as relatinl to 

time, 324ft'.; a priori and ill ready. 324; Kant on its meaning. 324; a priori as contemporarY 

problem. 325 20 
apriority, 20, 24; a. of ontological determinations of being: explicable only TemporallY. ' 

324ft'.; its connection with Temporalit)'. 327 

Arabic philosophy. 81 109 
Aristotle, 14-1.5, 26-27, 24, 29 . .52, 73, 77ff., 8.5, 86. 88, 96-97. 101. 102. 10.5, t<MJ • ..u.' 

118, 179, 180ff., 18311'., 194, 200. 204, 205-206. 209. 213ff., 217-218. 231{ .. -· 
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Zbt-Z62. 263-264, 212, 213, 288, 31.5, 319, 328; his view of th~ being of th~ copula, 
tsoff on the meaning of ·is," 182; ambiguity of his truth thesis, 214ft".; critique of his 
uuth thesis. 216-217; prope-r undentandinl of his truth thesis, 217; on time, 328ft'.; 
anterpretation of his concept of time, 23711'.; the primary meanin1 of his kata to proteron 
kAi husteron. 24.5; his interpretation of time matches the phenomenon, 246; genesis of 
h•~ definition of time. 246; implication of his numerical interpretation of time. 248ft'. 
summ.tr)' interpretation of his theory of time, 256-257; evaluation of his implicit concept 
of ume. as presentation of common understanding of time, 257: his interpretation of time 
overlooked significance and datability. 26111'.; his interpretation of time, as under the 
influence of falling, 271-272. SM time, Aristotle's definition discussed 

arithmoeuc. 54 
artJCUlauon. 208, 210: &pakm a. and the logos, 2;(f1 

arlicu!Jtion of being, 18, 78, 119; general probl~. connected with thesis 2, of the articulation 
o1 each being into 1 being th4t it is and the IIOUI of its being, 120; connec:lion betWftll 
basic a. and ontological di.ft'erena:, 120; a. into essentia and existentia, 120; "The artic

ulation of being varies each time with th~ -y of being of a being; 120 

ueity. 82 
~.assrnt, 19.5 
assertion (Aussag~: see proposition), 33-34, 126, 177, 180, 183ft'., 187ft'., 200, 20:21'., ~-. 

207tJ .. 210ff .• 21311' .• 217ff.; a. as sequmce of words (Hobbes), 18.5; truth of a., 189. 21311'.; 
accidental, real a., 19.5, 202; verbal a., 19.5, 202ft'.; incorrectly taken first as v~ sequence, 
206. 212; its foundation in being-~world, 208; its structure, 209ft'.; wm as predi
cation, 209; its cognitive function as secondary, 210, 211; a. and copula, 2100'.: a. as 
communicativ~ly determinant exhibition, 210ff., 219: a. signifies a being in its unveiled
ness and presupposes that unveiledness, 213; a. as di.spanively determinant display. 209fT.; 
its being-true as unveiling, 21511., 217, 218; its truth as related to predicative exhibition 
of a being: unveiling letting-be-encountered, 215; appropriation of a being in true a. about 
it, 219: iu apophantic, exhibitive nature: • Assenion is exhibitive lettins-be-seen of beings," 
219: a. ofbeins. 317 

llilertonc, 37 

illigning time to the clock, 24.5, 261 
at-hand, at·handness (vorhan~n. Vorha.ndenheit, Vorhanden.s.ein: also being-at-hand; 1M 

clllmaatiw tTarulaliotu~ extant, extantness: present-at-hand), 101. 104, 108-109, 111, 
114. 119tJ .. 123.203, 253-2S4, 266,279,292.294, 304 (distinguished from being-handy, 
Zuhandt>nsein, handinns; !I« handy) 

at one.,, l61 

at·the·tJme, 246-247. 269-270; why the a. is t~poral. 269: derived from th~ eatatic 
character of temporality, 269 

~ugu,t,ne. 82, 237; his well-known remark about time, 229: on time, 231-232 
' ugu,t:ruan Order, 93 
·"\1~\.agl' 180 

authl'ntJc teag~ntlichl. 170ff.. 175, 286tf. 306; a. and inauthentic wlf-undentanding. 
lfl0-161, l79; a. temporality a~ finite versus inauthentic time as infinite, 273; a. and 
'11.4ut~ntic undentanding, 279, 286£1'.; a. eJUstence, defined, 287; "Authenticity is only 
il modification but not a total obliteration of inauthenticity," 171 

autoteliC. 147 



Avia!nna, 81 

aWiiting. 293 
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ilWi)' from something toWird something (also: from something to somethiac): ek lillaa . 
ti (a'lllily from there, toward here). 242. 245; ca.Ued the dimension of motion, 242 til 

Baumganen. Alexander Gottlieb, 34, 36. 126 
bedeuten. Bedeutung (to signify or mean. signification, meaning. Husser!), 185 
Bedeuu.amkeit (This term is used in two different senses. with regard to world IDd With 

regard to time.). &11 significance; time, expressed and expres$ion 
WD£e and after, 236,238,241-242,246-247,254 

beforehand, 71, 107, 109. 113. 129. 164, 165, 171, 209. 217; •BefO£ehand: that which is 
unveiled and understood alre•d)' in advance in every existent O..Win before IIDJ .,... 
bending of this or that being.· 165. &t already 

Begrif (concept). 83 
behavior (Verhaltung; Itt altnnatit•t tra11.1lation: comportment): productive b., 110:...,., 

b.,259 
beholding. 110, 118 
being (Sein. to be, as contrasted with das Seiende, beings, that which is). TheON .... 

difference, q.v., assens that "being is not itself a being." das Sein is not cia Seiend., Ill., 

1.5ff .• 19fr .. 23-24, 43ff., 52ff .• 55-56, 67ff., 77, 81. 83ff .. 86, 87, 92, f¥1, 102,109, 1121., 
119ft'., 125. 128. 14 i, 149-150, 154, 201; b.·AMONO intraworld.ly beings, 278; Al'IIOiliY 
ofb., 20. 24; as we ·always already understand" it, 179; ARTlCUL ... nON ofb.,l8,24;b.· 
1\T-tt. .. ND (stt alttrnaliw transiGtions: b.-extant [this ... try]; extant, exu.nmea); I!INCll: b. 
and beings, 318ff.; b. ofbein!': "being is always being of beings." 21, 123, 1.28,201,304, 

30i; "the true and proper being of bein~." 1.50; the b. of beings which are not Dlleill. 
175; understanding of the b. of bein!'. liS; unity of the original concepc J che b. fi 
beings. 176; the question ofthe b. of beings, 224; thecommon characterizationoEtheb. 

of beings via time is untenable. 306; COli:CEPT of b., 83ff.; average concepc oEb. (ubliat' 
produced), 154; ut lhis ent?y, multiplicity; b. as CO!I:SCIOL'SSESS (Husserl), 124-125; 
CONSTITLTIOS ofb., 15. 78; b. as COPCLA, the •is." 24, 39, 40, 177, 179-180,182-183• 
202, 204-20.5. b. as combining concept in a judgment, positedness of the S-P nladoao 
180, 181; b. of the copula in horizon of whatness. essentia (Hobbes), 18311'.; b. ill...
of copula as essentia, existentia,truth, and function of combination (indn of~), 
202, 204-205; b. in sense of copula as being-something (accidental), being-..,...nat (ne: 
essary). being-how. and being-true, 204-205; being together, as prior to and ckter~ 
nauve of the combinator}' function of the copula. 212; being 0.'1., 166; b. and the DJ\S~· 
all elucidation of b. is oriented to the Dasein, 223; b. "is, as it were. based in a bcinl
namely. in the Dasein." 19; b. of the Dasein, 16611'.; DIVERSITY ... Sl> l:l\1n' of b., 12.5; 
theses, 3rd thesis, modern; b. of the EGO, 125, 131; b. of EQ\'IPMP.'T. 292-293. 

characterized by a sp«ific functionality. 292-293; b. as ESSESTI.'I.·t:'<ISTt::o-.'11 ... vc:;; 
whonns-existence. 120; b. as £.\15'1£.'\CE. 39-40; b. in the sense of existence. undcnt b. 
in exi~tentiell understanding. 279; s~t exi~teoce; b. of an £.\ISTEST B£11\:G, 318-3!9: _: 

E.'<TAST (S<~me as being•on-hand, being-at-hand. bcing·prcsent-at·hand, extan~nePioJ, 
handnlflo5: Vorhanden~ein. Vorhandenhei t ), 119, 14 7- 148 (traditional view of bel~g):,oa. 
205, 212, 218; b. of FISITE ESTITif.S (thing• or person~) a• producedness, 1.50. b. 
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1b.5- h. m 1;ENEIIAL, 2221.; b. as GIVEN: "Being is given only if truth. hence if the Dasein. 

~ast•.- 18-19; how b. is given for the Oa~in, 321; b. and Goll, ~-: b.-HANDY. b. of 
!he h,mdy. handiness (Zuhandensein, Zuhandenheit): lhe way a being with th~ essential 

character of equipment is, 304, 309; 5« equipment (this entry); equipment; functionality; 

h,ii'Kiy. b of the I, 142; (original) IO£A of b .• 154; IDEAL b., 81; b.· IN, defined ar. unity of 

t~ ,uuctural relational moments of being-toward·i~lf, being-with-others, and being· 

amool!!·th~'-extant, 301; "Being-in is essentially being-in-the-world." 301; b. as the INOE
T£R~!IS.'I.TE IMMEOII\TI! (Hegel). 84; b.·l!I:·ITSI!l..F, 110, 1126'.: INTERPRETI\TIO.'I of b .• 44; 

# mterprctation; b.·IN·THE·WORLD: 5« being·in·the--world: b. IN TIME (in der uit Sein). 
256: m~ans, for Aristotle, being mnsured by time. 256; 1ft intratemporality (lnnerui· 

tigktitl: b. in sense of the "IS" of ~nion in Aristotle, 180fl'.: b. as the "is": S« copula; 
b.·Jl'lli.;EI>. 201. b. judged in a true judgment, i.e., identified with objectivity and meaning 

(Sinnl. 202-203: KANTIAN VIEW of b.: b. equals pen:eivednesa, positedness. 189: S« 

Kant: th~. 1st thesis, Kantian; b.-KNOWN, 128: founded LEVW of b., 305; b. as the 

LOGOS. 312: MEANING of b., 16. 23,223-224: b. of MIND (res c:ogitans), 122: b.-MISSING 

(set mi$-'ing): how its uncovering is possible, 310; how lhe comportment of missing 
something is possible, 310-311: MODE of b. (Seinaart), 1« mode of being: 4M cf way 

of being (Seill!lwe~); MODII'ICI\TION of b., 18-19,24: (possible) MUU1PUCI1Y of b. and 

1111ity of the concept of b .• 120, 174; b. of NATURE (res atensa), 122. 1681.: b. as idential 

with NOTHING, 312: OBJECTIFICI\TION of b., constitutive for philosophy (ontology) as a 

ICience. 322: b. as OBJEClWENESS (Rickert), 156-1.57; as OBJEcrMTY, 201, 1« b.-judged 

(!his t?~ITy); b . .ON·H/\1'1> (same as being-e-xtant, etc.). 212: why b. is not identifiable with 

IUCEJ\'EDSES.~. 314: meaning of "being is perception." 31.5; b. of Pf.RSO.'I versus thing, 

139-140; b. un~ntood in ra;mNG, as the letting-stand of somdhiJll on its own self, 

316-317: b. as ra;moN (Kant), 32-33. 391T., 421 .. 48-49, 313. 1ft posit: interpreted 

T~mporally, 317-318; b. as Plli\I!SENS, 317: b. as PRJ!OICI\Tt:: not a real predicate, 313. 
316; as so-called logical predicat~. 316-317: PJ.OBLI!MS of b., 1« problem: b. as PRO
Ol.'(:WNE.'iS, being-produced, 1471. ISO, U2; PROJECTlON of b.: b. is projected as such 

by an understanding-of-being involved in all existentiell understanding, 279-280; b. is 

projected upon tim~. 280; inquiry beyond b .. 10 that on which it is projected. the beyond. 
the epekrin.l, 282, 285; SCIENCE of b., llff., 17. (§3. Philosophy as science of being), 1ft 

O!'itology; phil050phy: SELF"·CONSCIOl.ISNF.SS as b. of the Kantian person or subject, 1S2; 
b. of the Sl'B)ECT, being-a-subject, 65, 174. 301; b. as identical with THINKING, 312: b. 

and TI~fE. in pre-philosophical and philosophical knowledge. 302-303: b. i.~ to be seen 
10 it~ Temporal determination. 228; Temporal int~rprdation of b. as being-handy. 3031. 
dd'ttt (untruth) in Temporal interpretation of b .• 322: qu~tion about the b. of time. 255: 

b. of tame as interpreted by th~ falling l>asein as extant ness, 272: b.-TOW.'\Rll intraworldly 

~10!1'- .Z7H; b.-toward it~lf, 300: b.·TRL"E (Wahrseinl 01' false. 180, 183, 188-189,2131. 
217 ··.ZIH . .ZU~tr., its relation to the ext;mt, 218: being-true, unveiledness, as fundamental 

con'11 1JOn for the l>asein's exi!lttnce, 221; "Being-true mraM unv~ling. We include in this 

:: mode of uncovering as Wt'll a.q that of disclosure, th~ unveiling of th~ being whose 
111!:" not that of the Dasein and the unveahng of the bring that we ourwlv~ are." 216; 

lotr d1'<'1o,e; cxhabnion; tru~ness; truth; uncover: unveil: b. of TRL,·H. 2221.· TRL"TH· 
{Jt\k.,q t:R of b., 18f.. 24; U~DERSTANIJI:-.:G--of'·I!Eil\0 (Sein!lven.tandnis). 16. :s« under

'li!nd,ng of bemg; b. understood in an unobjrctivr. pre-ontological way, 281: ·- un<Ur-
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IW.r!d bti~g f'rorr: thl! arigiMI ltorizrJM1 sdiftft4 af t.M ~ of ~~ • 307; 'lol.\'t 0( 
being (Seinswe&SC), 1.5. 18. 23. 24, 1Z2lf., Ml! v.-ay of being; mode of being; b.-wrn.. 16 
168; b.-with ch£ handy and the extant (tM at-hmd), 297; b.-wick~ 1, 

279-280, 288, 296; b.-with-others, 278, 292. 301; b.-WITHIS·THE·WORLD ~ 
lichkeit), 16.5ff., S« intraworlclly; b.·WITHIN·TIME (IMerzeitigkeit), S« in~ b 
as WHONESS-E.XISTENCE venus essenta·exi.stent~. 120 · 

being·in·the-world Hn-der-Welt-se-in), 161, 162, 164, 166, 168ft' .• 170ft'., 174,17.5,.207,a. 
216, 217, 2i0, 2i6, 2i8-2i9, 279-280, 288. 289, 292, 2941f., 312, 322, 323; b.. ...i 
0.'\SEI:S: b. bdonp to the Oasein's I:XUtmc:e, 166, 298; it is the basic ~ef' 
existence, 174; a basic structure of tM Dasein, 17.5; a determination of the O....t7S: 
the basic constitution of the Oasein. 208, 296; belongs to the basic c:onstituticlllci~ 
Duein, 278; how the Dasein is as b., 278; interrelations of !!elf, 'IIO!'Id, and~ 

in unity of structure of the Dasein as b., 2fJ1- 298; b. as fOUNDATIO.'I Of llooo"l'DITICINAun. 
16llf.; presuppc»ition for apprehens.ion of anything at a.ll, 164; its ME.AN'ING, 296; ia 
OCCUPIED WITH ITS OWN BEISG, 276; b. and TE.\fPOllALITY: ground of~ fi 
commerce with inuaworldly beings, 291; "It is only from the temporality cf'beiae ..._ 
world that we sha.ll understand how being-in-the-world is already, as such, nndF$ .. 

of being," 292; how it is founded on temponlity, 298; b. and TRUTH, 21&; 'b. 1114 
UNDERSTANDING Of BEING, 292; condition of possibility for a.ll UNDEU'Jl\HiliNG f:l 
BEINGS, 298 

beings, a being. that w!Uch is, what is, entities, an entity (Seiendes, das Seieade, uecwil•-.1 
witn das Sein, being, q.v.: S« ontologica.l difference), 10-11, 13, 16, 21-22, D, 35,4'1, 

so . .52, .53, 66, 70, 72, 74, nff .. 81lf .• 84lf., 87, 88, 91-92, 98-99. 100. 105.1061[., U2l. 
118-119. 1196' .• 128, 139, 141. l481f., 154. 166, 168lf., 177,182-183,197,202,211f.. 
210ff'., 216, 217, 218lf., 227. 265lf., 272, 29llf., 2941f., 300, 304-30.5, 3188' •• 3d; die 
b. that is pure ,..cn;ALITY venus affteted with possibility, 82; ADDmON to a b., 91: 810 
of beings, handiMss of 1M handy, at-handness of tM at-hand, thingness oftbiall. blial 
of the Dasein, of fellow-Daseins, 294; COMPORTMENT TOWARD beings, 274, 275; objlcdw 
concept of beings. 83-84; beings as CRE. .. TED, uncreated, 82,88-89, 9lfl'., 93-M, 94f., 
98-99, 100, 1()4; the DASEI!oi: su Oasein (the), as the being that we ounelvea are; btiDP 
as DISPLAYED in assenion, 209ft'.; the b. that exists by reason of its !SSENCI YIIIUI bf 
panicipation in a b. that exists on its own, 82; the properly ESSEmli\L b., 90; eM rAUl 
and &pparmt as beings, 207-208; Fl.'liTE beings. 79. 8lfl'., 93, 148; fit£! beinp.t48:dlll 
b. that is FROM ITSELf, from another, 82; how beings are GIVE.'l for the [)aaein, 320-_321; 
tl\NDY beings, 308- 309; beings de&lt with as h&ndy or as extant, 318; HISlOJUCI\1. bliJIIIo 
169-170; ISFllSITE being\, 79, 81; how a b. is encountered "IN ITS!LF" via an~ 
undcntanding of function&lity, etc., 293; every b. is IS TI!'olE, 256; l!lo'TilAWOllL.DLY ~ 
280, srfl intraworlclly; LIVI.'I;G beings, 10; beings as thought in the LOGOS. 206; ~b. dill 
is in each case MIN!, tnat in each case I myself am. 298; S« Dasein (tne), as the heiRS .. ,. 
we ourselves are; NOS-beings, 9.5; OBJECTlF1C.o\TIO!'I of beings, constitutive for the~ 
sciences, 3201f.; 0!'-'TOLOGIC/\L CONSTITI.. 'TlOS of beings, 78; PROJECTION of onto! rP 
con\titution of a region of beings. 321: RATIONAL beings, 138; "SELf and.~rld are doll 
two beings," 297; the b. that is meant by SOt.rl. or SUBJECT, 255; to~ as It •': I b.~ 
not need TRUTH, unveiledno:u, 120-221; UNL>ERST,\NDING of the ~ng ~fbei~ ~ 
possible by time, 294; lr.>;IVERSE of beings, 82: U~'VEJLEONESS of beings In thf:ar 
210 
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tJelong1ng·together. 83. 209, 3 U: b. of self and world, 1!17 
wn Henri, 231-232. criticism of his view of the dimensional c:harKter of time, 244 

Dr~~· truth lin in the middle, "between" things and the Duein, 214. See middle; truth 

:,.,ndtnis (functionality, q.v.), 164: "Equipmental c:haracter is constituted by what- call 
&wandtnis,..functimudity.'" 292 

be)'Ond tcf Greek ~pressi~, epek~), 284,285: beyond, that tra~ being, 286; the 
[)asein. ~~ trans.cendent. 1s beyond atself, 291, 299-300: "be)·ond Itself, 306 

Bezetdlnung !designation, Husser!), 185 

biology and philosophy. 191 
birth crru&.ate, 100, 116 
Jlistnarck. Otto von, S 
body. H3. 146. 203 
Jlodhius. 30 
JlonaYt!'lltura. 30 
11m111no. Franz. S8 
b)'loOe tvergangen, Vergangenheit), exprnsion for the past. distinguished from the past as 

having-been-neu. 290. See has been; past 

calmdar date, 262 
em« (SeinkOnnen; IW 41M'ntJte tran.sldtions: ability-to-be; c:apacity-to-be), 277, 289-

290,295 
apacity·to-be (can-be. ability-to-be), 170, 267, 276 
Cipreolus, Joannn, 93, 103-·104 
care. 312: pu~ly disregarded, 298 
carry IWI)'Imtriicken; alternative translations. carry off, rern.ow: [q.v.): «:stasis). 267. 287, 

307: a curying·away belongs to each of the ec:stases of time, 267 
C'..irer, Enut, Z1 
cutgorical: c. usertion, propo5ition, judgment, 200; c. imperative, ontological significance 

of K.nt's formulation, 139 

~. 36-37, 45, 15, 89, 124, 129, lUff'., 146; Kant's table of categories. 36-37: formal· 

apophantic categories. 126-127: Kant's categories u basic ontological concepts. 143; u 
fUndamental concepts of nature. 145 

~ic. 80: C. phenomenology, 20: theology, 118 

Clul.t, ausacion, causality, 87, 92, 148-149, 187: e&U$a prima, 119: e&U$ality of nature and 

fl'ftdom (Kant), 148; copu~ as index of c. of assignment of dilferent names to the same 
thing ltiobbn). 186-187, 188, 192 

<:avt: Plato'\ ca\'e simile interpreted, 284ft'. 
~llg·to-he, 93 
~ur.l04 
~tudt,.ll(J 

~gf, 107; c. of place lphora), 238ff. 243 (and sequence of the a priori connectionsl; 
c:b~ht;,tive c. (alloios1sl, 242 
d;;.!ollble, 303 

\elf, 138; purposeful c. of self. 170; the l>.a.sein'~ self-choice through understanding, 278; 
0.:· -chosce 1n resolutenns, authentic existence, 287 
~'>ta.n, 103; C. theology, 118: C. world-view, 118 

!ltology, HO 
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circle, 224, 237 
circumspection, circum·sight (Umsicht, Um-sicht, um-sichtig). 109, 163, 311 
dock, 229, 24Q, 245, 25711".: reading time from a clock, 258: clock-usage: its mode of b..;_ 

258: source of invention of clocks: economical reckoning with time, 258; time ....;;;:: 
ment, as explicit manifestation of common understanding of time, 260-261 

co-Dasein, fellow-Dasein. 279 
cogito, cogitatio, 126 
cognition, cognitive faculty. 46-47, 50, 99, 101, 104, 149-150, 283-284; fiMIIce of the 

cognitive faculty, 66; "Only the creator is capable of a true and proper c:ogni1iao ofbelaa: 
(paraphrase of Kant), 150; our inadequate interpretation of c., 275; philoeopbicaJ c. • 1 
relationship to being, distinguished from other cognitive comportlllmb towud beiap, 
275; c. and understanding, 276, 277-278; c. and science, 320. Su unveil; UIICDVer; ... 

combination, 36, 127, 129, 144, 195, 199. 202, 203, 204, 205, 206; c. of S lad pIa 1 

proposition, expressed by "is," 182: c. as prnent in idea of being, 212 
coming-back-to, 300. Su past 
coming-to-be, 107 
coming-toward: coming·toward·itself, 265, 287: coming-toward-itself from thblp. a, 

coming-toward-oneself. 265. Su future, existential concept 
commerce (Umgang, umgehen): c. with BEINGS, 118, 169. 317: c. with immrlettlr • 

countered beings. as founded in existence, 291-292, and grounded on a apecilic-. 
porality. 292, 302; its specihc temporality as retentive-expectant ~ fl 
equipmental contexture, 304: c. with EQUIPM.I!NT, 295, 303-304; c. with HANDr MID 
F.XTANT ENTI111!8, as dependent on temporality, praesens, 309; c. with the nnu:WOILIU, 
311: its uninterrupted quality, 309; c. with TKli'OGS, 168, 289-290, 293 

commercium: c. of free beings, 148-149 (Kant) 
common sense: sound common sense, the so-called healthy human nr.clentw rMaa 

!Hegel), 14 
communication, 211-212: meaning oi c., 210; its relationship to being·in·tbe-wodd aad 

world as Wred by Daseins, 297ff. 
complementun possibilitatis, 32 
comportment (Verhalten, Vernaltung: ~r allnnaliw ITaru/ation: behavior). 16, 47, 50. 5tilf., 

60. 61. 64. 65, 71, 75, 108. 109, 110-111. 122, 265: c. toward BEINGS, 16: noc lizDi{llllco 
cogmtive, theoretical c., 275: grounded n understanding in temporality, .286; lftUIIIII 
entry into same c. in (X)MMUNlCATlOS, 210; the D . ..SEtN's c. toward beings: roward bill(, 
other ~ins. the handy, the extant, 318; the Dasem"s c. toward its own moll~ 
ability to be, 265; c. and EGO OR SUBJECT, 61: ego a.~ ground of its unity in them~ 
of its comportments !Kant), 127: ESPRESENTING c. to the at-nand. extant entitY• 
comporting EXLHINGLY toward the extant, 65: EVERYO.W c., 289; c. toward the~ 
312: lli.TENTIOS.'\L CHARACTER of comportments, .S8ff., 61, 155; antenuonal c.,~· J 
1.S8fl'. intentional c. to beings, including the self. ;and the mdilrerent understi~Jldinl 64; 
their being, 175-176: intentional c. of as..-.ertaon, lOB; c. and I!I.TESTIOf",\LJlY, 6l, J 
intentionality "belongs to the es.wnti.ll nature of comportments, so that to ~ 
intentional comportment is already a pleonasm, 61; a ba,-.ic c. by which the ._. 
devt.>lop'i ONTOI..OC.iY a• a !!Cience, 319-320: I'ERCE/'Tl:!.L c., 71; I'ROOCCflVE, prodlJCU J.Z2: 
intuative c .. 105, 106ff 109- 110, 11Zff. 115ff. 118; that to which each c. RELATES• 
muur.al romportmental REI • ..,llo:-.:stlll' to thmg,, 16.2, IH: Tf.MI'Oit . ..,L c., 2651f.; ~ 
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senting. expecting, retaining as comportments in which TIME expre5ses itself. 257ff .• 260: 
onglno~l. primary c. toward time' guiding oneself acconling to time, 258: UN1>£RST.-.NDING 

1n communication, 210: and toward things handy and things extant, ~ribed. 28911'. · 
(. 

c. toward beings belongs together with UNDERSTANDING OF BllNG. 327: UII.'VI!JLING as c. 

oi (he ego, 216 
mposttJo, 78, 88-89. 91. 92; c. realia, 92 

:mprehension, conceptual (Begreifen. begmfEn; cf. concepc = Begriff), 14, Z79. 319, 323; 
c. veno~ undentanding, 274-275 

canceal· concealmEnt, concaledness (verbergen, Verbergung, V~rit. Verborgen
~n). 215: c. of temporality, Temporality, triNCendence, world. being-in-the-world, but 

not complete, 322 
concePt!Bcgrifl), 30ff., 38ff., 41,83-84,94, 100, 129, 153, 317; c. of BEING as emptiest and 

simplest. 16, 84; Kant's c. of being or existence, 42, 43ff.; (SIN being; existence; perception; 
pG'ition ); c. of being as positrdness of combination in judgment. 179-180; OONC!I'TtJS, 

83f.; o:JPUL.r\ as combinatory c., 199; c. of the COSMOS as in Paul, 'lfR; c. of DIMENSION, 

242; c. of EIDOS, 106, 151; c. of UFE: its philosophical content, formulated with the aid 
oi the c. of existence, is being-in-the-world, 173; metabole, UllliiChlag. as the mOlt pneral 
c:. of MOTION, 234; basic ontological coaapts of NA'IVRE (Galileo), 321; c. of OBJI!CTMTY 

OFOBJECI'S in Neo-Kantianiam, 202; ORIGIN of c. of: existence, 100, 102tf.; essence. 100; 
c:. of OUSIA in Greek ontology, 15 1; concepta and PHENOMENA, 159- 160; c:. of PHIL050PHY 

and the non-philosophical sciences, depends on c. of the Dasein, 320: c. of R.Lo\UIY, 34ff., 
37, 43; c. of SUBJECT, 167 -168; Kant's c. of SUBJ!CT-OBJECf, 155; c. of T£MI'OoRAUTY, to 
be defined. 292: common c. of TIM!, 228, 324-325; concepts of time: traditional, 230, 
231; natural. 232; c. ofTIVt.NSCI!NDENC£, phil0110phical, explained, 298ff.; "more original 
concept of transcendence," 323; c. of TRl1Tlt, 214; UNANALYLABLE c., 44; c. of UNDER· 
S'I'M1>1f\G: how it must be taken, 276; delineation of it, 27611'.; c. of WORLD. 164-165, 

165 lphmomenological veTSus pre-philosophical). 174, 294, 29611'.; common c. of the 
world, 2fT! 

COIICqlt formation, in philosophy: why opposed to that of the positive sciences, 327 
COIICqltualiz.ability, 323. 8ft comprehension, conceptual 
cancreation, 104 
COncretum, 187 

COnsaoushood (Bewusstheit, technical term introduced by Natorp), 156 
COnsaou.,na~. 21, 73, 156. 158-159, 223, 323; being as c. (Husser!). 124-125; c. of pro-

ducttve project, 151; c. and truth, 214 
COnsigmfic.ation. 181 

conspicuous wh.at makes the handy become c., 311 
Con&tancy, II 

r~tllution. 56. 59, 64, 65 (This term appears in many contexts; S«, for instance, Dasein 
lthe) ~or t . . I' . . ) · ' " •tutJoo, or mt4:ntlona tty, constitution. 

'4-utnJoCl h . tan lon, P enomenological. 22. 5« phenomenologtcal 
ton latn"r lime as c., 252, 2.55. &r embrace; hold-around 
ton ternplauon, 293 

tent, ~5. 92, 102, 215; c. of judgment. 202; p<mible eternal sumistence of c. of trw 
Prop.)\ltton, independmdy of the latter'~ truth, 221; phenomenological c. of common 
hrn.,, .l57; real ls.achlichel content, 304. 316 (s~~ Sache; thing. nsence. The Lexicon does 
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not attempt to list the occ:urrmas of the adjective wsachlic."L •• which appears&--.. 
most often translated by inherent, inmnsic. mo~ rarely by dUng as in thizlg~· 

contexture, 163ft' .. 208-209; c. ohhinr. liS; c. of phenomena belonpg to the logo. ~ 
Sft equipmental. contexture: function; lignificanc:e; world ' · 

continuity (Stetigkeit; suneche..a), 236. 238, 242ft'.; experience of c. in elements of 1 CIOIIdn. 
uum, 2« 

continuum, 236, 242; the now as c. of Aux of time. 249 
contradiction, 39, ~. 74 

copula, 1.5, 24, 39. 40, 7.5, 177, 179: A.\1:8lGI.JlTY in c. (Mill), 19411'.; BEING o( the c.: Ia die 
horizon of wnatness (eucntia) (Hobbes), 18311'.: according to Aristotle, 180f.; Ia 111e 
horizon of essenc:e and existence (~·lill), 19211'., summary account, 20111'.; fuac:doa fl c. 
as COMBINING A."D SEP.\AAT!SG; sunthesis and diaire!is, 199; EXAMPLES far........._ 
by the different theories of the being of the c., 203-Z(H; its INDIFFEilENC!, 2101[; bliat 
of the c. and theory of double jUDCiJ't.I.El'"' (Lotze}, 198ff'.; l'EGATIVE c., clezlied by Locze. 
199; c. as lign of PREDICATION (Mill), 193 -194; PROBL.£.\1 of the c., 179-180; fUac:da.w 
SENSE assigned to the c:. by Hobbes. 186: characteristic Tlti!ATMENTS of the c.. 179; c. 
defined as TRI.lllf by Hobba, 188. Sft •is~ 

cosmology. 80: cosmologia rationalis, 80 
cosmos, 11.5, 16.5 
count, counting, counted, 23 7, 239ff'., 254. 255: the nows u counted, 24.5-246; ...,......,_ 

of time, rooted in ecstatic-horizonal constitution of temporality. 274. S. time, Adleodt's 
definition disc:uued 

Counter-Reformation, 79 
cover up, covering up (verdecken, Verdeckung; cf. conceal • verbergeo.): w••d?l• rJ 

original time, due to falling, 27111'.; covering-up of ~truc:tural moments of wodiHiml. 
grounded in falling, 271 

creation, 93, 98-99, 101, 104, 118 
creator, 104, 1.50, 151 

creatura, creatures, 81, 82. 91 

c:ritia.l: phil~hy as the critical science, 17 
culture, 169-170 

Da (here, there, here-there). Sft Translator's Appendix, • A Note on the Da ud the~ 
333ft'.: the Da. the here-there, as the Dasein's openness, 300; the Da u where the DID"'l 

and the exLlntare encountered, 300: the Da, toward-itself u for-the-sake-of, 301::::: 
porality existt-i&t da-as unveiled. becau.se it makes possible the 'Da' and its un 

JW>S in general." 307 ,.. 
. ff 9ff 73ff 87 101·-1-Dasem (the), 6[., 9ft'., 1811'., 22, 24, 28. 43. 55, 56, 58, .59, M ., 6 ., ., • 158f. 

10.5, 1~. 110-111, 113ff. 118. 119ft'., 122-123. 141. 144, 147, 1.5-4-1.5.5. 1.57. d.' 
161-162, 16411'., 170-171. 174ft'., 183, 207fT .• 211, 2HIT., 217-218. 2J9tf., ~ 
227-228, 237, 255, 2.59, 265ft'., 268. 270ft'., 27.51f .• 279tT., ~. 286lJ .• 291, ~ 
29511., 302-303, 307-3~. 31111'., 31311'., 317, 318ft' .• 320ff., 32511'.; the D.~ .,holl• 
with its ABIUTY-TO.BE, 29.5; ontological "'"'\L\'TIC of the D., 16, 19: the D. as • . ,; 
condition for ascertaining the structure of ASSERTION, 209; the D.'s unden~70: 
modes of being is presuppowd in as~rtion, 211-212; the BEJ:\G of the D., 1.53, 169-
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the lJ. as the being lO whose being (exist~) an undtntanding of being belon~. 312, 
and to the interpretation of which all the problems of ontology murn. 1.54: the D. and 

the question of the being of being, 222-223: how the D. is in its being-free-for its own 

possiblliu~.1.76. 277: the D. latently or pre-ontologically dis.tinguir;,hes being and beings, 

319. the lJ.'s relation to beings and to being, 320ft'., 325-326; COMMON OONCEmos of 
tht l) .. 110: the D.'s COMPORTMENTS, 57ff., 110-111, 122, 158, u intentional, 161: 
tow~rd beings, 318, the neasaary conditions: understanding and affective M!lf-finding. 
281. a basiC CONS111VI10N of the D., 64; existential constitution of the D.'s being. 
ontolog~cal constitution of the D., 74-75, 117, 119. 122, 1S4ff., 162, 171. 174,268,274. 
294, 312; OONTRAST between the D. and extant beings, 64, 164; existential DETERMI

N,i\TlOS of the D., 214: the D. as the being to whose mode of being DISCLOSURE belongs 
essenually. 18 ISH Da): disclosure of the D. for itself, 111, 1S8ff.; the D.'s ECSTATIC 

HORJZO.".u constitution, 302, 305; the D.'s EXISTENCE as being-iP.the-world., 164; FAC 

TlCAL D. as for-the-sake-of-bein&·abJe.-to-be-with·one-another, 296: the D.'s FOllGElTING 
o1 its prior understanding of being, 326; the D.'s distinctive FUNcnON for making possible 
an adequately founded ontological inquiry in general, 16- 17, 22, 56, 122; the D. as theme 
ci FUNDAMENTAL mrroux;v, 223-224: the D. as f\TTlJRAL, 265; the D.'s relation to the 
HA.'i'DY. 292: MEANING of the term •0asem• for us and in Kant and Sc::holastidsm, 28; 
MODE Of' BEING of the D., 64, 161, 174; ONTOLOGICAL PRIOIUTY of the D., 223-224; 

ONTOLOGY of the D .• S.5, 56, 75 (•the ontology of the Dasein represents the latent goal 
md constant and more or less evident demand of the whole development of Western 
philosophy"), 117, 167; the D.'s primary ORIENTATION toward beings as extant things, 

which influences the D.'s unclentanding of being and of itself, 271-272; the D. as PAST 
in the nistential sense of having-been-ness: "The Dasein can u little get rid of ita /past 
as/ b)-goneness as escape its death. In every sense and in every case everything we have 

been is an nsential determination of our existence. The Duein, in being, necessarily 
always has been. This entails that /pastnn.s in the sense of/ having-been-ness belongs 
to the Da!iein's. existence," 265-266: need for PREPARATORY ONTOLOGICAL INVESTIGA· 

nos of the D .. 224; exposition ofthe D.'s basic constitution as preparatory, presupposed 
from lking Gnd 1i~~te, 228; prep~ratory ontologica.l interpretation of the D., 313; the D.'s 
enpresenting and its PRESENT, 266: the D. as •free and open for the thou" only in RESOLUTE 
1NDivfDl:ATION, 288; "SELF and world belong together in the single entity, the Dasein." 
297: the D.'s SELF-GIVENN!SS, its {pre-reflexive) givennn.s to itself (bul S« re&ction): 
lht self 1s there for the Dasein itself without reflection and without inner perception, 
~r all reflection, 159; SELF-PUllPOSIVEN!SS and the ontological constitution of the D .. 
HI, 295-291>: meaning of "The Dasein exists for-the-sa.ke-of-i!$1!1(" as ontological. not 

llllhcal. 296. the D.'s ontological constitution a& for-the-sake-of-itself. 296: the D.'s SELf'
lli'>L>Ek.~T:\~OISO. 110; via its capadty-to-be, 265; existent~!. ontological STRUCTURE of 

'!:;D. M, 166, 170; the D.'s ontological constitution as rooting in TI':MPORALITI, 228; 
t i) \ lt>mporal comportment and self-npression, 259; the D.'s three basic temporal 
comportment•. a.s expr~~ible by the then. at-the-time, and now, 259-260: why the D. 
~u,t be called the temporaltntity u !\uch, contrasted with other entities, 271: how the 

1' It'd to cover up original temporality and interpret time as extant, 271-272: tem
:rallty ., condnion of poMib1hty of the D.'' being, 274:temporality and the D.'s un· 

l\tand1ng of being, 280; the D.'s basac constitution lin m temponlity. 291. the I>. u 
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temporal. in the original sense of time. 311: the D. and tmtporality: ~ 
general is ecstauc-horizonal self-projection simply as such. on the basis « 'llhicb 
Dasein's transcendence is posstble. Rooted in this tnnscenden« is the ~'sl 
constitution. bemg·in-the-world. or are. which in tum rmkes intentionality '*'II 
312: the D .• temporality. and the understanding of being. 312-313: the D.'s ~i 
in THI:-.IGS. 171ft".; the D. as understanding itself and other D.'s via thinp,296; 1ht 
motion and being·>A-ith, in its unde~tanding ofnME, 2.59: the D.'s ontological CIOaldbl 
as constituted by time-sequence temporality. 268; the D.'s TRN\SC&.iDEN(Z, 295; th 
as the transcendent. as what is truly traDSCl!ndent, 299. 323: "Only a bei111 with 1he 11 
of being of the Dasein transcends. {T}rmscendence is precisely whit._. 
characterizes its being. . . The Dasein is the transcendent being. Objects aad thiDtt 
never transcendent: 299-300: the D.'s TRl!TH and its tx.isting in truth, cl6itJ 
described, 216: the D. as determined by being-true, 217: the D. as buis o(.,_.. 
truth, 219ft".: the D.'s existentiell (ontical) m.oERSTA.,"DINQ, 291: the D.'s ~ 
derstanding of beings and being. 315: by its own constitution the D. tnNEIU beiap 
appropriates them to itself as unveiled, 221: the D. and WORLD, 2.5.5, 2961'. 

Dasm (the), as the being that we ourwlves are, 16, 28. 56, 64, 75, 119, 120-121.140. 
155, 166. 169. 170, 215-216. 223. 22-J, 255 nhe being that is meant by ...... 
298, 321: "the being that is in each case mine. that at each time I rttyNI/ am• 

datability: d. as structural moment o( expressed time, 262ff.: defined as the relatiaaiiM 
ture determined by a "when· belonging to each now, then, and at-the-time. 2152 
possible indefiniteness, 262-263; d. beloni! to the essential constitutioa o( d. ei 
determinations, 262-263: its derivation from the ecstatic character ofumponlicJ.: 
d. overlooked by Aristotle. 261ft". 

death. 273 
definition, definitio. 84, 86, 102, 105. 106, 108: Mill's theory of d. as nomiall • 

real, 196ff. 
degeneration: why all genesis is degeneration. 308 
deitas, 90 
Descartes. Rene. 11. 35. 3i-38, 61, 66, 73. 74, 80, 82. 124-12.5. 12Sff., 147, 148. 

154-155. 174, 195 
demuction. phenomenological, 22-23, 24. Set phenomenological. method 
determination (Bestimmung). 34, 3.5. 43, 70, i6, 90-91. 159. 166, 168, 169, 203, 

300ff .. 2H, 21.5, 217-218. 218-219, 242, 297; as determinatio or realita.S in Kaat. 
ontological d.'s of the moral person (Kant), 140ff.: the most central d. of temporalitY 
world. 302: d. of time. 30.5; now·d., 306 

dcu~. 81. 90 
diaire$is: S "' Pas separation, 182. 5« Greek expressions, diair~is 
dialectic, 53, 152-153. 155, 255: tran~endental d., 80: idealism's d. of consciousness. 
dilfcrcmce: real d. between e~:sence and existence, 91ft". Sn distinction 
difference. ontological. Su ontological difference 
dignity. 13i 
Dllthcy. \Valhdm. 51-.52. liJ. 178: his contraM bctweom understanding and ,cpp 

tion. 275 
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dirTI<"n'1on. dimensionality. 242, 248-248: d. of motion, defined in complet~l)• formal sense 

,, sn<'t\'h, q.v., 242 

()in~- H7; Ding and Sache, 139. S« thing 

[)io~~ ... tus the :\reopagite, 30, 81 

dir«tion. direction-toward, directedness, ~tc., 21. 57-58, 60, 62ff. 67, 68. 71. 217. 258, 
~. 293. 314. 322: d. toward the "wherefore and whereto there is still time now." 259; 
~lf-d.ul)Ction toward, intentionality, 314: directional sense, 68, 113. 118 (of perception. 

IIIIUition,, 315, 317 
dJM:ha~e. 114. 1.51. See~~~; set free 

lfi~l~. di;;.closing. disdosedness, disclosure (rnchliessen, Erschlieuen, Enchlossenheit), 
18. so. 71ff .• 215-216.219,270,280, 318; disclosure ofaro:G. 67, 72; disclosu~ defined 
~s ~~ 'un\·eiling of the being that we ourselves are, the Dasein, and that has existence 
as its mode of being. • 215: but if.: "Not only does its uncoveredn~hat it is uncov· 

ered-helong to the entity which is perceived in perception, but also the being-under· 

stood. that is, the disclosedness of that uncov~ entity's mode of being. We therefore 

distinguish not only terminologically but also for reasons of intrinsic content between the 

lliiOOtltrN~ of 4 bang and the discbtdnas of ils bring." 72; disclosure of EXTMINESS, 

71; disclosedness of OTHER 0ASEINS, 279; disclosure of SELF in intentional comportment, 

158- 159; disclosedness and UNOOVEREDNESS, 71-72; disclosing IS one way of UNVEIL

IXG, 215-216: disclosure of WORU> for the l>asein, 219, 279, 294. S« truth; uncover; 

unveil 

discoone, 210; exhibitive d., 180 

disputing. 209, 211-212; exibitive d., 209 

""~y (aufweisen, Aufweisung), 209fr.; primary character of assertion, 209; presupposes 
unveiltdness of beings and dilrerentiation of undentanding of being, 212. 8« exhibition 

disposable, 1~-109 
dispositia entis, 104 

distinctio: (II distinctio modalis ex natura rei; d. forrnalis, 90. 93-94. 96; (2) distinctia 

rationi~. 90. 94ff.; d. rationis pura vel ratiocinantill et d. rationis ratiocinata vel cum 

fundamento in re, 96; (31 distinctio realis, 89-90. 911£ .• 95 
distinction, di~tinctio, 77ff., 881£., 92; OONSTRUCTIVE d., 64; D. BETWEEN: BEII'\G ANll BEING.<;, 

Us. 2Z6ff .. 318ff.; su ontological difference; the temporalizing of thi~ distinction is the 

condiuan of pos~ibility for its being explicitly know, 319, 321; BEING·HANDY ANI> BEING· 

!XT:\!I.'T (Zuhandensein, Vorhandensein), 304; BEING•IN· THE·WORLU ANllBEISG·WITHL'l· 

THt:·WORU> hntraworldliness), 168ff., 174; EGO ANll NATIJRE (!;ubject and object), 125ff.; 
E.'ISE:\CE .\..'Iii> EXIliTE.'IiCE (es.wntia and existential. 77ff.; EXISTE!I.'TlELL I..."NDERSTANDII\'G 

Of 1 HE D!I.SEIN .<\.<;A BEING ANI> THE UNDEltSTANDIS(> Of BEING, 280; HORIZONS of the 

~fort' and after and the earlier and later. 246; INNER ANl>OlTEJt,ser inner-outer distinc· 

h!Jn. 1:\TR. .. TEMPORAUTY of thing~ and event~ and intratemporality of the nOW5, earlier 
~r,.J later, 251-252: ux;os in general and logos apophantikos, 180; !\.lAKING Of A JUllG
Mt:, I .\!lOll HIE JL'OOEI> CONTE!I.'T, 201; NOW a.~ number in general and u the counting 
Courue-d, 250; 01\'TOI.CX;ICI\L fVISCTIONAIJTY /\Nll O:-..TICI\1. TELEOLOGY, 295; two senses 
at In~ ~.\..<;1~ bygoneness (Vergangenh~tl and having-been-ne!;.\ (Gewe.ienheitl, 265-266; 
~UN l:\ .'1.!101 J THING (person and S.Che, ego and nan-ega, subject and object, res cogitans 
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and res exunsa), 137ff., 168-169, 17.5-176: PHILOSOPHY A."lD POSmV! SC!Nt:zs.l2o_ 
323; Plm..OSOPHY M"D \\'ORLD-VIEW (We.lwuchauung), 4ff., llff'., 320; ltD~ 
M'O RES EXTL'lS. .. , 123ff.: SUBJECT AND OBJECT. 12.51. 140: T!MI'OIV.LJTY AND 
DET!R..\IINATIOSS, 266: l.~COVEilEDNESS Of' A BEJ!>ICi A."lD OISCLOLSEDNESS OF ITS.!::: 
72; UNCOVEJUSCi M"D OISC!..OSl,llE as the two ways of unveiling (of bema-true), 2 
l.'NOERSTA.'IIDL"'iCi AND CONC£mJAl. COMPR!H!NSION, 27.5; UNDERSTM'DINQ OF IriNa~ 
CiE.-.:El.\L (N...UOW S:ESSE) ,\NO UNDEJISU\NOINCi AS CONS'1l1VI1VE D~ or 
lH! DASEL"'i'S EXJSTL':CE. 278 

Dominican Order. 79 (Preachers) 
dogmatic metaphysics, 143 
dogmatism. 124, 222 
dream, 52ff. 
Duns ScoNs, 20, 30. 80, 88ff .. 93-94, 94ff., 124 
during, duration, 74,232,2.51,263 
dwell, dwelling, 64, 66, 171. 208, 216, 293, 32.5 

earlier, 20, 107; e. as 1 time-determination. present in conapt of the a priori, 324-3:15 
earlier and later. 236, 240-241, 246ff. 
earth, 25.5, 297 
Ebbinghaus, Hermann, .52 
Eckhart, 1\.leister, 90-91 
ecswis, ecstases, catatic, 267. 269-270, 306ft' .• 311, 31.5, 317, 318; e. of future, 267; e. a( 

put, 267: e. of present, 267; unity of the three catases of temporality, 267; IICb e. ... 
its own horizon.al schema, 302; e. of the present, and perception. 31S: ecawic: 1111kJ, 311 

ecstatic·horizonal, 287, 302, 305, 314-31.5; e. character, constitution « telllpOIIIIlcJ. 
267-268.274, 302; e. unity oftemponlity, 307,318 

~ect, 74 
ego . .50, 56, 61. 64, 73-74, 75, 123, 12.5ff., 129ff., 13lff., 137ff .. 141-142, 14411'.,147-148. 

155-1.56. 174,216, 219. 223,272.277, 278; original synthetic unity«~ 
!Kant), 127. 144; condition of possibility of CATEGORIES, fundamenw onto~a~D~cao
dition of all being {Kant), 128-129; Df'T!R'-U."lANT and determinable (Kant, F'x:t.).l3Ck 
e. arw:l ECiOHOOO, 1251f.; E.\IPIRIC .. l. e., 129, 146; sensibly empirical thinkins (cdall&) •· 
venus pure e. of apperception, HS; ontological grourw:l of possibility of all !XPERJINCDIG• 
129, 144; "1-AM·ACTil'G," 145; character of c. due to INTDmONALITY of all compoiiiiM& 
1581f.· "l·THINK." 144; gound of pouibility of the "I think" and of the categories. 144; 111 

each case MISE, 130, 137; O."'TOLOGY of the e., 147; Aaw in e.·PROBt!M in Kant. 146: 
Sl'OJ>.'TANElTY and intellige~ (Kant). 147; .SUBJECT ,\NO OBJECT (Kant), 130-Ul, tJ4f.; 
e. defin~ by Kant as SltBJEC7l.a•t (hupokeimenon), 148; THEORETIC\L AND pa.-.Cf1C\L 
e.: discordance in Kant's theory. 146; n ... 'IISCENDENTAL e., 125tf., 142 

egohood. 127. 129, 130, 132; as ontological concept, 129; as self-consciou$ness. 132 

ego-pole and ego-acts, 158 . . ·ned 
eido5: and anticipated look. 106-107; e. and morphe, 106-10i; e. as prototypical irrlll' 

pattern, 151 
Einstein, hlbert. 232 
elcstatikon. 267 
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tJflbra~:e (umgreifen), 252, 254, 274; lime does noc itself belong to motion but ll!lhrdCG 
11: .Z52: time as embracing beings. 252, 274; "Due to ics ecstatic character temporality is, 

15 it were, further oucside than Ul)' possible object which the O.sein an encounter as 
1rmporal. Because of this, ~ny being that the Dasein encounter$ is already embraced by 
~ 1 rne from the very oucset." 274 

ttn?iriasm. British, 195 
encaunter (begegnen. Begegnung), 70, 118, 169, 171, 219, 273-274, 290, 294-295, 297. 

31}7. 310, 317; 1\ Bl'lNG ·can be encountered by us cu a being only in the light of the 
Ufl(lerstanding of being," 275; e. with HANDY AND AT-HAND BEINGS, 291; MOllON en

coUntered with regard to the before and after, 238; how TIME is encountered, 235; in 

connection with encountered motion, 237-238; immediately, 241; in connectioo with 
111ouon. 244; as something counted, 250 

end. ends. 138, 141-142, 147, 148; man, and every rational beiftt, u 111 end in himself 
tKant). 138: realm of ends: ics ontical sense u the c:ommercium or being-with-one-anocher 
of persons as such, the realm offreedom (Kant), 139, 141; end-in-itself, 147 

endure. enduring, .263 
enpresent. enpresenting (1Jqenwlrtipn, Gepnwirtipn), 2l7, 260-261, 26UI'., 2651., 

269ft',, 287-288, 290-291, 310-311, 315, 316; enpresentiiJI of A BmiO, 269; enpre
senting DEfiNED. 260, 306-307; e. of !QUIPMI!:NT. •[n expectant-retentive enpramting, 
the equipment comes into play, becomes present, enters into a present {Gegen-wart} ," 
293; e:. in dealing with equipment, 309; e. implicit in !XPECTlNO AND RI!T/\INING, 260; 

how incorporated in each expecting and Rtaining, 260; e. of the lN/\t.rrHI!NTIC UNDI!:ll

STIINDI!Io'G, 291; e. in MISSING AND I'1NDlNQ SOMETHING, 310-311; e. and "NOw", 

260-261; e. of something, the PR!SI!:NT. expresses itself in the now, 261: e. ·ror the mo5t 

part" contraued with e. in ll!SOLlJT!JII!SS, 287; e. of something, expressed TEMIORAUY, 

317. ~ temporal, comportments 

-· 35, 81-82, 83f., 90-91, 92, 99, 183, 194: ens a se, ab alio, 82, 88-89; actua purus. 
ens potentiale, 82, 88; conceptus formalis entia, conoeptus objectivus entia, 83-84; ens 

c:re~tum, increatum, 82. 89, 91, 92, 98, ll8-119, 152; "ens" as participle, as noun. 84-85; 
eue. C'n&, beingnes.s as producednes.s, 152; ens finitum, infinitum. 79, 81-82, 89, 148, 
151; tns necessarium. contingem, 82; ens per essentiam, per participationem, 82; ens 
perfeaaS!Iimum. 79; ens rationis, 81. 183; ens ra.le, 183; ens rnlissimum (allerrealstea 
Wesen, the m05t real of all beings). 37, 148. S« esse 

flltit.ls, 89, 194 

entity, entities (Seimdes. das Seiende; S« al~natiw b'armation: beings). 165, 168. 169, 
212-.ZIJ. 218-219; historical e., 169-17(}. how the extant e. can be true. 218-219; 
pr~c•nge .. 307 

fllvaOi'ung world (Umwelt), 171 
fllvuonrnent (Umgebung), 168 
tpL,Ictnolog~al, epistemology, 59, 128: epistemological realism, 62 

~~Prnent (ZaJg), 162fT. 171, 258. 292ft' .. 295, 299. 3031 .. 3081J.: DESIG"ATION; "The 
l'leat~r tlnn~s that surround us we c:all rquipmm!, • 163; EMPLOYMENT of e .• described, 
293· f.!I:PkESENTING of e., 293; relation of e. to its I!:Ql:li'ME.'H/\l OONTI!:XllJRE, 292, 294; 

'··f'Ok, 163-164; conditions for encounterin!l H/\NI>Y e .• 299; e. is IN•ORI>ER·TO in an 
01\tol~~eal wnse: ics 'll'Ntness and howneu are constituted by functiooality. 292-293: 
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examples of e .• taken in brc»d Ollo"TOLOGIC.-\L S[.'I;SE, 292: ho111 e. is L~'\'E!L!D Ia 

483: e. is l'S.-\BLE as such only if alrrady projec:ed upon a functional relati011, 293 ~ 
equipmental (adjectin translating the noun-form Zeug when it functions as initial coa,.,.. 

Mnt of a compound word sueh as Zeugcharakter. Zeugzusammenhang}: e. ~ 
29'.2. 3().1: con~tituted by functionality (Bewandtnis. q.v. ), 292: e. COIIo'TEX'ruR!:, l62f.' 
171, 29Zif.. 303-304, 309-310: condition for its appreh~ion u contexture 29t.: •• 
derstanding of it precedes u~ of equipment. 294; e. f\.1'cnos, 292: primarily~ 
the being of equipment. 292; e. USE, made possible by lening-funaion (~al 
funaionality). 292-293; e. WHOLE, 163 

error, 37; ils possibility, 216 
~. 83ff., 87, 88, 92, 109. 112, 152, 203-204; the est for Hobbes, 198. 8ft ens 

~nee. 15, 306'., 77ff .• 79, 82-83, 85ff., 88ff .• 91ff., 93. 94ff., 99, 100, 138-139, 2115; 
essential proposition (Mill). 19Sff .• 203: superessential e., 90; inte:pretation of' e. ia...._ 
and in modern ontology. 106f[; e. of time, 233ft'. 

~ntia, 15, 18, 2~. 31, 77ff., 83ff., 88ff., 9lff., 93-94. 94ff., 99&"., 10611'., 112&:,119t: 138 
187, 194. 198, 202, 203-204, 218; e. DEl, 79; DISTISCTION between e. and....;...: 
88tf.; e. of MAN and of things. 141: e. as translation of Ol.'SIA, 108-109: PlOil.DIIInc: 
as universally valid concept, 119, 120; e. REIIUS, 85, 86 

eternity. 115. 303 
everluting, 303 
evil. 37-38 
exemplary entity, 123: nature as e., 123 
exhibition (Aufzeigung). 209-210, 210ff., 21.5. 218: e. as basic structure of ASS!ImCJN,20l 

'The primary moment of the structure of auertion is fixed by nhibition; 210; ahlbllht 
DISCOURSE. 180; e. as intentionally L'l\'VEILISG COMPORniE.'IT, 218; "Exhibitiollha dll 
ch.trac:ter of 1111\'tiling, and it can be determination and communication only bec:Mat I& 
unveils. This unveiling. which is the basic function of aswrlion, constituteS the c:harlc:Ur 
traditionally designated as IH-ing·lr~," 215. Stt apophansis; display 

exist, existence. existentiality (Thjs entry CO\'~rs occurrences in the sense of ExisteaZ. bu& 
also includn some in the sense of Dasein. Vorhandenheit, Vorhandensein. For cerail 
special occurrences, J« Existenz.) 96'., 15, 18-19, 20, 24, 27ff., 30ff., 36!'., 3911'.. 43l, 
47tf .. 49-50 . .54ff., 64tf., 71ff .• 74-75, 77ff .• 83ff., 86tf .. 8811'., 9111'., 93-94. 9411'., 99-100. 

1oon .• 1os. 109. 111, 112. 111. 120-121. B7ff .. HI. H5. 147. 153. 154, 1S7,158f.· 
161. 16411' .• 168ff .• 170tf., 174, 175, 176, 187-188, 191. 194ff .• 20111'., 208-209.211. 
216-217,217-218, 219ff., 222-223. 22711' .• 233-23-J. 259. 270. 27-J, 27511' .• 279-2'80. 
295ff .• 297-298. 309, 317. 31811'., 322, 328: ASSERTl!I:G existence, 317; AtmfEI'.'T1CANI' 
lli::\L'TtlE.'-"TIC existence, 170-171, 175; everyday. inauthentic irresolute existence.~ 
authentic existence, defined. 170, as resolute. 287-288: M."TOTELIC existence. 141. 1 • 
lhe Dasein exists; that i~ to say. it i~ for the sake of its own capacity·to-be-in-the-v.rorid-
170; exiMence of IIEING Ali:IJ TRL"TH, 223; constitution of the Dasein's existence as B~ 
II'· nu:. WORLD, 17 4; basic COli:STrTUTIOS of existence. 291; existomce, interpreted by 

!CST:\ TIC CHARACTER Of TIME it i~ "the original unity of being-outside-self that~ 
toward-self, comes-back-to-self. and enpre-.ents. In its ~tatic character, temporabl)'70o 
the condition of the constitution of the Da~ein's being." 267; E\'ERYD.W existet1CC• I 
171; natural everyday exi•tence, 240; que:\tion of ME.-\Nisa ASI> MO\'EJo.JE:>."TS of exis~ 
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1 ~. t"xistence M!hNS: to be in the carrying through of the distinction between being and 
be.ng~. 319; -ro exist means. iilmOng other things, to be as comporting with beings. 
!I ~longs to the nature of the Dasein to rxist in such a way that it is always already with 

ot~r beingr.: 157: "To exist means to be in a world. Bring-in-the-world is an esr.ential 
structure of the Dasein'r. being. The structure of being-in-the-world makes manifest 
t~ C'sential peculiarity of the Duein, that it projects a world for itself, and it does this 
not subsequently and occuionally but, rather, the projecting or the world belongs to the 
Va~in's being. In this projection the Duein has always already stqp«l our btyond itulf, 
a-Jisttrr; it is in a world. The reason why we reserve the concept 'existence' for the 
l)asrm's being lies in the fact that being-in-the-world belongs to this its being," 169-170: 

s.'>n:~J. OONCEPnON of existence, 102: existence as absolute POSmON. 32, 39&'., 42-43. 
431f.. 48-49; as absolute position, interpreted Temporally, 31611'.; POSSIBLE existence, 78: 

rxJStence always already means to STEP BEYOND or, better, having stepped beyond. 300, 
s« transcendence: existence of TIMI!, 233-234, 236-237: existential concept of time: 
future, past, present, 26511'.: existence is made possible by TRANSCI!NDENCE, 323: • 
Tlll'TH belongs to the Dasein; truth exisu: 219; existence and UNDWTANDING, 

rn- 278: "An understanding of the being of existence in general is endosed in every 
existentiell understanding," 279; existence Ill the Dasein's WAY OF BEING, 28, mode of 
being, 64; existence WOiliJ6, for us and in the tradition, 28:" . the WOil1J) is not extant 

but rather it exists, it has the Dasein's mode of being: 166 
existent (n.). 95 
existentia, 15, 24. 28, 7711' .• 8311'., 86ff., 9111'., 93-94, 94tT. 99-100, 100fT. 106fT., 112ff .. 

11711'. 120. 2021r .• 218 
existential analytic, 227: its outcome from Being and Time; the constitution of the being of 

thr Dasein is grounded in temporality, 228 
existentiell, 277-278, 291. 294, 296. m: "related to existence." 279; e. understanding. 

277ff.. Z8611'.; in e. understanding the Dasein is projected upon its ability to be, 279-280 
Existenz. 28, 43, 120, 141, 154 

~e. 92. 109, 112. llS. ll9. See esse 
expect, ~pteting. expectance tgewartig sein, Gewartigen), 259-260, 261. 265, 266, 270. 

Z7I. 289ff. 310-3ll; expecting a fOil·wtL\T, 310; expecting the fOil-WHICH in using 
equipment, 293: the Dasein always expects ITSELF in expecting any particular happening, 
265; expteting I' i1 LOOKING-FORWARD-TO, 289; expecting the POSTEiliOR, 245; the 
~ROJE!:n\'E, active character of expectance in production. 293; RET£1\o,VI! expectance. 

293: e!Cpecting and "nn:N," 259: an expecting expresses itself in the then. 261; expecting 
l~ ground of WAITI!I:G·fOR. 289. See temporal. comportments; transition, experience of; 
rnot ion. experience of 

~rlenc-e. lZ. 37. 41, 48, .56, 61-62, 129. 229. 234; e. of BEfORE ANI> AfTER, 247; onllcal 
e of llf.IS< ;,; presupposes pre-ontological understanding of being. 281; e. ofE:.'\RUER .1\l'IJ 

L~l ~II. B1md, 247; e. o( ,.,KYriO!'I:, 242-243. 244ff.: NA1l.:lli\L e., 229: time as given with 
t ot 1he SELF, of mental actions qua m(l(ions (Aristotle),2S3-254; common e. ofrnJNGS, 

.lll5. ol TIME, . .!44, 268 
:;l~natorv and under$t.anding sciencn, 276-277 

pr...,\l<m. 259, 270; how assertion expre..ses AII:TECEllEloiTLY UNDEKST!XJJ) BI!IN!i, 211; e. 
o( 1 Hu~ JII..'\L CO,.,II'(>RTMEt~.TS· now, then. at-the·timt a~ !\elf-expression~ of the temporal 
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comporanmts of mpresmting, expecting. maining. 259!:; ~.of ttmpor.l co~ 
in th~ time-dete::ninations. 261; ~. of TE.'-O'OIW.ITY: origin of w three ti~ 
nations ill temporality's Kif-expression, 261; e. of n\lE: now as expre-ssion Jiven to 1illlt 
determined from the clock, 261 

extant, extantness (vorhanden, Vorhandenhrit, bring-extant, Vorhandmsein: ~~~ 
translations: at-hand, on-hand, presmt-at-hand; all as distinguished from ~ ~ 
den, handiness, Zuhandenheit, being.handy, Zuhandensein), 14. 24, 28, 321'., 43, 471. 
so. 55, 56, 59ff., 61, 64, 65. 66, 67ff'., 78, 84, 87, 101, 104, 108-109 (a~~ 

propenyl, 109, 110, 111, 115, 116, 118, 119ff' .. 123, 125, 129-130, 132, U9,141.t•z. 
143, 147, 148, 1.50, 153, 164, 166ff'., 174, 175-176, 182, 194, 203, 205, 208,212,214 
217-218. 218-219. 222, 255, 266. 289. 291, 292, 296-297, 300-301, 304, 305--: 
313-314, 315ff'., 323; extantness, the Kmtian Oasein, as ABSOLUTE POil'I10N aa ftl. 
CUTION, 313. 315ff'.; B!r.-lG-e. (being at·hand), 123; relation ofBm.'G-nU! to the..._ 
217-218; extantnns distinguished from H.o\NDINESS, 304; why a stone /u eumplea(• 
extant entity/ is NOT CALLED TEMPORAl., 271; TIME intrrpmed by the falliasllulia a 
·concomitantly extant: 272 (SH Aristotle); orientation ofTRADmONAL ON1'0LOOY to the 
extant, to natun 

extension, 203: modification of stretch, 242; spatial~ .• 243-244 
exuatemporal, the extratemporal (aussen:eitig. das AUSKrzeitig~). 236, 2.53: cf. atnllal

poral (translatinJ das Ausseru:iiliche, in apposition with th~ supratemporal, thetimelell), 
539 and supratemporal 

factical, fac:tual (both as translationa of falc.tUch. as distinguished from Wlichlicb) (IDa.lt 
and Time, 82, H 55-56, fakti.sch is defined as follows. ·Duein underatands ita OWD 11101& 

peculiar being in the KnK of a certain 'factual extantness'. And yet the '&ctuality' citbe 
fact of our own Durin is funda~ntally different from the factual cxcurrence ci 101M 

sort of mineral. The factua.lity of th~ Faktum Duein, as which at each time IICh Duein 
is, we call itsfctcticity. The complicated structure of this determination cibelat CID blllf 
be grasped llJ 4 probkm only in the light of the basic existential c:onstiturioas tA the DueiD 
which have already been elaborated. The concept of fac:ticity contains within itMif. the 
being-in-the-world of an 'intraworldly' being in such a way that this beint c:an undentaJ!d 
itself as c:losely bound up in its 'destiny' with the being of the beings which it encaunta' 
within its own world." somewhat varied from th~ Macquarrie-Robin~n nnderiftl), 9• 
22. 159. 160. t68. 111. 211. 27811' .• 289. 292. 296. 297. 318, 321-322, 326; why mer. 
DaKin knows time primarily as now-sequence, 268, 27111'. 

falling (verfallen, das Verfallm): as reason for covering-up of original time: being is ltiW' 
preted 15 being-extant, 271-272: a mode of being of the Dasein. ponrayed. 271 

faiK, falsitas, 180, 188, 190 . worfd. 
familiarity: the Dlsein's f. with itKlf, others, and handy and extant mtities as f. 1D 1 

301; primary. original f., 304. Su appropriate, appropri.uely 
fantasy, 107 

~~ -feeling, 132ff'.; 15 revelation of the EGO, 133; f. of my EXISTE.'lcr (K.llnt), 133; TWO 1 

STRUcnJRE of f .. 132-133: ·reeling is not a simple reflection upon oneself but rather 
feeling of sdf in having a feeling for something" 132 
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fichte. Johann Gonlieb, 75, 125, 130, 142, 1.52, 153, 162 

figure. 106 
6nding: the Duein as finding itself in things, 171 
finding ~\'ersut mi&1inJ), 310 
Jinding-prewnt (vorfinden, Vorfinden), 109-110 
finished. finishednea (of a thing: teleion), 108, 113, 114, 249 
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finite. finitude. 147ff.: finitude of penon, of wbsW~U, 148ff.: meaning off .. 1.50; temporality 
in the authentic sense is finite, Z73 

fonsea. Petrus, 113 
fontenelle. &rnard le Bovier de, 330 
fore-sight (vor-sichtig. Vonicht), 109 
forgetting, Z{JO, 261, 26$, 290, 306: f. IS spec:i6c: mode of retention. 260; temporality for&ets 

iu own finitude, Z73: f. as peculiar po~itively ecstatic mode of temponlity, involved 
in inauthentic understanding, 290; '"The c:haracteristic of forgetting is that it fOI'Iets 
itself." 290 

form, forming, formed, 87, 106ft'. 
for~.83,86, 102.105,106 
for-the--sake-of, 295: fOI"the--sake-of-which, 170, 295; for-the-saJte..oC-itself, 295; being-in as 

toward-itself, as for-the-aake--of-itself, bued on the future, 302 
forthwith, 261 
for-what, 310 
for-which, 163, 293, 295 
founding, foundation: AXOI.OUTHI!IN, to follow, as ontological connection of founding in 

Arutotle (betWftll time, motion, continuity, dimension), 255: founding Ali.GUMENT, 116; 
foundation of ASSEJmON in being-in-the-world, 208; founding of BEJNG.IN·THE·WORLD 

on temporality, 298ft'.; C.OCK·IJS.o\GE IS founded in taking time, 258; COMMElU% wrnt 

t:XTANT THINGS IS founded in being-in-the-world, 168; founding connection between 
EIUOS (LOOK) AND MOlPHE (FORM): in iltlcit:nt ontology. 106, in the order of perception, 
106; ontological foundation for concepts of !SSENTIA AND EXIST!NTIA (production), 112: 
founded LEVELS OF BEING, 305; OBJECTIPlCATION that is foundational for the natunl 
sciences (positive sciences) and for philosophical science, 321-322: founding of ONTQL. 

OGV on the Ouein's essential nature, 320: founding of SEU'HOOD on transc:endenc:e, 300; 
inadequate founding of THESIS 2, 120; founding ofTRANSC!NDENC! on ecstatic:-horizonal 
unny of temporality, 302: foundation for possible UNCOVEilEDNESS OF A BEING through 
disclosed.ness of its being, 72 

Frai'\Ce, 192, 262 (french) 

Frai'IC1scans, 80 ~friars Minor), 183 (English) 
fr~m. 133, 135-136, 138-139, 141. 148, Z77, 279: the Dlsein as free for iu ability to 

bc,,Z76 

funct"m, functional, functionality (Bewandtnis), 144, 149, 151, 164, 165, 171, 174: func· 
t•on~hty, 68, 164, 165. 171, 174, 292ff .. 295. 304-305: comtitutes equipmenw character, 
lb4, Z92: connection, 311: contexture, 299; relation(a), 293, 295; totality or whole, 171. 
l74, 310. ~let-function 

fund.rnental ontology. 16-17, 19-20, 56, 122-123. 230, 281; fundamental-ontological 
function of the Dlsein, 19, 172. 223-224; fundamental ontology Identified with the 
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preparatory ontologtc~ analytic of the D.uan. 19-20, 24. 224: the Deed to~ 
a higher le-.·el, 224: fundamental-ontologJcal problem of the pouibility of the~ 
ing of being in gener&l. 281-282. Note that the ude gh~n to Pan Two, p. 321, rlfj 
the ·rundamenral-ontological" question as that of the meaning of beins in ._.. 4!11to 

further outside. further inside, 299. See inside: outside 

futural. 265: the Dasein as f.: coming toward itself from its most p«uli.ar possibiUty, ~ 
future, 233, 265, 266-267, 272-273, 306: the f. as basis of possibility of lllJNG.IN, 30z; 

OO~t\IOS COSC£1'1' of the f., the not·yet·now, 233-234, 260-261, 265: the f. iQ the 
CO~L>.ION SE:o.'SE by way of things. in&uthentic, 289ft'.: the f. as ECrrAnc, 266-216?· 
f.SSE!'\CE of the f .. 266: origin&! E.'I:ISTL',,\L CONCEPT of the f .. as ~ ro; 
common concept. 265. and defined as the ·coming-toward-oneself from one'a IDCit pe. 
culi.ar possibility.· 265 

Galileo Galilei, 321 
Gattung (genus), 107 
Gef\ihlsphilosophie (philosophy of feeling = philosophizing by feeling), 328 
Gegenstand (object), 5-4. 200 
Genesis. 118 
genesis. 308. Su degeneration 
genuine and ungenuine: not synonymous with authentic and inauthentic, 160-161 
genus, 107 
grometry, 53-.54. 55, 70 
Gerrn&ny. 192. 262 
Gestalt, 106 
given (from: es gibt, it gives, i.e., there is), 10, 190-191: the givenness of beiap ud fl 

being. 10-11. 281 
Glaucon, 284 
God, 2iff., 29ff., Is« ontologicallr!\lmentl. 38ff., 43, 79ft'., 88, 90-91, 97-98, 100, 103, 

124, 138, 146, 151. 176, 297, 298; G. u EXS INCRE:\nn.l and causa prima o(beiap. 
118-119: O:O.'TOLOGY of G., 81-82: G. as PRODJC£R of things, 105; G. 11 tiOIO'l'1ft 
of ~I being. 148 

Godhnd,90 
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, 4, 283 
good: IDE:'. of the good in Plato, with hinl that •the idea agathou is nothing but thr 

demiourgos pure and simple: 28.5-286; Plato on the good as OUTSTRIPPING B!(NG, :zs.t 
grammar. 126 
Greek, Greek,, 73, 85ff., 106ft'., 115-116, 117, 183,207,215-216. 315,317 
Greek expressions: aci on, 115, 303: agathon. 283, 285; aisthesis, 110: akolouthein, 243-~· 

25.5; aletheuein, 73, 188, 215. 217; alloiosis, 242; anamnesis, 326; apop~~is •. 209; ~: 
162. 233; arithmos. 235. 239, 2.f9, 251; bios, 121; deloun, 215, 217; dimesiS, 182. 177. 
209. 212: di.anoia: en dianoia, on en dianoia, 182- 183, 188, 214, 216; dioxis, 136; du~ 
on, 88: eidolon, 189; eidos, 86, 106fT., 109. 151; einai, 109, 115; ekstatikon, 267: ek tiftGI 
eis ti, 242. 245; energeia, 87, lCH; cntelecheia, 87; epekeina, 284. 28.5, 299, ~;gene: 
onton, 107: genos, 106, 107; gignoskein, 283; helios, 283; horaton, 283; horasmo-• 3(1. 
106, lOll; horcn, 106: hule, 107, 116; hupokeimenon (cf. subjectum), 38, 108. 127. 1 
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HI!. 153. 187, 31.5: idea. 53. 106. 109; idrin, 74: biros, 288; kat' exochen, 126; kineseos 
u. zJK, 242. 272; kinesis, 234-23.5, 238, 242; kinoumenon, 234. 242; kuklophoria, 237: 

lolo!<"'·u. 73. 110. 121. 130, 177, U!O, 183-184,20.5-206,209.212. 21.5. 223, 312. 317: 

1~0, .apophantikos, 180; logos ousias, 84; logos psuches, 73; megethos, 242: metaballon, 

z34. metabole, 234. 242, 256; methexis, 82; metron, 251; morphe, 83, 86, 106ff., 108. 
llb; m>ein. noeton, 109. 117-118, 283; nous, 73, 110, 121,223,236: nun. 236.288. 30.5; 
omma tes psuc:hes. 109: on: me on, 208, 233, ouk on, 208. to on, .53. 194: orexis, 136; 
OU'~<~· H6. 106. Hll-109, 110, 11.5, 119, 148. 194. 233. 315; peras, 249: peri«hnthai. 
zsz: phainesthai, 209; phantam. 107: phmnnmon. 242, 244; phora. 242: ph05, 283; 
phugr. 136; phusis, 86, 106, 107. 138: poiein, 286; pragma: en pragmu.in, 182-183. 188, 
zH; pro1xis, 286: prossemainei, 181; prote philosophia, 79: proteron kai husteron, 236, 

Z4lll. 24.Sff.: psuc:he, 73, 110, 121. 223: semantikos, U!O: sumbebek05, 2.51; sumbolon. 
185; sunecheia, suneches, 236, 238, 242-243; sunthesis, 181, 199. 209, 212; techne, 53, 

.286; teleion. 108; theomn. 110, 117; ti esti, ti estin, 34, 85: topoa, 242; to tim einai, 8.5. 

106. 107; zoe. 121 
ground. 72, 92, 271; EGO as g. of its determinations, 127; ego as g. of possibility of all being 

!Kant), 128; ontological grounding of all FUNcnONAUTY R!L..\TIONS in the for·the-sake
of-which. 29.5; alllNTfl'.,ONAL COMPORTMENT is grounded on the basic constitution of 
being-in-the-world, 175; g. of the ONTOLOOICAL OIFF!ItlNCE, 228; g. of coupling of 
llillTmi in the PROPOSmON (Hobbes), 186-187; grounding of R!SOLUTIEN!SS in its own 
more original and authentic temporality, 287-288: TEMPORAI.fiY as g. of the Dasein's 
ontological constitution, 227-228 

lfOWth, 3(1! 

hallucination, 60, 315 
hammering. 293 

hand Ia..• in vorhanden. at hand, present at hand = extant), 101, 104, 114 
hand)'. being-handy, hanclinen (z.uhanden. Zuhandensein, Zuhandmheit). 279. 289, 

292-293,296, 299ff., 303ft'., 307, 309ft'., 323; negative moment in 'truct~ ofhandill£S5: 
ABSEss. 311; the handy. DEFI"£0 as the whole of all beings having the ontological con
stitution of equipment, 292; being-handy DISTINGUISHED fROM £XTA!iTIIIESS, 304; hancli

~ and PRAESENS: why h. is understood primarily via praesens, 308; how h. is understood 
.t• praesens, 309: h. implies a peculiar sense of praesens, 309. a specific praesensial 
con,titution of the horizon of the present, 309: h. determined by praesens, 312 

happen, happening lgeschehen, C'.eschehen, cf. history): "Understanding as the Dasein's self-
projttt•on i~ the lJasein's fundamental mode of lta~ing, • 277-278 

h.rrnon•a prantabilita. 148 
Hartrn<lnn, ~icolai, 62 

h,;, h..· .. n. having-been-ness lgewnen, Gewesenheit), 26S-266. 287, 290; what we have been 
1' •l .. ·ay, contamed rn what we are, 290: a non-temporal (merely intratemporal) entity 
cannot have-been. 290. 5« past 

h~<lV(' 2u. li "'· ·"';outermost heil11enly sphere. 234, 237 
\.'gel. (ieor~t Wslhelm Friedrich. 3, .5, 11, 13, 14, 22, 29, 74, 80, 81, 83, 91, 112, 118, 125 

1 'Uhjl'Ct·obj~'Ct distinction). 127, 148, 152- U3, 1.59. 177, 178, 199. 231. 327: revival of 
li · 100-101; on overcoming and ilppropriating H., 178; H. on sdent•ty of being and 
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nothing. 311: H. dU.solves w ontical into the ontologicaL without insight into the 
of possibility of ontology itself. 327 ~ 

Heidqger, Fril%. 331 
Heidegger, Martin, 331, 332 
Heraclit\13, 312 
here, 245 
here-there (Da): "'The Dasein is iu Da, iu here-there, in which it is here for iae1f IDd , 

which ochers an there with it; and it is at this Da that the handy and 4IXtlal ._ 111 

with:300 ... 
Herrmann, Friedrich-Wtlhelm von. 332 
Herrmann, Wilhelm von. 332 
herstellen, 108. &e produce 
history. historical, historicality, 22: historical entities, 169-170; the Imeia'a hilearicllit, 

(Gachichdichkeit; s« happen) due to iu understanding, as self-proj«tiOil, 277-278 
Hobbes, Thomas, 179, 183ft"., 192-193, 198, 200, 20111"., 205, 206, 208; hia CGIICipt « 

COPULA AND ASSERTION, 18311'.; his elucidation of the func:1ion of the copula, IBCif.; 
according to H., the "'s" EXPRESSES !SSfll:ct:, not existence, 187-188: hla CXIIIICIFiioa « 
Tllt.rrH AND FALSITY, 188ff.; his attempt to demonstnte that truth lies in the prapolidoa. 
188ft"., 190ft". 

hold-around (Urn-halt, from umhalten, literally, to hold around), 252, 255; time's ~ 
uound of beings. due to the ecstatic character of temporality. 273-274: S. caalliDir; 
embrace 

homo, 96,97 
HOnipwald. Richard. 201 
horizon CHorizont. Various phrases are used throughout in regard to horizon, e.s-.loaldlll 

toward, with a view to, in the prosp«t of, direction of vision, as it shows iCIIII' tiOUI wlda 
respect to, etc. Sn horizonal; horizonal schema.), 16, 49, 55, 73, 74, 83, 100, 101-102. 
105, 10611'. 109. 115. 116, 147ft'., 238, 240-241, 24411'., 299, 302, 306-307, 312. 31!; 
"ancient interpretative horizon for BEINGS--reference to production," 148; CCMMC»~CIDN
CE.I'T of h. presupposes the ecstatic h., 308; h. of the E. .. RUER, 261; h. of earlier and ll&lr. 
238: h. of ECSTAnC UNilY OF TIMPOIW.ITY as the 6nal h.: "At this horizon each eaQiil 
of time, hence temporality itself, has its end," 308: EXTAN'l'N!SS as common ~i 
h. for understanding being, 272; h. of O.'ITOlOGY, 224; h. of the Pll!S!N'r. In reprd co 
the handy, 309, praesens, 311; h. of PRODCCI'ION, 119, 151; h. of the PJtOT!llON ltllD 
HliSTEJtON in lhe nperience of motion, 246-247; h. of lhe T!!MPORJ\L ECSTASIS, dafineCI. 
267: TE.\IPOMLITY as h. for the understanding of being in general, 260; h. for findinl. 
telling. determining the TIME (earlier and later; before and after; proteron and h~), 
240-241: time as embracing h., 252 

~~~~~w -~ 
horizonal schema, schemata. 303ff., 308, 311, 315, 318; defined: •Each eotasis, as retrl"'"

to ... , has at the same time within itself and belonging to it a pre-delinution of the f()t11111 
structure of the whrrelo of the rerrwwl. We call this whitltrr of tht tatdSis the horizo'l cl. 

more precisely, the horiz.ol'l41 sdlenuz of thr rcst.uu, • 302; the unity of the horizonal.chl' 
mat<a, 318 

how, hownl.'ss, 43. 49. 50, 88, 100, 123. 166. 205; how~:~S of equipment, 293 
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hoW much: how much time. 258 
hu~n. 16.5. h. BEING, 96. 132, 169; FELLOW humans, 1!¥1; Ht.IMANm, 131, 141; concept 

of humanity, 138-13~ h. SOt.n. dia.cinguishea being from beings, 319 
Humboldt, Alexander von, 4 
Hurne. David, 192 
Hu~rl. Edmund, 21. 28, 58, 124-125, 178, 201 

1. 120. 126. 127; l·act, 127, 141. 14.5, 147; 1-combine, 33, 129, 130, 131, 144; 1-Gperimtt, 
129; I-think, 50, 126. 127fr .• 1296' .• 132, 133, 14211'., 144-145, 146 

tambhcnus. 81 
~- 108,203,206,209 
~ (Greek; sn Greek expressional: i. and anticipated loolt, 106 
jddlisrn. 167: subjective i., 167,224, 296-1!¥1: Germani.. 152-1.53, 174 
identity, 74; i. aa belonging-together, 83, 312; i. of being and nothing, 312: i. of being and 

dUnking. 312. S. self, -identity 

illusion. 63, 315 
image. 62. 63, 106-107, 1891f.; prototypical i. as model in praduction, 107, 1.51 
imagination. imatinary. 60, 107, 151 
immanent: why the Daein is noc the immanent, 299 
immateriality, 143 
immediate, 84 
immortality, 144. 146 
impmurbable, 309-310 
imp~nt,1~ 

inauthentic, 170-171, 28~ i. !NPIU!S!NT1NG, 306; FlmJlE. 289, 291; i. SELF-tiNDER· 
5TANDING, 28~ i. TIME (time in the common sense), 27lfr.; i. UNDERSTANDING: the 
meaning of inauthentic hen, 279, and the c:haracter of such understanding, 290-291 

inclination. 136 
incorruptibility, 143-144 
inckpendenc;e, 114 
indiffermc:e, of being, 17.5-176 
individual, 297 
individuation. 288; i. of moving thing. 244; meaning of i., as rd'erring to the Daein, 288; 

·· thisness, of a piece of equipment, how determined, 292-293 
ln·each-case-mine, 170. See Datein (the), as the being that- ourselves are 
lnfiruty: i_ of time as derivative from the common interpretation of time by way of extantness: 

"the ~ndlessness of common time can enter the Da&ein's mind only because temporality 
itself. intrinsically, fOCKet5 its own essential finitude." 273, i. of time, a privation, not a 
P<l'lillve character. 273. 5« beings, infinite 

tnflu..n.ce, 104 
IO·ttsel(. 31.5, 316 

in •t. own self (an sich selbst). 113 
innate id,.., (idrae innatae). 74 
Lnn~r-outer di&tinction. 6UI'., 64, 66. 168 
Lnn~r $.e1Uf:, 129-130. 143 
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in-order-to h&m•z:u, t.:m-zul. 164, 165. 292-293. 295: time, always already giveQ to~ 
we tab time, take account oftime, is "time in order to ... : 259 11 

insidr, 66. l.J9. 214; the Dasein as funber outsidr than any object and further imide thaD 
any subject, 255 

insight: the Oasein's insight into itself. present in all undrrstanding, 277 
instant (Augenblick = "moment of mion" in &ing Gnd Timt, Macquarrie lad Robia.o.a 

translation): defined as '"The present that is held in resoluteness and spriftp from It," 
.287; its characteristics described, 287-288; it belonp to the Dasein's oriJinal ~ 
288; primary, authentic modr of the present, .288, 306: it is more orilinal chan the aa.r, 
306. 5« Kierkegu.rd 

instrument, instrumental. instrumentality. 68 

intellect (same term as understanding, but in different context), 96, 214, 216; In the L (• 
dianoia), 182-183 

intellectual, 141 

intellectus archetypus, 118 

intelligence, 141, H3, 148ff.; "the being that exists as an end: 147 

intentio, 58. 59, 62, 64, 67, 69, 71-72, M, 158,217, 268, 314; its directionalllftM, 58.62, 
314 

intentiONiity, 55, 58-59, 59ff., 6111'., 6511'., 67, 67&'., 11211'., 155, 157, 1.58!"., 161£, 3131..; 
ANALYSIS of i., 58&'.; intentional COMPORTME:lo;T, 113, 157, 158, 208; unveiJina u .... 
tional componment, 217-218; i. and comportment, 61; i. is "the a priori c:omportlllllll 
character ol what we call comporting." 61; intentional OO~"STT1UU10N, 68; L ucl1he 
D . ...SEIN: "Intentionality belongs to the exi"ence of the Dasein .... It belonp to the III&UN 

ol the Da.sein to exist in such a way that it is alwa)'S already with other bcinp.• 157; 
L"l:\OEQU ... CY of customary phenomenological view of i., 161; "more racllal" INtllfU. 
T. .. TJON of i., 162 (s« transcend, intentionality); MISI!I.'TERPRET. .. TJONS of i., 59, 65-M, 
313-314: erroneous objectivizing, 59ff., 65, 313, and erroneous subjectivizing, 611' .. 65. 
313; i. of PERC!PTIO~. 70ff.; i. as PROBLE.'-1. 65; i. of PROOCcnON, 112ff., pcocluctift 
intention, lH; intentional REL .. TIOl'ol, 208: intentional relation to the object. 591'.; i. • 
SEI.f"·RELATIO~ to something, 313; intentional SE.'IiS£, 68; intentional STRUCJVItl: aldie 
Dasein's componments, 65-66, 122. of production, 114, of respect, 136, ol unwiliDS-
217: i. applied to Kant's Sl:BJECT-QBJECT concept. 155; i. and TE.'IPOV.l.nY, 268; Ia 
condition of possibilit)' is temporality, 268, 312: i. and TR.-u.'SCE.-.:OE.'IC!, 6111'., 65, 17.S. 

268, 314; \lo'HAT i. is and i$ not, 313ff. 

intentum, 58, 63-64,67-68, 71, 72, M, 158.217,268, 31-4 

interconnection: of perception and production, 122 

interpretation, 34, 64, 243. 262, 264, 294. 40*, 478 (This word recurs constantly in dle 
course of the lectures. A representati\•e listing-fairly but not completely full-fol~). 
i. of A BEC.:G in the horizon of an understanding ofoong involved in production, 11.5-116; 

Kant's i. of Acn:AUT¥ as absolute position, 117; Kant's i. of BEJSG, existence. 44, 55, 
112; i. of BEJ~G-I~·THE·WORLD as temporal, 291-292; i. of the IIEISG Of A BE! NO, US. 
121; Greek i. of being b)' reference to noein and theorein. 117: inadequacy of ancielll 
phil~niul i. of being. 294; i. of being. lookmg toward the extant, 1.5-*; i. ofbeinJ; 
connct:ted with time, 303; i. of being via temporality. time, 20, 305; i. of being. neccssa '/ 
occurs in horizon of time, 324; . of bdng as extantnes\, via time, 315; i. of beinS• 
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,.,p«ially of handiness and extantness, 312; i. of "being equals perception," 31.5; Temporal 
of Kant's "being equals position," 315: i. of being as a being, 319; •Jn our own inter

pretation of being we are attempting nothing other than the npetition of the problems 

0 ( andent philosophy in order to radicalize them in this repetition by their own selves. • 

.Hil: i. of B!INGS, 148; i. of beings with regard to thrir essentia and rxistentia, 117; i. of 

beLngs by ancient ontology, 110: Leibniz's monadoliJiica.l i. of beings, 174; i. of the being 

.,...hLl'h we ourselves are, IS3; i. of basic: ontological OONCUTS, 110; the dilferent inter· 

pret<111ons of the being of the <X>PULA: as essence, existence, truth, and combination, 

2011L 1. of Kant's CRmQUE Of Plili.E REMON, 128; the D.r\SIDI"S ontological self-inter· 

preution. 121; fundamental ontologic:al i. of the Dasein, 224; Kant's i. of the EG<>. 127; 
Kant'5 i. of the ego as moral person, 142; Kant's ontological i. of the ego as end, intelli

gence. 146; Kant's i. of EC.otTY as spontaneous intelligence, 147; i. of ESS!Nrn, 110, 112; 
radical i. of P.SSI!NTIA Al'IID EXISTI!NllA, 119; i. of EXISf!lllCf, 171; i. of existence by the 

eotatic: character of time, 267; i. of EXISTI!NllA. 109. 112; FAUin' i., 322; Kant's i. of the 

f!SIT\:I>E of mental subuanc:es, 149; Kant's i. of finite substances, ISO: FUNDAMENTAL 

owroL<x;lc:AL i. of the beings wr ourselves are, 153; i. of GREEK EXISTENCE, 110: Tem
poral i. ofHANOJ]III!SS, 303; ontologic:al i. ohhe HANDY, 323; interpretative HORIZON, 148; 
i. of INTENTIONAL ~TIUJCTURE, 114; of the "IS" as •it means," (Mill), 197: Kant's 

drmonstration of the impossibility of an ontologic:al i. of the 1-lliiNK, 142&'., and evalu· 

ation of this proof, 1451f.; i. of NEGA110N via the nature of time, 311; ONTOLOGJC.o\L i., 

105, 110, 119; i. of OliSIA, 110: i. of PERSON, as finite mental substance, 148; Kant's i. of 

PERSO!'II ... Lrn', 140, of the penonalitas moralis, 140: Kant's i. of the moral person, founded 
in ;ancient-medieval ontology, ISO: Kant'a i. of the personaliw tnnsc:endentalis. 1.40, 
2021J.: l'tiENOMENOLOGICAL i., 117: phenomenologic:al i., in reference to Kant's problems 
and solutions, 318; i. of PLATO'S SIMILE Of' THE CAVE, 284ft'.; i. by resort to PRODUCTIVE 

mMPORTMENT. 110-111; Hobbes' i. of the forms of speech, specifically of the PROJIO. 

SITJOS, l841f.; i. of RELEASE of the product. 114; Kant's i. of the distinction between RES 

COtiiT.o\SS .o\ND RES EXTENSA, 147; possibility of ani. of the SUBJECT, fl'ft from the phil· 

0010phical tradition. 146: radic:al i. of the subject, 175; ontologic:al i. of SUBJEC'J1VIT\', 126; 

i of ~ubjectivity by way of self-consciousness, 152; i. of TEMPORALITY by way of the 
l>a.'l4!in, 268: i. ofTHINGNESS in Greek ontology, 106ft'.; empiricistic i. ofTHINKING, 195; 
1· of TIME, 241: traditional interpretations of time, 230: ancient interpretations of time 
1:\ri~totle, Augustine. Plotinus, Simplic:ius), 231; i. of Aristotle's concept of time. 2371f.· 
:\mtO((e'~ i. of the problem of time and the soul, 254; Amtotle's i. of time. 231. 246, 2.'!5; 
1 of lime by way of being-extant. 272; the Greeks' i. ofTltUTH as aletheia, deconcealment, 

uncovering. unveiling, 215; temporal i. of ontic:al, rxistentiell UNDERSTJ\1\DING (not yet 
a' understanding of hoeing), 286; Christian i. of the WORLD. of that whic:h is as ens 
cre~tum. I H!: i. of words for "to be." 109 

'In th~ mind," 206 
10 tun,· l1n der Z~t: cf intratemporal ;:; innei'U'itig). 234, 238, 247, 249, 253: lhe nows 

"'h1, h we count are themselves in time; they constitute time," 247; "the now is it5elf 
L'lt'Ltfler m motion nor at n-st: it is not 'in time,'· 249 

lntratemporal. intratemporality (innei'U'itig. lnnerzeitigkeit; cf. in time). 236, 237, 238. 

l51-l5l. 256, 305; meaning of intratemporality of a being: iu bring elllhra«d by time 
111"W) il~ numher lc:ountedl (Aristotle), 252; interpretation of intraternporality, 253; nu
ffi•·r~eal character of time as basis for under,.tanding intratemporality 1:\ristotlel, 2.56 
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intn~ldly •. the intnworldly, intraworldliness (innerweltlich, du lnDer.ttitlic:he,~Do.r • 
.. ·eltllc:hken), 162fr., 165ff., 168fi"., 170£r., 174, 208, 255. 280, 296, 298: intra~ 
and the being of dungs extant, 276f.; intnworldly beings, 304 

innntion, 110, 112. 117, 118, 131. 145 
inverted world (die verkehrte W~lt. Heg~l), 14, 20 • .54, 285 
in ... with ... , 293 
irresolute: the Dasein is usually irresolute, 288 

"is: 1.5, 24, 39, 40, 75. 1771J., 179, 1801J., 1831J., 1931J., 1!il81J., 201ff' .• 21011'., 2181'., 2221· 
ambiguity of "is": as copula a.nd as predicate (Mill), 194; as combinatioQ llld 11 ~ 
true, 200; reason for its ambiguity or significative indiiJerence, 2111J.; ..... 11 Gpltlliau 
of BEING, 211: summary of the mnning of th~ BEING OF BEINGS as implied In the -a•: 
whatneu, howness, truth, 205: index of the C\USE or ground of combinatioD, 186; 'llhlt 
its signification CX»rT/Ull.'S, 212-213: sign of propositional COUPLINQ, 185-186, 19t 
index of ESSENCE of the thing assmed about, 186-187, 192; HOBBES' view a( the,.., 
198: INDif'FER!l'rr SE."lSE of the "is," 175-176; ind.iiJermt "is" of assertioo, 2101.; .uney 
of INTEilPRET.'\TIOSS of the "is, • 202: interpretation of the "is· in the sense a( •tt -· 
(Mill), 196-197; the being signified by it as IN THE tmt:LLt:cr (Aristode),l82; caMa a 

copula by LoTzE, 199; its possible MEANI."lGS in the proposition: ltXi$tentia, eMDtia, boeh 
together, and being·tru~. 218: question of the meaning of the "is" in aaertioellbaut 
being, 0.'"TTLOGICAL PROPOSmONS, e.g. "being is not a being," 222: PROBLIN of'tbe"ii." 
179: summary review of discussion of the problem of the "is," 202-203; the,.. a 
SIGNUM, SlGN (Hobbes), 18.5; IS written, spoken, and thought in the prapaddaD ar 

a~rtion: its interpmation Is sign or symbol, Aristotle, Hobbes, Huuerl, 185-186; a 
SL1\,-HESIS NOE.\IATON, the being-combined of what is thought in thinkiat (/ullllade), 
182: as synthesis in the logos (Aristotle), 183; stressed "is" expresses the utteraace'• beiat
true, 213; how it signifies being-true-as co-intended in the uttering of auerdaD. 218. 
5« copula 

is-da, ist da, 166. 319 
is-not, 199 
l·thou, 288; l·thou relationship, 278 (a "solipsism en deux"), 297-298 

Jaspen, Karl, 6 
Jesuit Order, 79 
joy, 132 
judging. judgment, 36-37, 39-40, 57, 65, 126, 144, 179-180, 187, 1981J., 204; Mill's vieW 

of j., 195ff.: Lotze's theory oC the doubling of j .. 199-200: second j. within usertion (NI 

Lotu), 218;judgmental truth, 189 
just now, 261 

Kant, Immanuel, 4, 711"., 12, lS, 17-18, 2711"., 77-78, 80-81, 87ff., 911J., 94, 9.5, 97. :· 
lOOff .• 104, 107, 110, 112, 117-118, 123, 125, 125ff., 13iff .• 140fr., 142tT., 147IJ .• 1 i.' 
lSSff .. 170, 177, 179, 181, 189, 195, 199, 201, 204, 222, 231. 237, 250. 303, 313 ·• 
324-32S, 328ft'.; K.'s acquaintance with a general concept of BEING, 179; K. on bein8; 
a combining·concq>t, 181; K.'s interpretiltion of being and existence, 3211'., 39ft'.,~~; 
45ft"., 47ff.; K.'s interpret.uion of being, and the problems of Temporality. 313f., · 
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treatment oCLOGIC, 177; K. •does not get beyond the ONTOLOGY OF Tit! EXTANT." 148; 
he follows illlCient and rnedtrval ontology in his buic ontological orientation, 1.52: he did 
11ot advance to the specific ontologial constitution of the Ouein, 1.53: his PHILOSOPHY 

as "transcendental phiiOIOphy." 298; his PROOF of the impouibility of ontology of the 
subJect: in.su&icimcy of the argument, 14.sf[; REVIVAL o( K., 100-101: K.'s THESIS: being 
i~ I'I(J( a real predicate, being is poaition, exiatenc:e is absolute position or perception: 15, 
27fT.. 39fT .. 43tr., .SSI'., 67tr., 72ff., 77-78;,. thean, lat thesis, Kantian; review of the 
Kanti.an theais and author's criticism of it, and answen which complete the criticism, 
31311'.: K. on TlMl!, 2.52; K.'s idea of the TRANSCENDENTAL and of philosophy, 323. Sa 
!ht numerous ref~mas to Kallt under intetpretation 

KierkeKaard, s.en: criticism of his doctrine of the in&Unt /called either the Instant or the 
Moment in !Uerkegaard translations/, 288 

knowledge. 200-201, 208, 220, 283tr.; APIUOlfTY of lt., 20, 24: pre-philosophia.l and 
phiiO!iOJ!hical k. rqarding B!INO AND TIME, 303; k. o( FACT, 202; k. u JUDGMENT (Neo
Kantianism), 202; lt. of a PRODUCT, 14911'.; SUBjECf'S lt. of its predicates, as self-conacious· 
1\tSS, 152; llt!ORY of k., 298tr., 304 -

language. 190-191, 208; linguistic usage, 195, as historical, 208-209. S. speech 
Lask. Emil, 178 
luting,263 
Latinate: author's use of Latinate expraaioos in his German text, for all time-determinations; 

the reason why, 305 
laying-asunder (diairesis), 212 
Japing into the present, 266 
l...eibniz. Gottfried Walhelm, 11. 34-35, 74, 88, 92, 119, 127, 174, 231, 300-301: his 

proposition about monads clarified and criticized via the Dasan's ~. 301 
let.lrtting: let something stand of its own self, 117: let something be encountered. 118; let 

be m and with, 293 
let-function, letting-function (bev.rendenlass, Bewendenlassm), 293-294, 304, 310; de

fined: "This antecedent understanding of functionality, this projecting of equipment onto 
its functionality character, we c.alllctli"C·Junction {Bewendenlauen/ ," in an ontologic.al 
sense. 293: meaning of "to let function in something," 293: "Lening-ftmetion, as under
\tanding of functionality, is that projection which first of all gives to the Dasein the light 
in whose luminosity thinp of the nature of equipment anr encountered," 293; lettins· 
function points back to a more original temporality, 294 

~e-before, he pre!lentthere (vorliegen), 1~. 148, 152, 281, 293 
be-between, 218. 5« middle 
~fe. bv1ng being, 9. 10, 51-52, 54, 121. 129, 131, 1731s« concept. life), 190-191 
Lght. 1llumm.ation, 283ft'. 
:unu . .l49; the now is. not a 1., 249ft'., 256 
·llttature. cre<~tive (Dichtung), 17111'. 
lock«'. john, 192 

logiC, 15, 24, 33-34,40, 55, 74, 126, 183. 187, 194, 198ff'., 207. 317; sense in which ancient 
ontology is a logic of IEING, 73; Hll>'TORY of I., 179ft'.; I. beamr ~rate (philosophical) 
d1"Clpbne, 177; treatment of I. by Kant, 177. Hegel, 177, n.ine~eenth century (Mill. Loue, 
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Sigwan. Sc:huppe, cot al.l. 17i-178, 192, Husser!, 178; COIUEmpOn:y 1..190: "lope 
the L'~;DI.-\,'1; contemplating his n.avel,'" 1 H; I. of K.'I;O\I.UOGE IH. Cohen), 201; ~ 
A.'lol> RE.\1. PREDIC.\TES, 316-317; I. as SOE..._CE OF THE lOGOS, 177: Tlt.-\,~'1.\t. 
1 .• 80 

logical ego (ego of apperaptionl: its meaning in Kant. 130 

logos: "ancient philosophy orients its ontology to the logm." 73: word, meaning, ~ 
20511: what is thought, what is, as relational whole pertaining to the logos, 20.511".; 1. .._; 
as assertion. 207; as logos tines: about something. 208 

logos apophantikos: Amtode's first ddinition of it, 180: logos as assertion, 180, 207-208 
look, 106ft" .. 109: anticipat~ 1 .. 106-107, 151; I. and measure for product of FOducdaa. 

107 

loss: I. of self in things, 160. 289-290: the Dasein's I. of self in regard to aunt aide., 
2!H; I. of self in handy equipmental contexture, 309: being I. in the preseftt, 266 

Lo!Ze, Hermann, 177, 179, 198fL 202. ~. 213, 233; L.'s theory of nepcivejudp.a,. 
199: his theory of double judgment, 199ft".; criticism of his theory of jucfsment. 211-219 

love, 57 
Luther, tl.la.rtin, 93. 183 

making plain (deloun), 215 
man, 97, 138-139, 141. 176: his unity of dignity and service (Kant), 137-138; his aa&o

logical constitution (Kant), 138-139; his categorical obligation as human (Kmt), 1». 
language and the essential definition of man, 208. See Menschheit 

Marburg School, 73. 100, 201 
material. matter, 115-116, 118. 143; matter as basic ontological concept, 116 
mean. meaning {bedeuten, Bedeutung. Sinn), 196-197. 203-204, 206; meaning ofbebla 

in general. 16, 18; meilning of the Dasein, of the Dasein's being. 16: praescnsial meuiDI· 
305 

means, 138 
meanwhile, 263 
measu~. 107, 252-2.53; measurement of time. its basis, 260-261 
mechanism, 148 
Melanchthon, Philip. 80 
memory, 62 
Menschheit, 138. Su man 
metaph~ics. metaphysic<~!, 30 • .59, 81. 88, 90, 93, 128. 130, 137. ISS, l!H. 316, 32ol: 

"Metaphysics means ontology. Mctaph)-sics of moral$ $ignifin the ontology of hUftllft 
existence." 13i; HISTORY of m.: ancient m. 148; m~ie\'al m., 148; triditional ~·· ~ 
lllctaphysical psychology, traditional m. of the soul, H2-143; metaphysica g~~lis a of 
metaphysica spedalis, 80: KA.'Io'Tl .. s m., H8; correlation of KISDS of m. v.1th kinds 
beings (Kant), 139; older and newer PROBLEMS of m., 124 . 

method, 44, 324; m. of ontology. called phenomenology. 20, 328; phenomenologicll P""' 
ciples of ontological method, 19ff., 44 

middle, 2H; "being-true is something that 'lies betw«n' the subject and the object, if"": 
two terms are taken in their ordinary external signification. The phenomenon of UU 
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is Interconnected with the buic structure of the Dul!in, its tra~: 218. See 
10rentionality, 65 

\Iiddle Ages. 79, 100-101, 118, 122-123, 183. See ontology, medieval; philosophy, me
• di~oval; Scholastics 

Miles. Murray, 332 

~hll. James, 192 
Mill. John Stuart, 177, 179, 192!"., 199, 202fr., 206; his view of the "is" compared with that 

of Hobbes. 198 
mind. 15. 24, 73, 206, 216, 223, 253-2.54, 323; ontology of m .• 80; Kant's oonapt of m., 

H3; truth and m., 214 

mine. mineness, 130, 170fl". S. Oasein (the), aa the being that we Ol.lrwlves are 
misinterpretation, 322; misinterpretations of intentionality, 59ft".; misinterpretations of the 

mode of being of truth, 2191". 

missing: missing something, itt nature as an un-enpresenting, with a specific modification 
of praesens. namely. absens, 310-311; condition of possibility form., 310-311; what it 
is. 310, 311. S.. being, being-missing; finding 

modality. 36, 89, 143; categories of m. (possibility, actuality, necessity), 45-46 

mode.93,31.5 
model. 106, 151 
mode of being (Seinsan, which could also at times be read aa son, type, kind of being. 

Heidegger often uses this expression as synonymOI.lS, or vinually synonymous, with 
Seinsweist:, way, manner of being.). 18, 22, 28, 64, 66, 71, 89, 113, 117, 121, 141, 142, 

147 ("ontological mode"), 152-153, 1.54, 161. 204, 212, 215-216, 217, 225, 249, 309, 

314. 315, 319, 320; some characteristic uses of •mode of being of": CLOCK UShGI!, 257; 
the D . ..SEIN. 121. 174-175, 271-272 (aa falling); I!QUIPMENT, itt handiness, 305; the 
PUSON, 153; the moral person, 140, 146-147; TIM!. 233; the l'RANSC!NDDn; 299; 

ntLTH, 217: the UNDI!ItST/\NDING, intellectual comportment, 214; the WHOI.I! HUMI\N 

81':1~G. 153; the WORLD, 166, 299 

monad, 300-301; Leibniz's monadolasy, evaluation of it& achievement, 174-175 
mood, 281 
moral: m. PEELIN<•. 133f[ (respect, Achtung). 137: m. feeling as ego's way of understanding 

it-elf as ego. 136; m. 1..1\W as motive of moral action (Kant), 134, and as determining 
ground of will, 134; m. PERSON/\UTY, 132; m. S!LF.CO.'-IS<lOUSN!SS, self-knowledge, 133 

morality. 133: Kant's categorical imperative as bas.ic principle, 139 
lnorpl\e and eidos, 1 06ff. 
M~r. S~rnon, 331 

motson. 73, 234ft" .• 237ft"., 240ff., 242ff., 249, 2S21J., 272; moving thing, 234-235,238-239, 
l«; moving rod, 238-239: "Where motion is experienced time is unveiled," 253; ex
Pt"<~ence of m .. 244, 253; ·motion follows dimension--its ontological mnning (see 

aloi•>Uthein). 243; m. is seen wilh the moving thing. not as such. 244; how m. and the 
rnonng thing are in time. ZSZ; local m., 255; m. as such, metabole, measured by time, 
l.o;(, 

rn~·,ticJ~m. 1 H. 194; medieval m. (Eckhart I. 90-91 
rnythol<>g)·. 23-t 
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name. names. 184ft".: Dames divided i:no coaacce and ibsaaa. 187: signifiaulve ~ 
of names, 192 

narwhal (sea-unicorn), ·U 

Natorp, Paul. 156. 201 
natura (nature, phusis. essential. 31. 86. 93-94. 102, 10.5, 106ff .. 120. 138 

natural: n. experience and understanding, 66, 230: n. undentanding of time. 230 
naturalism. 70-71 

nature. 15, 21. 24, 27, 68, 90, 115, 124, 141, 142, 1.W, 147, 165, 1681£., 17.5, 219, 272.279 
295, 321; the B!JNG of natun~. 169; "that and whether it is; is independent ol ila ~ 
219; "World ia only, if, and u long as a Dasein exists. Nature can also be whea DO 0... 
exists; 170; n. as EXEM:PLARY E.VTTTY in ancient philosophy. 123; n. as an INI"'AWIOII.DQ 
ESTITY, 168: n. OBJEC"I111!D by mathematical projection, 321; ONTOLOGY olD., 80 

neassity, 46 
negation, negativity, the not, nullity. 35, 199. 311; interpretlble only via the D&tU~eolliiDt, 

311-312 

Neo-Hqelianism, 112 

Neo-Kantianism, 100. 112, 124, 128, 130, 178, 201. 202, 317; its principal c:riteriaft 111111 
orientation of truth and being toward the logic of the proposition, 201; "The v1nr t11a 
knowledge equals judgment. truth equals judgedness ... , became so dominam that IWD 

phenomenology was infected by this untenable conception of knowlecJee." 201 
Neoplatonh.m, 31, 81, 329 
Newton's laws: why they are not timelessly true, 220 
noetic·noematic, 21 
no longu, 233 

no longer now, 246,247,261 

nominalism, 183ff .• 186-187, 188, 192-193. 194, 196, 202, 205ff.; n. defined, 183; critkpe 
of n., 192. 202ff. 

non-being, not·being, 233-234, 304, 310ff. ~r Greek expressions--on: me on, ouk on 

non·ego. 138 
non-handy, not handy. unhandy (unzuMnden, nicht zuhanden). 304, 310f.; ~ 

toward non-handiness, 309. Stc unavailable 
nothing, the nothing. 10, 87, 91. 97, 305 

not•presencing. 311 
not-yet. 233. 249 
not-yet-now, 246, 261 
now, nows (nun). 233, 236, 245ff., 2.55, 260. 2681£.; n. in unreflective everyday BDtAVIOL 

iiS "'now it is time to ... ,'" 259; how the COMMON OONC£PT10N OF TIME thinb tJ tJrr 
nows in contrut with their dat&bility, 262-263; p«uliar double visage of the n., accordizC 
to Aristotle: oor."T''NUITY M'D DMSIO.'I, always thr aame and always other, 247-248: 
ESSFJio"TL'\L M0!\.1El1o'TS of the n.: it1 embracing character, its making intratemporality pot" 
siblr, its transitionuy chancter, and that or time's being countEd or unveiled, 260: thr 1'

lnd EXPRESSION OF TIME: the n. and it1 modiliations (at·the·time as no-longer-now; did' 
as not·yet·now) as self-exposition (self-interpretation) of the three temponl eofl\~ 
ments, 260-261; expressed now. 270; then. not a merrly EXTANT thing. 2.59, 261; 
n as LI!\.OT and as not limit, 249ff.; t~ n. and MOTION: then. u it functions in e-x~ 
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o! motion and telling time, 245; then. follows the moving thing, 246; then. as counted 
concomit.andy in following a motion, 246; ORIGIN of the n., 261; the n. originates from 
tkt: U'lstant, it is derivative, 288: the n. distinguished from PRAESENS. 305; n.•REFEII.!NC! 
oi tht: thm and at-the-time. 247: n.·SI!.QUENCE, 268: common time as infinite irreversible 
,equence of nows, 260; now-sequence. in common conception of time, 263: nows. under· 
stood by the falling Dasein as infinite s'll(l(li!S5ion, 272; •clipped sequence of nows." 273; 

11 as SP;'.NNED, 269-270; n. and n:MPORALrn': n. as derived from ecstatic clw-acter o( 

temporality, 269; now·time, its atructural mommts derived from ecstatic·horizonal tern· 
por.ality. 268lf.; "the now is nothing but the 'expression.' the 'speaking out.' of original 
temporality itself in its ecstatic character: 270; derivation of time, as now-sequence, from 
temporality. 274; n. and TIME: nows as in time, constitutive of time, 247; n. as not in 
umr. 249; n. as time itself, not a part o( time, 251; why the n. is a time-character, 269; 

n .. then. at·the-time /time determinations/. 246; now-determination, 306; n. and TJ.AN. 

smoN: the nows as counted in following a transition, 245-246; n. as having dimension 
within itself, stretching out toward a not·yet and a no-longer: intrinaically tranSition, 248, 
l50-2S1; "Because the now is tranlition, it is capable of making motion acassible cu 
IIIO!ion, in its unbroken character of transition: 251; n. as transitionary, always the not• 

yet·now and no-longer-now, 255, 273 

now·here. 245 
now·there, 245 
DOW·till-then, 263. S. span 
number. l49fr.; the now as n., noc limit, 256 
numerical character of the now and time: buis for undentanding intratemporality, 2.56; 

entails th.at time embraces the beings in it (Aristotle), 2.56 

object, objective (Gegenstand. Objekt), 37. 38. 41, 45ff., 54. S9ff .. 63. 64. 6Sff .• 68-69, 123, 

125. 126, 128. 130-131, 138. 140, 166, 200-201. 202, 204, 215. 255. 2.56, 274. 297, 
299-300, 313-314,3201'.; beings and being as objects, 281-282; time "is more objective 
than all objects and simultaneously it is subjective: 254 

object-ego, 130, 131, 142; empirical object-ego, 132 
ob;tctificatioa (Vergegenstindlichung): the TWO ESS!NTW. POSSIBILI11ES: o. of being (phi· 

losophy) and o. o( beings (positive sciences), 320ft"., 322lf., 327; o. of BEING: 281; •Jt is 
in the objectification of being as such that the buic act constitutive of ontology u a 

!iClen«:e is performed: 281; projection of being upon the horizon of its undemandability, 
322. begiM with projKtion of being upon tramcmdenc:e, 323: as a coming back to what 
has ~n forgotten, 326 

flb~IVIZing (Objektivierungl: erroneous o. of intentionality, 59ff., 65, 313 
Occ.a~ 100<1li~m. 148 

~py, ~occupied with (The idiom is ·n geht um: In Being and nm~ this was rendered 

~1 the phrase "is an iss~ for," in order to avoid the ambiguous conflict with the term 
concern: which was used with reference to extant things. The translations "occupy," 
~ OCCupied with," give a closer rendering and !'.till avoid the conflict With concern of 
Bti~~g aPid Time, although if we were starting fresh the term ·concern" would surely be 

{.lt be,ter.l, the l>asein's occupation with its own being, its own ability-to-be, 1:16, 295 
kharn. Walliam of. 183 
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ontial,l1,19-20. 54,100.121. 137, 145. 155,219, 2Z7, 279,281,291,295,296, 327-328; 
o. foundation of ontology, 20 (S« fUndamental ontolOI)': 'li-anslator'slnuoduaio.a.liXif 
xxvUI'.); o. propositions, knowledge, 144; o. undentanding, 279-280; ~ '• 
projections in o. und.entanding. 280; o. versus ontological interpretation, 306: o. ~ 
tion.323 

ontological. ontology. llff.. 1.5ff., 19ff., 23-24, 27, 29ff., 54, .55ff., 74ff., 77ff., 88, 90, 100 
113, 117ff .• 119ff., 128, 145. 195. 198. 199.220-221. 222ff .• 225, 227ff., 271 • .281-az: 
295-296, 308, 313, 322fl' .• 328: M'OE:-IT o. (Greek). 29, 66, 73 ("a logic f:1 baa(). 
86-87, 90. 101-102. 1os. 106ff .• uOft'., llSff .• u7ff .• 121. 147-148, m-u1, 177. 
origin of anc:ient o. from the productive and inruitive comportments toward beinp.u,w~ 
118: why the A PRIORI appears in o .• 324: o. analytic, 16: preparatory o. l1:lllytic d the 
Dasein's existential constitution, 227; o. CATEGORIES, 117; basic o. CONcrna,l00,116; 
ancient basic concepts of o., 118-119; COl'mmoNS of coming·t~ aod ~ 
169-170; o. OONSTT11JllON, 52, 54, 55, 65, 78; of~ing, 1.5, .52, 77, 78; oltheb.iatct. 
-ourselves are, 140,298: of the Due-in, 74-75, 119, 122. 154, 171, 174, 294; of a., 
138: of the penon, 137ff.; of producing. 109; OOilREU\IlON of ontolops with JdDcla d 
beings (Kant), 139; o. and the 0.-\S!IN, 110-111; "all ontology, even the IDOit )llbDili'lll, 
necessarily looks back to the Duein," 122: it depends on laying ope~~ the C!I!IC!Iaplll 
constirution of the Duein, 154; it constitutes itself a science in the De.io'e aplicll 
carrying out of the ontological diffuence, 319-320:111 fundamental ontoloty; 'Daalla
tor's Introduction, xxiff .. xxviff.; o. DESCJU!IED u "determination of the rniiiDiDt olbeia, 
by way of time." 17; basic o. DETtR.\flNATlONS of a ~ing, 10.5: o. DIP7!IINCI, • 
ontological difference: o. of the EXTANT. 148: traditional o. of extantnell, 147; fUNDl\. 
MD;T.\1.. o., J~t fUndamental ontoiOI)': f"lJNDAMENTAL QUESTION of o., 223; ~ 
TAL Sl."BJECT Of llESE...,IlCH in o., Temporality, 17; GE.'lERAL o. and o. of 11ANre. mfal. 
God. 80: o. ofHJSTORY. 170; o. ofHli'M.o\N EXIST£NC!. 137; o. concept of~ 138: 
o. tr\QLUY, 111. 200: relation of an o. theory to theories of the "ls," 198-22211'.; eoadaUit1 
of K...,NTI.o\N o. with ancient and medieval, 117ff.; MEDIEVAL o., 24, 29, 73, 74, 77~.,101, 
102, 10.5, 117, H7, 152; METHOD of o., 19ti'.: four tub of inquiry into o. metbad(OIIIicll 
foundation and fundamental analytic of the Durin; the a priori; the three c=mp_.. 
of method; phenomenology as pr!Xedure), 19!1., 24: the three basic compoaeDCI floe
tological method: reduction, COI'Utruction, destruction, 21ft'.; MOO!ItN o., 15, 24, lCM, 

105, 122ft'.; NAIVE AND REFLECTIVE o., 110-111: OBJECTlflC\TlON OF 8!ING IS iJIIiC 
comtitutive ontological act, 281; ONTlCAL FOUt\DATlON of o., 19 (stt fundamental 00' 

tology): o. of PERSOS, 137ft'.; o. meaning of person, most manifest In respect. 138; 
PH.E.sm,l£..'>;OLOG!C4J. METHOD of o., 20, 324ff.; phenomenological o., 24: o. and J'HIL(l'I

OPHY, 11 If., 24; o. PROBLE."S· stt ontological problems; o. in its first naive orientaOon: 
PRODUCTIVE OR PEilCEJ>11.; ... L·tllo"TttmVE, 117; o. PllOPOSJTlOSS are aU Tempo:-al. 32-+; 
why they are Temporal and a priori, 324; o. PROTOTYPE: God as o. prototype t~ 
the history of philosophy. 148; JV.DIC\L o., 224: o. constitut~ itself a SO!NCE 111 

Dasein's explicit carrying out of the ontological difference, 319-320; o. as~ 
SCIE.'IIC!, 324; *Because Temporal proj«tion mak~ possible an objectification of~ 
and assur~ conceptualizability. and thereby constiNtrs ontology in general as a JC:iellll'• 
we call this science in distinction from the positive sciences the TE.>,fPORAL SCIL!JoiCI
... All the propositions of ontology are Temporal propositions," 323; o. nt!MA~ 
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of being, 2ZI; TRADmONAL o., 37, 102, 124, 147, 165; how o. ia a DANSC!NDENTAL 
SCIENC!, 268, 323; basis for- UNIV!RSAL SIGNIPICANCE as~ignable to the fundamental 
~ ol ancient o., 116. See phenomenology; philosophy 

ontological ~t. 30ff., 42, 43; Thomu Aquinas criticism, 31-32; Kant's criticism, 

J2ff 
ontological ditrerence, 17 . .52, 72, 75, 78, 120, 225, 318tr., 332; the o.d defined u the 
ditf~mce between a being (or- beings) and being, 120; it becomes "more complicated: 
lZO; it is "the distinction between being and beings, when it is carried out explicitly." 319; 
must it be interpreted Temponlly? 286; it is "terttpordlized in tM ternpordlizing af tmnpor-

11lily," 319 (cf. temporaliu:). Among the four buic problems of ontology-philoeophy
phenomenology, that of. the o.d. is the first and is the only one given detailed disc:uaion 
in the present lecture ((lUJW. See ontologal problems 

ontological problema, 17tr., 77-78. "If philomphy is the science of being, then the FDtST 

AND LAST ANDIWIICPROBLEMOFPHll.OSOI'HY must be, What does being lignify? Whence 
can something like beinc in genen.l be understood? How is Ul'lderstandinJ of being Ill all 
possibter 15, 16, 23; POUR MSIC P11.01U!MS of the science ol being, 17ff.: ( 1) ODtOiogical 
difference. 17-18, 24, 72. 120. 225, mtr .. 318ff.; (2) uticulation of. being, 18, 24. 78. 
120: 13) modi6cations of being and unity of concept of being. 18, 24, 121, 154ff., 173ff.; 
(4) truth-character ofbeinc. 18-19,24, 179, 183, 201. 205,214, 218f .• 222ff., 225 

open. Z70. 306; openness belonging to ecswis, 267; "Openness belongs to /the Dasein's/ 
being. The Duein is its Da, its here-there, in which it is here for itaelf and in which others 
are there with it, • 300. Sec Da 

orientation, 163. 230-231. 307; o. regarding the MSIC PROBLEM OF ONTOLOGY, 224; all 
elucidation ol being is oriented to the DASEIN, 223; o. toward P.XTANT BEtNGS, 294; o. 
\1/ithin the U.IRAWOIU.DLY, 311; o. toward NON•HANDINI!:SS, 309; o. of PHILOSOPHICAL 
PROBLEMS in the uadition, Dacartes, and Kant, 122-123, 312; o. toward the 11M£

PHENOM£NON, 230 
origin, 86; o. of conc:ept$ of ESS!NCE AND P.XISTENCI!, IOOfr.; (common) o. of concepts of 

E5SE. .... 'T1 ... AND EXISTENTIA, lOS, 110. 119; o. of concept of F.SSI!Nilll in reference to 

production, 105, 10611".; o. of concept of. EXJSTE.NTIA or exiatmce u actualization and 
actuality, 101(., 104-105; o. of concepu of MATTER AND MATERIAL, 115-116; tempot• 
ality as o. ofnM£ (in the common sense), 241; o. of. common time in original temporality, 
2681f. 

ongmal. 162. 26Sf .• 1:19, 304, 306: o. mode of bring of Cl.OCK USAGE. 2.58; o. constitution 
of the DMEIN's BEISG, 228; o. EXISTI!NiliiL SENSE of: the future (Zukunft), 26.5, put 
((;ewesenh~it, having·been·neu), 265-266, and present (Gegenwart). 266; TEMPORAL· 
Ill •" o time. 241; TIME in its originality, 230; return to o. time. 230; o. comportment 
lr>w•rd tune. 258; o. having of timr, 258; unity of future. past. and present--original 
11 <n<"--t~mporality. 266 

oth..-r. otht-n;, 322-323 
Ot~-<'rr~">~, 73 

ou"d It~ VariOUl; serues, lSI.&~ Greek expressions 
Quler '><'ru.e, 143 

Quhl<.l(', fl(i, 149; the D.'\SEilli a.s furthrr o than any object and further imide than any 
\u!,Jl'CI,l.5S; a.-ITSELF and time as ratatic. 267; temporality as the primary outside-itself, 
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2i0: o. th~ ~11:\"0, 206: n'tE .u funber outside beings in motion or~ rest. 252: the~ 
u funhrr 01mid~ than all objects. 299 

overstepping, 298-299, 301, 323. S« transcmdence 
"own most peculiar" (eigenst·, superlative of eigen. own, and related to eigendich, authentic: 

a recurrent phrase referring to the Dasein's potentialities for being: some ~ 
e-xamples are given), 265, 270. 276,279, 287, 289 

paralogisms of pure reason. 142ft'. 
Parmmides, 110, 224, 312 
passing-away, 107 
passion, 281 
past (two srnses: (1) vergangen, Vrrgangenheit, bygone, bygoneness,(2) gewaen, 0..., 

enheit, having been, having·bren·neu), 100, 233, 260, 265-266, 273, 306; 1he p. ID 
ORIGINAL EXISTDmAL SE..,.SE: the Dasein's coming·back·to what it hu-beea ~. 
u it comes-toward-itself from a possibility of its own srlf, 265-266: essence althep., 
266: the p. u ecstatic, 267; the p., in the common sense, u being-no-longer, 272 

perception, 43, 4711'., 49-.50, SSff., .59ff., 67ff., 70ff., 93, 106, 109-110, 112-113, U7,1J8, 
127, 129,309. 316; p. IS a distinctive E.'.'PRESO.'TI.>,;G, 315; INTENTIONALafAitACIEiaf 

p., 578' .• .598'., 70ff., 112: ORD!R of p., 106; PERCDWJ!IUTY, 49; PERC!JVEDNEIII, a pale. 
314; P!RCEMNG, PERCEIVED. PERCEIVEONESS, 47ft'., .55-.56, 67ff'. 71, 112, 122, 128, 
313-315; perceivednrss IS grounded in understanding of extantness, 71: P!JtC!II'1VAL, 

122: perceptual uncovering, 70-71; p. u grounded in ecstatic·horizooal TEMI'OitAIJn 
314-315 

perfectio, 86, 108 

permanence, 11 
person, personality. 125ft'., 1298'., 131ft'., 135, 137, 137ft'., HOff., 142ff., 147ft'.; perscmalilJ 

u EGOHOOO, 129; KA.,,-·s ,-\.'1;,-\LYSIS of personality, 155; ontological constitlldoo oldie 
person in Kant, 153; ontological structure of personality in Kant, 153; Kant'' oat .... 
definition of the person as end, 170; personality as constitution of man's bans a penoa. 
131; 0.'-,.0LOGICAL COSST1TV110S of the person, 174, IS end in itsrlf, 137f.; QNTOI.OG
IC\L DIS.Jt:scno.~ of person and thing. 137f.; metaphysics o( morals IS ONTOLOGY rJ 
the person, 139-1-10; PERSON.lli'TAS: transcendentalis, 125ff., 129, 131-132, 140. 142f., 
1H.l46(the 1-think); psychologica, 12911'., 131, 140, 142, 147; moralis, 13lfi'.,138,14Cif., 

146-147; moralis as specific modification of self-consciousness, 132, and u consQtuttCl 
by self-consciousness in the sense of respect, 136; personality PROPER, 132; per1CIO 15 

finite mental st:BSTA.'\C!, 147ft'. 
ph.ant.tsia, 107 
phenomenological: p. L'I.'TERPRET.'\TION of "being equals perception," 315; p. interprd&tioll 

of the being of the extant, 317-318; p. 1!-.'VESTIGATION, Ill. 328: what "phenomenoiOS" 
ic;~J" means here, 318, 328; p. ME'THOD, 19ff., 309; its three compone-nts: reduction, 21• 
24, construction, 21-22,24, destruction. 22-23, 24; p. exposition of TIME, 2S8 

phenomenology, lff., 19ff., 2311' .• 62, 65. lH, 115, 156, 201,268,313, 314; ~THOUCP·• 
20. CONCEPT of p., 2; p. and LOGIC, 178; methodological MAXIMS of p., 69; P· is~ 
METHOD OF ONTOI.OGY (scientific philosophy), 3, 328; p. and PHILOSOPHY, 3-4; ball' 
PROBLEMS of p., Iff., 1511'. S« problem; Sl,;fiJEcr t.Lo\TI'ER of p., 1. &~ontology; phiiOSCJPhY 
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ptl••nomenon, phenomma, 113, 161. 165. 30.5, 306. 322: p. of I!ING-IN ANI> WORLD. 291; 
the 11'-\IANT ANl> THE NOW compared as p., 287-288; p. of INT!!ImONAUTI, 268; p. ~ 
pf.Rl:EmON, 313: p. of the PRP.SI!m ANt> PRAI!SENS, 305, 306; p. of T!MPOKAUTY, 

.ZiiS-306; p. of TIME, 230, 237; p. ofthe WORW, 165, 167-168, ~ 
philosophy, 1. 3-4, 4tf., 111. 171 .• 19tf., 23-24, 29, Slff., 56, 57.!..58, 73ft'., 77, 82, 

111-112. 121, 16.5tf., 177, 191, 194, 227, 281ft'.,~. 295, 298, 322-323; ACADEMIC 

.\SI HXlSMIC conceptions of p. (Kant), 71.; ANOENT p., 73, 771., 83ft' .• 96, 98, 116, 117ft'., 
J.Z3-124, 155, 165, 'JJ'J7, 209, 286, 315-316, 319, 321: its orientation toward rrason, 
mind, the subject, 312; B!ING AS BASIC PROBLEM: 111., esp. 16; "the question about the 
meaning and ground of being." 223; B!ING, IN EARLY p.: early p. interprets being in 

orientation toward the extant, 294; CONTEMPORARY "anxiety in the face of philosophy·. 
167: contemporary p., 90, 167, 32.5; philosophical CONVERSATION, 210; CUU!NT PRE
[)IC>J,IENT of p .• 281tf.; p. and the 01\SEJN: throughout its history, p. is oriented to the 
I>.l~n. 367f.; as a science, it is foundrd on the Dasein's existence, 319-320; HJSTORY of 
p. ,2.2, 29. 124, 224; MWI!VAL p., 77, 79, 831., 102,ue Middle AJes; Scholastics; MODERN 

p. 61, 73. 80, 90, 119. 148; modrm p.'s primary orientation toward the subject, 123ft'., 
142; I'OST·KANTIAN p., 29; PRE-KANTIAN p .• 29, 98; PRE-PHILOSOPHICAL, 114, 165-166; 
pre-philosophical knowlqe, 111, 121; PROBLEMATIC of p., 152; PROBL!MS of p., 155, 
295; allegedly central philosophical problem, 62; ser problem, problems; PROT! PHILO

SOPHIA. 79; p. as SCIENCE OF BEING, lltf., .52ft'., 32011'.: SCI!NllFIC p., 3-4, 7, 23, 322: 
"All philosophy . returns to the SOUL. mind, coruciousnesa. subject, rgo in clarifying 
the basic ontological phenomena." 73; "Philosophy must perhaps swt from the 'SUBJECT' 

and return to the 'subject' in its ultimate questions, and yet for all that it may not pose 
its questions in a one-aidedly subjectivistic manner." 1.55; a philosophica1 TASK: p. must 
comprehend concrptually the belonging-together of comportment to beinp and under
standing of being, 327; llt!M! of p.: "what is taken for granted as being self-evident is 
the tru~ and sole theme of philosophy," 58; p. as TRANSCENDENTAL, 128, 324 ("in the 
proper sense·): WESTERN p .. 3, 7.5, 112; p. and WORLD: p. has not yet recognized the 
OOI'Ieq)l or phenomenon of world, 16.5; p. and WORLD-VIEW, 4ft'. 

phone. 206 
place: relation of time to place, 238; p. of equipment within an equipmental contexture, 310 
pliints, 165. ~7 

Pl..to, ll. 52ff .. 73, 82, 107, 109, 112. 124. 183, 194, 199. 208. 209, 282ff .. 319. 328-329; 
P on truth-function of logos, 354; P.'s doctrine of knowledge & simile of the cave, 283ff.; 

I' a• di!SCoverer of the a priori: anamnesis, recollection, in the Pht~~rw and PhtUdo, 
326-327 

ple,t"ne faculty of p. and unpleas.ure. 132-133 
Plot•nu\, I'll 

P<.oetry I Dichtungt. 171; "Poetry. Cffttive literature, is nothing but the elementary emergenc~ 
:nto words, the becoming-uncovered, of exi!>tence as being·in·the-world. For the others 
"'ho ~fore it were blind, the world first becomes visible by what isthuupoken." 171- 172. 
·~Rilke 

Pomt the now and the p .. 248-249 
P<>pe. KH-Kl 
p,lfphyry, 181 
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posit, positing. position (seam. Latirl poMre), 9-10. 13, 36-37, 39lr., 43ft'., 48-49, 49-so 
~.5-~. 67, 7.5, 79. 93. 316-317; hiOOlll'n POSl'TlON, 32, 40lF., 43(., 45(., 49-~, ss: 
,s, 81-88, 117, 179-180. 316-317: MIRE POSmos. 39-40: RELAllVE PClSr1taN 
39-40; POSim:C. POSITED. POSITIDSESS, 48-49, SO, 316: positing as intentioclaJ-.: 
porunrnt. 316-317 

positive sciences. &t science 
pos.itum, 321 
possible. possibility. p<l"ibiliras, potency. potentiality: ·c.p." a::: abbreviation for condilioo 

of possibility: 34, 37, 39ff., 46, 76, 79, 82. 88. 89, 93, 95, 9i: 97-98 (potentia~. 
98-99. 120, 128, 168-169. 170-171. 174, 26.5-266, 261, 269. 273, 278-279, 287, 
288-289, 293, 294, 296. 297-298. 325. 327; c.p. of BEJSG-IN•lliE·WOitlD, baed an 
tempor&lity, 292; interpretation of possibility ofbeing·in·the-world, 294, the J!ING.'tHDI 
of a possibility, 277; eso as c.p. of C. .. TECORI£S, 129: temporality as c.p. of the D.\am(a 
ontolop:al constitution. 274; the Dasein and its existmtial possibilities, 276: IXPilC'I1NQ 
a possibility. 265; Temporal possibility of HA.l-IDINESS, 305; praesens as c.p. of unclenlud. 
ing handinn1, 305: temponllty IS c.p. of lli.'TEllo'TIONALITY, 268; c.p. of the in..,....lty 
oi perception, 314-31.5; c.p. of MJSSI!'OG OR FINDr.-.-c SOMEnil.NC, 310-311; a peal~~~~' 
c:in:umstanc:e in all PHILOSOPH't. ·u.e possible is higher than everything ~CN~~,• Q 
possibility IS manifest only in understanding's PROJECTIOl-1, 277; TEMPOitAUI'Y ac.p. t1 
(1) the Da.s.ein in its ontological constiNtion, (2) understanding of being. (3) projettioD 
of being upon time, 280; possibility of TIME as commonly understood, 2.57; time a 
ground of possibility of TRANSCL'Io'OE.'I:CE AND WORLD. 302; ecstasis of tlw present a c.p. 
of transcendence, 306: understanding of TllL'TH as c.p. for access to the ICNII, liKf.; 
c.p. of UNDERST. .. SDI:-.:G ll'oo"TR. .. \VORLOLY BEINGS, 291; c.p. of UND!.JlST/\NDINCi Of' II!INO, 
286, tempor&lity as ontological c.p. of the undtrstanding of being, 228, 302; c.p. fi 
tr.oo.'DERSTA.'IDI:SC OF KA~DL"'ESS "-''D BEil-IG·,..T·H:\ND f extantneu/. 291: c.p. ol an UPON
WHICH, OlrT•TOW ... RD-WHIOi, 308 

postrrior, 245 
practical (mode of activity). 109 
praesrns, 312. 315: p. u horizon.! 5eherna of E.-.;PR£SE.,"rno:G, 303!"., 311: illumillldoll bJ 

a p. as condition of possibility for ~nc:ountering a Kl\l'ODY E.''TITY .'o.S HA.'IDY, 308; h.aDdlaal 
and unavailability as specific variations of p., 305; p. as condition of possibility ol uncllr
standing handiness, 30.5; p. as HORIZOS, 306; question of tht Mt.-\NING of p., 3()6; ill 
MODIFIC.'\TIOS ,-\5 l't:G.-\TIV£: ahsens, 311; p. and the NOW: more original than the ntlfl, 

306; p. and the PRESE~&. 306-307; p. as buic determination of horizontal sc:htrn& fi 
ecstasis of the prrsent, 306, 312; p. as ec:st<~tic horizon of the pr~ent, explicated. 306-307. 
312 

pre-conceptual, prr-ontological understanding of being. 281-282 
precursory, 325. S« already: beforehand 
predicate. praedicatum, predication, 3111"., 36ff., 43ff., 46-47, SS. 69, 75. 77. 9lff., 95, 102. 

126, 149, 152, 155. 177, 180. 184-185, 193-194. 202, 203, 209, 218; copula as index 
of predication, 202; determinative predication and truth, 215; logical and real predia-. 
316-317 

pre·ntablished harmony. 148 
pre-ontolosic:al awarenns, of the being of being~. 321 
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pr~nt (adj.), be present, something present, pr~ (These terma translate two German 
1.1o-ords: (1) the adjective ·vorhandm· and its modification&, otherwise rendered in the 
present volume u extant, at-hand, present-at-hand: (2) the verb ·anwesen: iu participial 
.adjective ·anwesend; and c:orrapond.ing noun forms. In some passages Hrideger brings 
the two together and thus establishes an important link betwem extant nat and pr~ 
~ we have these trrms in English. In addition, he explicitly associates a noun form, 

":\n~." in one of its normal German senses-a maning real property in the form 
of present premises-with the Greek ousia, which hu a similar sense: and this adds 1 

new dimension to the linkage betwem being in the sense of Vorhandensein---extantnrss, 
at-hanclnes-.and being in the sense of 1\nwesenheit-presmtness, presmce.) 94, 
1111-109, 260, 305, 309, 311, 31.5; presence and absence as "pl11elieiiS modified and 
modifiable thus and so," 3ffl. See absence; absens; Anweaen 

present (noun: Gegenwart; corresponding adjective = gegenwinig), 101, 233, 260, 266, 
269, 287, 30.5, 311, 312; the p. as ECSTATIC, 2668".; ESS!NC% of the p., 266; the p. 
E-XPLICATED, 306ft'.; the p. as mated to the !XTANT, 315: what the p. is, 306; the p. as 

relating to the HANDY, 312: ecstuia of the p. as primary in c::ommerce with the handy, 
~; the p. u temporalized in resoluteness is the INSTANT, contnsted with the present of 
ordinary comportment, the now, 28711'. (m instant): the p. not constantly the instant, 2B8; 
why the inauthentic p. is not an instant, 290-291; the p. ex.preuea itxlf in the NOW, 
261; the p. in the ORIGINAL, EXlSTEN11AL SI!NSE of the Duein's enpresenting. dwelling 
With, 266: the p. as having the horizon of PRAESENS, 312 

present-at-hand (vorhanden; Sft ahernariw tro~~nsl4tions.: at-hand. extant), 109 
presupp0$e, prewpposition, 12, .52ft'., 71, 294: !XISTENJlAL CONC!.PTS OF f'tFTURE, PAST, 

PRESENT as presuppositions of common c:oncept.s of future, past, present, 26Sff.: PHU.()S. 

OI'HY "drab with what every positing of beings must already prrsupptM eswntially," 
12; ontological presuppositions of POSITIVE SCIENCES • .5211'.: prauppo&ing TRUTH: must 
timeles!i truth be prauppo&e<l?, 220; &ruth is the presupposition for our being able to 
presuppose anything at all. Prewpposition eve-rywhere presupposes truth." 221 

pretense, 216 

primus: p. et principium ens, p. significatum, p. analogatum, p. divisio entis, 81 
prior. 245: how being and existence are understood prior to beings, 74 
pri~·ative, 304: p. and positive, 309 
problem, problems, 11, 15ff., 24, 29. 140, 167, 223-224, 309, 312-313. (A) THE BASIC 

PltOBLEM OF PHILOSOPHY OR OliiTOLOG't. TiiE. MEANING 01' B!!r-.G IN GE.'l£1L\l, 16, 222fT., 

Zl5ff. 313. (8) THE. fOUJl. BASIC PROBLEMS Of PHE.NOMJ!NOLOGY (ontology. philosophy). 
~ach of which underlies on£ of the four theses: LISTI:D, 19, 24. 225; THEIR SYSTEMATIC 

l':-;JTY, 19, 76. (81) THE fiRST PROBLEM, TiiE PROBLEM OF THE ONTOLOGICAL lliFFE.R

E~cJ:::, the distinction (made ellplicit) between being and beings, 17-18, 19, 55, 72, 78, 

120 . .225, 227tf. (821 THE SEOOto:ll PROBLEM, THE llo\SIC ARTICli'LIITION Of BEING, the 
~"-'ntial content of a being and its mode of being, 18, 19, 121tf.; how the Scholastics 
handled the problem, 79ff., 88ff.; htstory of the problem, 81; three interpretative views 
regarding the problem in Scholasticism: Thomas, Scotus, Sui!J'eZ, 89-90; its treatment 
In m~eval mysticism (Eckhart), 90-91; its treatment by Thomas Aquinas and hi' 
follower.;, Aegtdius Romanus and JOIIlnn Capreolus, 9111' .. by Scotus, 93-94. and by 
Suarez, 94-95, 96ft'.; access to the problem, 95-96; orientation oi the question toward 
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product:iOil. 98-99. 101-102. 10.5. 1068".: in Greek ontology, UOff., 118 -119; Pbeno.. 
enological dari.lication of the problem, 99ft".; trnt:nent of the distinction 1:Jmt..eea ebemia 
and existentia. 99-100. 101, 102ff.; inadequate foundation of ttaditJOrW treatment o1 the 
problem, 112ft' .. 119: inner connection between traditional and Kantian treatment oltb. 
problem, 117ft'. (B3) THE THIRD PROBLE.\1. THE POSSIBLE MODIFICATim:s OF !liN(; "NN 
THE UNlTY OF THE CONCEPT Of BEING. 18, 19, 121, 123, 12-J-125, 1.5-J, 173!'., 225; 
divenities of being venus unity of concept of being. 12.5; ontological distinction o( subjec. 
object, 122, 12-J, 125: Kant on the distinction, 12.5; Dncartes' distinction between res 
cogitans and res extmsa. 125ft'.; detailed discuuion of Kant on personality and ita tbne 
sensa-transcendental, psychological, moral, 125ft'.; penon venus thing. 137ft'.; cridque 
of K.1ntian solution of the problem of •me being of the being which we human. eiCh 
ourselves arc," HOff.; summary view of Kane's interpretation of subjectivity, 146-147; 
the horizon of production. 147ft'., lSO!f.; fundamental problem of the multiplic:ityaf_,. 
of being and unity of the canape of being in general, 154ff.; problem of the dWincdaa 
ofthebeingoftheDascinfromotherbeing, 154, 1.58ff.,l61ff.,168ff.(thebeiDJaf'lllltUie. 
of hinoric:al. cultural entities, the world, the Dasein); the fundamental problem -. 
marized, 173ff. (B4) TH! fOURTH PROBLE..\t, THE TRliTH-cHARAcr!R OF BEING, 18-19, 
1nlf .. t791f., 180ff., 183-1&4, 192. 200-201. 201-202. 2~-205. zosff .• 2221:, 225; 
the central problem here, discussed in the limited horizon of the •is, • the beiat af' the 
copula, 1 n; "fU!Utl and. into logic; 177; connection of copula with basic: ontoiOJical 
problems, 179; characteristic: treatments of the problem of the copul.t: Aristode,llabbe., 
lvlill, Lotze, 20lff.: being in the sense of the c:opula is, for Aristotle, synthesis in the lapl, 
183: Hobbes' nominalinic formulation of the problem, 183: copula u index of caute OD 

which coupling of names is grounded, 186: connection with truth. 18811'.; critique tl 
Hobbes' nominalism, 191-192; Mill's change from nominalism to dominantly DOD

nominalist view, 192-193; copula as sign of predication, 193-19-J; and of existenc:e,194: 

Mill's distinctions regarding propositions and functions of copula, 195: the ••• u -.c 
means." 197; critique of Mill's distinctions. 197-198: ambiguity of copula, 197-1•: 
Mill'semphuis on ·is· in sense of "exisu." 198; Lotze'ni-. 198; impossibility a{ neptive 
copula, 199: doctrine of principal and subordinate thoughts. 199-200: the-.. • II aipi
fying combination and truth, 200; consequencn of Lotze's approach for ninetNnth•
twentieth-century thought, 200-201; survey of interpretations of the-.. • and charlclll
istic determinations for the copula, 201ff; summary l'e'View of charactmstic tratiMDII 
of the problem of the copula, 202: examples of propositions to test understanding of this 
contexture, 203-20-J; brief outline of all the different interpretations of the copula. tad 
what the being of the copula signifies, 204: implied sense; of being. 204-205: query 
regarding validity of this approach to the question of the meaning of being, 205; inade
quacy of dealing with assertion in terms of the being of the copula, 205fT.; the deciJive 
question: what belongs to assertion beyond the verbal sequence, 206, how grasp ~ 
relational whole here? 205ft'.; detailed discuuion of assertion from phenomenologic:ll 
viewpoint: structure~. 207&'., apophantic character. 209-210, assertion as c:ommunX:a
tively determinant exhibition, and its relation to the "is" of the copula, 21011'.; probleal 
of relation of a&SCrtional truth to being of the entity a~rted about, 21311'., assertjonll 
truth: uncovering and disclo•ing as ways of unveiling. 21511'.: existential mode of bei~ 
of truth, and how it "lie~ between" subjl"Ct and object. connect«! with the [)aselnl 
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transcendence, 217 -ll8; how truth exists, and its relationship to the existence of the 

l>.asein, 21911'.; existential mode of being of truth and the basic ontological question of 
the meaning of being in general. 222ff.; special question of the meaning of the "is" in 
ontological propositions, e.g .• "being is this or that,· "being is, • 222; the basic question of 
ontology. ontological priority of the L>asein, and the need for a preparatory ontological 
Jnalytic of the Dasein as fundamental ontology (q.v.). 223-224 

1uohlem•. opecific tin the course of the lectures the author formulated many specific prob
J,•ms which lllt!re dealt with as the diiiCUSSiOn proceeded. Among them, in addition to the 
p~rticular problems raised within the framework of the four basic problems above, are 
qu~tions relating particularly to the l>asein and to time. The question regarding the 
J.)dse~n has to do with the nature of the being (Seinl of the being (Seiendes) which each 
human being itself is; the human being is a certain entity which has a certain mode of 

being, and the question has to do with this mode of being. S. Oasein (the), u the being 
that we ounelvn are, and 140. The Da.sein, as ontic:al (a being), has an ontological priority 

ta priority with respect to being and the understanding of being), which leads to the 
problems of a fundamental ontology, 223-224; S« fundamental ontoiCII)'. Pursuit of the 

question of the condition of pos5ibility of the undentanding of being in the Dasein lee~ 
to the entire problematic of time and temporality, through which time can be lftll as the 
horizon of all understanding of being. The problems here fall into THREE MAIN DMSIONS. 

1M What is the nature of time as commonly understood and u specifically articulated 
in Aristotle's treatise on time (which gives explicit formulation to the common view of 
time)? (8) How is time as commonly understood derivative from original time, the original 
temporality of expecting, retaining, and enpresenting? (C) How can time, and especially 

original time, original temporality, be conceptually comprehended as the condition of 
possibility of all understanding of being and hence of ontology as the sciena of being? 
The following is a representative listing of appearance of these three parts of the overall 

problematic.) (A) TIM! AS <X>MMONLY UND!R.STOOD AND AS AJITia.ILATED IY ARISTOTLE: 

Aristotle's two chief problems concerning time, 232&'.; problem of the origin of the now, 
246; if there is no soul does time exist? Ari,totle's specific interpretation of this problem, 

254; "WWidt then is time and how does it exist? Is it only subjective, or is it only objective, 
Of is it neither the one nor the otherr 25.5, and forecast of the answer, 256. (81 How IS 
ll.ME .'\S COI\.tMONLY UNDERSTOOD DERIVAll.VE fROM ORIGINAL 11MI!? 256; problem of 
clock·usage. 257; to wh11 do 11ft! addres.s ourselvn in uying ·now: •then: "before fat· 
the-time/"? 259; whence do we take the now without making it an object? 259; ·we shall 
have to ask how what confronts ~ in the unity of expecting, retaining. and enpresenting 
can be validly U!lt!rled to be original time," 260; where do 11ft! get the now from? from 
cnpresenting, 261; whence does the Dasein get the time it reckons with and exprnsn in 
tile now, then, and at-the-time? 261; ans-r to be given by showing its origin in original 
11 mt•, temporality. 261, 26.5; what makes common time possible? 2S7, 2.59, and how does 
'' dcnve from original time? 269; why did the traditional time concept have to overlook 
''gnaficance and datability? amlllt!f will derive from the structure of temporality, 263; why 
dot'\ the common understanding of trme ignore the structural moment11 and conceive of 
hme merely as a manifold of unstructured nows? 271ff. (C) TIME, .1\NU ESPECAI.I.Y ORIG-

1:..\1. TIME. ORIGI[IOAL ·ri!MPORAl.IT'i, hS U>NOlll.OS OF PO&"'BILITY Of ALL L'NI>ERSTJ\NI). 

Ill:£; Of BFJNG i\NO HESCE Of Tlt.\T P.\RTICUI.AR l:IWER.'>'TANDING 01' BEL'IlG WHICH 
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OONnmJTES ONTOLOGY AS SCIENCE OF aEING, 274, 286, 302; what is ~ ol 
beinJ? 274f.; to find original concept of undersu.nding, 275: how does ~ 
belong to the Dasein's existence? 276: to clarify and distingu~h unden:WMiing 11 Clalllti. 
tutive for the Dasein's existmce, 277-278; upon what must being be projectecl ill Clldir 
for being itself to be understood? 280; how are the experiencing of :a being, the UDder. 
standing of being, and projection-upon in the undcrsu.nding of being connected? 280; Ia 
time that upon which being is projected. by way of which we can understand being? 211o; 
problem of the epekein:a tes ousias, 284-285: what makes the undcmmdins oCb.iaa 
possible? 286; what makes undersu.nding possible as such? 286; how is tempcllr11ity the 
condition of possibility for understanding in general? 286; must the ontologial dl&nac:e 
be inte-rpreted Tcmpor&lly? 286: what is the character of the temporality oC ~ 
self-understanding? 289; problems oriented toward beings as extant, 291; whit il che 
condition of possibility of the undemanding of handiness and being-at-hand (atl-)1 
291; to understand vi& temporality the structure of being-in-the-world, 292; tempanli&y 
u horizon of the understanding of being, 292: problem of philosophic:allcgitimiCJ • • 
ontical teleology of the universe of beings, 295; problems of philosophy, 29S; how II che 
whole of being-in-the-world founded on temporality? 298; how is being·m..-...w 

possible u a whole? in what is the Dascin's transcendence grounded? anawrecl willl 
regard to two structural moments: being-in and world, 301-302: to compnbmd CIIIDo 

ceptually how Temporality makes possible the understanding of being. 302: how ia ~ 
undersunding, in specific refcrcna: to handiness, grounded on temporality? 302: tD 
provide a Temporal interpretation of handiness, and to show with regard to traMOin...., • 
how the understanding of being is po6Sible Temporally, 303; problem of 6mtenell ~ 
time, 308; how does negation rooc in time, temporality, Temporality? 311; how lllll&mo 
tionality possible? 314: radicalizing the problems of ancient philosophy, 316; pnlbleml ~ 
objectification of beings. constitutive for positive sciences, and of being, coostiNtive lar 
philosophy as a science, 321-322 

Produs, 81 
produce, production, etc. (herttellen, Hcrstcllung, etc.), 98, 101-102, 105, 106f., U4f., 

ll7f., ISO, 286; PROOOClDNE'.SS, 109, 112, 114, 150 (~ng cf a being rncaDI nocbia~bul 
productdnas• for Kant), 152; PRODUCER, 115, 151; PRODUCIBLE, 112, 116; PI.ODUCINO• 

109. 116, 118, 1.51; ontological constitution of producing. 109; PRODUCT, 113, 116, 122. 
"product (producible) in its producednns," 151-152; PI.OOUC'nON: its smM and 
essential nature, 115-116: its understanding of beings which do not need to be proclucld. 
116; intentional &tructurc of p., 113-114, 118; its understanding of being. 114; P· aad 
the produced, 104, 106ff., 112, 113; PROOOCTIVE COMPORDIENT (behavior), 102, 105, 

106ft"., 108ft"., 113-114, 115-116; p. and its understanding of being, 116. 117; P· 11 

hori%on for ancient ontology's interpretation of beings and for its understanding of the 
being of beings, 116 

projection, project (the verbs used arc entwerfen and projizieren; Entwurf is the usual noun: 
other related expressions arc vorwerfcn, vorherwerfen), 168, 279, 289, 293, 30711"., 3~6• 
318: p. ofllt::tNG, 280, 322; the two CONSTITUENTS of p.: (1) a ean-be of itself, upon whiCh 
the Ouein projects itself and (2) the Dasein's projection of itself upon this can-be: ~ 
p. of bcinp as EQt'IPlioiElloT is their p. upon functionality relation, 293; p. of the beinl 
the HANDY upon prancn~ (hence upon Temporality). 323; p. and PHE.'IOMDo'OLoGICIJ. 
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M!lliDD. 22: p. upon PRAESENS, 306: praesemial p., Temporal p., 307: series of projec:· 
tiom: unde:rstanding of beings, projection upon being, undemanding ofbems. projection 
upon time: tlw end of tM ames (horizon of eatatic unity of temponlity), 308: 'I'IME is 
"the original self-projection pure and simple,· 308: the p. upon something involved in the 
t.JSIJEltSTANDING 01' BEING, 280: "We understand a being only u we project it upon being. 
In the process, being itself must be understood in a certain way: being must in its tum 
he projected upon something," 280; '"Understanding must itself -.Mow ,., 4S unwi!.rd, 
thai upo" whic:lt it J"Oi«ts, • 284: p. as ill1 essential moment of understanding, 286; p. of 
WORLD. 168, 170 

propertY (ousia), 1~ 
proposition, propo&itio, 75, 180, 182, 1831., 1881., 1931., 200,201, 2021., 206, 218; Hobbes' 

ddlnition of the p., 18-4 -1M; Mill's account of the p .• 1931.: Mill's clauification of 
propositioN as euential-verbal-ana.lytic venus acadental-ral-synthetic, 195, 204; criti· 
cized. 197-198; struc:ture ofthe p., 3121.; defect in startifll from 1M uttered p., 212: 

Temporal propositions (1ft ontoiiJIY; philosophy), 324. S. assertion; log01 
proteron and husteron: question whether to be translated as earlier and later or before and 

after, 240-241,2451., 247; non-temporal sense in Aristotle, before and after in sequence 
of plaas. 246: temporal sense in Aristotle, earlier and later, 246-247 

psychical, 58, 206 
ps)'Chology. 49ft', .54, 58, 65, 80, 130, 131; psychologia rationalis, 80: psychology u ontical 

5Cience venus philosophy u ontolop:al. 52, 142; psychological ego, 130 
publicness: p. as a structural element or expressed time, 261. 264; p. of time, derived from 

cntatic charactu of temporality, 270 
pu~: purposiveness, its structure and ontological poaibility, 170: ~free, ~ 

Ins. 295 

quality. 36, 89, 143 
quantity, 143 
~on: q. of what, who, 120: quid est res, what iathe thing? 120. S. problem 
quidditu, 31, 38, 85, 86, 88, 89, 94, 102, 119, 186-187: man's quidditas, 138; quod quid 

erat esse, 85, 105. S., what; esaence 

ratio, 31. 95-96; r. abstractissima et simplicissima, 8-4; r. entis, 8-4; ratio, intentio intellecta, 
84 

ratlOIWII, rationality. 131- 132; r. beings, 138 
reac:h. of perception, 67 

real, rtoalis, reality, realness. Realitat, 28-29. 31, 33ft'., 37-38, 42, 43. 45-46, 68, 75-76, 

77-78, !!SIT., 88, 89, 91ff. 9Sff. 98-99, 101-102. 107-108, 119. 125, 148, H9, 187. 
IK<), 195, 197, 198, 203-204; real predicate, 33fT., 43, 316-317; real propositions, 1951T: 
three categories or fitlds of the real as m:ognized by J. S. Mill, 198; objective reality, 
n- .38: realitas objectiva, .38; realitas aetuali~. 3!1. Stt res. &iche, thing 

'~<~h,m. lb7, 17.5 

re01 '<m, 92, 94ff., 121, HI. 223; law ohufficient r .. 92 
re-c~pllvlt)'. 14-4, 149, 151 
Tl~'P10C'Ity, 148-149 
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recoUectioa., 290. 326 
red\lcUon, pbenomenological: dmned u the leading back of investigative vision froa. 

naively apprehended being to it1 being, 21. &r ontological, method 1 

reference. 185. 19i; transcendent r .. 2H-21S 

reAection, 7+. 1.58ff .. 161. 171; proper application of the term to the Dasein's primary llel(. 

disd~ure. 159; r. of the self from thin~. 159ft'.: r. u self-understanding by way o( the 
thin~ themselves, 160 

reification, 323 
relation, 113, 143, 236, 296; r. to the c:ognitive faculty, 93; relations of functionality. 293, 

295; relations of in-order-to, functionality, for-the-sake-of. 296 
relativism, 222 
relativity theory, 237 
release (entlassen. Entlassung), 1796'., 188, 243; r. of product from relation to the~ 

113-lH; r. by productive comportment, 115. Cf. set free 
remove, removal-to (entriicken, same as carry away; ecstuis), 302, 3()6, 317, 318 
removere, 316 

repetition, 290, 306: r. defined u the temporal mode in which the Dasein comes baIt 
that which it it,, in which it is as and what it_,, 287. See past, origiDal existma.l

represent, representation. repranentatio, 57, 62. 63, 65, 126-127, 128, 155, 195; r. a 
l.eibniz's monads, 300-301 

res (Rr real; Sache; thing). 3311'., 36, 37, 43, 8411'., 89, 9111'., 93-9-4, 9-4ff., 99, 101, 104,122£, 
126, 139, HO, 192,203,272, 316; r. COGJTANS, 15, 24,122, 124-125, 126,138,139-140, 
147, 154, 155-1..56, 223; r. cogitans u self-consciousness, 1.58-159; r. !XTE.'IISA, u.a.. 
122. 124-125, 138. 139-140, 147, 154, 15.5 

re5oluteness (En!Sehlossenheit): r. is "our name for authentic existence." 287; its own peculiu 
temporality, 287!.; "In resoluteness the Dasein understands itKif from its own IIIGil 

peculiar can-be: 287; ho•11,o r. temporalizes itself, 287 

respect (Achtung), 133!f., Hl, 147; "Respect is the ontical access to itself ofthe fiCtii:IIIJ 
existent ego proper." 137; structure of r., 133; r. u a moral feeling, a priori, non-empJriCII. 
non-pathologiul, 13+; as respect for the law, 135; as respect for self, 135; u scl{-subjectial 
self-elevation, 136; as analogous to inclination and fear, 136; as *the true mode~ which 
man's existence becomes manifest." 137 

respectus logicus, 39. 7.5, 179, 183 
responsibility. 131-132. 135, 137, H 1 

rest. 73.236, 238-239. 252-253 
retain, retention {behalten. ~halten), 2.s9ff., 265; retention of the prior, 2-45; retaitliDI 

expresses itself in the ~t-the-time, 2596'., 262!f.; retaining, non· retaining, forgetting. 290: 
retaining equipment in view, 293; retentive expectance: expectant-retentive enpresentinl• 
293. &t comportmrnt, temporal; motion, experience of m.; traruition, experience 

revelation: r. of personality, 133: r. of self. 137: self-r of the ego, 137; personality as revealed 
in respect, 137 

revival~. 100-101, 112 

Rickert, Heinrich, 130, 156 

R1lke. Rainer 1\.faria, 172-173. 289 
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S-Jl·he. Sachheit (vrry ge-neral term for thing, ase, matter. fact. etc. S« thing; essence). 38, 
43. 68, 78, 84, 87-88, lOS. 107, 112. 119. 131. 148 

s;~meness, 73 
:;..u:. 180. S« proposition; usertion 

.aying time, 2S9f. 

Scheler. Max, 136 
Schelling, friedrich Wilhelm Joseph von, S, 12S, IS2, 153 
schema, schemata, 306tr.; &ehematic pre-dnignation, 306; &ehema of «:staSeS of time, 307; 

rdation of schema to ecstatic openness for ... and horizon. 308; praesmsial schema of 
handiness, 309. S. horiUinal schrma 

Schleiermacher. Friedrich Ernst Dmid, 5 
Scholastics. Scholasticism, 11, IS, 28, 29, 30, 35, 38, .58, 79-80. 82, 83tr., 866'., 88tr .• 93, 

95-96, 98, 102, liM, 119. 120, 183. 190, 214, 231, 321. S. Middle Ages; ontology, 

medieval; phiiO&ophy, medieval; Aegidius Romanus; Capreolus, Joannes; Duns Scotus; 

Suarez. francisco; Thomas Aquinas 
Schuppe. Wdhelm (nineteenth-century anti-metaphysical thinker), tn-178 
science. 3-4. 7, lltr., 17. 19-20, 23, 5UJ., 227, 268, 276, 281-282, 283, 312, 320. 321. 

322, 323-324, 328; s. as ClOGNIZING for the sake of unveiledness as 1uch, 320; t. 11 
CONSlTIUTED in objectification of what has alrady been revealed, 320; FIRST IICience 
(prote phila..ophia), 79; MODERN Nt\ruv.L 1., 321; PHILOSOrtUC\L 1., c:onttituted in the 
objectification of being, 322; POSnlV£ s., sciences, 19, Sltr., 65, 68, 320: constituted in 

objectification of beings, 321-322; they mate also to the being of beings. 322. 8ft 
objectification; ontology; phenomenology; philosophy 

KTlpl. 18.5 
sea·unicom (Seeeinhorn = narwhal), 41 

seemg. sight, sighted, 107, 109. See circumspection; fore-sight 
SeiMve~tandnis 83; (understanding of being. q.tr.) 

self. 41. 135tr., 2S9- 260, 270, 323; self-APPREHENSION of history of being· with-one-another, 
279-280; s.·CONSOOUSNI!SS, 1261f. 129, 1.52tr., 158-1.59, 174, 17.5; rtnpirical l.•con

sciou$ness, 142; pu~ and empirical s.-consciousness, 129; empirical and transcendental 
s.-comciousness. 132; s.·OIRI!CTION toward &amething (intentionality), 313; s.·FINDING 

by the Duein in things, 1.59: the Dasein 'Jinds it.stlf primarily and constantly in things 
beca~e. tending them, distressed by thrm, it always in some way or other rests in things. 

/.''1./s the Duein gives itself over immediately and passionately to the world, its own 
'elf is reflected to it from things." 1.59: example from Rilke, 171-173. s.·FORGETnNG, 
Z90; how the self is GIVEN, 159ft'.; s.·IDI!NJTn': authenticity (and inauthenticity) versus 

merel)• formal-ontological identity, 170; s.-INl1JmON of the s., 145: s.•KNOWL!DGI!, 126. 
152ft'. LOSS of the s. in inauthentic understanding, 160, 289-290; s.·PII.O]!CTION, 277; 

"tame coru.titutes the original self·projection." 318; s.-PURPOSI!IVEN£SS, 141, 170; RU'l..I!C 

lif)~ of the s. from things. 174; $.•UNUERSTANDING, 171, 175, 277, 279, 289; authentic 
ver~u~ •nauthentic s.-undentanding, 16().161, 1701J., 17S; everyday s.·understanding. 
l5Xff. l6ltr., 171; role of world and being·in·the-wo•-ld in s.•understanding, 279; the 
l>ase1n understanck itself and its fello11111 at first and usually from things, 289: the self 
t~\'I!ILEI> in ~.-direction toward beings. 158: s. and WORlll in structure of the llasein, 
l97 
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selfhood. 170, 301: s. and seifleuness. 298; s. as found.eci on rranscendence, 300: ._ 11 
presupposition for the Dasein's pos-sibilities of being its own, losing itself, beint-wnb. 
others, being I-self with thou-self, 300 

sempitemitas, 303 
sensation, 62-63 
~.sensible, sensibility, 132, 144-145; inner sense, 129. 130; t'Xternal senses, 130; feelias 

and sensibility, 133 
sense (Sinn • meaning), 201 
serviceability (Oienlichkeit), 68 
set free (freigeben. Freigeben), 117-118: also uanslated as disdwge, 114, and aa ~. 

Su release 
shape, shaping. 106f[ 
shoe. shoemaker, 171 
sign, 185, 193&'., 206 
signifiance (Bedeutsamkeit. This term receives two usages in the text. One is the daipedoa 

of a struCtUral moment ol expressed time. Su time, expressed and expression. The othlr 
is given in the present entry. The same term, "significance." is used as homciDJm ID 
English, correlative to the German.), 165, 296, 299, 305: s. OEFlNED: -ne whole of'tbae 
relations, everything ... with which the Duein can gi\'e itself something to be undemood, 
to signify to itself its ability to be, we call significance. This is tM sti'\ICt\lfe of what we aD 
IDO'I'ld in tM slrictly ontologicdl mrst," 295-296; the relations referred to are relatiaal « 
functionality: in-order-to, for-the-sake-of, for-that-purpose, to-that-end; cf. 165, 262; a. 
CHAJt.o\Cfl:IUZES WOIU.D ,o\,'1:0 TlME as world in general and world-time. 262, 1.-oaNI'II

roJtE (Su world), 171, ~-209 
signification (Bedeutung). 197, 206. Ste mean. meaning 
Sigwan, Christoph (dominant figure in logic in the nineteenth century), 177-178 
Simplicius, 229-230 
simultaneity, 237 
skepticism, 222 
Socrates, 28-l 
solipsism, 278 
something, 37, 39, 78, 83 
Sophists, 183 
soul, 22, 73, 109, 121, 124, 129, 143-144, 146, 223, 256. 319, 323: s. according to sbt 

paralogisms, 142ft'.; time as "in the soul," 236-237, 256 
space.22,S3, 14S.242f.,248,2SS,272,292 
span, spannedness (spannen, Spanne, gespannt, Gespanntheit). 263; spannedness of tirne, 

as struCtUral moment of t'Xpressed time, articulated in meanwhile, during, till then. 
263-264; spannedness derived from ecstatic character of t~mporality, 269-270. S.. 
stretch 

~peculation, mystical, 90 
~peech, 184, 190-191, 208, 270; po5~ible forms of~. (Hobbes), 184; "ln speaking~ 

something, the DaseinJptaks iUtlf out, apreuu itself, 4S uisltnl bting·in-tlu-world, dud•rC 
with and occupying itself willa btings," 208 

speed, 239 



Spinoza, Baruch (Benedictus), 134 
spirit, spirituality, 143-144, 223, 323 

spontaneity, 149, 1.51 
standard, 107 
~tars, 297 

statement, 180; linguistic s., 210 

step beyond, 299 
Stetigkeit (continuity, q.v. ), 236 

Lexicon 

~tratific.ation: s. of projections in the structun: of ontical unden;tanding, 280 
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stretch, stmch out (dehnen, Dehnung; compares with Ausdehnung, exteniion; for stretching 
out the terms "emrecken," "Entreckung," are employed), 242ft'., 248-249. 264; how s. 
can be greater or leu, 249. S« dimension 

mucture (Struktur), 65-66, 67, 69, 71, 72, 127, 151, 1.53, 166, 168, 170, 174, 175, 307; s. 
and APOI'ItANnC Q\T!.GORII!S, 126; apophantic s., 209; s. of ASS!ItTION, 208ff.; s. of 
BEING, 78, 123, 168ff.; basic structures of being, 225; s. of BEING-IN·lliE-WOIU.D, 297, 

301-302, to be understood via temporality, 291; inuinsically manifolds. of the B!ING OF 

... BEING, 205; ontological 5. of BEINGS, 295; basic 5. of Q\RE, 298; intentional s. of the 
DASEJN's OOMPOttndENTS, 122:; existential a. of the Dasein, 170; the basic structures of 
the constitution of the Dasein's being, 2ZJ. 298, 299; atructural moments of the Dasein, 
301; s. of EXPRESSED TIM!: the four structural moments---5i8nifiance, datability, spmned
neu, and publicnea, 261tr.; these four structural moments as ( 1) arising from eatatic
horizonal unity of expecting, retaining, enpresmting, ZJ1, and (2) c:oncea1ed in the com
mon understanding of time, n 1-272; time-s. of present, as completed. 306; 5. of primary 
FAMIUARITV, 304; s. of f'!El.ING, 132, 137; ontological s. of f'UNCllONAUTY REIJ\TIONS, 

295; structures in the praeams of HANDINESS, 309; INTl!mlONAl.. s., .58, 67, 75; s. of the 
LOGOS, 207; s. of NOW-5EQUENCI!, 265; sUuctural moments of NOW.TIME (expressed 
time) derived from original temporality. 268tr.; intentional s. of PERCEPTION, 57tr., 67tr., 
70-71, 112, 313i.; ontological s. of the whole PERSON. 146; s. proper to the PI!R.SONALITAS 

t.KlRALIS (autotelic), 132, 147; formal s. of PERSONALITY, 132; PRtDICI\TIVE s., 209; in· 
tentional s. of PRODliCllON, 109, 112ff., 114ft'.; s. of PROPOSITION, 182, 187, 202; intm· 
tiona! s. of RESPECT, 136; original s. of the TIME·PHENOM!NON, 230; s. of the 
l-'NDER.STANDING constitutive of existence. ZJ7; intentional a. of Ul\.'VEILING, 217; WORLD 

as structural moment of being·in-the-world, 294; structural moments of WOJU.D. TIME as 

covered up by the falling Oasein, 271 

Suarez, Francisco, 58, 79ff., 84, 88tr .• 9411'., 119, 124, 148. 231 

'uhject (The author employs this term in two general senses: Ill formal-apoph.antic or 
grammatical-logical, i.e., the subject of predicates; and (2) ontological-personal. "in the 
'-en~ of subjectivity or egohood." The distinct ion and interconnection of these two senses 
is given on pp. 126- 127. H~er there is also ( 3) the generic ontological sense, associated 
w11h the Greek hupokeimenon and in some degree w1th the Latin sub;ectum, of which 
~ns~ (21 tends to become a specific-ation and seme ( 1) an abstractly formal exprnsion. 
f'or this third sense, S« Greek expressions, hupokeimenon. (U SUBJECT, FOR.\IAL· 

Al'OPHh.VI1C, 36, 40, 126-127. 180, 185, 193, 200, 204, 209; s. as formal-apophantic 
category. 126-127 (21 :;tJBJECT, 01\.'TOLOOIC. .. I.-I'ERSO!St\l., 37, 38, 47, 58, 59ff., 621J .. 69. 

73 (all philO&Ophy re1urns to the subJect). 101, 104, 113. 114, 117, 123, 1251J., 129ff. 
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13Uf .. 138, Hl- H2. 152ff .• 15-'tf., 162. 166c., 174,214,219. 25.5. 256. 2i8, 297-29S 
313. 314, 317. 323; the ... cn,_o s., 139; s.-EGO, 207. 210; why modern philosophy~ 
not take the s. as EXE~IPL. .. RY L"llTi', 123tf.; s. as I!I.TEt.UGE. .... C£, H7; s. as a beicg thic 
rel•tn-itself-to. Of 1!\.'TE.''TIO!II ... UTY, 59tf .• 6.5, 155[ .. 313-314; MODE OF BEL'IIO of the L, 
155, 1.57; 0!\.'TOLOOIC. .. L COSSl1lt.'TIOS of the s. as problem,uic, 152ff., 1.5-f; ~ 
ORIEllo'T.\TIOS to the s., 73 (1lso ancients I. 12311'.; stress on the s. in modem phiiOICiphy, 
1.55; "Philosophy must perhaps stan from the 'subjea' and return to the 'subjea' mica 
ultimate questions, and yet for ill that it may not p05e its questions in a one-sld.dly 
subjectivistic manner," 155; s. as SUBJEC'ru!\.1 (hupokeimenon), 127, H8. 152. 15.5; nu. 
OR!TICAL VERSI.."S PRACTICAL s., 142: TllL"D toward the s. in philosophy, 312. S. D..ea.; 
ego; penon: self 

subjectiYe, 167tf., 1Nir., 216, 237; time ass .• 237, 255 
subjectivism, subj«tiYiz.ing, 175, 218tf.· "the unYeiling appropriation of the extan.t in ill 

being-such is precisely not a subjectivizing but just the reverse, an appropriadni ol the 
uncovered de1mninations co the extant entity as it is in itself," 219: enoneous subjecdv. 
izing of intentionality, 63, 90, 313 

subjeaivity, 124, 125ff .. 126, 127, 129, 131. 152. 167; problem of the s. of the~ 167 
8ft Dasein; ego; person: self 

subj«t-objea relation, 155ff .. 1.59 
subjectum, 126-127, H8. 1.52, 155, 186, 187,272 
subreptio apperccptionis sui.tantiae, 145 
subsequent, 245 
Sl.lbsist, subsistence. 28, .53. 221 
substance, 74, 130, 143. 147ff .• 153. 300-301 
substantia, 2i2 
sun, 240, 285 
supratemporal, 303, 306, 324 
surpass. 323. s" transcend 
surprise: condition of possibility of s., 311 
symbol, sumbolon. 185-186 
synthesis, 41, 45. 127, 182-183. 209; existential s., 41; s. as meaning of the "is," 183: 

predicative $., 41. 5« Greek expressions. sunthe-sis 
S)'nthetic, 195 

tilciturn r~erve (Verschlossenheit), 216 
taking-together(= sunthesi$), 212 
tasks of scientific ontology. 19tf. 
teleology: on tical t. of the universe of beings, 29.5 
Temporal, Temporality (German temporal. Temporalitat) (The author's explanation of the 

muning assigned to the German wonk "temporal" and "Temporalitat", 228, makes dear 
that they were chosen as the Latinate equi\'alents of the usual German words for temporal 
and temporality, namely. zeitlich and Zeitlichkeit. Sin«, according to his doctrine, tem• 
porality is the horizon for the understanding of ~ing and the condition of possibility for 
all undentan<ling of being and hence for solution of the bas1c problem of philosophy. the 
problem of the mc.-aning of being in genc.-ral, a special term is needro to refer to temporality 
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in this role 15 s.uch a condition of possibilit)'· For this pul"f'''W the Latinate equivalent of 
the German was used. But in English we already employ the Latinate expression for 
normal reference to the temponl. What then can we do? We might try an equivalent 
from the other classical language, Greek, as. for instance, chronal and chronality. This 
was experimented with and found not completely s.atisfactory. The sens.e of identity with 

the concept of the temporal is not strong enough. the idiom is a little too mange. and 
unwanted associations enter. like that of the chronometer, which measures clock-time 
rather than Temporalitlit, and that of the chronic. 15 in chronic diseases and chronic 
habits. Another possibility is to find an English equivalent, like timelike, timely. timeish. 
However, bnide being awkward, none of these gives the uue intended meaning. It was 
decided, therefore, to employ a special device. capitalization, for the purpose. This Rives 

us Temporal to correlate with German temporal and Temporality with Temporalitiit. 

Capitalization introduces tYJXlt&Rf)hical difficulties with the beginnings of printed sen· 
tences and in speakin1 one h15 to add the expression "capital·t" to refer to the terms. 
Another experiment was earlier made with the forms c-temporal and c·temporality. where 
the letter' stands for "condition of possibility," to remind us that here we are speaking 
of the temporal and temporality understood 15 condition of possibility. But this mode of 
expression is unnatural and awkward and experiments with readers were sufficient to 
establish their dislike for it. Consequently it was decided to accept the relatively minor 

infelicity of capitalization, where the capital letter functions 85 a .,«<OI«tiw illlkx, inform· 
ing the reader about the transcendental role of temporality when that is under consid
eration. Indeed. the capital I could be taken as representative of the notion of the 

transcendental and the term Temporality may then be read as meaninR temporality 
und.erstood 85 transcendental horizon for the unders.tanding of being and condition of 
possibility for all undentanding of beinR and hence for the solution of the basic problem 
of ontology, namely, the problem ofthe meaning of being in general.), 17.228,274.302, 
305, 312, 313, 318, 322ff., 3248'.; T. L>!PINW by the ontological problematic related to 

temporality: "It means. temporality insofar 15 temporality itself is made into a theme 15 
the condition of the possibility of the understanding of being and of ontology as such. 

The term Temporality' is intended to indicate that temporality. in existential analytic, 
represents the horizon from which we undftstand being," 228; T. defined as temporality 

in its role 15 condition of possibility of the understanding of being. both pre-ontological 

and ontological, 274; concept of T. to be defined. 292; Temporal interpretation of the 
BEISG Of BEINGS, 306; T. interpretation ofthe BEJNG Of THE EXTANT by mean& of praes.en&, 
317-318; CU.'TJt.o\L ROLE ofT. in ontological inquiry. 327; "The fundamental subject of 

research in ontology i' Ttmpardlily,~ 17; content of its general OO!'IICEYf, "(T/em
poralny J!o ttmporality with ugdrd to the unity of the lwrizoMI schtm4td ~/oftging to it; 
307; T. interpretation of Ht\I'IJI!'IIESS. 305, 309; T. content of KA.'rr's THESIS, 316; T. 
l'ltOJEGI'ION, 323; T. PROPO>ITIO!'IIS, 323; T. SCIENCE jontology), 323; T TRLTH (verita" 
temporalis). 323. backward SUM~L\RY of exposition ofT., 312 

temporal. temporality lzeitlich, Zeidichkeit; cf. the prev1ou" entry for the German temporal, 
·remporalitat. tran.~lated a~ Temporal. Temporality). 16, 20. 228-229, 2298'. 236. 
1.7.'-27~. 278 . .2868' .. ZC»ff., 298, 302-303. 303ff., 30611' .. 309fT., 3J8tf.. 320IL .\LTHEr.;. 
IIC 1., 273; how BElNG-1!'11-THE-WORW IS founded on t.,l9t!ff .. tempor.;~J C.OMI'I>RTMENTS· 

expecting and "then." retaming oilnd "at the 11me: cnpr...,.entmg and "now," 259ff.; their 
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intrinsic inreraJI1Metion. 260: the three componmmu express themselves iD three tim-. 
~tions, 2591'.; u the wha~ of expressed time, thqt malce i~ &Dd its ICN:tunl 
moments undersundable. 265if.; t. as long CONC£.\l..!D, 322; t.'s basic COSSTmmON 

revalcd by coming·towud, coming-hKk-to. dwelling-with, 266-267; t. as conditiaQ vi 
possibility of the CON31TIU"'TlOS OF TifE OJ\SEIN's BEL-.;G, 2i .. ; t. as COVEllED UP by the 
falling Duein, 271: ECST.-\11CCH.f\RACTER oft., 267-268,274:1. as ecstatic, outside ltstlf 

carried away (in three ways) to: the original outside-itself. the ebutikon. 267; t. ~ 
intrinsically !CSfATIC·HORIZOS ... L, makes pa.sible the Dasein's constitution and the t81ft. 

ponlizin.g of common time, 268: ecsutic-horizonal t. as conditioo or possibility of tzm. 
scmdence, 314-31.5: I. is the equally original !CSfATICHORIZONhl.. Ul'.'ITY of future, put, 
and present. 267. 274, 287; t.'s essential structure is "the self-enclosed ecstatic-horizoaal 

unity of future, past, and prtscnt in the sense explained; 274; t.'s most c:cnual deca
mination: iu ecstatic-horizonal unity, ecsutic-horizonal cocutitueion, 302; corr"P"""eact 
be-tween ecstatic unity of t. and unity of the horizonal schemata of the three eataaa, 
302; wha~ t., as ecstatic·horizonal unity of temporalizing, makes pa.sible: transc:mdencr. 
intentionality, the being of the existential Dasein, the Dascin's componment toward. .. , 
the understanding of being. the unveiling of being, and the disclosing or uncoverinc « 
beings, 318; t. u condition of pa.sibility of the EPEXEINh (the Dasein's constiludft 
transcendence) and of all understanding founded on it, 307; t. of dealings whh EQU1PN!Nt 
303, u primarily mpresenting, 309; how the !XIST!.V11!LL t-'NDER.STANDll'\'G is direr
mined by t., 286if.; t. of the understanding of FUNCTIONALITY and functional tolality. 
29lif.; t., as Temporality. the HORIZON of the ecswes, 312; HORIZONM. CHAitt\CT!Il of 
t., 267; HORJZONM. SCHE.\tA't .. of ecstatic t., 294, 302; t. as condition of possibility of 
R."T!NllO.\IALITY. 268: how t. is to be KSOWN, 327; t. as ~L~IF!S11NG rnELF in the 
Dasein in a pervasive])' N.sic way, 307-308: t. as the MEM'DlG OF THE DJ\S!IN's BEING, 

16: t. of ~OSS~C OR FI~DING something, 310-311; t. as root and ground for the Olj!C

TitlC.-\110:0: of beings and of bel ng. 321; is t. the ground of the Oh"TOLOOICM. DIFFEit!NCI? 
286; how t. makes O~TOLOGY possible, 228; ORIGIXAL t., 294; original concepc J t., 
256-257; t. as SELF·PROJECTIOS as such: condition of possibility of all projectiq, 
307 -308; how t. qua ecstatic is intrinsically SP."'-"'S!D, STRErCHED, 269-270; STRt:C'RJU 
oft., 263; original t. as origin of TIME as now-sequence, 268if.; t. as original tim~. 241: 
·what confronts us in the unity of expecting. retaining, and enpr~nting," 260, the unity 
of original, existential future, past, and present, 266; t. distinguished from the three TIM!
DETERM~S.-.noss which originate in t.'s self-expression, 266: t. and TR.-.NSCE.\IDESC!. 

291: t. as transcendence is opennt'$S, 25S; interrelations of t., tran5«ndence, and the 
understanding of being. 291-292; t. as condition of possibility for ID.'DERSTA.\:Ol\IG, 286: 
why t. must be the condition of the possibility of the Dasein's tr.-;DERST."'-'\'DI:O.:G OF BEL\IG, 

274; why t. must be the condition of possibility or the understanding of being and hence 

of the projection of being upon time. 280; t. u horizon for the understanding or~· 
228, 260. 292; t. a5 comcomitantly ID."VEILED in all factual projection, 307 

temporalize (zeitigen), 270, 302, 305, 307, 309, 315; how temporality temporalizes COMMON 

TIME, 269; the DISTISCTION IIETWEES BEISG AND 8EISGS (ontological diifcrence, q.v.) "is 
lempar12lizH in lht ltmparalizing of lt"mporalily.~ 319; EXISTENCE temporalizes it$11!lf in 
understanding. 278; temporalizing of EXPECT.-\SCE, 311; role of praesens in temporalizing 
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dnlings with the HANDY, 308: tempora.lizing in commerce with the handy, 312; effect of 
PREC!DENCI! OF ONE ECSTAS!S OVD. ANont!R in temporalizing, 307, TEMPORALITY TI!M

POJI.ALIZI!S mi!LI' in the ever current unity of future, past, and present, 266 
t~.hundred,38,43 

Thales: interprets being as a being, 319 
that, 123; that it is, 130 
thematizing of being, 21,281 
then, 247, 25711'., 26111' .• 268ft'.; why the t. is temporal, 269; the 1. derived from the ecstatic 

character of temporality. 1HJ 
tht-ology.theological. 19, 29, 79, 82, 183. 231; theologia rational is. 80: medievalt., 128. 118: 

medieval mysticalt .. 90; Protestant t., 90: traditional theological founding of ontology. 
118 

theory, 59, 63, 69; theoretical knowledge, 133 
there. 24.5 
there-being, 92 
theses, 1.5, 24, 76, 22.5. 1ST llli!SIS, IV.NnAN: ITS N!GAnYI! <XlN'I'I!N'r. bei111 ill not a real 

predicate, 1.5, 24, 2711'., 32, 72, 91, 92, 97. 101. 102. 313, 316; m POSIT1V! OONTENT. 

being equals potition, existence (t'XWitnesa) equals absolute position equals perception, 
and criricism of it, 39&'., 43ft'., 4711' .• 49&'., 67ft'., n-78. 87, 112. 117, 179, 303, 313, 
31611'.; 1« Kant. 2ND THESIS, AJusTOT!IJAN•MWI!VAL: to the constitution of a being 
there belong asence and existence, IS, 24, 74 ("to each being there belong a what and 
a way-of-being.), 7711'., 87, 88, 9911'., 111, 117, 119&'. 3aonwrs, MODI!JlN: the basic ways 
of being are the being of nature (res extensa) and the being of mind (res oogitans): lS, 24, 
75, 121, 122ft'., 123, 140. 4TH THESIS, LOGICAL: every being, regardless of its particular 
way of being, can be addressed and talked about by means of the "is," the copula. IS. 24, 
67. 7.5. 176, tnfl' .. 223. 314 

thing, thingneu. thinghood (The author employs two German words for thing: Dins and 
Sac:he. Throughout, Sache is connected more frequently than Dins with the realitas of 
the res by the use of the abstract noun "Sachheit, • which means something like essence 
or essential content in the sense of the thingneu of the thing and is frequently translated 
as inherent or intrinsic content when it takes the form of the term "Sachgehalt. • However, 
the author also makes analogous use of such a form as Dingheit, thinghood, though not 
with the same idea in mind. While Ding and Sache have more or leu !lllbtle differences 
of application, tone, and figurative employment, the author often tends to us-e them 
interchangeably, sometimes even within the scope of a brief sentence. For e'Qimple: "the 
•ctual thing fTYmgj arises out of phusis, the nature of the thing fSacheJ ," 107. Because 
of the close connection of the terms, their occurrences have not been separated out in 
th1~ lexicon. The presence of the German pagination in the heads will facilitate a quick 
ch«k with the original.) 3-4-3.5, 37ff., 43. 46-47, 68, 75-76, 8.511' .. 91ff. 95. 97ff. 
103-104, 10.5, 106ff. 119-120, 122. 138. 141-142. 145. 147ff .. 1.51. l59ff. 161-162, 
1621f .• 168, 17111' .• 174, 175, 196ft' .• 214. 219, 233, 289ff .• 293-294. 300, 316-317, 323; 
a thing's BEING as its Klf-~ermined presence, 317; thing-<:ONT!.Vf, CM, 96 (usually 
occurs as inherent content. intrinsic content); thing.CO!'-TEXllJRI! (Dingzusammenhang). 

163; OORPOilEAL AND MENTAL things, 148; thing-IN-ITSELF. 149; NI\TI.'R. .. L OOMPOR1'MENT 
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toward thinp, 173, s. orientation; 0:-.IOLOGIC.\L CHAil.'\CTU of dur..p, 1 i +; thinp V. 

not genuinely llt.\."lSCD10E.'"t 299: things as nu:E, 189: thing ofl:SE, 108. Ste Ding: re.; 
Sache 

thinking, thought, so. 57, 62. 65, 83. 97, 126ft'., 130-131, 1+-4-145, 163, 183, 185, 

206-207. 216, 323: A.'iOE~I thought. 101. 106. 11.5, ut: ontolog)'. ancient; philosophy, 

ancient: ;\RTICL'L\TED thinking, the proposition. 188: CO~IB~ATORY thinking, 180; think. 
ing as I'REE CO~IPOR'Thl~l of the ~n. 216-217: HISTORY of thought, 12+: MODEIN 

thought, problems of, 127; MYTHIC.\L, t.IAGIC.'LL. thinking, 121; PRISOP.\l.o\l'oo'Dst."BSIDL\RY 

thought in judgment (Lotze), 199,202.204.218: TR.\DmOS.\L thought. 112, 183,189, 

S« ontology. traditional 
Thomas Aquinas. 12. 20, 30ff .. 42. 58. 79-80. 83ff .• 87, 88ff .• 9lff. 124, 181. 189, 231; 

T. A. on the ontological proof. 30ff. 
Thomistic dcctrine and disciple-s, 79, 89ff., 9UI'., 93. Ste Aegidius Romanus; CapreoiiD, 

Joannt:s 
thou, 278: the t., its meaning and condition of possibility, 297-298. &t l·thou 

time, 20, 69, 71, 145, 181, 229i'., 231-232, 232&'., 237tf., 256tr., 27+tf .. 302&'., 305, 318fF.; 

t. u origin of possibility. is absolutely earliest and ultimate ground of the A PRIOIU, 325: 
t. as A PRIORI OFniE EGO, 145; is ARISTOTI.E'S OEm.moN o( time a tautology? 240-241; 
for Aristotle and ordinary consciousnes1, t. is an infinite irreversible sequence o( nows, 
256, 260, 268, 27ltf.; t. is not A BID."G, 325: reading t. from the CL.OCX, 245, 25711:; 

assigning t. to the clock, 245: t. as shown by a clock, 258: determination o( time to (ID 
order to, for) as purpose of clock usage, 258-259; OOMMON COI'CEPT oft., 228; C011UD0D 

concept oft. (intntemporality), 324-325; t. in its common sense sprinp from tempar• 
ality, 228; COMMON Ul'oo'DERST.o\I'DI:SG oft., 229tf., 257ft'., 260, 268tf.; how t. is constaady 

present in all COMPOR'Thll.l\"TS, 260; t. u COST.\INER, 273 (stt embrace; hold-around); t. 
as what is COl"l\.IED IN CO~'SECTIOS WITH ).lOTIOS, 237ff., 240; t. as the counted that 
counu, 246; "'lime itself can be measured only beause ... it is something OJUnted Uld. 
as this counted thing. it can itself count again," (interpretation of Aristode), 2.561 why 
original t. is OOVEREDL'P: the mode of being of falling, 271ft'.: expr1!$Sed t. u Dlt.TABU!, 

262: DETERMINAnO~ o( t.: fonhwith, just now, once, all of a sudden, 236, earlier aad 
later, 240: the three time-determinations u determinations of expressed t.-now, then, 
at-the-time-are spoken from out o( the unity of an enpresenting·expecting·retaininl (or 

forgetting), 261. 263-2~. 269ft'., 306: DIRECTION oft., 260; ECST.\TIC CI'IAJV.CT!R oft. 
defined in terms of carrying a~~o·ay, rcstasis, 267: ecstatic character of original t. described. 
267; why ECST. .. TICHORIZONAL TEMPORAUTY must be called time in a primary tensr. 
the t. that temporalizes itself and. as such, trmporalizes world-time, 271: t. as E.>,f&JV.ONCi 

motion. 252, and being~. 252 (stt container; embrace: hold-around); ESSEl\."TI.o\1. Nlt.ltJIU: 

oft., 233, 235, 255-256, 2731[: t. EXISTS only if the soul exists, 254: !.'<PRESSED t. AND 

EXPRESSION oft.: t. utters itself with the determinations of now, at·the-timt, then. 261; 
the structural moments of expreued time art significance, datability, spannedness. and 
publicness, 261ft'. and 261, 262, 263, 264 (ordc:r of their definition); t. as intrinsically 

spanned and stretched, 264: exprencd t., the now, at-the-time. and then, 26.5; publicnesl 

of expressed t., 264: expressed t. derived from existential temporalit)'. 265fT., 271; ex
pres.~ed t. as that for ~~o•hich the Da~ein uses itself, for the sake of which the Da:w!in is. 
270; t. as right or wrong t., 261-262, 271 (u-t significoance); t. is not an E."<TAST THING, 
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262; bt.t cf. lhere is time, time i~ given, it is extant/vorhanden/, without our being able 
to say how and where it is," 264: how the common understanding oft. is led, through the 
Dasein's FALLING, to cover up original t. and intepret t. in terms of being-at-hand. 
extantness, 271-Z72; "time FOLWWS motion," 243; GUIDINGONI!SELF according to 
t., as original, primary comportment toward t. 258; HAVING t., 258; having no t. as 
privative mode of original having oft., 258; t. as HOLIMROONO, 2.52; t. as the transcen
dental HORIZON, the primary horizon of tnn.scendental science (ontology), 323-324; t. 
as ontological horizon, 324; ISAUTHE!Io'TIC t., 279; t. IN ORD£R TO, 2.59; M£1\SVRING oft., 
based on original comportment toward t., 2.58; ·~ measure time because we need and 
use time." 260; we regulate our use of it by time measurement, 260-261; MODE Of B!ING 
oft., 233ff.; t. as something like MOTION, 234 -235; as something connected with motion, 
23.5, 237, 237ff.: how t. is something connected with motion, 2.53: t. as MOTION OF THE 
UNIVERSE, 234; NAllJIL\1. UNDERSTANDING oft., 230,255: t. as sequence ofl.oiOWS, 256. 
268, 271ft".: how the various features of t. as now-sequence point back to features of 
original t., 273-274; t. is not a manifold of thrust-together nows, 248; t. as NUMBER, 
235; as number connected with motion, 2398'.; implications of Aristotle's intezpretation 
oft. as number, 2488'.- t. as number in contrast with limit, 249-250; t. as mensural 
(counting) and counted number, 2.50: ORIGINAL t. called temporality, 241; phenomenon 
oft. in more original sense, interconnected with concept of world and structure of the 
Dasein, 25.5; t. in a more original sense, as "what confronts us in the unity of expecting, 
retaining, and enpresenling, • called temporality, 260; return to original t., 2.561'.; common 
1. points to original t. (temporality). 257; the phenomenon of original t., called temporality, 
as original unity of future, past. and present, 266; why call the original unity of future, 
past, and present by the name "time"? because the now, then, and at-the-time are nothing 
but temporality expressing itself, 268-269; the expression "original time" justified, 268, 
271; relation bet~ t. in the common sense and original temporality: the former is the 
"index" of the laner, 269; t. as ORIGINAL SELF-PROJEGnON, 318: t. as Olr11!RMOST Hf.IIV
ENLY SPHERE. 234; t. as origin of POSSI!IUTY, 32.5; t. as PUBUC, publicness of expressed 
1 .. 264; t. is not 1'\JNcn:i\L, 264; RECKONING with t., 2.58; t. as RIGKT OR WRONG t., 
261-262, 271 (5ignificance); SIGNIFlC.O.NCE of expreued t.: t. as appropriate or inappro
priate, right or wrong, 261-262: t. and the SOUL, 256: SPi\NNWNI!SS of expressed t., 
263-264; STRl:CTURAL MOMENTS of expressed time, ste expressed and expression (this 
tntryl; TAKING t., 258; TELLING the t., 240; t. and TEMPORALITY: 2298'. TRi\DmONi\L 

concept oft., 2318'.; "The talatic character of time ma~ possib~ tht Dcutin's ... TRi\N· 

SCESI.li!NCE, and thus also the world," 302: how t., as TRi\NSmONARY, measura motion 
and rrst, 252-253, 25.5-256, 263-264, 273; t. and UNOI!RSTANDING of the being of 
bemgs, 286, as making that understanding pO!!Sible, 294; t. is used inexplicidy in the 
understanding of hcmg, 303; "the function of time is to make possible the undenunding 
of being," 303; UNIH oft .• 236; t- is already UNVEJLI!I.l for us before using the clock. 2.58; 
11me's essential unvededness, Z74; WHERE •~ t.? 240; t. as WORU>-t., 262,270. 274; natural 
time. nature-time, are inappropriate namtli for world-time. 262 

lime, l\ri~totle's definition discus~: as CONSECTEl> wrrn MOTION, 237ft' .. and as a Nl:MBER 
THUS (l)SJJ:ECTEI>, 239ft'. Oi.o\k.o\GTERISTIC l>EFI!IOITIO!IOS: "s.omething counted which 
'hoW!l itwlf in dnd fm r~ard to the before and after in motion something counted 
m connection with motion n encountered in the horizon of earlier and later." 235; 
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•something counted in connection with motion that is e1'ICOI.Inu:red in lhe horizon of the 
earlier and later (medon encountered with regard to the before &Dd after), 237-238; 
•What is thus concomitantly counted in following a motion, ... the naw5-this is~.-
246; ·time is what is counted in connection with motion which is experienced WJth respect 
to before and after: 2%; "something counted in coonection with motion so far as this 
motion is seen in the horizon of earlier and later: 2-46-247; "number as that which ia 
counted in following the pl.aas r.raversed by the moving thing, that is. so far as we follow 
in the motion the mnsition as such and in doing so say 'now."· 248; "the before and after 
insofar as they are counted: 255; Aristotle •defines the time in which we encounter 
beings as a number that embraas (holds-around) beings," 237. EvALL'ATION or AltJS. 
TOTlE'S OEF1~1TIOS, 2o4011"., and extended analytical discussion of the question of the 
origin of time. in the common sense, from temporality: the proceron and hustcron, 240 
(rH 247~ dimension of motion, 242: continuity md akolouthein. 242&".; experience of 
motion, 2.W; away·from·there and toward-here, 245; now. then, and at-the-time, 
245-2%; the now and the nature of time, 246ff.; time's numerical charac:tet, 248; the 
now as continuum, not a piece, 249; the now as number counted and countit\t. 249-250; 
the now as time itself, as mensural number, 250-25 1; time as embncing beings aad the 
meaning ol inuatemponlity. 2.51- 2.52; the relation of time to the soul and the qu.eaion 
of time's objectivity, 253-25-4: inwconnection of the original ph«nomenon of lime with 
1M concept of the world and the sU\Ict\lre of the Dasein, 254-255: stntegic chanctu 
of the conctpt of a.kolouthein, to follow, in regard to the connection of time with motiocl, 

255-256: transition to the concept of temporality, 256 
timeless, 236, 303, 306, 32-4. 5« supntemponl 
tool, 169, 293 
totality, 291, 295; t. of structure of being·in·the-world, 291; t. of functionality, and world.. 

294 
tndition, traditional thought, 22, 23, 77, 78. 83, 112. 117. 118. 124, 20.5, 213, 298, 327; 

destruction and appropriation of traditional philosophical concepts, 22-23; t. of coaapc 
of actuality, 104; t. time-concept, 230; t. vi~ of time, 231. 234; t. on time, overlooked 

its structural moments of 'ignificance and datability, 261ft'. 
transcmd. transcendence, tr~ndent (tranuend.ieren, Tnnszendenz, transzendent), 55, 

61-62. 64. 65. 70, 162. 218. 219, 25.5, 294[., 298ff .• 306-307. 312. 31311' .• 323-324; 
BEING, as first projected upon t., 323; t. and BEING·!S, 301-302; "'flat tTansctrUIIMe t/ 
BEL'\G·!N· THE· WORLD is ftnmded ill its specific wllokness 011 tht urigirtal n:S(atic-horizcMl 
unity of tnnporality. • 302: the CONCEAL!\.II!li.'T of 1. as a faulty interpretation, and why 

necessary. 322: exposition of the coscur oft., 298ft' .. acknowledged to be ina~te, 
298; the more original concept oft., 323; t. as CONDmON Of I'OSSIBI UTI of comportment 
toward beings. 300; the 0.\SEIS as the transcendent, I 14, 162, 299, 301; t. makes EXIST· 
E.-.:CE possible, 323; t. and INTV."TIONALITY, 63-64, 65. 175; "it is precisely intentionality 

and nothing el$e in whtch traruwtdtnu consists." 63; "Intentionality presupposes the 
Da~n's specific transcendence. but this tnnsc~ndencc cannot be explicated by means of 
the concept of intentionality as it has hitherto ~en u~ually conceived.~ 175; intentionality 
as condition of possibility oft., 65: t. as condition of p<>Mibility ofintcntionality. 3 H; more 
radicalll'..,.I!.IIPRE"rATION oft .. 162; ME.\." lNG oft. as existential ontological COI'ICept. 162; 
~tr;uu.cendence means to ,.,,JnsttJnd o~lf from a wor/J," 300; t. and the MOII:AIJS. 301; 
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''tM gmuint O!lo'TOL.ot ;K :'\1. Sf.NSE of ~aructndtl!u,"' 299; t. as. ORICill'!\1., .~"Ml; lnterconn«· 
tion oft. and intentionality with TEMPUIV.UTY, 268, 291ff.; t. as rooted in temporality. In 
Temporality, 323; the TRA."'lSCENDEm: in the popular s.ense, 298, in theory of knowledge. 
298-299; in the genuine sense, "the transcendent is that which 0\ltt'steps as Sllch and not 
that toward which I step over,'' 299; t. as peculiar TRANsJ>oo;rnm.: of the stbject. 174; t. 
and possibility of UNDEIIST A!lo'l>l!lo"G intraworldly being. 291-292; interrelations oft. with 
temporality and understanding of being. 291-292. &e intentionality; transcmdere 

transcendental, 27, 30, 317; l. EGO, 129; t. I-THINK, 132; MEASIIIO(> OF THE TERM II' K.'\ST, 

127-128. sn apperception; t. SCIENCE: the science of being as constituted by objectifi· 
cation of being in regard to transcendence, 323; philosophy as t. science, 17 

transcendentals (ens, unum, verum), 189-190 
transcen~: its meaning, to step over, pau over, go through, surpasa, 298f[ 
transition, 245, 24 7; EXP!.IUENCE oft., 244ft'.; PHORA as t. from one place (topos) to another, 

change of place, 242; "Retaining the prior and expecting the posterior, we S!! llf! 

TRA."'lSmON AS SUCH," 245 
transposition, 161-162 
trueness, being·true (Wahnein), 180, 188, 202, 204, 20.5, 217; t. u a specific being (Sein), 

180 
truth (Wahrheit), 18-19,24, 167, 183, 188ft'., 19.5ft' .• 199ft'., 202,205,209, 213ft' .• 217-218, 

218ft'., 219-220, 277. 284, 28.5, 314, 320, 323; t. as AcnJAIJTY. 189; ARIST011.l on 
t., 180, 200, 204, 213ft'.; ASSERTIONAL t., 188ft' .• 21311'.; t. of BEHOLDING, intuitive appre
hension, 118; t. and BEING, 213ft' .• 217-218, 218ft'., 222ft'.; question of the relation oft. 

to being, 223; t. and BEINGS, 214-21.5; connection of t. with the copula, 180; t. and the 
DASI!lN, 320; t. as unveiling that belongs to the Oasein's existence, 219ft'.; DU!NSE OP 

AlJTHOR's llfEORY oft., 220f[; "'So far as there is a truth about fa being/, this truth 

understands p~ly that nothing in what it means depends on it for being what it is." 
221; why there cannot be ETERNAL truths, 220ft'.; EXISTENCE oft.: "there is unveilednes.s 

only so ftJr as there is an unveiling, so far as the Dasein exists. Truth and being-trw as 
unveiledne:sa and unveiling have tM Dd.Nin's mode of being.~ 217; "There is truth--un· 
veiling and unveiledness-only when and as long as the Dasein exists," 219; !XIS'TEN'TlAL 

MOO!! OF BEING oft .• 217-218, 218ft'., 222ft'.; relation oft. to the EXTANT. 218; its relation 

to the being of the extant, 222-223; why t. can also be a determination of INTRA WORLDLY 

THINGS, 219; JUDGM!I'oo'TAL t., 189, 200-201; cognitive t., t. of judgment, 201; 8 truth is 
neither present among things nor does it occur in a subject but lies-taken almost 

literally-in the MIDOI.! 'be-tween' things and the Dasein," 214; the true as constituted 
by OBJI!CilVITY, 201; PLATO on t., 215; t. PR!SUPPOS!S l.\5, we do not need to presuppose 
It, 221; Hobbes' definition oft. as t. of the PROPOSmoN, 188; t. of llfiNGS, 189ft'.; "For 
the Greeks truth means: to take out of concealment, UNOOV!RISG, Ul'oo'VEIUNG." 215; t. 
<ind the L11.'D!RSTAN()[f'G (intellect), 213-214; WHERE t. is and where it is not. 217-218 
(it lies in the middle, 214). Su disclose; uncover; unveil 

Umschlag, 23+ 
Um~lt, 164 
unavailable, unavailability (abh.anden. Abhanc:k-nheit), 304-305. 310; unavailability as a 

mode of the handy. 304. S« non-handy; un-h;~ndy 
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uncover, uncovmng, uncoveredness (entdecken, Entdeckung, Entdecktheit), 48-49, .50 
696'., 73, 133, 163, 168-169, 171-173 (an unusual use), 174, ~. 213tJ., 216, 219, 
220-221.1!11. 304, 314. 318: uncoveredness of BEINGS, 67tJ., 72; uncovering~ 
"We shall call the unveiling of an extant being-for example, nature in the brOidat 
sense--t.tnc:owring." 21.5: uncoveredness and DISCLOSEDNESS, 72, 215; uncovering 11 ONE 
WAY OF UNVEIUNG, 21511'. S. disclor;e; truth: unveil; and cf p. 318 

undentand, undentanding (ventehen, Ventand = faculty of understanding. Ventehen .. 
act of undemanding), 33. 46, 57, 70ft"., 72, 94, 105, 111, 114, 147, 163, 16.5-166, 171, 
~. 214. 216, 218, 229fT., 236-237. 260-261, 270, 28411' .• 293-294. 302-303, 309, 
315; u. II ... OtiEVEMENT, Ventandnis, and as ACT, Verstehen, 275; u. the AcnJAI. 11 
actual, .285; BEING of the u., 214; u. of BEING·IN·TifE·WORW, 294; u. as 1 basic deter
mination of being-in-the-world. 275ff.; how u. unveils possibilities ofbein1·in-the-worlcl; 

being-with, being-toward, being-among, 278; u. as possible only on the basi& ofbeint-ia
the-world, 298; u. the BEING OF BEINGS, 116; only a BEING nto,T EXISTS, that is in the 
manner of being-in-the-world, understands that which is. beings. 208; u. of a being 11 

present, 306-307; u. of beings extant before and for production, 116; u. of B£1NG-W1111o 
OTHERS, implicit in functionality relation.'!, 296; u. of being-with-othen, etc., mntained 
in self- and world-understanding, 296-297; COMMON meaning and u., 197; c:ommoo u. 
of ancient basic concepts. 119; ordinary, c:ornmon u., 166-167; common, philiS1iae u., 
220; common u. of time, 231ff., 266, not entirely unaware of the various characten tl 
expressed time, as in Aristotle's view, 273; u. as condition of possibility for both oopitive 
and practical OOMPORTMENT. 276; u. comportment tow.trd things, 289; CX>NC!PT of u. 
cannot be defined adequately in terms of cognitive comportment toward beings, neglct
ing practical-technical comportment, 275; the original existential concept of u., "to u• 
*r.stand or~~Mlf in th« being of one's OIPII most p«Uii11r 11ltility·to-~," 276, 11nd c:'IOfth'dlt, -rhe 
Oaaein understands iuelf first by way of /intraworldly/ beings: it is at first unveiled to 

itself in its inauthentic selfhood: 171; u. and basic OONsnnmoN OF THE DAS!IN, 286; 
u. /II act, ventehen/ an original determination of the DASEIN's EXISTENCE, 27.5; u. 11a 
basic determination of existence, 276, 278, 279, 286; how u. belongs to the Dasein's 

existence: sketch of concept of u. as constitutive of the Dasein's existence, 276ff.; Oll'l'!lt
ENCE between pre-conceptual u. and conceptual comprehension (Begreifenl. 281-282; 
u. of EQUIPM!NT as equipment, 29211'., 305; EVERYDAY u. of beings, 176; u. as EXIST!N
TIELL, 279: temporal interpretation of u. as existentiell, 286ff.; existentidl u., authentic 

or inauthentic, 294; "U nderstand.ing is not a mode of cognition but the ba&ic: determinatioo 
of EXISTING." 278; u. of EXTAI'ITNESS, 70-71, 119; u. of FUNl."'TIONALm', 293-294, 30.5; 

u. via functionality, 310; u. as primarily FlJfURAL, 287; the GL-.NC£ of understanding in 
the assertion of being, 317; u. of HANDINESS in temporal term.~. 305; u. the handy as 

handy, 305; INAlJTHENllC u., an u. in which the Dasein undentand\ itself primarily via 

encountered intraworldly beings rather than via its own most peculiar possibility, 279, 
290-291: NO.~-OONCEPTUAL u., 309; u. t1S Or. "TICAl., 280; u. ORIEr-TEDTO PROIXJGnON. 

116; PRE-PHENOMENOLOGICAL u. 29C}. u. of PRt:sEr.'T, PAST, AND fl/TURE in original. 

existential sense, 266ff.; u. peculiar to PRODUCllV! lr.'TENTIONALITI. 1 H; to understand 
meam to PROJECT one!lelf upon a possibility. 277; ~ntial core of u. as PROJEC110N. 

exi.,tentiell ~elf-understanding, 277; u. as projection, 279; u. and SELf-understandinfl. 
27(}. u. ofTRVTli. 216ff., .284; u. asliN\'EJUNG EXHIBITION OFSOMElltlNG lc{. apophansis), 
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determined by truth, 216; u. WORW, THE l!lrllL\WORLDLY, EXISTENCE, 1\NO(X)oi!XISTENJ' 

DJ\SEIN IN rrs BEING, 280: antecedent u. of world (~ificance) implicit in the Dase-in's 
existence, 296; u. of world is essentially self-understanding, understanding of the Dase-in, 
296; u. of world, 297-298 

understanding of being (Seinsverstindnis: although this verbal form suggests achieved un
derstanding, both faculty and act of undentanding being are co-intmded and each comes 
out with its own aa:ent in difl'erent places), 10-11, 66, 67ff'., 701'., 7411'., 83, 10,5, 112ft'. 
113, 115, 179, 205, ~. 210ft"., 227ff., 294, 302, 318; 1\NCIENT u., via production, 286; 

u. moves in an 1\NTECEDEI'o.ILY ILLUMINI\TID HORIZON, 284; u. as expressed in J\SS!JtTION, 

211, and as antecedent to aiiSI!nion, 211-212; u. as present in OOMMERCE WITH THI! 
HANDY, 312; u. as immanmt in each OOMPORTMDIT. 122, 158; "to every intentional 

componment ~ongs an undemanding of the being of the bf!int to which this com
ponment relates," 158: cf. 71, 175, ~: u. involved in both cognitive-theort!tkal and 
practical-technical componment toward beings, 275; u. in ontic:al (ex.istentiell) comport
ment, conditioned by time, 286; u. in productive componment, 116-117; u. lia at the 

ground r:i. ~onp together with, componment toward beings, 16, 75, 327; understanding 
of the DJ\SEIN J\S 1\ BI!ING venus u., 280; discussion of u. relating to non-Dueinlike beings, 

291ff.; u. belongs to the Dasein's existence and gives the Duein ontological priority, 223; 
Dlt'I'I!Jli!N'Tl,l10N of u. as ontological prnupposition for the indifferent "is" of assertion, 

211ff.; u. always present in I!XISTENlli!LL UNOI!RSTANDING, 279; u. in the horizon of 
I!XTI\NTNESS, 272; u. in the sense of extantness, 302; understanding of fl.l'NcrJONAUTY, 

294; u. as INDiff!Jti!NT (embracing both the being of the Dasein and that of things which 
are not of the nature of the Dasein), yet differentiable, 175-176; the indifference, at fim, 
of u., 279; u. as at fint indifferent, unarticulated, 294; u. belonging to INTIIT110N, 118; 
u. has the MODE OF BEING of the human Duein, 16; understanding of the being o( OTHD. 

01\SI!INS and that of things handy and extant, 279; how u. can be present in Pl!li.CEPTION, 

315; author's aim is to give a fundamental clarification of the POISIBIUTY of the u. in 
general, 281: u. must PRECED! the uncovering of the correlative beings, 314; PRE-oN· 

TOLOGlCAL u., defined and elucidated, 281; the unc:Jentanding which, as u., PROJ!CI'S 

being as such, 280; u. rooted in projection of an epekeina tes ousias, 284: intrinsically 
manifold STROCI1JRI! of u., 20.5; u. as hued in TEMPORALITY, 228; temporality as condition 
of poss.ibility of u., 16, 274, 302; the condition of possibility of u. to be clarified via 

Temporality, 312; the temporality of u., 295; connection of u. with TllANSCV:DI!NCE, 295; 
it is founded in transcendence, 300, problem of WHAT u. is, 274ff., and of what makes it 
possible. 16 

un-enpresenting: unity of u., expecting. and retaining, in missing something, 310-311 
u nexpectant. 311 
unfamiliarity. 304. Sft familiarity 
un-handy, 310. 5« non-handy 
unity, 127, 129 
universal, 84 

universe, 5, 119. 148. 16.5, 296; time a.~ motion of the u .. 234; u. of Leibniz;ian monads, 
300-301 

unobtru.,ive, 309 
untruth: u. within genuine phil05ophy. 322-323 
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Wl~·eil, unveiling, unveilednesa (enth\illen, Ernhiillen, &.thillltheit), 67, 72, 165. 169, 171, 

174, 176. 190. 205. 208, 210. 2u1r., 213ff .• 217-218. 2I8ff' .• 23o. 241, 253. 2n. 278, 
280, 300, 304, 307, 309. 311. 314, 322; ASSERTlON..\1.. EXHIBmON as unveiling, 21.5, &ftd 
irs variations correlative with the entity asserted about, 21.5; unveiledness as determination 
of the BEISG OF A BEll\G, 217-218; unveiledneu of BEISGS in thei! being. as ontologica] 
presupposition for the "is" of assertion, 212; unveiledneu of being1 111d of being, 281; 
definition of unveiling as BEING-TltliE defended, 216; unveilinJ, COG.''ITION, aod scieJce., 
319-320; unveiling and unveiledneu, grounded in the Dt.SEIN'S T'R."-"'"SCENDE....;cE: "they 
exist only so far as the Dasein itself exists, • 222; the Dasein'sself-unveiling in undentand
ing. 277; relation of unveilednas to the EXTM'T, 218; lli.'TDmOSAL STRUCIUU of UQo 

veiling, 217-218; unveiledness of an entity PRESUPPOSES understallding of the being of 
the entity, 314; unvededness of that upon which undemanding projects, 284; unveiledDIU 
of the SELF to itstif, 159ft'.; mtE u already unveiled, 258: unveiledness of time, 274; 
unveiledness of WHATNESS in assertion, 2188". See disclose; UllCOYer; truth 

Ursache (cause), 87-88 
Uneil ijudgment). 180 
use,68, 114,116,117,304,310 
utility. utilitarian, 68 
utterana, 210, 218; u. of ASSERTIO~. 21Uf.; "in every uttered assertion the being·uue of 

the assertion is itself co-intended. • 213; u. which expresses EXHtBI'TlOS, 218 

validity. 119, 201, 202 
veiled over, 260 
verb (Zeicwort, time-word), 181 
verbal (phone, word), 184, 192, 206; v. ARTIC:VLATION, 208; v. PROPOSmoss. 195tr., 2021'.; 

v. SEQUE....,C!, 192, 205fr.; v. SOU!\0, 206-207 
veritas, 188 
verkehne Welt, die (Hegel's npression for the world of philosophical thinking; if. his 

_Phenommoloey of Spirit, "F orc:e and the Understanding: :\ppearance and the Supersensible 
World"; the author cites this expression from a still earlier work). Su inverted world 

visual awarenes.s, 122 
viwity, 10 

voluntas, S8 
vorfinden, 109 
vorhanden, Vorhandenes. Vorha.ndenheit, Vorhandensein (extant, at hand, present at hand. 

that which is extant, etc., extantness, etc., being-extant, etc.), 39, 43, 101, 1CH, 108-109, 

139 
vorliegen (lie-before there), 108 
vontehen: v. and the meaning of Verstehen, understanding, 276 

waiting-for: grounckd in expecting. 289 
was,287 
watch. Su clock 
way of being (Seinsweise, Weise-zu·sein; cf. mode of being). 18, 23, 24, 28, 70, 74, 78, 85, 

154. 216; w. of ACTIO.'-:, 142; 11.-.sJC ways of being, 225; the 0ASEIS':> w., 28, 167; w. of the 
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EGO, 142: w. of an END, intelligence, 146: way of EXISllNG, 142: way of being EXTM"T, 

142; ttANDINI!SS as w .• 304. Su theses: 2nd thnis, 3rd thesis, 4th thesis 
we, 120 
Weltanschauung. See world-view 
Wesen,37,85,86: Wesenh~t.88; Wesenuchau, 114 
what. whatness. what-content, what-character (Wu-sein; if. essence, essmtia, quidditas, 

SadiMt), 15. 18. 24, 31, 38. 43, 53. 68, 74, 75, 78-79, 85-86, 88. 91-92, 97, 100, 
106ff., 109, 119-120. 147, 186ft'., 192, 198. 2028'., 212.218. 265; whatness of equipment, 
293 

what-for, 164 
"What is man?" 8, 137 (as metaphysical question) 
wherein: w. of letting-function. 293 
whereto. 113: w. of the rrmoval: whither of the «stasis: horizon, horiz.onal schema, ci the 

ec:stasis, 302 
whether, 88 
whither, 306, D. 5« whereto 
who.~. 120.135 
whole. wholeness, 165; w. of body. soul, and mind, 146; w. of the three person-determina-

tions, 147 
~ll.S8,65. 126,133.134.138.140 
~ndowlesaness: of the monads, 300-301 
~rklich, Wllklic:hkeit (actual. actuality), 87, 102 
within-the-world, being-~thin-the-world (innerweltlich. lnnerweltlichkeit; sn alterMtiw 

ITdnsldtion, intrawordly). 165, 168-169, 171, 307 
with-which, 293 
Wolff. Christian, Freiherr von. 32. 34, 119 
word. words. 183, 190fT., 192ff., 204, 205ff., 208fT.: assenion as uttered seqo.K'l'ICe of words, 

205ff. 
work. 293; w. of culture, 169-170 
world (Welt), 6ff., 58, 61, 115, 159, 162ff., 164ft'., 167ft' .• 170, 171. 173, 174, 175,219, 296ft". 

299, 300-301, 305, 322: w. as a determination of B!ING·IN·THE·w., 166; relation of w. to 
being-in-the-world and understanding ci its possibility. 294: CHILD'S w .• 171: CONC!PT 

of w., 165, 167, 294: ordinary pre-phi1050phical concept of thew., 165-166: common 
concept of the w .• 19/: Greek concept of the w., 110, 115: "Elucidation of tM world. 
concept is one of the most central tasks of philosophy,'' 164-165: concept of w. as whole 
of functional relatiOil$, 262, and as whole of significance, 295-296; provisional definition 
of concept of w., 296 (cf. 165ft'., 261-262, 295-296); lhe concept of world is not a 
determination of the intraworldly being as a being which is extant in itself. World is a 
determination of the Dasein's being. Th1s is expressed from the outset when we say that 
the l>a.sein exists as being-in-the-woP/d. The world belongs to the Da.s~n·~ existential 
constitution. World is not extant but world exists. Only so long as the Dasein is, is 
exi~tent, is world given," 296: the w.'s most central de1ermin.ation i~ the EC.I!ITIC· 

HORIZON!IL UNlTY OI'T£MPOR. .. l.ITY, 302; E"''VIROSING or surrounding w. (Umweltl, 165, 
171, 304; EXISTENCE of w.: "World exi~ts only 1f Dasein exists," Nl; "The MODE Of 

llEJNG of the world i~ not the extantne!IS of obJetl.\; instead, the world exU.t.~," 299: 
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PHESO!\.I!:.."OS of lh~ w., 165, 167, 17S, 255. 294; w. as SHARED, 297: "'I"lw world .•• is 
. alwa)"S alrady world which the on~ shares with the others: 297; w.-n.\lE. 27-4: defined 

as t.~ time with which wr rtckon; it has me charaarr of signifu:ana, 262: as w.·timc, 
oprnsed time has lhe character of w. intrinsic to its~lf. li0-271; ~ structurallftOII1eDta 
ofw.-time are covered up. 271; w. as TR.-\.,"SCESDE..'T. 299; WH.\T thew. is: •the 'IIIOTid ia 
not an extant entity, not nature, but that which first makes possible the uncoveredness 
of nature." 262. Set significance: functionality 

world·...,iew iWdtanschauung). 4fr., 8fr., 11-12. S1, 312,320 
writing and speech, 185 

you. 120 

Zeic:hen (sign, HusseT!), 185 
zeidich h~mporal. as dift"~~ntiatrd from ~rman t~mporal • Temporal, q.v.), 236 
zuhan~n. 5« hmdy 
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